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Preface 

Thi, study is a part of a broader project undertake» by the United Nation» 

^LT£Z7T  ?ganÌIÌtÌOn  <UN,D0> -"-"ed  ih     'e Hioustnes of the metalworkmg sector as potential export industries in 
developing countries  The key role of thi "sector as ^11 M it8 exoo» 

•A I .• • Econom'c and Social Council of the United Nation» on 
'"d-tml^tion policies including policies for the prZ«„n o•*• 
oriented industnes. The resolution specifically referred to m"talworknl 

«.Tin ?beVe!TPin,g C0Untrie8 M «* °f ¡ndustrlr^t   export' 

P^tT'Tue Hi: Pmg  7f heW in Vienna'12- '9 ^IMC 

anÄrZ.^MÄlE-rt8 * -""   C,"s 
vìviti 1Z °f the 8tUdy Wa8 t0 deve,°P a workable Wroach to the 
planning and programming of the metalworking sector in deveLi• 

r^r^r "iz ? T 
0iven *-^¿A won wnn regard to an effective planning approach to this *»et.nr fh« 

studyrepresent« a significant advance. The •o£uï<ÏÏA£ï 
ha* been achieved and the experience that has been nhZ^throuah íh 

ntrz:'programming data now make * »AAï: 
2FS£ JL* *•**-»" P-«««- andI the rttuLZ% 
TmpleZ of tT^Tr ^Wth Ín ÍndÍVÍduaI co»ntri-   Si"- the completion of the present publication, a start has been made in thin 

trr* äW 
8urvey T hery «^ *äI£ lactunng mduBtry ,n Mexico, undertaken by the authors under the 

» The report of thig meeting was published „nder the symbol in/»* v«i        i 
Metalworking Industries am  A»«/«./.«/  *'       ,   ,   , • *>n»rx>HL>/¿j, Volume I ; 
(Sale8No.:E.70.IIBifi) ^ /m/M*riM »"« 'Wo/m,,, ¿Wir/,* 



"'•' "•• »•""• I-I--..I.-., ti». ,>,,,,,„ ¡; "iZZU-i:1''' """ 
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'•• "V-.--..II «•-., ,i   ,;       ","d '•'.",<;'.'i'ts aml "'"i"'«'"! '.».t-.n.i 

II- .•"..|«mti„„ „IM,,,.,.,,,, H•^ ,J,, :,,. ,'"'"    '"'»'».'•(Mv.th 
..-¡.«t.in.v „| M,, |;„|„,.t  „.,, „    Te,""' •;1': ''"''""''I L.»ak „„,1 til«. 

•i......iii..tiv,. i...o,M..,,„„,¡r,./,.,     . } ;T"' "l'i«"»«'», »f • 
ll.-.r,. c „I ¡„ f.       S   '"•' "'* '""^"«'l KV l'r.,f,.„s„r V,,,, <•„„,., 

th- -I«.., mlC ¡ „    ,f^ " Ï! TT f ", ,h0r""''V- Wh" "ls" '"-»•»-I ( |iiit( r _ eltort at il„a |,.v„, ,)f ,,,.,„,, ,lnd draft(|(| thp t( u nf 

^.Itl^a """T,?"?'- l;-h"' *»•"- •Mr. IVt.-r H,,lr„, « Jt ,   "'l"""""1«! '•«<-kfïr..,i„<l r„r ,1,,. Htl„|v 

<-n-m,,, ,íi „f thr    I, ", ,t 'h ,tlnS'"',til'XÍ,lí; "'"' »"l-rti"' ->•• »p..» 
¡..t-,r".i.l„„f,11,.„l;:;i;|;:s;;^:

i'   """tni'"M «'»» *> «» „„¿i, 

•o »>*' invaluable. The »artieinatin,, „f |V I* '     ,. f,,80"*«onH proved 

¡:.:i;;:r"s ,,n"'"""•fi -•• «-« J.!^r K^K^,r 

«-1 "*::t:;1;;l,
i;,:;¡;,;;;;,s 7,atìr,o *T ,h-d »f ^•* 

»"<nt Authority ; A   ' iU(,u" !Hratll Invei- 
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/ , lly,,,«   Mr» .la...« IW.k. Ministry ,,f Kin,»,,,: Mr. Keren, N,,,,,,,, 
M,n,»,ry o  M,.,,!!,,^ and Maehin, ,¡„¡1 ,: .,„, Mr ,,,7Jf ^    , ' 
•\at,«„al   II»,,,,,,,,,   |,,)U1,|.   J1r.(iyiiw.   (,,k       Mr.Ja.u,»   K    •' 
Mr.  «U„ Capó   Mr. Andrà» liród.v and Mr. tivorgv K ,„d„r      " ' 
,.,„„,  1 <,,,„,.(,  Institut, „f the  Hungarian   ¿ademv rf Si" 
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m,.,Uwnrk,„g „,t„r. .Mr. Béla Marto», Keonomi, li.^roh |¿* 
he Hun,,,,.,,,,, ,„„ ,,,v „f HH•, „ri,,,,,,,, to th<. „val„ 

II,.- projet methodology in it» final Mag,. 

A n„mb,r of «.„tributi,«,» ,v,r, made by »taff member» of 1X1 |)() 
n d,s,„„»,ons ,„n„r„i„g ,„,„, 1heoretical „„,, .   , ^'   » 

pannmg for the „,,,or. The oUwdHclfc» of the „to, hi   n ulia 
bramh,». given ,„ the ap|„,,dix to Part I, wa» prepared bv\h   Kx K r 
ndustne» S,,t,o„ of IM1X»  The eo-operation of the Cited £ 

ine stud},   hat of the liegmiml Commissions .Seetion of the Department 

AïS. ***AffHir-,,f thp vnM *•««»¡» ä:J; 

l'art li i, an extension of Part 1 into the sphere of programmi,,,, 

ïtut sim^l "tU",,i0n W"tered °" the handli»« of «Ä? Ihree simple programming model, are presented; they are based on 
some of he man, feature, „f the method diseussed in Part? WhTthe 
models do no, rover ,11 the eomplexitie» involved, thev provide «basis 
from which generalization» and modih'eation» m.v be dra• 
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THE PLANNING OF PRODICTION AND EXPORTS 
IN THE MKTALWURKINH INDI STRIES 

by ThouHUi YitturÌHzitwì H ir ho ni LÍMmk 

I. THK  NATl-RK OKTHK l'KOBI.KM 

Ihr  problems arising in  the metalworking and  engineering prod,,«!, 
sector are the most interesting as well as the most exasperating ,,f the 
sectoral   planning  problems.   They are of great   practical lignificane-,, 
because the metalworking sector is the key producer of capital   »«uU 
and thus a strati,, agent  for growth. Thin sector is also a centre of 
innovation and a focus of the cultural chantre signalled by the upgrading 
of skills and organizational abilities at all levels that characterize economie 
development.  At  the  same   time,  it  is the   most   exa*|.eratin»   of the 
economic sectors since the problems that arise in it «all int.» miction 
many  of the comfortably entrenched notion« of the economist   about 
matters such as the aggregative description of the phenomena eoim, eted 
with production, the role of the price system in decentralize,! re*..mv 
allocations and the constaney of technical input  coefficients   For this 
very  reason,  it is also the  most  challenging .sector;  progress  touard 
solution of the problems it presents offers a hupe of obtaining a new ami 
clearer picture of the key characteristics of the economic process. 

It has long been evident that the platinine problems of this sector 
must be attacked at a fundamental level if progress is to be achieved 
toward the compilation of programming data and the definition of proper 
methods of planning procedure. Several attempts |l| to solve these 
problems have been made recently. However, none of the studies' seems 
to be entirely satisfactory. The present studv attempts to synthesize 
these earlier approaches and extends their best features. 

Much of the study is dedicated to the clarification of conceptual 
problems. Empirical work was originally to have been undertaken entirely 
m separately commissioned country studies but, due to major delays on 

•hapt 
•  Nome of the studio« arc discusse! ¡„ „ n.vicw of tbe reference literal tire in 
ter 2. 
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KX PORTS 

the latter, some data have boon gathered on a pilot basis in the United 
States primarily as a tost of the methodological concepts. 

The present study is part of a broader effort undertaken by UNIDO 
to promote the growth of new and dynamic export industries in the 
developing countries. Its specific aim is to improve the techniques of 
production and export planning in the metalworking and engineering 
products sector. For the purposes of the study, the sector is defined as 
including classes 35 through 39 of the International Standard Industrial 
( lassification.2 

In particular, the efforts of the study are focused on the objective of 
providing policy-makers with factual tools that will help them to answer 
such vital questions as : 

The kind of investments that would be economically justified in new 
or expanded productive resources; 

The branches of production and, within these branches, the product 
assortments that should receive the principal emphasis; 

Taking into account the potentialities of the world market, the 
exports that deserve serious promotion ; 

The guiding principles to negotiate desirable foreign trade agree- 

Linkage between domestic production and exports 

The metalworking and engineering products sector prints both 
great opportunities and particular difficulties in the development of new 
high-grade exports linked with systematic import substitution in a devel- 
oping country. The opportunities are connected to the kev role of this 
sector in economic development, as pointed out above. By'simultaneous 

Zt'T^:^* aml the dome8tic market' econLro?2te 
can be attained that would otherwise be impossible to achieve and a 
source of foreign exchange earnings can he provided that is far less'subject 

ÄÄ^JS^market than the tvpicaI >rim^ 
The close relationship between domestic production and exports in 

tionsTnoH UndrHTd by the f0,,0Win« in^utional conXa- 
IZh . T     >n «"y ***<*, but particularly in the metalworking sector, 
IJI r,r ed de^ndmw on technological advance and on a high 
degree of efficiency m regard to production methods and inspecta 
techniques, will generally be very difficult to promote effectively^ 

2 A classification of the activities nf the a,.,..,.- ;.,•„ *     i 

export Industries Section of UNIDO. propami by the 
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idiiih ¡tv of continuimi m-rvi«. ».„l        "l"•*" quality, performance, 
production. The he Zev ca    I,?%%"*'£*' "m''y *<" *he domestil' 

E=KttìrSE?=S:ÌS 
work•^:xutteasritofthdome8ticaiiy produœd --,- 

«¡on of the industrie«. When « firm mort rZl^T I a'ly 0pera- 
-vive, it »implv eannot ^JZ »Ä5ÄÄÄr 

í¡I§!1íHéI 
Sí«. ' WOrId market8 °r Planned international speciali- 

IHfßcuUiea of planning for the sector 

erti„,„ld ,i "ta , 0t Than r'o7sThÍne ï°°l8 "" ""» •nÜ> 
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KX TOUTS 

a       (.nt.whappuaonol lo „„Ilion a„d anmm, ,-,„ . 
of S4.H. and « fairly well developed metalworkmg sector. In the I'nited 
States, procurement agencies „ft hi- federili government list „ver 4 million 
«terns: a majority „f the items is produced i„ , he metalworking sector 
(this in,.|1Kl(.s nil|ltarv it,ms) a ,n ,ompaHs()||  t|) th(, (|iv(irsit^jn 

seetor. the p annmg lor the basic chemical industries is relatively simple'; 
a I n.ted Nat.ons study „| the entire Latin Ameriean region encompassed 
a Himutieant fraet.on of the production value of the seetor l,v an i„v,Uiua- 
tion of about 70 pmduets and no production processes. |:ij 

In the basi«- ,hemical industries a given plant generallv produces 

onyon(.ku1d„f„utput(forexampIe,a.nl,1,m«»niaplantn<,r,nalivLtluees 
only ammonia): .„ the metalworking seetor, on the contrary a men 
piece of niu.pmcntclmrac^^^ 

In principle  a lathe can turn out components for an unlimited ran^e of 

end-products and even in practice its yearly capacity will be d vlded 
among many „«dividual items. Forges „r foundries are capable of a 
equally diverse output. A. a result important economic connexions are 
established between the jointly produced  products that  make        im 
possible to   cost out   a given product independently of all other prod,,,*« 
Thus, since there ex,sts a great diversity of both productive resources 
and products the consequences would appear to be that the metalworkZ 
sector cannot be adequately dealt with except  by the simultaneous 
eon8,derat,on of hundreds of thousands of interconnected detai s   Tbl 
conclu««,, ev.dent y reflects an inappropriate approach, ft will be the 
task of this study to po,nt the way toward a drastic simplification. 

Decreasing costs in the metalworking sector ap,,e«r in two guises 
First   the real costs as measured in resource inputs decrease wiïh tTe 
senahty (lot s,Ze) of production and second, independently of thè former 
phenomenon, costs also fall with the scale of total yearly output oT 1 
productive facility. The result of these two effects is Arelen ,v 
ex.ss a sharp lower limit to the feasible serialitv or the total yearly 
production scale. The technology precludes the proportion •b S 
and averagmg ofinputs for distinct production facilities and ?T*ÍZ2 
mathematical difficulties for any  programming effort    itVxeh^e« Z 
poss.bd.ty of an exact  decentralization c»f production aL   inwu „I 
dee.s.ons by any linear system of prices or other incentives. Thus   ,7 he 
presence of a decreasing-eost technology, linear and even nonlear 
programming fail and any cost analyses of individual enterprises inX 
ector can be built only „„ yery shaky foundations. In suclf aTtùat on 
he only known way of constructing an efficient plan is to define"lïÏT 

t.ve mdustnal complexes based on individual combinations of the »x d 

Estimate Ixiseil on items listed in I'nited Si 
cal a logues. at es (¡ovcrmnent procurement 
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costs that arc implied by the lower limits on serial.tíes and on total 
production scales and in choose the most favourable of these complexes.' 
I'nfortiinately, when comparili.; this requirement with t lie implications 
of the other difficulties, it becomes clear that an a »rommucal innube, 
of possible combinations exists. The common virtue of mathematical 
programming and of a decentralized market mechanism, provided that 
they are capable of operating in a given situation, is exactly that they 
cut through the combinational jungle of possible alternatives and lead 
directly to the optimum, rnfortunately, in the present situation these 
shortcuts are not applicable: this is the crux cf the third difliculh that 
arises from decreasing production costs. 

Owing to the three sources of difficult v discussed above, no suitable 
planning procedure exists that provides guidance in regard to the basic 
problems faced by the sector. The planning methods customarilv employed 
are inadequate in one of two ways, (a) Each product or small group of 
products is investigated individually and the broader connexions are 
neglected. Then the cost estimât OK are excessively high and the prospect* 
of capacity utilization are poor. Therefore too main production activities 
appear  to  be  uneconomical,   (b)   Kflicionc.v  factors  are   noi   explored 
Instead the emphasis is placed upon the elaboration (»fa single, coherent 
feasible plan.   In cither case it  remains doubtful  if a  given  plan has 
adequately succeeded in exploiting existing potentialit¡en. The application 
of such methods m the absence of better alternatives often results in a 
sense oí uncertainty ahout the appropriateness of basic planning decisions. 

Tiu requinmrnts of a suitable piunuhuj iìi<th<*tolo<jy 

A planning approach is most urgently required that will yield an 
approximate but essentially correct over all view of the entire sector. As 
long as this need has not been met, no amount of conscientious compila 
tion of detuil-of which there is no lack in many tases    will resolve the 
doubt as to whether the sector as a whole is moving in the right direction. 
In line with the objectives of the present study, such a direction must 
strike a mean course between the extremes of insuffit .cut ami under 
utilized capacities, between uneconomic diversification and overs|»ccializn 
tion and between undue risks in production for the open world market 
and excessive rigidities in commitments to long term trade agreements. 

The definition of a successful planning methodology presupposes 
both an adequate technical-economic description of the sector that \* not 
lost in detail and a programming technique th ;t is applicable to the ease 

4 Fixed  cosls represent  ,,  simple  approximation  lo  more  Kcncral   t\i„.. oí 
« .•.•mismK.coKt function«. The pm(ïn „¡„M pm, ||S |WW|M, ,,v .Jeereanny costs arc 
discussed in detail in chapter .'I. 
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"'   ¡l;-l'""-i'"!;   '"»<»   '""I   •,l   H...«   I,..n.ll..   II „s„i.1B ,,„„1 ,„„.¡,,1 ¡:r'""" •/'•";<•'"«<-• „».nal ,,,„„„,..,,. .,.,„. ,„,, ,,t,s ,,,     '  ; 

"'" ' ,'•• ' '" ""' I"'"*-'1''"'""»«- At the same (i , hmv.-ver th.- 
I..»k of immm,,,,,^. ,,„„„„ |„. f,>r,„„|at(.,l „„less „.„„„,.,,, „„,, 11(.tiv'i|i(„ 

Z^-Zr       y U"""" " S,M','Í,Íl"1 '" "">1"» «» '«•«  < W 
In th< course „f ,„<- present „,,„„., ¡t i„.n„„, ,,vi,|,.rl, „        ,  

,,,-.,,„ ot ,h,. level „T.M.ÍI ,„ which th, tchnieal-oc „¡, desor,      „ 
o th.- sector ,s attempted ,,la,, a key rol,- l„,th in the •«t a,„l „,"',    f 
data colle,, u,„ »„,  ,„ ,h(. dehnition „f th,- fundamental ,,», 
..«-.1 for plann,,,,.. It ha« bee,, found best to 8,,ceifv Ihm- di,"inrt      è 
"Í dtta.1. thc first two „f which have been explored empirie»!      «,. tt 
semH.uant.tat.vc ' level which is „„¡table for prelimLrv orient fa 

and  p.-eaeleet.o,, of ,he  project    second the  "iullv  ,„,»„ ¡Hed     lèv" 
wh.ch provides programming ,!„,» for costing purpose , is the bj8 for 
fea8,b,l,ty 8tud,e8; third, the le-el of concrete'project .„gi„eer„g an, 
blnepr.ntmg preparatory »o the linai go-ahead decision ¡„ pf•u«?ó„ 

The three levels are typical, but the possibility of additional inter 
mediate level» that might become useful a „„me st'age» of,rogrân n,m„ 
need not be exclude,.. The threefold ela^nction corread^ZyZ 
he one empfoyed ,„ general for project evaluation a,„I »ectoraTlcvrf 

planning ,n the United Nations and in other 8t„dies. 

1   .^i!1"" 'T ,h° ,,rea''n, s,l"lv h»w >**« «ollected on a „¡lot basi« 

erm    . f     Í"""J<"', T"•« h «•l*««ly «eluded by the a,lopW 

« »m, AT *tr^haw *• "• -« 
Organization of the study 

chap^7Al?frTÍml r/0,,OW8- Aft0r a 8Urve>' of th" Mature in 

chaD^r TÏ„H •    H«*ntiM  programming data i* diacuJed  in 
loXatL "?,r,qUftnt,tÄtiVe T•*r*m•W da**  in ,h«pter 5.  Thè 
huHvH  T       í16 0On^|JtS to I,lannÍnK d*Hsi<>»« «nd further studies in individual countries art- discussed in chapter fi. 

2.  PREVIO!'« PUNNIVO AM) PRiHJRAMMIX« OF THE SK(TOR 

While there i* a Kreat deal of accumulated know-how in relation to 
the plannmg and programmi,,, of the sector, no satisfactory S^ 
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..,.,..,....-1. exists for a .„„.In,,,,,,,,,! ,m„,.k ,„, „„. ,,mi,„|t¡,s ,,,,,,.,.,„.,, 

''"'"''' '•  l""';«M|.r,„„-l„.» ,„ the ,„.„,,,,,„ „,,,!,„„„     ,.,„. „„.'„,., 

; :;;.::";•,: /•^Tr - """• "^ "»•» ,»^".v -,„„/,, 
"     ;'s   ""."'•", "¡ " Savate estimation „I Ih, desired ,„.„„,1, 
1"   ''""•-«'"• «•l"-h » loosely ,, „| with , .„.MH.,,,,,,,,,,',, 

," •  ,:B,!";,,-,'>"' *• •'"-'•¡ut,  „„.,«, ,„. ,„,,j(.,, '„ vs,.s 'Tl, 
•"'>•' »'•-• »•«•»'.«I I" l>n>v,dc estimates „llocal 1>1.(,(|„<«i<>„ cost's thll, , 
'"• '"'"i""-!1 "• i> »,„i,i ,„„,k,., p,-],,,„s ,,„¡,i,, „,„„.(l,,,.iBii,„ ' ;• ; 
a ¡nvc, ,,,„,,,    has a ,.),„„<•, „I sue• ¡„ ,he ,„„„„,. lm<|(.r „,„   "! 

" '""• «'•'.'"r'V" "'" ' <*•<*ion «f «I» material balances ,„„   , , 

¡•- ,;•,•,„,„,. do,,,,,,,,. ¡«Mlucti«,., and foreign „,„le are prejudged      I 
as,s  of prio,   „,,,,,,,„,,   Projeet-by-projeet   cost studi es  enter od • 

«lt.;r.-«„l,. primarily to complete the details of a „Ian for which   he 
n.ajor aspects have already been determined. 

The two approaches share the inability to relate organicallv the 
reso,,,,,;-,,!!,,•,,,,» side of the planning procer to the side S cost 
evaluation of „.dividual activities in the framework of the plan «"a 
whole U,t, ,|,e tat approach, the neglect of teehnobgieuMnter 
connexion, between commodities and branches of production lea «To 
an overe„»n„at,o„ of costs and an „„devaluation of Zelopmeít 

or uitcd toward import substitution, and there is only a minimal con- 
sideration of the export market. With the sceond ease „s„fnc^t at ten- 
«,„ . g.ven to evaluation problems, with a resultai Undene    to 

Centrally planned economies 

libila ? g and en«ineering P">duct8 sector of the economy 
hke all other sectors is necessarily subject to continual, practical decisbn 
makmg ,n all centrally planned economies. Until very Lentlv the focus 

t^J]rr^°Tl hT,been main,y UPOn the P-Parattnf7a consistent plan. Ihe official descriptions [51 of the planning nraoom 

mTvloe„s
s
ta

(«ïïed rticeK The detoih of ^S*53 
rZme nil aVe,lTn ?btained in hT*e P»rt from ">e professional 
ZZ. h.v    h       u9"?T? cona,mi»« «"• efficient allocation of 
»TZa^.^" Y"^ •** ^ MBi*nm•t * °ver-all priorities 
"" the aPPllcat'°" of a variety of evaluation criteria to ¡„dividual 

' A comparison of these «our«« reveal» a tendency toward » „„..., ;..•_ .•„h,,.,» ,„„,, f„mw, .„„„i, of t,fnci(,,,v „„„„^ ^,i „E/r •" 
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projects. |, | As a rvsi.lt many technical details concerning the sector have 
'"•«;» «;m mdied m planning norms, manuals .il'.-nui,,,,,,,, am, designers and 
technical articles, wliil.- the procedures of plan preparation as well as the 
formulatimi of polices designed f„r increasing productivity and technical 
progress have been developed into a complex art. |s] 'Phis material is 
very  useful as a source of reference,  primarily in regard  to practical 
problems of development policy and the« kind of costino information that 
«s subject to commercial secrecy in market economics. It does not   how- 
ever, lend it*. I readily to summary but accurate technical descriptions 
of the sector that would be reasonably transferable from one country to 
another. Furthermore it does not directly permit a quantitative anaivsis 
of  the  problem«  posed  by  the  process  indivisibilities,   product   inter- 
relations and economies of scale that must underlie the formulation of 
pohces under the widely diverging conditions of different economies. 

A good idea of the scope and content of the technical-economic 
materials from sources of the Tnion of Soviet Socialist Republics can be 
gamed from a series of studi« by the University of North Carolina i«M 

Vm%:<>nt;l,I!.V0,y ítaÍlt'dJÌtVmtUTe (>itati<mS «P to «PProximately 
1!M,I. I he stud.es are d.scussed in detail below. Another convenient guide 

n" Fni^b r :is? a,;d Ea8tern K,m,f*an ^»^ » -^^ 
W      Ì     ^t th('I

tmnslat,(>»s °f the Joint Publication« Research 
Serv.ee, tinted States Department of Commerce. Even though «orne of 
those sources address themselves directly to the problem of planning in 
he see or \H]. they do not give an integrated quantitative approachli 

»8 .«»table for consécration of both the resource-allocation ¿nd the cost 
evaluation aspects of sectoral planning. 

During the course of the present study there have been a few limited 
opportumt.«. to gather spot information on planning practice LT ie 
metalworkmg sector in centrally planned economies. The literati ie f«! 
mdtcates that planning for the metalworking sector in these "un riJ 
at present done largely in a pragmatic fashion [10], reiving on detaled 

yth ht le formal attention to problems of efficient resource allocation 
and cost evaluaron.« The key quantitative features of the tecEue 

balances, (ft) the prejudgement based on experience of proportions between 

braTch     Pf
rí;fCtT' Í,ntK,rtS and «^ a»d their distóbutionTmo'g 

branches of the .sector, <c) the use of technical norms for drawing up 

enaractu.z.ng this sector even though the materia I-balances approach 

I he valuable source survcv of iff.i<.iir... i ini   i; 
'»•»>«••- «!»P1  to n number of i.^lu .   é    ,      H   XR   liT '••-"""'>'7 »> ^ 
«'"' -'.v „M.,alw„rkh,K ¡n.luHtry is n'enHone!. * ^^ "° nmM ,,«HI,i"K 
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generally aims ,n so for as possible, at homogeneous resource and product 
c« tegonen   (0 the existence of detailed project studies, (/) the lack of 
eoherenee he ween the material balance« and the project studies owint 
the fact that the latter are drawn up in terms of far more detailed pro,h, • 
classes    han the resouree and   produet classes for  whieh  balances      e 
prepared    {g   the  use of projeet  studies to  complete the frame vórú 
prov.ded by the matenal balances, whieh is done in the course of det ÙÏÏ 
pro^ranim.n, for the sector a« the plan is executed and the consequent 
almost complete lack of feedback fron, project studies to the bZ 
producta, miport-substitution and export decisions  embodied in the 

The above characterization does not, of course, approach the inclu- 
sion of all features of the planning approach used in the sector; rather it 

ITt   I 7 °n »th0Se featUreS  thrtt are °f P»*^1- intent to the 
present study and onuts a great deal of additional significant information 
In order to adequately consider current practice, a description should 
include, for example, the organized flow of œmmunieationsCweenÎI 
central mm.stenal and enterprise-level planning organs, detailed pX 
.on scheduling at the plant level and its relation to the planning process 

the insütut.onal features of policy concerning innovations  p^od'S 

S Z^Zr•' detaÌ,S 0f ^ *-** ~ 'Wi- 

lt has been found that the quantitative feature's of the current 
over-all planning practice for the sector enumerated above do not reflect 

of* Tel*?       T ?" the meth0d ; °n the «»*«*• the «hortcoming of the existing, largely pragmatic approach are well recognized and 
deplored. No alternative is presently available; in parti cula^h cuJnÎ 
types of mathematical programming models were specifically rejected 
direct decision-making tools because of the *ide range of unacceptable 
overs:mphhcations that were known to be invariably involved in the Î 
construction. None the less, such models were considered J U8X 
purees of background information provided that their rjfts wel 

pTp^ctlve   Pr0Per CrÍtÍCaI   ""•*»»  «d   placed   in    a   brolde" 

»»» A Very ularge 1
,inear-Pro8»niining planning model for the entire 

economy is bemg built at the Economic Research Institute and Z 
omput.ng Techniques Centre of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. [ 11 ] 

It has two levels, which correspond to central and sectoral planning 
decisions and is organized for computer solution bv means of the well 

models [11 j at the sectoral level; eleven of them in the broadly defmed 
meta working sector of the present study include 133 individual products. 
1 ht model ,s an outstanding example of process analysis applied to the 
economy as a whole and to the individual sectors       * 
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I'KHIS.S unuli/st* stililo > 

The tuo major academic procos atialvMs studies7 arc l»v Markowit/. 

ami How«' |i:t| thereafter M\{) and Uu I'iiivi>i-sity of North Carolina 

Center fin -Social Studies |!i| (hereafter l\\C). The ti-rm procès* ana lysis" 
has been defined as follows 

analysis   .>!    uimotrial   capability   tinnirli   models   reflecting   the 
-»triicturc of industrial processes " ||4| 

••The models air L!cm-iall\ based upon rclation>lups well known to the 
nifliistrinl cngim-cr . Tin- aim is to east Ih»-«- relationships into a form 
usable f..i tin- analysis of' cconoiny-w ¡de capabilities In most cases the 
niiMÌi>U aie of the activity-analysis t\ |w ..." 114 j 

A summary description and evaluation | l.jj of the two studies a« well as 
an analytical comparison |IHj with allocation» for generalization are 
availuhle. 

The two principal parts of the M H study are a "requirement* 
analysis" and a substitution analysis"'. Both art' aimed at the definition 
of the ea|»abilities of an existing set of productive facilities in the United 
States rather than at the construction of a set of investment jiolicies for 
optimizing economi« growth In the requirements analysis, the input 
coefficients of about 50 types of metalworking and auxiliary machinery 
into I.(MM» dollars" worth of the output of the major branches of the 
metalworking sector constitute the basic information." 

The knowledge of such input requirement coefficients and an 
estimate of the existing machine park of the sector permit the prediction 
of maximum productive capability in a particular line of output given 
the production levels of other output«. In turn, this prediction can he 
refined by means of the second part of the study : that is, by substitution 
analysis. In the latter, the rigid one-to-one correspondence between out 
puts and input classes is relaxed by permitting alternative input combina- 
tions to occur (substitution between machines as between a lathe and a 
milling machine) in producing given outputs.» 

* Undoubtedly some relevant studi«*, particularly m Kasten. Europe, have 
!>ee.» omitted in the literature survey. Programming «tidies of mil transport, 
eenwmt and ceramic pip,, industries are known to have been undertaken hi the 
USSR; and of the cotton textile, synthetic fibre and aluminium industrie« in 
Hungary, in addition to the two level planning model referred to above. 

r "• l" Íh r «íg"\a,
I 
VOr8i0", !htW hftd been 25 mfti°r »nd U «dditional subclasses 

for a total of 39. while m the later version 46 are given. The numbers of industrial 
branches covered in these two versions are SI and 4S, respectively. 

»The substitution analysis in the MR study is only outlined. Coefficient« have 
been derived only for metalcutting machine tools «ml not bV industrial branch 
but at a level of much greater technical detail than in the'present study. This 
would hav e to he complemented by an analysis of demand, branch by branch at 
the same level of detail. Such a demand has never Iwen actually estimated 
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The l\\'C stmJv covens heavy machine l.ml.hnu in the ISSI>   .,  i 

 «••• '^.Ä^-^rr^ÄirÄ 
 » ;-.'•.-.-«:t.r r^.í.u/s ;;, äK 
-.,. N-v.• .w .„ s,,,,, |)r,„i,,,,s „,,. ,.h     ,,.,„.,,„,',".,.; 
.n.li,«tn«l  branch,  a„,l ,h, ,apit„l  a„,l  ,|„w ¡„|n,t8 oi OM. 1,  ()f ,h   ' 

T^e principal «,„tril)uti.,n of the two »tildi«, to the „resent „tu.lv h., 
jr.. h. help .lehne the proper me,h(xl and the pro,«    veT"f dHa 1 fô 

a. . lower level of technical deta l'   „ IZ« " t£ l'N( t' 7", T* 

of ¿S^S MKStÄvThc det,iled «""*»«• 
obtained from  » „nKüklí .    at,on TOnreminK •> ha« been 

MR ZrfTVlL u "che,nat,<»l|y *«°M U.ing American date from the 
economie H^   "Un«"^ m^1 » M* only in.U„ce of a tScal 
ÏÏ^ÎTwÏÏT S."", meta,WOTkin« «*»• - »he contea „I 

phy„o.l „,,lUi reduce, the operating „igniheance of the input data. 

II 
Key chiu.^ri.ticH of »his „tudy a„> diacci ,n detail .„ chapter 4. 
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Furthermore, économies of ¡scale are not quantified; these defects of the 
model can be readily remedied by building a third, more detailed level 
below the two existing ones. This has reportedly already been completed 
for another sector of the model, namely, in mining. The existence of a 
comprehensive process-analysis type model for the economy as a whole 
permits experimentation with a variety of programming approaches to 
the nietalworking sector and evaluation of the repercussions of either 
sectoral decisions on the rest of the < conomy or of changes in the rest 
of the economy upon the desirable structure and development of the 
sector. 

Other proa-m-analysia data 

In defining the suggested approach of the present study, the MR and 
UNC studies have been complemented by some technical-economic data 
that do not constitute complete process-analysis studies. liowever, 
because of the similarities in approach, they have provided particularly 
valuable details of technical description and programming methodology. 

An interesting set of technical-economic studies pertaining to the 
sector was developed for the Latin American Meeting of Experts on Steel 
Making and Transforming Industries held at Sào Paulo, Brazil, in l»f>6. 
Unfortunately, the studies have not been included in the published 
proceedings, which concentrate on steel making. [18] They include 
technical and economic aspects of casting, forging and machining. 
|1N]-|23] In an outstanding contribution, Podgorski attempts w> 
integrate these aspects into a comprehensive method for the sector. [20] 
Two papers on economies of scale in steel tube-making and boiler shops 
reflect a similar approach. [24] All of the data are particularly valuable 
for secondary corrections for capacity and flow input coefficients based 
on resource elements when developing fully quantified programming data. 

Programming of the sector by aggregate projections 

Aggregate projections of the sector do not attempt to directly 
describe technological relationships ; instead various aggregative measures 
characterizing the sector are developed and are projected in simple ways 
after correlation with explicatory variables. There are statistical correla- 
tions with explicatory variables. There are statistical correlations for a 
number of industries. [25] Of particular interest are the projections of the 
United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA), which 
employ a number of variations of this technique. 

The scale of output of the sector and of its branches is quantified in 
terms of total value or total tonnage. Demand for the sector as a whole 
can be projected by input-output methods, as in the ECLA study for 
Peru in which the sector is treated as one grouping in a 20 x 20 table' [26] 
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IIK- hr,„ches;,,f theRector aro sub*,p,ontly projected I,v ««-relation with 
Inescale» of the industri tlmt „m thoir       , f„rrxttn„.l.. ,¡       ,, 
w,th can,,,,! „sh product, and mminf( m»',hin,,v with ,„i„Z  A    m 
pmoe,l,,rc for projootm,, demand i„ f„H„w,d in all ,.;r|.A „tJv ¡    ,• 

'"J wh"r"thc ,l<""»1"1 ""• "»•»i««i. iH.tr„i(.„,„r,l¡„¡„(,, ,,.„•;,„'!: 

the,,.„„»,<,, ,,row,h „fthü „inc in(lustri(,H ,„„,,,,'„„.„„„, ; hl' ^ri f 
eo.upmon,„„„•,. „f known projects tar,„-tod for „„„re reali,»» ^ 
study of th.- „,ot»l-tran,f„rmi„g industry in VoneZ,,el„ fil] foüow „n 
analogous procedure. ' ""lu"s an 

III each of the«- ça*.», however, the key economie decisoli concerns 
h   d,v,W„n of   „ „I demand between dome,, ro,,„(,i(m .,„, ¡,"•• 

üuiMon   h< LA la« followed a pragmatic hut none the lea, useful teoh- 
..<|.ie_ All available ¡„formati,,,, i» collected and <)nianil„, C«* bv 
.ranch, he,,,,,,,,,,,, with production and in,,«,« tl,„d»"„d eompkwnted 

„hcator» H„- , a» capital infensi,,, the ,evel of »kill» „,„1 the »Ze of 
•loncho raw materml input». While the data do not lend themX» o 

dn-ect ,,„„p„tat,o„ „f ,„,„„, , sul,sti„„i(„, p,rcen J,•   after 

th. personnel of th<- study, loeal businessmen, onghu-ers. eeonomists and 
government officials, to evaluate the da.» The renn ¿d fZre ,• 
.entape» r thus found in an intuiHw b potential? VpÄ£ 
'»nner. In the ease of ,„.ehi„e tool production, |,3] .i7] |Ä 

demalHl estimate is somewhat diffère,,!, but the a, praisai „f domestic 
product»,, possibilities h similar. In „„ cas,, i» théJe a œmprehen»ive 

'S^n,t 1'n,d""t i","r'|l"li'"'-. ~ IndivisibiliZ a„d h uitluoi oe of lot size on requ.red inputs that would be necesaarv for a 
cntua „ppraiaal of the present structure and optima^r* char 
acferistie» of the sector; |M,J, ,:>•,] inetead there is an ¡„"«enïoua and 
effect.vc method to extrapolate the trend of development aTumTn» an 
incmism«!,. efficient use of opportunities in the framedTiZTu 
»truotural and inatitutional characteristics." 8 

«Mr IXVHII*. thov arc ii,,.«,m.«, ?! íUa,,ttblt'(W'^«'»t8 aiv non-tran«^. 
»"'< tlwt     H       vil?        ?Mh "X,8¿l"g PrartiH* ("•»»«»«-» of ,.ffi..i,.„,.v, 
»...ni.-««,,, i„ MV*   \4?Tï 

t>o?ñnrs is »»i**»»*' <»•• -x«^^^ 
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IM addition to the work of KCLA. aggregate projections of the sector 
appear in a number of economy-wide programming models in which 
domestic production and import« arc explicitly considered as competing 
alternatives even though still at a highly aggregated level. Chcnerys 
model is one of the lirst of the type. |2!t| It is bused on an input-out put- 
table for Italy and Southern Jtalian data. The mechanical sector is one 
of fourteen industry groupings in it. A particularly interesting method 
ological feature of this model is the consideration ¿riven to the effects of 
increasing product diversity and other sources of increased costs as the 
degree of import substitution increases while total demand is constant. 
This feature allows the quantification of the diminishing returns that 
accrue to import substitution in various sectors and ensures that an 
efficient programme will push such efforts up to a common economic limit. 
The analogous device of a step function to quantify increasing eostH lias 
been used in a linear programming model [30] of the (.¡reek economy.'2 

The device of quantifying increasing costs as a function of the scale of the 
sector at an aggregate level is an important element of the methodology 
of using fully quantified programming data explored in the present 
study. 

Among a number of similar models, two are mentioned. A model for 
India by Eckaus and Lefcber [31] treats the equipment sector as one of 
eleven industry groupings in a multi-period formulation that permits the 
introduction of the time lags and the exploration of efficient growth 
possibilities over a span of years. There are versions of this model with a 
more detailed sectoral breakdown. A model for the key sectors of the 
Mexican economy by Manne [17] merits special attention, since it con- 
siders the metalworking-maehinery sector in a breakdown of 28 branches, 
each represented by a commodity row and by a corresponding production 
activity. The technical coefficients for the breakdown have been adapted 
provisionally from the coefficients of the MR study covering conditions 
in the United States. Subject to obvious reservations concerning the 
reliability of such data, it is interesting to note that the model projects 
domestic production rather than imports for each branch of the 
sector.13 

12 In the model, the met al working-engineering products sector is divided into 
two parts; transport equipment appears as one of the fifteen industrial groupings, 
while the rest of the sector is included in "manufacturing". 

13 The model contains no provision for increasing costs in each branch and 
thus exhibits the all-or-nothing behaviour typical of linear models. An independent 
estimate [32] based on an ingenious adaptation of United State« census data on 
establishment size distribution to an extrapolation from tbe United States to the 
much smaller Mexican market (0.5 per cent of the United States market) gives the 
rough indication that two-thirds of imports in the sector could be reasonably con- 
sidered for substitution. 
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Other previous work 

f'nited Xations agencies and consultants 

An analysis of the sec-tor based on statistics from a large number of 
eoun nes was prepared for the Centre for Industrial Development 
« II»  |.W| A senes of important papers have also been published in the 
Indnstnatnatum and l> reluctivity bulletins. A paper bv Melman [341 is 
cutstandrng for its wealth of ideas and novel approach«,. Descriptive 
s ,id,es are available for several areas; the most comprehensive are bv 
be hronomic Commission for Kurope (ECK) [35] and the Economie 

« ommission for As.a and the Far Kart (KCAFK). [36] Considerable work 
on the machine-tool industry was undertaken bv ('ID. [21 Manv naners 
were prepared for the Interregional Symposium"on the I^evelopmenVof 
Metalwork.ng Industr.es in Developing Countries [37] in 1966. The more 
than 2,00» papers prepared for the 1063 Ceneva Conference on the 
Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Les« 
I^veloped (ountnes [38] ¡„elude about 40 that are relevant to the 
problems of the sector because they offer qualitative insights rather than 
a basis for quantification. 

Foreign-aid agencies ami consultants of th* f'nited States 

The Agency for International Development and its predecessors have 
publiahed hundreds of technical-economic papers and reports under 

•several acronyms (MSA, FOA, ICA and, currently, AID). Of ES about 
four dozen refer to branches of the metalworking sector. In addition a 
collection of Industry Profiles [39] organized according to United States 
census classes and containing extensive data compilations for branches of 

nïtSSTtï l'i16 WhÌle the8e mmCm COntain Va,uable refe•<* 
tiÄ^r* T °n e8tablishm•* ^'-establishment presenta- 
ion of data with no consideration given to broader product inter elation« 

resource indivisibilities and other factors crucial for a proper plannTg 
and programing of the sector, reduces their direct usefulness for pUmng 
purposes. There is also a tendency to stress consideration of the smaller 
cs abhshments with consequently little information on economies of scale. 

<l crintinn To      \ ^ SÌg,1Ìfì°ant he,P in the ^hnieal-economic description of the sector. 

Industrial economics literut ure 

Monographs and industrial economics textbooks focus primarily on 
st.tut.onal and market characteristics. In these sources, often economies 

t scale are measured m some reasonably aggregative fashion for purposes 
of analysing  conditions  of entry;   for example,   minimum  economic 
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scales l'or stampings,  motor  manufacture  ami  assembly arc given  in 
reference [40] for tin« automotive industry. Work on capital-labour sub 
stuution in macbin ry by Noon deserves special mention. |4I] 

T'eh nival liti rat un 

Industrial texts that contain process descriptions and estimating 
procedures have been very valuable for the present study.11 They are 
essential aids in the technical economic description of the sector. The 
periodical literature is too numerous to be considered here. 

Direct technical-* conomic information from industry source* 

Among the principal categories are: published standards, manu- 
facturers' specifications available to users of their products, confidential 
production and costs data of private firms, which can sometimes be 
obtained indirectly by engaging the services of consulting engineers 
familiar with this material (such consultants can bane conclusions on the 
data without revealing individual items), manufacturers' and retail 
catalogues and trade-association statistics.15 Examples of the use of 
information drawn from the miscellaneous sources are given in chapters 4 
and ">. 

3. KEY FEATURES OF THE STIDY 

Strategic considerations 

The present stud> is an attempt to consider the characteristic diffi- 
culties and complexities of the sector at a fundamental level and to evolve 
an integrated approach to the planning of both domestic production and 
foreign trade. The strategic considerations that underlie the choice of 
approaches in planning for the sector are multipurpose production 
facilities and capacity use, lot size and standardization, exports, speciali- 
zation and trade agreements, a two-level planning framework and 
programming models and the description of technology and the informa- 
tion-system approach. 

14 Reference [421 contains chapters on the machine-tool, motor, aircraft, ship- 
building an«! electronic industries and the cutlery trade. Reference [43] contains 
chapters on the automobile and tin-can industries. Reference |44] contains chapters 
on the engineering, motor-vehicle, and shipbuilding and marine engineering 
industries. 

15 Technical-economic data of a similar nature available in the planning norms 
of centrally planned economies have already been mentioned. Among published 
sources is the work of FeUete el nl. ¡451. 
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M »Iti pur i*,«, prtMlurUun faciliti,* and cabriti, „(Unat,*,,, 

Although iiiultipiiriKiHo production facilities aro characteristic of the 
metahvork.ng sector as a whole, there .,,,. branches of the sector that „se 
special purpose equipment. However the essential core of the sector 
contains a common set of resource element inputs. 

A multipurpose resource element  is identical with a shop   that is 
with a casting „Imp  a forge or a machine shop. The advantage of this 
œneept  ,s that detailed record« of individual  machines in  the met    - 
working operates are not necessary. Thus lathes, drill presses  planin, 
and boring machmes of a «,*«», size and   teeuracv are handled as « 
smglf machine- shop. H.i,l input reouirenu,,ts for a certain product can 
be expresad m ter.ns of tons or shop hours. Resource elements such as 
«•HHtmg «ml forgmg can he handled similarly. An industrial branch can 
then he analysed quantitatively by defining a limited number of tvpicá 
products „m, inVest,gating the input requirements of resouree-eleme,? 
<*hop) umts m these product*. The total required shop hour or tonni- 
¡apaches of different shops can then be derive! for an industrial branch 
by a weighted averagmg of the various typical products. 

The appropriate capacity of each resource element in the metal- 
workmg mdustnes „ « difficult planning problem for In.th mainte   „ut 
«nel mvestment. Som,- resource elements such as heavy forges Ivy" y 
«rge annual capacities, and it is not ft^bj,, *„        . V*f> 

larger mdustria.ised countries, to achieve fui« „«li«, J, oflut  n- òu e, 
e ement on the basis of the input requirements of a sin.le branch      , h 
« agricultural equipment or electrical machinery, tin the contrary  i   is 
arable that all the various branches of the economy „f       1 
gantry should parturiate in raising the use of the capacity of sueh a 
foyr. «ne« there Ib an inherent indivisibility. The fi J. is either e tab 
..shed at^the g,yen yearly capacity or it is „<>t : one cannot invest in   n- 

fourth of a forge The same problem exists with regard to other reso   "e 
elements  especially those adapted to handling oLae or heavy wk 
P-eces and thoHe designed for specialised jobs. Therefore since the pn per 
use of products capacity requires the sharia of this «parity im    g 
vano«, branche« of the economy, the planning process for the Z oí 
must necessarily cut across these branches. 

Lot size and standardization 

i« ihZl^ÌT <1"tfrn;Í"a"tS °f ""* in ""•«»«»«rkiim i» „.rialitv ; ih,t 
i». thr WnfXh „< :l production run »fidenti•! workm,•.. The dc'lir.,- of 
-r,»l„v atto,,, ,!,„ »,„,„, m„nI)pr „f 8h   , ho„„ „! ' *J    ,. 

» IT : » "x;'',"1'1'' *"<lriUl'"1"8in,h" "»'w•"f"i«'i.«i <»<>uL ¡, 
»ould !»• wort I, wh,l,. lo ,.„„Bt,.u,t „„„laborat,-^ , ,1,1 ,|„. „,„.k|,i,.,,. 
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in place ¡nid perhaps drill several holes simultaneously it' a thousand 
units arc produced in a single run, therein reducing the shop hours per 
workpiecc The procedure requires a greater input of tool and die makiuu 
skills than the hand production of* single units. From the point of view 
of planning methodology, this phenomenon not only forces the subelassi 
fication of resource elements hy seriality hut also places a heavy premium 
on the widest possible use of standard end prod net s as well as standard 
components and subassemblies within the sector. The latter may range 
from nuts and bolts to more complex elements such as motors, clutches 
and transmissions Such standardization has inherent disadvantages as 
well as advantages beyond a certain }H»int, since it sacrifices the full 
adaptation of design to the particular requirements of an individual 
product. Only a sector wide planning approach can balance all the 
advantages of increased seriality against the disadvantages of greater 
rigidity in the design, since the gains of standardization depend on total 
seriality that often may not be achieved except in the sector as a whole. 

Expart*, *pecialization and trade agreement* 

Non-traditional exports from developing countries are, to paraphrase 
Mark Twain, like the weather: everybody complains about them but 
nobody does anything about them. The highly industrialized countries 
have thus far moved with glacial slowness in this area, and the developing 
countries lack the proper instruments with which to attack the problem 
effectively.18 Why should a developing country purchase the potential 
surplus of another developing country when such items are likely to be 
more expensive, of lower quality, with poor or non-existent service facil- 
ities, without financing aids and other disadvantages, as compared with 
imports from a developed country ? Clearly the overruling potential 
incentive for non-traditional exports is mutuality. 

In other sectors the requisite joint planning of industrial growth 
encounters the very seven« problem of the acceptable apportionment 
benefits. In the (entrai American Common Market, for example, there 
has been continuous discord over the location of the handful of very large 
plants (chemicals, petroleum refining, rayon and glass) intended to serve 
the market as a whole. In the metalworking sector, fortunately, the large 
diversity of products helps the kind of specialization that will maintain 
a continuously balanced allotment of benefit.« to all participants from the 
very beginning. This need not mean that trade must be balanced exclu- 
sively in the sector. Since production facilities are bulky and indivisible, 
the more advanced (large, heavier and more specialized) resource elements 

J* The question of tiontraditional exporta from developing countries has been 
thoroughly reviewed. |4*t| 

PTI 
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may well exist only in one member ,,f fh 
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An exact programming solution under these conditions would 
require models of the integer type17 that pose exceedingly burdensome 
computing problems whenever they are of a scale sufficient for practical 
use in planning. As far as is known, in a two level planning model an exact 
integer programming solution would lose the advantages of decomposition 
into parts for the economy as a whole and for each sector and would thus 
represent a backward step from the sequential solution of several smaller 
models to the simultaneous solution of a single very large model. 

If the claim to an exact solution is relinquished and approximations 
are accepted, some variant of full-cost pricing can achieve a partial 
decomposition of the programming problem. [52] Since such a program- 
ming decomposition is the counterpart of decentralized decision-making in 
planning organizations, any part of the problem that can be decomposed 
within a tolerable limit of error can also be made subject to administrative 
decentralization or merely indicative planning. 

Decisions concerning a partial decentralization in a two-level planning 
system are thus basée on considerations of the possibility to decompose a 
programming model; they in turn are based on a previous decision as to 
the importance of fixed eosts and indivisibilities relative to the resources 
used in the sector as a whole. Some activities or resource inputs may thus 
indeed be sufficiently continuous to allow an allocation of their fixed costs 
on the basis of capacity or near-capacity production. Such a partial 
decentralization is inherently more complex than decentralizing schemes 
based simply on the use of shadow prices or other linear decentralizing 
instruments and depends upon an overview of the sector in the context 
of the economy as a whole. Consequently, no simple technique is satis- 
factory for branch-by-branch planning of the metalworking sector. The 
conclusion is reinforced that the proper planning technique treats the 
sector as an integrated whole in the framework of multi-level planning. 

It is thus essential that the investigation be oriented as much to an 
over-all view of the problems of economic planning as to the application 
of detailed engineering or managerial judgement. While an adequate 
technological description requires a very broad coverage of engineering 
information, the proper use of all the information to obtain an optimal 
decision for the sector as a whole requires economic insights of a high 
order. Furthermore, despite the emphasis on the use of advanced 
analytical tools, the results of a purely formal analysis can never be 
accepted uncritically, particularly if they have been produced by mathe- 
matical programming models whose internal workings are not readily 
apparent. Thus the judgement of the economist-planner becomes crucial 

17 Surveys (if integer programmiti); ate jnven by Btmtzi).' f41»} and by Beale. [f>0] 
(iomoiy |51 | pves an excellent summary, an appro inn I of rounded continuous solu- 
tions and a new algorithm. 
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Inputs  expressed   in   terms  of resource element   unit«  ("standar«! 
.shops") instimi of cost aggregates (In not alleviate the aggregate problem 
and the limitations imposed by fixed classifications  If a representation of 
the technology in the sector is to he constructed from a manageable 
numberofresourceeletnentsiisedas "building blocks", then these modular 
elements, for the very reason that they are typical of a wide range of 
practice (for example, a standardized heavy forge with given total output 
and seriality), will never be completely adapted to the production of any 
given assortment of output pieces. In other words, a teen ni cal economie 
description of the sector based on standardized resource elements will 
never be able to handle the problem of specific technological adaptations 
and will necessarily overstate the required resource inputs. If the resource 
element input coefficients were to lie regarded as rigidly fixed, serious 
distortions would be present in any planning decisions based upon them 
Accordingly, the programming procesa must provide not only for sue 
eessivt   revisions that  modify the combinations of activities that arc 
included in a trial programme (as characteristically undertaken in the 
course of obtaining an optimal solution to an activity analysis model) but 
also for revisions of the activity coefficients uj>on which these combina 
tions are based. At this |>oint, there is not the usual fixed sequence of data 
collection, model building, programming and practical decision-making 
but an integrated information and decision system in which data collée 
tion and decision-making become inextricably linked. 

Variations in labour productivity that are attributable to different 
degrees of cultural adaptation to the production process at all levels from 
the individual shop to the economy as a whole pose more of a problem 
for the planning of the metalworking sector than for many other sectors. 
in the production of basic heavy chemicals, for example, productivity is 
paced to a much greater extent by the machine than by the operator, 
and problems of work scheduling and organization are of minor import 
ance except for mainici, ance, which is of course a metalworking opera- 
tion. In the metalworking sector, productivity varie« with learned skills 
at the following levels : the technical skill of the machine operator, the 
organizational and work scheduling skill of the foreman or the manager 
in a job-shop, the higherorder managerial skills necessary to handle the 
inevitable interruptions of a continuous mass production operation,11 the 
interaction of firms through delivery, subcontracting and other institution»! 
arrangements, and the stability and continuity of government policies 
or plans affecting the individual enterprises. All of these productivity 
variations are superimposed even on an unchanging technological basis. 
There arc furthermore the continuous qualitativi» transformations of the 

'* The logic »! productive orumii/ation in a job-ahop venus organisation in a 
continuous operation i* liisciiMseil !>v Aliruxsi. [53] 
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Senri<iuantitative programming data should primarily dotine lists of 
products and productivo procosses and establish incidences between them ; 
that is, specify whether a given productive» process is used in the manu- 
facture of an individual product. This kind of information can be 
assembled rapidly and at a low cost. Despite its elementary nature, it has 
a surprising range of planning applications. Tin* effectiveness of this 
information can, moreover, he greatly increased by a few simple and 
low-cost extensions, including the identification of productive processes 
that are in some sense critical to the manufacture of a given product, the 
provision of footnotes containing incidental information in regard to 
critical processes or other features of production, the specification of 
product weights and their approximate percentage distribution between 
such major processes as casting or forging and the provision of rough 
quantitative indications with regard to processes that cannot be char- 
acterized by weight, such as machining or heat treatment. 

Fully quantified programming data should specify the pattern of 
physical inputs and outputs associated with the production of an individual 
product or an assortment of related products in sufficient detail to permit 
approximate estimates of production costs on a comparable basis for 
potential products for import substitution or export. This effort inquires 
first the decomposition of products into subassemblies and components; 
subsequently they must be related to basic production processes, such as 
machining or assembly. The endless variety of product designs is repre- 
sented by a restricted number of typical products ; the limitless range of 
alternative production facilities is then reduced to a combination of 
standardized modules referred to as resource elements. Together, these 
concepts permit a quantification of the technical-economic description 
of the sector. 

From the point of view of data collection, the two levels of detail 
described above do not represent closed systems. On the contrary, the 
present study indicates that large economies of effort can be achieved by 
a close co-ordination of the two data-gathering tasks. Thus the construc- 
tion of suitable resource elements needed for deriving fully quantified 
data was greatly facilitated by semi-quantitative work prior to or con- 
currently with it. Since semiquantitative data were not suitable to handle 
thoroughly the problems posed by economies of scale that originate either 
from aggregate output or from lot size, fully quantified programming 
data were necessary to indicate the decisive feature^ of the technical- 
economic structure in the sector. 

The two levels of detail are also interrelated with regard to the task 
of programming as distinct from data gathering ; they are also related to 
the third level of project engineering. There are large advantages to a 
sequential decision-making process that progressively narrows the range 
of open alternatives through the use of more detailed information from 
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resource balance) and project evaluation (the determination of priorities 
among competing projects). In the simplest ease, namely, linear pro- 
gramming, tuo mathematical solution algorisms (the   'primal" and the 
"dual" simplex  methods  |r,4J)  can  he regarded  as  paradigms  (either 
working toward a perfect priority ordering of activities while resources 
are always balanced or, conversely, working toward the elimination of 
resource   bottle-necks),   while  u   highly  efficient   priority  ordering   ()f 
activities is always maintained. The two methods intersect'at the optimal 
solution that satisfies simultaneously the criteria of optimal resource 
balance and optimal priority ordering of activities. The last property of 
the optimal solution of linear programming models also extends to'the 
general nonlinear case, even though the solution methods themselves do 
not. This property is one of the key attractions of programming as a 
conceptual framework for planning. 

The priority ordering of activities in programming models is achieved 
by means of so-called shadow prices calculated for all resources at these 
prices costs are attached to individual activities. The designation "shadow 
price" distinguishes these calculated priority indicators from actually 
prevailing institutional prices in the economy. In linear programming 
models, shadow prices ensure that all activities included in the optimal 
solution at positive levels will exactly break even ; that is, the costs of 
these activities calculated at shadow prices will exactly offset their 
revenues, which are also calculated at shadow prices. Activities showing 
losses will be ceased, while profitable activities may never occur in an 
optimal solution. In fact, the very presence of profitable activity indicates 
that the optimal solution has not yet been attained, since the'expansion 
of profitable activities can achieve further benefits. The elimination of all 
profits in the optimal solution of linear programming models is analogous 
to the elimination of profits in the theory of perfectly competitive markets. 

The presence of indivisibilities and economies of scale in programming 
models introducer, major mrthematical impediments to an optimal 
solution, since the usual strategies based on the gradual improvement of 
trial programmes can no longer guarantee the eventual attainment of the 
optimum. The source of the difficulties is the possible occurrence of several 
local optima that are separated from each other by zones of programmes 
that are less attractive in a manner analogous to the separation of distinct 
peaks in a mountain range by valleys or saddles. It is relatively easy to 
find a programming method that will arrive at some local high point but 
it » very difficult to find one that will identify the highest peak.    ' 

To the extent that programming models can be taken as a conceptual 
paradigm of the broader planning and decision-making process, indivis- 
ibilities and economies of scale negate the certainty that a sequential 
decision-making process will converge to an optimal plan. Such a process 
may instead point to a local optimum, with the result that it will not 
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competitive market mechanism provided that the individual enterprises 
base their cost calculations on their average (full) costs and not on their 
marginal costs. 

What procedure should be adopted for the large fixed costs ? If they 
were similarly distributed over output either by linear programming or 
by some market mechanism based on full-cost pricing, the consequence 
would be to exceed the tolerable limit of error. Consequently, central 
decisions about fixed costs become mandatory instead of decentralizing 
mechanisms. As the tolerable margin of error increases, the number of 
"large" indivisibilities that require centralized decision-making decreases. 
At the same time, the chance diminishes that some unusually favourable 
combination of such large indivisibilities will remain unknown to spe- 
cialists who have thorough knowledge of the sector. Thus, by describing 
and comparing programmes based on oolected a ¡mori attractive combina- 
tions of indivisibilities, a reasonable approximation to the optimal 
solution can usually be obtained. Any error will be subject to quantitative 
appraisal in the following manner. Since the fixed-cost distribution method 
based on the assumption of full utilization of capacity always surpasses 
the actual optimum, and while the combinatorial method based on a 
partial sample of fixed-cost combinations generally falls short of the 
optimum, or at most equals it, the estimates obtained by the two methods 
delimit the optimum, and their difference establishes an upper limit to 
the error of optimization. 

Even though this result can be rendered sharper and more elegant 
by advanced mathematical methods, such as integer programming, the 
essence of the problem is sufficient for the overview required for practical 
planning applications. Where fixed costs are encountered, they are distrib- 
uted over output to the largest tolerable extent, while the remaining 
fixed costs are tested in diverse combinations that appear a priori to be 
favourable. With each of these combinations there is associated a normal 
programming problem. Its total costs are calculated as the sum of the 
following three items: fixed costs that are explicitly treated as fixed, 
fixed costs that are distributed over output and proportional (variable) 
costs. The selection of the best of these alternative combinations is a 
central decision with regard to the large fixed costs; all other decisions 
concerning fixed and variable costs can be decentralized to any desired 
degree by means of a market or other linear incentive system. 

In planning for the metalworking sector, the indivisible decisions 
concern the questions whether a given commodity should be produced or 
whether investment should be made in the establishment or expansion 
of some productive capacity. The majority of these indivisible decisions 
can bo handled by full-cost pricing and can therefore be decentralized 
within a tolerable margin of error. The programming framework, however, 
also allows the identification of large indivisibilities and rational decisions 
about them. A key virt ueof this approach isthat it bases the cost calculations 
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KiiifttHusis of ih*- study 

n.« fundamental assumption underlying the suggested approach is 
that every economv, has a tct huological core that is potentially invariant 
between countries with different social systems and different ¡><r capita 
incomes. Tins invariance is «•.dirti potential rather than actual, since 
many technical activities will i.e found uneconomical under ¿riven local 
conditions, and the actual selection will he highly (and systematically) 
differentiated. The invariance is thus postulated for the totality of 
technical activities from which the selection is made. This postulate is 
supported • inpirically by the rapid diffusion of technical know-how and 
by the experience that, under the proper conditions, any group of 
individuals can be trained and educated in the use of modern technology 
and modern concepts of technical and economic organization. 

If the invariance of the technological core is accepted, the analytical 
task of devising rational planning and programming procedures for 
economic development can be divided into two m; in parts. The first 
task is to define the basic range of economic alternatives that are com- 
patible with this invariant technological core, given the particular 
population, resources and the consumption requirements or preferences 
of the majority of the population that can be verified empirically. After 
the range of choices has been defined, the second task is to select from it 
development targets that are compatible with the cultural and institu- 
tional conditions. Alternatively, the kind of cultural or institutional 
changes that would be required to attain stated targets within the basic 
range must be analysed. 

The present study has been directed almost exclusively at the first 
task, and its emphasis has been determined accordingly. Of course no 
conceptual dichotomy of such heroic proportions can ever be completely 
olear cut. Although there is some lack of definition at the periphery, the 
conceptual dichotomy is considered to be the key to a successful approach 
in depth to the difficult planning and programming problems of the 
metalworking sector. 

The following institutional aspects have been largely disregarded: 
supply of skills, labour training, entrepreneurahip ; credit and financing 
problems; cultural and institutional conditions that determine an orienta 
tion to growth as against an essentially statie outlook on economic 
reality; organisational problems in planning; incentive problems; resist 
ance and inefficiency in the implementation of planning; relations between 
enterprises and market organisations ; defining policies and economic 
development target«. The abstraction from training and education is a 
distinct limitation of the analysis, since the social costs and time delays 
of these activities are sufficiently significant to affect the main conclusions. 
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fundamental importance to the study lor at least two reasons: (a) the 
effectiveness of semiquantitative programming data in handling key 
(lif'ticulties in planning lor the sector would he i m possi hie to judge, except 
with reference to the conceptual framework provided by fullv quantified 
programming data, and (//) the rapid over-all orientation provided b\ 
semiquantitative programming data is only a starting point for a more 
exact quantitative definition of planning problems in the sector. There 
fore, reliance must he placed on fully quantified programming; data. 

The term "fully quantified" defines the contrast hetween these «lata 
and semiquantitative data. It does not mean that fully quantified «lata 
have ultimate precision and reliability: they could 'equally well be 
referred to as "rough quantitative" data. The following discussion 
indicates that they are based on a modular description of productive 
facilities by means of the key concept of resource elements, which was 
briefly introduced in chapter 3. They are thus no more than initial 
approximations, although fully quantified. Feasibility studies based on 
them will he subject to large cost errors. All conclusions based on fully 
quantified data must be re-worked for final decision making by reference 
to data representing a third level of detail and precision, such as concrete 
project engineering data or their equivalent. 

The question may be posed : Why is the conceptual framework of the 
study given in terms of the second level of detail (fully quantified pro- 
gramming data) rather than in terms of the third and practically most 
significant level ? The answer is the significant intermediate position of 
fully quantified programming data between the two extremes of semi 
«piantitative data and project engineering data. The first level yields an 
over all orientation with no precise detail, while the third level yields 
precise detail without an overall orientation. In a future study on a 
sufficiently comprehensive scale, they can cover the sector as a whole at 
a tolerable cost in resources expended. Nevertheless, fully quantified 
programming data maintain a sufficient degree of precision to provide a 
starting pant for fully retmed cost estimates and other project engineering 
work preparatory to final decision-making and plan execution. 

The Vnirasiti/ of North Carolina Mudy of tht machine-building industries 

In the approach t« the technical economic description of the metal 
working sector at the fully quantified level defined above, the present 
study has drawn on the ample experience and empirical materials of the 
study of the metttlworking and machine building industries of the USSR 
undertaken over a number of year» by the University of North Carolina 
that produced several substantial report« |u] prior to its abrupt termina- 
tion in HMMi. The l/NC study used a process-analysis approach that was 
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estimation may IM- summarized: it achieves an aggregation of the innu- 
merable individual items of capital found in the sector at a level that i» 
both meaningful and computationally manageable and it is the key to a 
comprehensive yet fully quantified description of technology. 

For the purposes of capability analysis, the next step in the UNC 
study is to choose a small number (about six) of end-product classes to 
represent each brunch of the machine-building industry. The inputs of 
these aggregate representative products" are then * constructed by 
averaging the inputs of selected iiv.hndual products that are derived in 
detail, primarily from engineering sources. The individual product» are 
referred to as "typical products" in the present study. The averaging 
procedure is based on statistical estimates of the totai tonnage of each 
kind of product that is similar to a given typical product. A total of 
M branches of the sector has been covered by the UNC study, among 
them machine tools, boilers, diesel engines, gasoline engines, tractors 
cranes, excavators, automobiles, lorries and railway cars. 

If the methodology were to be applied directly tu the present study, 
it might be used to estimate the kinds of productive facilities that could 
be established and reasonably used in a developing country. Thus if the 
total requirements were known  for the capacity of a medium forge 
capable of producing parts for agricultural implements, hand tools 
builders   hardware and simple machines, which had been previously 
imported or for which an export market could be found, it might be 
discovered that mH a forge could be fully used. In this way   when 
starting with a list of imports and potential exports and totalling the 
implied input requirements for several kinds of foundries, forges, metal- 
working shops and the like, some resource elements would be required 
on a scale equal to several times their basic yearly output; others (typi- 
cally the heavy and specialized resource elements) would be required on 
so small a scale that they are used only a few days of the year and there- 
fore could  not  be included  in a reasonable investment programme 
Intermediate cases would have to be analysed in greater detail prior to 
investment decisions. 

The situation of partial domestic production in which some com- 
ponents of a complete product are domestically produced while others 
are unporttd can be handled by reasonable institutional assumption. It 

ÏSsÎT" ^•tìr ^f•"*«««. for example, in connexion with motor 
vehicle production in developing countries, where a decision is required 

a•!"* H0  m•f"*»* -  •P"t of componed Z 

The principal difficulty inherent in the approach is lot sises. I vi s«e 
or senahty refer* to the number of identical workpieoes produced ¿7Î 
«n* products, run   In the INT study, varian s of a basic proc^ 
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expanded, as discussed below.) From the information on typical product« 
and the secondary corrections for exact serialitv, input H for the entire 
long list can be estimated. 

Third, the rest of the branch is to be represented in an abrogative 
fashion by extrapolating the trend of resource utilization implicit in the 
long list. As the scale of production within a branch (measured in tonnage 
or value terms) increases, the increasing diversity of products will 
generally raise resource input (or cost) coefficients, except when serialises 
can be raised through exports. The concept underlying this method is 
from the work of papers by Chenery and Kr«>tschmer. [¿0] Some remaining 
conceptual problems are attributable to the fact that the order in which 
different products on the long list are considered for domestic production 
must be known before the cost trend can be plotted for extrapolation ; 
no major difficulties are anticipated, however, in regolving them after the 
problems concerning indivisibilities (fixed costs) are adequately considered. 

With the three extensions above, the resource inputs required for 
progressive import substitution and export development in each branch 
can be closely estimated. The additional burden imposed on the process 
of data collection by these extensions is considerably smaller than the 
original task of defining resource elements and estimating input« for 
typical products ; thus the extended method should be manageable with 
the same scale of research effort as that of the original UNC study. In 
addition to import substitution and export promotion the method will 
allow the effects of the lengthening of series through standardization and 
through modular design to be estimated. 

The resource-element concept 

The resource-element concept was developed in the course of the 
UNC study after years of experimentation with the estimation of capital, 
labour and other inputs for individual end-products. The aggregation of 
the great variety of capital equipment into self-contained resource 
groupings was the essential conceptual tool that permitted an adequate 
representation of technology in the sector. The resulting resource element« 
are defined to include the primary and auxiliary machine« needed for a 
basic process and the necessary floor area of the plant. 

"The complexes of capital so formed are intended to »tuve a threefold 
function within the general framework of input-output analysis : 
(a) to contribute toward the estimation of capital input coefficients for a 

wide range of machinery items; 
(6) to provide a basis for measuring the inputs incident to their own 

expansion (viz., capital expansion coefficients); and 
(c) to facilitate the estimation of flow input« incurred in the production 

of selected 'representativ»' end-products. 
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i'riMhtetion prortm «,     . 

Free forging  
Die forging             H 

Mix«! free and die forging  2 

('««-iron casting [  I 
Malleable-iron casting    " 
»Steel casting      I 
Non-ferrous casting    3 
I'recmion casting . ,         S 
Stamping         1 
I pset t ing        ft 
Machining      3 
Tool -making            ê 

• WniMy (including crating and painting) ".'.  i 
Heat treatment       7 
»Sh>el fabrication (weldiniri      * 

Total    ..'.'.'.'.".'  2 

'» *• Mm« .^.mi,y +**m^SZZZZ£ íe•t,,d
l
n,•u, to r«•' "-•My fl»w^ part.. 

*• hrt that not only h.m JS1 .Z ^ wt*3Tn*^,h0, ""^ Ín " «*»**- «<»«*»* *¿ 
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Wt,0n ,°f ,h* *"*"* """^ '" •*•* !— 
*«;««. typ, of equipment JXJ   Zn^^íJTT-     """•V* "^ •"•' lh" *»*"- - 

¡¡ ^p; "'Prence [9J, p. II     ,. 

ti«- report ' P  " '    -- To'l,-,n^»* « *»«»,, in table 1 but it j. „„, mHud,  
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Of the resource elements that wert' not included in the UNC study, 
sprint: makinur has been covered in a Tinted Nations report.28 The 
following processes are among those thai have not been covered: electrical 
equipment (wiring, insulation and armatine), auxiliary processes (storage, 
repair, internal transport, utilities and laboratory), minor production 
shops (electroplating and woodworking) and organizational functions 
(<lesign, engineering, production planning, marketing, reseaich and 
development and general administration). 

Kach resource element is generally defined by the following factors;'27 

The scale of operations, which is the average annual capacity of tho 
resource element under normal working conditions (generally two 
shifts daily except for unusually heav\ facilities operating a three- 
shift basis) ;M 

The prevailing seriality of output (or repetitiveness of production 
lots) : 

The products and in some cases the kind of machine parts typically 
associated with particular resource elements; 

The required floor area as a guide to the estimation of construction 
requirements ; 

A detailed equipment profile; 

The part size, which is determined by the maximum weight of the 
part. However, the model range of weights is considerably less 
than the maximum weight. For foundries, the model range is 
systematically between 1 and 1<> per cent of the maximum weight.2* 
Variants of basic processes that are defined as separate resource 
elements in the INC study are based on these factors. The number 
of variants is reduced because some of them can be correlated. [15] 

During the course of the I'NC study the number of variants was 
sharply reduced. In early versions, more than 75 foundry processes were 
distinguished in unit and small series production alone.30 They have been 
reduced to only two foundry resource elements in the seriality classes.31 

It is not implied that the estimation of these aggregate foundry shops or 
resource element« was easier than the detailed proliferation of casting 
processes which  were undertaken for heavy machinery:  actually the 

88 Kefcrence l.lfi| also contains valuable previously unpublished ap|>endiees 
by the original authors of the VXC study to the definition of all major resource 
Clement groups ami no analysis of the product classes in the shipbuilding industry. 

-"•  Most of the factors are from reference |M|. pp. II        I to II        '.V.\. 

"* Ibid. p. II <i. For example, for forging, presses larger than over 1,000 ton« 
were a-siimed to work three shifts. Normally J.lh'IO hours JK-I vear per shift wan 
considered the lune available for forcing 

"'»   Ibid, pp   II ,-iil 

»" Hud., p. i       :,. 

"   Ibid.. tab es H       2» to II        lu*. |i|». Il       titì through II       «14. 
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(6) The preceding quotation continues ". . . except as a commodity 
undergoes changea in the seriality of production (in which case, 
as we view it, it becomes a different commodity)." If substitution 
of resource elements is excluded by definition, then the una- 
voidable substitution of resource elements with different seriality 
in response to changes in demand must be redefined as a change 
in the nature of the product. The UNC method will be extended 
in regard to seriality by introducing secondary corrections. 

(c) "Within each element... product substitution is considered to 
uc complete. That is, a »articular element is deemed to be 
capable of producing any of its 'own' products with equal 
efficiency (the meaning of 'homogeneity' as we use the term 
above)." This assumption yields a good first approximation. The 
individual estimating error margins up to 20 per cent that are 
generally assumed in the UNC study are entirely satisfactory for 
the present study. However, because the first approximation is 
good, secondary corrections can be introduced through simple 
multiplicative factors that take the entire structure of a resource 
element as unchanged; the estimated fraction of their capacity 
that is used to produce a particular output is merely adjusted. 
The seriality correction in the preceding paragraph is of this 
type; analogous corrections can be introduced for complexity in 
forging, for precision in machining and, in general, for the use of 
a resource element for a product mix that is slightly different 
from the one for which the resource element has been designed. 

Advantages 

Some of the advantages of the resource-element concept have been 
implicit in the previous discussion. Eight major points are emphasised 
below. 

(a) Through the resource-element concept the very large set of 
equipment combinations which produce the great variety of 
products of the sector can he represented by a limited number of 
"average" or "typical" combinations.8* 

(è) Since inputs and  outputs are expressed in physical  t-rms, 
technological information is separated from pricing information. 
It is then possible to transfer directly information on potential 
production processes from one country to another. Two qualifica- 
tions to this second point are, however, necessary. 
(i) Note the emphasis on "potential*' production processes. A 

technology that is well adapted to one country may be 

" Roftwuee 115], p. 2. 
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feasible in another from the engineering point of view but 
economically it is highly inefficient. 

(ii) The averaging process implicit in the resource-element defini- 
tion may incorporate characteristics peculiar to one country 
that are non-transferable. (Particular care must be taken to 
avoid this risk). 

(c) Seriality is handled explicitly in the classification of resource 
elements although not in sufficient detail for the purposes of the 
present study. The description in this regard can, however, be 
improved. 

(d) The convertibility of metalworking capital from one use to 
another is highlighted. It may be particularly useful for develop- 
ing regions where the likelihood of low rates of output increases 
the importance of practical possibilities to combine the produc- 
tion of products usually produced in separate facilities in highly 
industrialized countries. For example, it may be feasible to 
integrate (on the basis of similarity in many of the constituent 
processes and, consequently, in capital equipment) the produc- 
tion of a variety of piston-type machines and mechanisms, suoh 
as internal combustion engines (diesel and petrol), pumps, 
compressors and steam engines, etc. An alternative approach 
such as, for example, the (definition of) capital requirements 
ideally designed to produce one end-product would not in itself 
suggest such possibilities for integration. The integration could 
make possible a project which the size of the market and capacity 
costs would otherwise preclude. 

(e) Considerable institutional rigidity is avoided by the separation 
of major processes into separate resource elements. This separa- 
tion permits considerable flexibility in recombining to suit 
various needs and alternative systems of industrial organiza- 
tion.*• In particular, the concept leaves open the question of 
horizontal or vertical integration according to patterns observed 
in the industrialized countries or according to other patterns that 
might be more appropriate in developing countries. 

(/) The resource-element concept simplifies the collection of informa- 
tion and the interpretation of incomplete data. Intermediate 
concepts may appear superfluous from a purely analytical point 
of view because they are eliminated from the analysis at a sub- 
sequent stage. In the present instance, for example, the resource 
elements disappear in the course of a matrix multiplication that 
carries their levels into capital and flow inputs. Nevertheless, 

II Ibid., p. 8. 
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they can be indispensable in practice, since they often correspond 
to the catégories by which the original information is easiest to 
collect. Jn addition, resource elements permit the focusing of 
attention on a limited number of variables at a time, thus 
facilitating the recognition of basic connexions among the data. 
Finally, resource éléments forni broad classes of phenomena in 
which statistical regularities appear; whereas unaggregatcd 
information, such as coefficients of material or labour inputs 
directly into a particular product, are often so few that any poten 
tial relationships among them are masked by the accompanying 
random variations. Thus earlier attempts in the l NC study to 
evaluate directly the How inputs into classes of individual end- 
products met serious difficulties, whereas the achievement of the 
same objective in an indirect manner through the intermediary 
of the resource-element concept has been successful and has 
permitted the compilation and organization of many empirical 
data. 

(g) The resource-element concept is convenient to combine statistical 
and engineering information. In the UNC study, for example, the 
determination of resource-element inputs into typical individual 
products in an industrial branch is undertaken principally by 
engineering techniques, including the study of product blue- 
prints, shop layouts, equipment lists and personnel classifications. 
The analysis is then complemented by estimation of a weighted 
average of individual products to represent the industrial branch 
as a whole ; the weights are derived from statistical sources. 

An alternative approach of Markowitz and Howe [13] to derive 
material, labour and equipment input coefficients for the sector 
is based largely on census data ; engineering estimates are sug- 
gested only for secondary corrections. Their method is useful 
and accurate in structurally stable and well-studied economies, 
such as that of the United States. Its applicability, however, 
becomes severely limited when either considerable structural 
change occurs in which statistical coefficients are rapidly obsolete, 
or the sources of statistical data are few and unreliable. In 
developing economies, there are both structural instability and 
a lack of reliable data. Therefore the combined engineering- 
statistical approach to requirement estimates used in connexion 
with resource elements appears to be considerably superior to an 
approach that transfers statistical information from one country 
to another country for which it is not available. In the planning 
and programming of the metalworking and engineering product« 
sector in economies where structural change« are of central inter- 
est, the combined engineering-statistical approach made possible 
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by the resource-element concept  is decisively superior to >m 
approach based largely on statistical data. 

(70 The resource-element  concept   maintains a  unique  pattern of 
process inputs into end-products (as in the TXC study) vet  ¡t 
introduces a considerable decree of flexibility into the investiga- 
tion oí economi,, capabilities by allowing substitution of the kinds 
of output that can be obtained fron, a given resource element 
Jhus the yearly capacity of a foundry or forge expressed in tons 
of output is reasonably constant for pieces „f generally equivalent 
complexity and unit weight that are produced under conditions 
of comparable average lot size. The overwhelming majority of 
trivial substitutions of standard metalworking machinery opera- 
tions can be handled by the elementary method of creating an 
aggregated concept. When alternative input patterns are sub- 
sequently introduced (substitution of resource elements) atten- 
tion can be centred on a relatively small number of critical 
substitutions without flooding the model with detail. 

PrMems and ambiguities 

Production shops in a country vary considerably, and the use of an 
average to represent a particular type of shop masks the factors that are 
responsible for the variation. Thus, even if the aggregate is reasonably 
representative of the conditions of the country from which the data were 
derived, the variability makes it necessary to proceed with caution in tl- 
transfer of data from one country to another. In the UNO study in 
particular the resource elements were defined to represent average condi- 

hl?r A • M. ?r CTbmty anal'V8i8- There can *» no Pre««mPtion 
that these data will directly fit the conditions of the developing countries 
particularly m costing and programming. 

Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the analytical problem« 
raised by the resource-element concept, it will be instructive to consider 
the work of Hare.» It is an illustration of the problems connected with 
any attempt to formulate a technical-economic description of the sector 
I he second and third levels of detail (fully quantified programming data 
a« compared with detailed project engineering) have not been separated; 
this fact accounts in some measure for the apparently overwhelming 
complexly. It should be borne in mind that in Uie prLnt study îhe 
«les^ript,on of the rezurce elements is suggested at the second (not the 
third) level of detail. Their modular character necessarily involves an 
approximation. It is anticipated that any cost estimates based on such a 

.H.ono'mtePOrír0r i**• 8u*f"t*d
L°«rt*to «amplifications of the over-all technical- 

-ZZutlZ^ PTOb,em I1"" °VentUally Umd to the development of the ^"«quantitative programming data approach of chapter 5. 
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modular description will be too high because of a lack of proper adaptation 
of technology to the particular individual production conditions. The 
conclusions from such a description are merely indicative and must be 
reworked in the course of a sequential decision-making process through 
the introduction of many technological refinements corresponding to the 
third level of detail. 

The limitations of the resource-element concept in the UNC study 
are now considered. The flexibility of resource elements in representing 
a whole class of production activities by implied internal substitution is 
obtained at the expense of product-mix problems. Many actual shops are 
significanti} socialized as to the range of products they produce. In 
defining general-purpose resource elements there are tendencies both to 
overestimate the average amount of machinery that will be required and, 
conversely, to overstate seriously the degree of substitutability that exists 
in each resource element. For machining resource elements, for example, 
the degree of overstatement rises sharply as the seriality characteristic 
moves from unit to mass production. Shops of the latter type are char- 
acterized by a large proportion of specialized equipment which can be 
employed for a range of products far narrower than that attributed to 
the resource element. Even shops having exclusively general-purpose 
machine tools of the same size can differ widely in terms of the mix of 
tools by functional type. The machine-hour capacity of an element is 
therefore strictly applicable only to the end-product for which it was 
designed. The suggestion is made in the UNC study that this problem 
might be handled by the use of correction factors that take into account 
the reduction of substitutability. Numerical factors that vary from 40 to 
90 per cent are offered as educated guesses concerning the actual range 
of reduction.38 

One way of handling the product-mix problem is to increase the 
number of resource elements and to narrow the definition of each; this, 
however, leads back to the same difficulties that have been experienced 
at an earlier stage of the UNC study. A possible compromise might be to 
handle specialized, outsize and otherwise scarce machinery items and their 
auxiliaries as separate resource elements. Only the actual research can 
indicate at which point the optimal compromise should be drawn 
between product-mix problems and a large number of resource elements." 
It might be advisable to increase the target figure for the total resource 
elements from 75 to 200. 

A second source of error in the UNC study is the use of the same 
coefficients for average capital requirements versus expansion. This 

'» Reference [9], p. II — 98. 

*• Since this error is inherent in any modular description of productive facilities 
in the sector, it can be handled properly only in a sequential decision-making 
procera. Soe chapter 3. 
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problem is not expected to create serious difficulties in developing coun- 
ine.,. A shortcom.ng of the MM; study in its terminal but unHnLhedZe 
»a« the ex,» en«, of gaps in the coverage of resource elements. This „f 
.•.n» should not be charged against the concept of resource elements 

M »penal mterest are the organizational functions which have been found 
^absorb as much as 15 to ->r, per cent of total money costs in the UNC 

Features of the resource-element concept used in the UNC study that 
were appropriate there create problems of transfer of technoto fron, 
one country to another. The sizes or output capacities of re^u• elemel 
were set at approximately the average of USSR shops. ThisTatuTw« 
not considered cnt.cal in the UNC study since proportionality col " 

TTÌlv a °°r,derable range °f «»Pa«"«» and also bJauTverv 
mall additions of new capital were unlikely in so large an economy « 

In application to smaller economies and particularly to those of develop- 
ing countries, however scale effects become critical. The data of GanSc 
-how that even m the USSR there ie . considerable increase of efflciencv 
(measured ,n term, of labour productivity, not only with lot si e but Z 

Ï,V« I.  ?K"       ^"..P^"• »hoP °' »he entire machine-building 
plant.» In these relationships, shop or plant scale is a seoarate .„d 
.«dependent variable in addition to lot size In general thereTTsystem 
a ,c sh.ft ,„ the assortment and cet of capital equipmentwi h S 

to quantify this relationship or at least to determine an approximate 
»»".mum economic scale for various resource elements.        appPra,m8te 

• PU Jhe.8
PmX h?HtenL0fJ0me °f the re8OUr0e °km•* » »ot « pure   as might be desired because more than one distinct procès, was 

incorporated in the same resource element. Example, are die cwtZ Ind 
permanent mould casting of „on-ferrous metals  free anTd"Ä 

data and the need to restrict the number of resource elements.« 

the UN^L!rrltUíÍOní ' Z50^"*?0"8 "• '»«"Porated in the definition of 
tend•torh¿Mv Tnto; Î** met»lwOTki"8 Pi»"»« have historically 
SH « . g Ì lntT"*d - oompared, for example, to plants in the 
nurcïïsSt"' "nd rPr? reoent,y few «"»Ponente or services were 
CSor „TT0'H,Wd P,ant8- ""• tenden°y brou«ht •>*»» "-P«ve" 
ara ml L ny I oon,Ponento. inc'«ding fasteners and other stand- 
!„d * • ?: ' M f0r 8U0h "erTioes - •"»chinery repair, tool pattern 
«ndd.ejnakmg, and utilities. To the extent that this is^xplicitÄle 

40 Reference [lö], p. 13. 
41 Ibid., p. 9. 

° Ibid., tables 1 and 2, pp, 6—7. 
" Ibid., p. 19. 
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in the UNC study, no difficulty is encountered. However, in many eases 
this integration is implicit in the definition of the resource elements.44 

A comparable degree of integration may not be appropriate to developing 
countries to which process technologies arc to be transferred: however, 
while only one set of coefficients is available, no critical approach to this 
matter is possible. Soviet metulworking facilities generally are large-scale 
operations; on the other hand, seriality is probably lower than in the 
United States, with a concomitantly lower degree of specialization.45 

A problem in the relation of the resource-element concept to cost 
and efficiency studies concerns coverage. Under the capability objectives 
of the UNC study, steel and non-ferrous rolling processes were not covered 
since they were not considered to be ¡n the sector. In cost and efficiency 
studies, however, there are significant tradeoffs with these processes that 
require attention. For example, the amount of machining to be done on a 
piece of round bar stock de}>ends upon the number of standard sizes of 
this stock that are available; if there are many choices, a size close to the 
final dimension can be selected. There is thus a trade-off between the 
number of different kinds of stock produced by rolling in the primary 
metal sector where variety increases cost and the amount of machining 
to be done in the metalworking sector. 

Another problem concerns aggregation. The degree of aggregation 
employed in the UNC1 study is inadequate to handle problems of cost and 
efficiency unless the method is revised and extended. The aggregation 
problems appear at the following three levels: end-products, resource 
elements, and capital and flow inputs. The suggested extension of the 
UNC method involves complementing the small set of typical 
products covered in the UNC study by a long list and an extrapolated 
portion of the product assortment in each productive branch. 

The following problems occur at the level of resource element« : 

(a) Inadequate adaptation of highly aggregated resource elemento 
to specialized product assortment« ; 

(6) Inadequate adaptation of such resource element« to specific 
serialises, complexity levels and precision requirements of 
particular products ; 

(c) Loss of description of technical process detail since mixture« of 
different processes are represented by a single resource element ; 

(d) Loss of description of potential variability in capital and flow 
inputs of resource elements that differ in scale but are represented 
by a single aggregated element ; 

** Ibid.. p. 8. 
44 Refcronco [IS], p. 11. 

Jk 
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(c) Loss of representation of the possible adaptations in the pro- 
ductive facilities to local conditions by capital/labour substitution 
and other means due to the definition of a single resource element 
for a given combination of technological characteristics rather 
than the definition of alternatives that take into account such 
adaptations. 

Points (a) and (h) can be handled by secondary corrections that adjust 
the exact claims of particular outputs upon the capacity of an aggregated 
resource element for whieh the internal structure is assumed to be 
constant. The reliability of the results will depend upon the accuracy of 
the initial (uncorrected) approximation. Only country studies and their 
applications to concrete development programming tasks will indicate 
whether the margin of error implicit in the suggested level of resource- 
element aggregation (maintaining the UNC objective of approximately 
7f> resource elements) is adequate for practical applications. 

Point (c) has not bpen of great importance in the UNC study. 
Adjustments of the resource-element concept given there would be 
required primarily in the definition of separate resource elements for 
tool, pattern and die making and for internal repair services, since most 
of thrsc auxiliary processes are included in the UNC resource-element 
definitions. 

Point (d) requires an important extension in the definition of resource 
elements. Scale effects must either be accounted for explicitly (func- 
tionally relating resource inputs to the scale of the resource element bv 
distinguishing fixed and variable parts of inputs) or at least be taken into 
a«-count by specifying reasonable lower economic limits on scale. 

The aggregation problems of point (r ) are inherent in the classification 
adopted for different classes of machinery that make up the retìource 
clement« and for the different labour, material and other flow inputs that 
their ojieration entails. Lack of detail at this level prevents the proper 
costing of these inputs. In particular, the expansion of the resource 
clement« themselves may, to some extent, involve the appraisal of 
domestic production possibilities for the necessary machinery; the flow 
mputs involve problems of resource allocation in the economy that must 
be related adequately to economy-wide programming approaches. 

Capital-labour substitution in the sector takes place primarily 
through the degree of mechanisation and automation of the productive 
11( ilitics and the organization of the typical queuing process of produc- 
»«"< shops. They are reflected in the definition of resource elements: 
namely, their machine park and labour inputs. 

The mutual substitution of machines with different degrees of auto- 
mation or different working methods has been studied for the process 
"»  machining. Since the  investment costs of individual metalcutting 
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machine tools differ, the respective capital labour ratios can be derived 
on the assumption that one worker per shift will he assigned to each 
machine. Such a study has been performed by Kurz and Manne |41J 
using the original data of Markowitz and Howe |13] obtained from 
engineering estimates. Kurz and Manne found that the capital-labour 
substitution process could be adequately represented by a Cobb-Douglas 
production function of the form 

Q    a A'0 » L°5, 

where Q is the output, K the capital, /, the labour and a a proportionality 
factor." The unit elasticity of substitution characteristic of such a func- 
tion means that a 10 per cent increase in the price of capital relative to 
labour will result in a 10 per cent decrease in the use of capital provided 
that the total output remains constant. The numerical values of the 
labour and capital exponents of the function indicate the share of these 
factors in the total product under ideal competitive conditions ; they are 
estimated as exactly equal for the present case. Since these data were 
derived from the engineei aig characteristics of various types of machine 
tools suitable for making specific cuts (for example, an outside circular 
cut) the results are transferable from the United States to other countries 
provided that they fall within the range of the original data.47 

In another study [57] of capital-labour substitution in machining, 
Boon's aim was to determine which machine tool was optimal (in terms 
of minimum capital and labour cost) for performing a number of machin- 
ing tasks. He considered a wide range of relative prices that were adequate 
to characterize conditions in developing, semi-industrialized and highly 
industrialized countries and also took into account lot-size variations. His 
conclusion was the higher the precision requirements in production and 
the larger the sizes of the workpiece, the greater the restriction in the choice 
of technology." Thus, if it can be assumed that developing countries will 
begin or expand metalworking production for the simpler smaller tasks 

*« Reference [41], p. 676. The output is the number of pieces produced during 
a Q daily 8-hour shift. The capital investment K is in thousands of 1962 US dollars. 
The labour input L is the number of men working an 8-hour shift. 

The unit elasticity of substitution typical of the Cobb-Douglas function wa* 
confirmed by an independent estimât« of the elasticity of substitution treating the 
latter as a variable parameter. The estimate of this parameter was 0.98» with an 
excellent correlation coefficient ; estimates of the other parameters were also very 
close to the ones obtained on the basis of the simple Cobb-Douglas function. There- 
fore the original specification of the function was essentially a good one. 

47 On the basis of one shift, the range for all machining operations is from 
8200 per worker to $450,000 per worker. With multiple shifts there is a correspond- 
ing reduction in these figures. This over-all range is of course much too wide for 
individual machining tasks. 

*« Reference [571, P- 30. 
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n.ther than for the complicated or very large tasks, their choices tor 
capital labour substitution will be wider than the choice« of the more 
mdustnalized countries.« This observation mimt be qualified by the fact 
that for ¿f, per cent of all tasks, flexibility was found to exist onlv at 
small lot sizes, while for another 25 per cent it was found onlv at lame 
lot sizes.50 

Boon, as well as Kurz and Mamie, assumes a one-shift operation a 
1:1 ratio between workers and machines, and full use of the machine«'in 
the brst assumption his results overestimate the decree to which optimal 
capital intensity differs between developed and developing countries in 
the second assumption, the results underestimate it. The effect, of the 
third assumption may be either an underestimate or an overestimate If 
we consider continuous rather than one-shift operation in developing 
countries ,„ order to improve capital utilization, unit capital costs decrease 
to less than one third. This is an element of great additional flexibility in 
capital-labour substitution. 

In the United State« and other highly industrialized countries 
available machine time is reduced because less than one worker is 
assigned to each machine: thus, in the queuing process that character««» 
machine-shop operations, idle machines typically wait for workers 
(whose time ,s fully used) to operate them. Conversely, in developing 
countries, more than one worker can be assigned to Lh machine in 
order to ensure that machine capacity is more fully used. Thus, in actual 

ÎCÏÏ* ?* À íhe •nK?nt
J
of ^P^1 V*r worker is greater in the 

fi•• ^ *? le8Vn the develoPin« entries than estimated bv 
Boon. Thereby the gap between the optimal technologies tends to widen 

Whether indivisibilities are more important in the United States or 
in developmg countries to reduce full use of machines depends on how 
efficiently the sector can be planned in an integrated fashion in developing 

TtetrL t '"H Uf
nitlState8 the a-P—1 <*-P-ity between sepaS 

loun^Tr    fi to r1"06 aVera«e machine U8e« whi,e i» devebping countries limited markets create an inherent limit in many lines  there 

unstetes ^r^tr^1 prob,em for the—•-~ Ä United States which has been observed in the metalworking sector in 

through the operation of the following three mechanisms: 

Given alternative production methods (alternative resource-element 
inputs) to produce the same product, there is an opportunity to 
choose more or less labour- (or capital-) intensive technologies: 

*' Ibid., p. 15. 
80 Ibid., table 4, pp. 12- 13, Patterns II and III. 
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(Jiven alternative possible product designs to realize given technical 
specifications, the design can be adjusted to use more or less 
labour- (capital) intensive technologies in its production; 

There is a possibility of product substitution in final or intermediate 
uses in response to price (or allocation) signals reflecting greater or 
lesser labour or capital intensive technologies. 

By capital-labour substitution resource elements can be adapted to 
prevailing local conditions. Depending on the relative scarcities of these 
factors, which are generally reflected in their prices, the productive process 
is organized to economize on one factor to a degree that can be readily 
determined either by market (or market-like) processes or by programming 
studies. 

In addition to capital-labour substitution, the productive process 
may be adapted to local conditions by the following factors in the defini- 
tion of the resource elements or in their mutual relationships in larger 
structures: the scale, specialization-integration with regard to output 
(horizontal integration), overlap of resource elements, specialization- 
integration with regard to resource elements and the over-all organization 
of the productive process. 

The scale of individual resource elements and of entire factories 
composed of them can vary in response to the size of the market served. 
While larger scale entails significant economies, in small markets it may 
be preferable to forgo some of these economies rather than not to have 
domestic production at all. 

Specialization-integration with regard to output (horizontal integra- 
tion) is also related to the size of the market. In large markets, individual 
resource elements and entire fat;cries can be adjusted in their basic 
design to a relatively narrow range of product outputs; in small markets, 
on the contrary, resource elements and factories must be designed for a 
wider product assortment. The economies of specialization are sacrificed, 
but again this may be preferred instead of the complete lack of domestic 
production. Note that scale and specialization are inversely related. 
.Specialization may be increased by building smaller plants that turn out 
more homogeneous products, while scale increases integrated facilities 
at the expense of a wider product assortment. There is every indication 
that, for the size of markets in developing countries, scale effects are 
strongly dominant over specialization.51 The overwhelming scale effects 
on small scales gives rise to the approximate definition of "minimum 
economic scales". 

The overlap of resource elementa is an aspect of the problem of 
resource-element specialization. It is more likely that a given semi- 
fabricating oiK'ration can be carried out by different resource elements 

M  S(>«> the lU'giuniMit of Mohnan [341, (»spocinlly pp. fi3—64. 
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that are not highly specialized. In the UNC study, there is a la• over- 
lap of size classes. For example, the larger forges can huidle mo*, of the 
output oí the smaller ones, and the smaller ones likewise can handle a 
good part of the output of the larger ones, since the average weight of 
parts handled is much less than the maximum. This leads to substitution 
of „-source elements in the production of the same nominal output which 
is not the same substitution as between forging and casting in the produc- 
tion of crankshafts. 

The problem of overlap becomes troublesome when the scale of each 
x-souree element in an overlapping class is too small to be considered 
minomical for a small developing country. For example, total demand 
may not admit forges distinguished by several size and seriality char- 
acteristics Due to the overlap of the production capabilities of these 
resource elements, however, it might be possible to establish one or two 
forgi»« that could handle a far broader range of sizes and serialities than 
the typical range of the product assortment on which the resource 
clement had originally been denned. If secondary corrections are systero- 
at.eally applied to many of the individual products that make up the 
product assortment of the integrated forge in the developing country the 
resulting estimates can be reasonably accurate. 

If the machine park of productive facilities is regarded as flexible 
the problem is to select the optimal number and composition of *he 
faci litios. If too few are built there will be a loss of efficiency, since the 
1 inhties will not be well adapted to any particular range'of sizes or 
seriaMies. If too many are chosen, their adaptability will be much better 
»»ut they will suffer from the diseconomies of small scale. The optimal 
structure depends on the solution of a non-convex programming problem 
I here is thus a clear analogy between this aspect of the overlap problem 
and specialized versus broad product assortments characterizing a 
productive facility, except that, in the present ease, the criterion of 
socialization is not the nature of the product but its size and seriality. 

Some overlap of resource elements in regard to size, seriality and 
product-assortment classes is desirable at all times, since it results in 
an mcreased flexibility in the productive process. If there were no over- 
ap at all, the probability of bottlenecks would be greatly increased as a 
consequence of unforeseen fluctuations in demand and production. This 

IZ'ri  Ví-ií?WTr' aChÍeVed at the expen8e 0f reduced specialization 
and adaptability of a resource element to a specific class of outputs. 

Specialization integration with regard to resource elements refers to 
ne degree of vertical  integration of the productive process.   Does a 
aetory have shops for producing minor parts such as nuts and bolts on 

•relatively small scale or does it purchase them ? Does it perform its 
" r^pair and maintenance operations with special machine tools that 

,U0 ,nfreq«ently used ? Does it have shops with large minimal capacities 
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that are only partly used >. Does it make its own tools, dies and patterns i 
These questions concern the scale and use of individual resource elements. 
Self-sufficiency is inversely related to the scale of resource elements as 
well as to the typical lot sizes for intermediate products: as the self- 
sufficiency increases, the scale and lot sizes decrease. 

In the industrialized countries, production in the sector is typically 
organized around specific product lines, such as automobiles, agricultural 
machinery and ships. Although there are many enterprises that specialize 
in the production of semi fabricates by ;i given  process (commercial 
foundries and upsetting shops) and there is an extensive network of sub- 
contracting, the (ore of the productive process is undertaken in vertical 
integration between product-oriented activities (design, assembly, market- 
ing, and product research and development) and the major semifabricating 
processes (casting, forging and machining). In the automotive industry, 
the manufacture of motors or of large stampings is typically undertaken 
with captive capacity, while the manufacture of such items as headlights, 
batteries, sparking plugs, carburettors, mufflers or trim is subcontracted. 
In the developing countries, on the other hand, the scale of demand may 
not justify the maintenance of heavy captive capacity in any given 
industry defined by a specific class of products, but may suggest the 
organization of the sector around facilities such as foundries, forges or 
machine shops to manufacture a wide variety of end products   The 
contrasting pull towards organization by end-products versus organiza- 
tion by major fabricating processes will be referred to as the bipolarity 
of the sector. While the logic of organization around fabricating processes 
under the conditions of the developing countries is very clear, the con- 
trary pull is far from negligible and centres on organizational functions, 
such as design and engineering. Product design for increasingly economical 
and efficient service of customers is closely connected with marketing 
experience and thus tends to favour organization of the sector by products 
At the same time, effective design must be based on intimate day-to-day 
familiarity with the production process and thus favours the integration 
of fabricating processes with design. 

It is necessary to differentiate the concept of a resource element and 
a standardized function or task that can be physically embodied in a 
number of standard shops (resource elements). In the initial planning 
and programming approach for a country only one single resource 
element should be defined for each standard task. Thus, in the first 
instance, the problems of capital-labour substitution and local adaptation 
are to be decided by informal judgement based on the results of country 
studies. The problems raised by this approach are standardization of tasks, 
efficiency of model resource elements, adequate range of variability and 
unnecessary prejudgement of the results of a broader planning approach. 

Tasks are combinations of technological functions and characteristics 
that underlie the individual resource elements; the approach depends on 
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their standardization although it permits the local adaptation of resource 
elements. In particular, the technical characteristic* to he standardized 
for the definition of a task include the principal technical eharacteristi. 
(free- or «he-forging, iron, steel or non-ferrous canting), size class an«! 
serial.ty class, reatures that are subject to local adaptation and are thus 
excluded from the definition of a task include capital-labour substitution 
s<ale. product assortment and overlap with related resource elements 
In the country studies the effects of scale should be functionally described 
if poss.ble.   I he flexibility achieved by the given degree of "overlap of 
resource elements should be evaluated qualitatively. 

It is of course evident that the standardization of the number and 
kind of tasks will somewhat reduce the sharpness with which the resource 
element concept reflects local conditions. It might be desirable that the 
exact combination« of technological characteristics defining a task be 
adjustable. 

A country eould define an alternative set of tasks in addition to the 
standardized ones. The standardized set would then serve for international 
comparisons, while the more sharply defined set might be useful for 
additional experiments in programming. Since it is an essential part of 
the present approach to insist that all technical descriptions be based on 
a data-system concept that permits frequent -vision and redefinition 
owing to reasons inherent in their subsequent programming use (com- 
pletely independent of international comparisons), there is no loss of 
effort m working with a double set of resource elements. On the contrary 
it m a useful exercise in testing the flexibility of the technical informa- 
tion system. 

Do model resource elements have serious inefficiencies ? Without 
further tests can it be assumed that the existing productive facilities in 
any given country are locally adapted with a peifect degree of efficiency » 
Conceivably the practice in a country might suffer from varying rigidities 
that prevent the full exploitation of known technological alternatives 
Model resource elements based on such rigid practices would be burdened 
with the inefficiencies of their sources. 

There is no doubt that this factor will lead to some errors that can 
oe reduced in some cases where the source of inefficiencies is obvious and 
the description of a resource element is based on an engineering estimate 
oí unproved practice rather than on the prevailing unsatisfactory practice 
It would however, be dangerous to go too far in this direction, since it 
is often difficult to judge beforehand the feasibility of the suggested 
improvement. * 

Inherently more difficult are the cases of inefficiency that are not 
even recognized because there is no standard with which to compare 
existing practice adequately. One of the major dividends of the present 

5* 
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approach is that its systematic li «nu' rai¡^r application will result in 
alternatives based on standardized international comparisons with which 
existing practice in individual count lies can lie conipare<l even with the 
admitted shortcomings of standardi/."d description. 

The ranee of local adaptations is too narrow to indicate a set of 
resource elements that arc representative ut conditions in any developing 
country A dilemma appears to exist in this regard; either to apply 
resource element variants chosen troni a limited but more reliable 
ranee that arc not completely appropriate, or inerea.se the range and thus 
include serious irrationalities in the model resource elements. The present 
approach use- i he first alternative. After a complete programming 
technique has been established on the basis of the technological descrip 
tion, it will be jsmsible to study the sensitivity of the results to any 
reasonable changes in resource element coefficients that might he expeeted 
as a result of the (unrepresented) local adaptations to the conditions of 
the developing countries, and the error inherent in the approach will thus 
be readily measurable. I'se of the second alternative would result in an 
uncertain and »indefinable degree of misrepresentation. 

The unnecessary prejudgement of the result« of a broader planning 
approach could be avoided by including multiple variants of a given 
resource clement in the programming model. However, the additional 
complexity created by the procedure does not appear to be worthwhile 
in the present study. 

fìi MO firn i lemmi clarification 

Follow rXC classification for forging. Where this is inadequate, it 
has been suggested'2 that additional resource elements be provided to 

54 In the report fió), pp. 13- If» written for the United Nation» concerning 
the applicability of the UXC material to development programming it has been 
recommended that the numlx-r of resource elements be increased to improve the 
estimation of investment requirements. In particular it was suggested that the 
seriality variable be taken into account more fully reducing the range of applicability 
to end-products and ascribing more homogeneous technological processes to each. 
The third suggestion, requiring only minor modifications doe« not increase the 
number of ««source éléments significantly. In regard to seriality it different sugges- 
tion is made for the present study, namely, the device of handling exact serialities 
by secondary corrections; still, a small increase in the major seriality categories 
would not be harmful. 

The suggestion concerning product-assortment narrowing is rejected, since in 
developing count ries it is often necessary to integrate the fabrication of intermediates 
for many diverse end-products, thus cutting across the horizontal integrations usual 
in the industrialized countries. Instead, specialization to product assortment is to 
be treated as one of the local adaptations; in reporting locally adapted resource 
elements, however, the additional freedom is provide«! that more than one typical 
product assortment may lie given ; t wo variants of the same resource element base«! 
on different product assortments may be reported, instead of just one standard 
variant. 
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gm- more flexibility to d,e-fo,ging as well a« to separate free- and die- 
fnrg.ng m some of the UNC resource elementa. "As developed, the 
resoun. elements  reflect the  high reliance  on free  f     •       »     '       , 

^  Í ,OW UÍM' °f ,,r<>SÍ'<'H With "I«1 and impre«ion dies in the Soviel 

r ,.rí,OUL rN¡,;,|aiwiíi,'H,¡°" f'"r <*«*»*• Ciallik suggest* adding a 
n'M,f ,Wnt nr «mP'". virtually immaehined castings such as 
manhole ,,,ver. and *ewage pipe fixtures" as well as the separation of die 
rusting and permanent'-mould »-«sting. 

Kollo« VSr classification for machining. However, should a preci- 
an dimension b, «W for „,, belassi li eat ion ? To do so would change 
he nmehine park considerably. The exact precision requirement for a 

product car» IK; handled by a correction factor based on comparison with 
average precision of the typical product mix; however, more than one 
pree.s.on class would permit assigning a product first to such a class in 
a rough way as ,s done in the case of seriality. Since the termination of 
the l N( study, a major technical innovation has taken place in machin- 
ing : namely, the rapid spread of numerical control. It does not affect the 
dass.heat.on of standard tasks but may make it desirable to Suce 
alternative resource elements for this particular process. " nwoauoe 

,nentFíhOW T- VÌ^tìcAtion for imping, upsetting and heat treat- 
ment 1 he coefficients for resource elements ¡v, v and vi in the UNC study 
are known to be of very poor quality." y 

Follow UNC classification for steel fabrication (welding) and assembly 
I he following processes are not included in UNC classification but their 
nputs may at tunes be included in UNC coefficients: pattern-ma^ 
-I- and die-makmg, repair services, storage, intraplant Lnsport, pianti 

la K,rutory semées and quality-control services. Resource elemento 
-ta.n mdustnes not covered by UNC study are electrical industries 

;:";•arn,rttnn,s) and ^^"^ <*.,,•>. ^ i^z •'• »»ou to identify missing resource elements remains open. 

„tivîttr   "1  °T^nÍZatkmiú   «*•«*   elements   (for   overhead-type 
t,es) such as design, engineering, costing, estimation, production 

Wtaiirn      lg* reSearCh imt d•toPm«*. «* generai administra 
I Uni uî       T r0688"8 ln *he Primary metals 8Prtor that • ¡nter- 

•     nl/lr Vmmn hy Wa-V °f *»*«»• toadiMrfl. are ingot 
«stings (steel   non ferrous copper and copper alloys and non-ferrous 

ALS l•?am ",,05'9) - ro,,in« «- *Ä 
M Ibid. 

«'-v«oöp^oCruí8
ttl^If

f
m,nlf,^,T,  r^i in  the  "^working industries of •»ping countries has been explored by Vietorisa. f681 

" Reference [15], pp. 13, 15. 
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An open question is whether an attempt should be made to cover 
each of these processes with resource elements in detail comparable to 
that of intrasectoral processes >. The classification is arbitrary, and 
problems of standardization encountered with ingots and rolled shapes 
are exactly analogous to standardization problems with semi-fabricates 
in the sector as conventionally defined for the present study.58 Source 
material on the above casting and rolling processes is more abundant 
than for metal working processes in general. The methodology of a 
process-analysis study of the former could be readily adapted to the 
present study. 

Description of products 

Given a set of resource elements, the next task of programming for 
the sector is the decomposition of a group of typical products for each 
branch into subassembly, component and resource-element inputs. The 
level of use of each resource element must be given in physical terms per 
unit of a specific individual end-product. For example, in a detailed 
breakdown of inputs into a specific gasolene engine, the number of tons 
of castings,  forging«,  stampings,  welded  fabrication  and  upsettings 
(fasteners) as well as the total tonnage of parts requiring heat treatment 
must be specified; the tonnage estimates must be complemented by 
figures for total machine-shop hours (machining) and square-metre-years 
(assembly floor space). The levels of resource-ele ment use can be com- 
pactly summarized by a column of coefficients that are similar in many 
ways to a conventional activity vector except that, for purposes of cost 
and efficiency studies, it cannot be assumed that the levels of inputs vary 
linearly with the scale of production, since economies of scale must be 
taken into account both in regard to lot size and to the scale of the 
resource elements used.57 

The product to which the decomposition into subassembly, com- 
ponents and resource-element inputs is applied is not an average but & 
single highly specific individual product that can be identified by year 
and design, or technical specification. In the UNC study, such an end- 
product is the ZIL-120 gasolene engine whose process level (resource 
element) inputs are shown in table 2. The inputs have been normalised 
to 1,000 metric tons of engine output. Given these process level (resource 
element) inputs, the primary capital and flow inputs can be derived using 

•• Classes 35—39,  International Standard Industrial Classification of All 
Economic Activities; see chapter 1. 

" For a concise discussion of the need to distinguish between lot sice and 
resouree-element-scale economies, see reference [16], pp. 5—7 and tables 1 and S. 
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the input coefficients of the set of resource elements previously defined 
The primary inputs58 are listed in table 3. 

A »pecific individual product such as the ZIL-120 gasolene engine is 
referred to as a typical product. In the UNC study the typical products 
are used to construct "representative products" for each branch by a 
process of weighted averaging of their resource-element input levels A 
representative product is thus a statistical aggregate and is used" to 
characterize statistically defined classes of products in each productive 

TABLE 2. PROCESS LEVELS PER THOUSAND TONS OF ZIL-120 
OA80LENE ENGINE OUTPUT 

Procès» Resource 
element code 

Unit of       Process 
measurement     code 

Die forcing       p9 

Stampiti«       85 
Upsetting       »ja 
Foundry : 
(cast iron)  
Foundry: 

(aluminium, manganese, zinc and alloys) .     CIS 
Machining     M. 

Heat treatment       j|j 
Heat treatment       jj2 
Heat treatment  
Moiled steeK  
Anscmhly    

C3 

HS 
RS» 
A5 

A, 0.1603 
A,. 0.0361 

Agt 0.0176 
A„ 0.8345 

A„ 0.0575 
A»« 0.4375 
A71 0.5051 
A„ 0.3104 
AT8 0.0388 
Am 0.3500 
A#o 0.106 

ri^t'TP1, J? 'i1-!2-95' IV-3-5' 13" *—«* i. not luted i„ the .euro. i. IV—13¡ the input level ía derived from IV—24. •»«•«>» 

SiillRCK: 
»alile on p. 

"10s metric ton«. 

» I«* offective machine hou«. It h« been normand by multipliction by » factor of 100 m «... „y 0(M,fflclonu of equal order of „^^ will Kawythe .JJ2TJ¡ü52íj2¡ 
n-ibS « •.rr inpUU into forging' 'Umpin8 *nd «•-«-• I- 30 P- «*. <«- *•- * 

* «0* ra»/yesr. 

» For all resource elements except machining and assembly, the flow input« 

\nvÄ " end-product (from table 2) by the coefficient of the flow 
input into the resource elements (tables given in reference [91, chapter II»  The 

^^s^iS^rjsr drfby dividin«the ~í¿w¿^ unen  mput into the end-product by the normal monthly capacity of the resouree 

• P    . n the ba8w of the same unit (effective machine hours) in which 

Z  Zq^•nt*r eXPreMed> bUt °n the bMi8 °f U8e of the fu" -pac! Y Th" 
»v'hfv^rTvT ?0wmPuí c<"«P«tation procedure must be modified by dividi• 
I íitvT y        ?? maCh ne h0Ur8 °f the «°~ element- The percentage?f 
SSo2d toSrrU^fn0nMUy- F°I a88embly' fl0W inPUtB are "ot directly^. 
.i eqTrií to dirli"80 7*•"? in *«•"»**••*••«•. A special computation 
of caS ,, .I "I *!" referen0e W' PP< n-"7-159). The percentage ur capacity is again computed normally. ^ 
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TABLE 3. FLOW AND CAPITAL INPUT PER THOUSAND TONS OF Z1L-120 
OASOI.ENE ENGINE OUTPUT 

Typ* of /tew or capital input 
i'rocts* from 
which input 
originate» 

(We 
Unit of 

muuurt- 

Labour 

Forging production  K b, 
Stamping production  s b. 
Upsetting product ion    \J b, 
Casting production   C" b4 

Heat- treatment production  H b. 
Machining production    M l>. 
Assembly production  A bt 

Auxiliary  all processes b„ 
Engineering and technical personn«! ...   all processe« b„ 
Clerical and office personnel all processe« b„ 
Junior service personnel   M processe« b„ 
Total labour »jl processes bM 

Power and fuel 

Electricity  M proce»,«. b 

Conventional fuel F8UCHMW  b 
?team PSU HMW   b" 
Compressed air    FSU HM     b„ 

Metal 

Rolled forging steel     p D 

Rolled steel (bars and shapes)   8UW b 
Pig-iron     v 0

M 

Alloying ingots  j. 0" 
Ferions scrap  C b

&l 

Non-ferrous scrap  (> D * 
Alloying additives  r h** 

  ^ °t% 
Other materiale 

?'atPr    ¥HV HM     bM Chemicals  *?%M t 

^»bncaiii«        F8U b 

Coolant (concentrate)  D 

¡?ie". '.'.'.       F8U b" 
tutting tools        8UM        b" 
Measuring tools  jj u 
Jigs and fixtures ','.' M h"* 
Heat-treating fixtures    ¡j b"* 
New sand and clay  <j b

m 

Sand binders  ^ b
IM 

Slag-forming  V.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. C b",* 
net ract ones  rjxf L 
Electrodes    pW . lM 

paint ::::::::::   7   I1" 
Paint solvent  ^ b

m 

Wood (crating)  A    b"* 

Input 

1,53» 
2.4 li. 
1,0 V 2 

3I.K1H 
44.780 
38,474 
11,542 
78,15» 
26,040 
12,270 
6,426 

254,587 

* 1.S18.012 
' 789,502 
» 828,478 
* 2,296,319 

208 
«2 

587 
AS 

318 
2 

23 

20,/HMi 
113,805 

2,073 
1,008 
2,455 
3,031 

204 
1,893 
7,378 

1,947,000 
46,126 

108,854 
98,189 

863 
10 
• 

28 
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TAIH.K 3 (continued) 

Ty,, of ,l(,u-orciai input «2k££   Cod, 

originate» 

i 'ipilal: resource-element capacities 

l>i«' forging  pe 

Si'»»ping  H 
c» 

I Matting ""' • c*5 

Foundry (rast iron)                (,.. 
C,i 

I'MIIHIIV (alloy«)               fV.„ C" 
Mii.-|,iiiiiig   .."  V." c« 

Un» treat incut  Hi **" 
Heat trfHtinoiit  M« °'1 

Ural treatment  ua e" 
AswmbJy, [minting and crating . .       . ¿5 

CM 

Unit of 
mtaturt- 

meni 

SoiKí-E: Reference [9], IV—g|—M- see 
* mui hour. 
fckWh. 
< kg. 
d m*. 
' metric to«. 
f pur cent of norm»! monthly capacity. 

aho IV—ft— U. 

Input 

6.99 
0.90 
1.53 

10.01 
34.50 
83.33 
14.0« 
44.87 

108.28 
28.17 

»»ram*. In diesel-engine manufacture, the categorie, «light"  «medium" 
.    heavy   were established on the basis of acatisti ca llurvey T^eZk 

l>< » was t„ construct a representative product for each cateirvIt • 

«»•»«toi diesels Data wen* available only for the latter tvneTut Til 
••*>• deemed satisfactory, since automotive deselsTe^e known 
< « ntat.HtK.al sources to reprint only «bout 10 per cen   tf L ¿^1 

"»•iMn different des.gns was then prepared. The data SealedaTJZ 

»f -» k„/hn Th!u     h.     í i Cngl,,e' Whlch has a n'1»«• Wiïht 
li'^w^ÌCtiS fori tn^impOHÄnt P""* •""»"" »I—«ib- 
"I «IM.mxim.teir n tZ *»£ hMÜ-5í> •«ine. »«<* •»» a relative weight 

produced in iUñk\ anA *u„* ,     , wei»nt 0l 1*—22 kg/hp   those 
w*re si^laHv IL     .*    PTT leVd8 P6' ton of the SMD-fiS engine 

lOkg/hp (which was the estimated production of 1969-1960) 
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The statistic. J weights used in the aggregation (85—15) were estimates of 
the share of each category in the total tonnage of the branch.59 

Representative products are useful for capability analysis but are 
unsuitable for efficiency, cost and programming studies such as those of 
the present study. For this reason the present analysis uses the UNC 
method only until the decomposition of typical products into sub- 
assembly, component and resource-element inputs (determination of 
process leveh). The typical sample product is used not to define statisti- 
cally aggregated representative products but to construct on the basis of 
demand a sequence of products approximately in the order of increasing 
production costs per unit of output value by using a long list of products 
in each branch. 

Research technique of the UNC study 

In the UNC study the decomposition of typical sample producto 

"... entailed first, the determination of the net distribution of processed 
metals. The latter were expressed, necessarily, in terms consistent with the 
outputs of resource elements (process activities)... 
"The second step in this typical pattern was to convert the net processed 
metal inputs to a gross (pre-machining) basis by means of given or esti- 
mated coefficients of metal utilization. The pertinent coefficients of utiliza- 
tion for our study are summarized. Having determined the requisite gross 
processed met; 1 inputs, the calculation of implied flow and capital 
requirements followed in the usual case by applying the previously esti- 
mated inputs per unit of process activity [that is the resource element 
capital and flow inputs] and summing for all processes. This left the 
residual non-processed items, purchased from other sectors, to be deter- 
mined according to the individual commodity analysis, i.e., in greater or 
lesser aggregation according to data availability."80 

The three variants of the research method to establish process levels 
were part-by-part analysis, direct derivation of process levels on the basis 
of literature sources and analogy. 

"In a few instances the basic process distributions were developed piece- 
meal through a part-by-part analysis. This procedure itself has several 
variants all of which proved fairly laborious but in the main, economical 
of the time of skilled personnel. What was involved, essentially, was the 
detailed stripping and weighing of the elements of a given machine accord- 
ing to process origin."*1 

At times the required data were found in product catalogues con- 
taining weights of parts and metal or process designations; usually, 

•• Ibid., pp. Ill—18 to III—23. 
•• Ibid., p. Ill—5. 
« Ibid., p. Ill—5B. 
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however, because of incomplete data, considerable part-weight informa- 
tion from engineering drawings was grouped by engineering assessment 
in relevant process categories. Process distributions were sometimes given 
directly in the literature either for subassemblies or for complete product» 
or product groups. Otherwise such coefficients were applied from more 
global sources on classes of products. 

Analogy was used in part or whole for "data-scarce" commodities 
by borrowing and adjusting data referring to comparable Soviet machine« 
and as a la^t resort from United States models. The scarce data that 
related primary inputs directly to specific end-products were useH to 
check the two-phase derivation by resource elements and were occasion- 
ally used to supersede the latter." 

The machining, assembly, and heat-treatment process resource- 
element bvels required special estimating techniques. Machining inputs 
had originally been related to chips removed, which is the difference 
between gross and net weights of the part.« Though this technique of 
estimation was abandoned for machining, the gross-net estimates are still 
essential for the transition from part weights as assembled to gross part 
weights prior to machining that determine casting, forging and other 
resource-element input levels. The final technique for estimating machin- 
ing input levels based on "several dozen sources'* by different end- 
product classes included technical norms, special technical studies and 
related references; it involved a direct estimate of effective machine- 
hours based on the literature sources.«* Process levels for assembly "were 
derived in relation to machining inputs as were corresponding magnitudes 
(How and capital) from the pertinent machining resource element 
the> represent a mixed reliance on norming and empirical evidence." 

Heat treatment inputs were estimated partly on the basis of aggre- 
gative data supplied in Soviet sources but mainly by means of specific 
engineering analyses. The latter involved establishing the percentage of 
each kind of processed metal in an end product undergoing heat treat- 
ment (allowing for repeated applications) and subsequently a breakdown 
by major classes of heat-treating techniques (normalisation and harden- 
ing, gaseous cementation and surface hardening)." The estimates are 
known to have considerable error.,T 

9ä Ibid., pp. ill—53 to III—SD. 
63 Reference [9], Studies Nos. 5, 5A, 6, and 6A. 

** Reference [91, Study No. 7, p. Ill—5E. 

"s Ibid., p. 1II-5F; see also tables 11-88,11—89, H—70, pp. 11-187 to 15«. 

" Ibid., pp. 5F—60 and table III—2. 
,T Referenoe [15], pp. IS, 15. 
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Modifications and altematiius 

The principal modification of the lTNC research technique is based 
on the additional degree of freedom afforded by studies in the country 
whose data underlie the work and original observations to complement 
or supersede published sources. 

(.«¡ven the specifications of a machine, the first task is to identify 
each part as to kind of metal and process of origin. In view of the very 
large number of parts in a complex machine, this is no mean task. For 
example, in a detailed analysis of sixteen Soviet metaleutting machine 
tools, the average part count was over 800. A working procedure that 
economizes the time of highly trained personnel is to have them indicate 
the individual parts on the specifications with a coded set of coloured 
pencils ; thereafter the weight of each part can be calculated by research 
assistants of considerably lesser training. Initially, the colour coding must 
be performed by experienced mechanical engineers : eventually, much of 
this work could be carried out by specially trained graduate engineering 
students whose performance would still be supervised by senior engineers. 
Another task requiring a high degree of technical competence is the 
estimation of the gross-tenet weight ratio for different parts as well a? 
effective machine hours for machining requirements and heat-treatment 
specifications. Purchased part«, such as motors, can be identified by refer- 
ence to standard lists. 

A suggested short-cut of f,.e part-by-part approach is the grouping 
of parts by different functional shapes, such as axles, housings, gears 
and fasteners; then exact estimates of process origin, machining time, 
weight and the like can be restricted to the most important members in 
each class and two or three other members of smaller sizes and/or com- 
plexities. This procedure [termits an approximate estimation of the 
other members of the group without the time-consuming individual 
inspection and measurement inherent in the fully detailed procedure. 
The method can also be used to estimate secondary corrections for 
resource clement inputs in regard to aeriality, complexity and precision. 
The origin of this suggestion is a verbal account of an estimating procedure 
that is used in the USSR to define the production costs of new machine 
designs with an accuracy of 2<> per cent. Such estimates are prepared for 
supporting appropriation requests for subsequently more detailed and 
accurate production analyses; their preparation is taught at engineering 
schools at the equivalent of the master of engineering level of instruction. 

Among the other approaches used in the UNC study, the use of direct 
listings of process level inputs wherever available from previous technical 
studies is of course recommended if the reliability is comparable to the 
part-by-part estimate. Estimates by analogy must be restricted in so far 
as possible, as was also done in the UNC study. Two potential costing 
short-cuts that were not included in the UNC study are short-cut cost 
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estimates in industries where bidding j8 a common practice and in indus- 
tries where they are related to subcontracting. 

Kidding on jobs is a common practice in branches connected with 
ronstriiction, as with oil refineries, power plants and chemical plants on 
whic-h bidding may at times be international. The same applies to major 
pieces of custom-made equipment, such as hydroelectric turbines and 
veneratore, or certain categories of railway roiling stock. In all of these 
.ases the preparation of bids must be undertaken on the basis of major 
s,«.eiheations without reliance on detailed part-by-part designs, and short- 
cuts are used as a matter of normal technical and management practice 
A detailed study of the estimating procedures would yield valuable data 
I hoir use is nevertheless limited because in many cases the coefficients 
refer to value rather than to physical inputs; in other words, they 
iiiiplic-itv incorporate assumptions concerning one particular set of price 
ratios. Whether the aggregated information can be divided into price 
and quantity components depends on the particular case. As a minimum 
such estimating procedures can be used as independent checks on the 
quality of the technological descriptions derived from the part-by-part 
approach. J r 

In industries where subcontracting is common, the contracting enter- 
prises generally know the production costs of their subcontractors The 
estimating methods employed in these industries would be instructive 
it hey-could be obtained possibly through consulting engineers familiar 
with the industries. 

A special case of importance to the developing countries is the large 
«I.stnbut.on enterprise that contracts the manufacture of its merchandise 
« ith many different producers. The large United States mail-order houses 
nave sudi a policy and are reputed to be able to estimate the production 
c-osts of the merchandise offered in their catalogues with great precision 
Nut«' their operations cover not only the united States but a number of 
developing countries, particularly in Latin America, international com- 
parison of their estimating procedures for the large number of items in 
the metalworkiug and engineering products sector would be most valu- 
able, he relevant products include not only consumer durables and semi- 
«lurables (kitchen equipment and hardware) but also hand tools, farm 
« quipment and builders' hardware." 

The basic advantage of product decomposition is that it permits the 
l»"'Hiig together of joint requirements for resource-element capacities 

-•".».* ZZZ/'      Z ftrm7VOU,d ft,8° be P"• source« of ¡.»formation con- 
•"ó    Xau    ZTnd !" 80me braUCh(,S °f the 8ector in considerably 
-f-   mato   i    hn m COnVTul°Tl *tatiStiC8- The P"*ability  °f obtaining this "«»marión is, nowevnr, not high. 
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that originate in many different individual products and their parts. It is 
the mont important justification of the technique; all attendant problems 
and ambiguities must be weighed against this virtue. The productive 
techniques that can be used for manufacturing a product need not be 
unique. As mentioned before, an automotive crankshaft can either be 
forged or precision-cast prior to machining. Depending upon the alter- 
native, the same product will have two different breakdowns into process 
levels, which does not create particular difficulties after the framework 
of analysis is generalized from input-output to a stronger programming 
approach. 

Only the simplest unassembled products can be represented by a 
single list of process levels (resource-element inputs). If there are sub 
assemblies of different hierarchical orders and parts in each, any level can 
be treated as an end-product and must often be so treated in order to 
reflect possibilities of partial domestic manufacture complemented bv 
imports or standardization and modular design. Thus, for example, the 
same engine, clutch, brake assembly or battery can be used in different 
kinds of vehicles and lorries, tractors and industrial engines. The same 
standard individual fasteners (parts) will typically be used throughout 
the sector for a great many different products. It is thus not easy to decide 
what is an individual product for decomposition purposes. A practical 
(though analytically not completely satisfying) procedure is to define not 
only a list of typical sample end-products to represent production 
possibilities in a sector but also a list of subassemblies and parts that are 
to be treated independently.'9 

To represent a set of subparts of a composite end-product treated 
as a unit by a single set of process levels is possible only if each part in 
the unit can be uniquely represented : otherwise there is a combinatorial 
proliferation of alternative process-level input patterns. If there are only 
a few significant combinations, these can be enumerated as such, but if 
the number of alternative combinations is large it is preferable to treat 
the subparts having several input-pattern variants as individual 
products. 

The determination of coefficients of metal use cannot be regarded 
as a straight technical problem subject solely to engineering judgement. 
The amount of metal removed by machining from bar or other stock 
depends on the variety of bar sizes and other shapes produced in the 

•• It would seem to be more aesthetically satisfying not to prejudge this issue 
by the very definition of a list but to allow the model itself to decide wh¡ch item* 
should he treated individually and which should be merged into the description of 
a composite product. Throughout the programming approach there is a recurring 
need for such simplifying prejudgements without which the complexities of pro 
gramming the sector would be utterly dumbfounding. 
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primary metals sector; the amount of machining to be done on forgines 
and castings depends on the closeness of tolerance achieved in the 
preparatory processing. In each of these cases there is a trade-off between 
the metal losses and resource inputs attributable to machining and the 
added resource inputs required to produce a wider assortment of primary 
shapes or coser tolerances in preparatory processing. In practice the 
trade orí will necessarily have to be handled implicitly, at least in the 
first definition of the problem ; later, it can be added as a complementary 
sensitivity study built around the initially derived results To take 
explicit account of the required resource-element and product-input 
variants appears to be intolerably burdensome, at least at this 
staue. 

Inputs  into  end-products   necessarily  must   be   pre-classified   in 
accordance with the set of pre-defined resource elements. Pré-classifica- 
tion categories in the UNC study include type of product (typical products 
characterizing a resource element), size class and seriality class Further 
pre-ciassiheation categories that might be included in future resource- 
eenient lists are precision and complexity of part produced. In the UNC 
study the pre-classitícation operates in the following way: To analyse the 
production of a 2.9-ton turret lathe that has 896 separate individual parts 
the resource elements representing the forging, casting and machining' 
inputs of the turret lathe must first cover parts for machine tools among 
heir listed output assortments. Since in the UNC study there is no distinc 

tion between most resource elements of the same size and seriality class 
by type of product assortment, it is necessary to ensure that the variant 
is actually appropriate. 

The maximum weight of a part is the criterion in selecting the size 
< ¡ass. Jhus it is necessary to estimate the exact weight of the heaviest 
torgmg, easting or machined part. In the case of machine tools, this esti- 
mation ,s undertaken not on a part-by-part basis but by using the follow- 
ing additional statistically derived information: "Assume maximum 
weight of cast part of a machine tool to be between 20 and 40 per cent of 
the total weight (the heavier the machine tool the smaller the percentage 
share of its heaviest part), and •/, of maximum weight of cast parts to be 
the maximum weight of forged parts. The given turret lathe has approx- 
imately a median weight among the sixteen machine tools listed, therefore 
an estimât mg factor of 30 per cent is appropriate for the maximum weight 
of casting that g,ves 870 kg; accordingly the maximum weight of forging 

Fi;;lf v rTg a ^^lt is ^^to «*** *<&** ««*>««» ut imnt No. 4 (heaviest forging, 320 kg). Foundry  Resource Element 
An.., ,H the best among poor choices, since it is medium rather than small 
• <nes. Its part-size is too large (5,000 kg, although 1,000 kg maximum 

Li .?! Z m0fe aPProPriate b«t, is available only in    mass" 
• jr ality). For copper castings, the choice is again poor. Only'two resource 

'« mentH are defined for this alloy group: one is too high in seriality and 
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tilt' other in part size. Kor machining, the lit is considerably better; 
Machining Resource Klcmcnt No. It is the preferred choice with a small 
and medium serie* and a maximum rough weight of part of 2 tons." 

It should be noted that the underlying assumption is that all similarly 
processed parts lor a given end product are handled in the same resource 
element: thus, forged parts are not subdivided by si/.e class and distri 
Inited between larger and smaller forces; the same is true for ojwrations 
Mich as easting or machining. The assumption is a consequence of the 
institutional set up. namely, that  production is organized around end 
products rather than around the required processes for different end 
product«. As a result, each resource element tends to have a broad range 
of capabilities, and the degree of capacity use defends on the product 
assortment. To the extent that production (as in a developing oountry) 
can be organized more closely around the processes rather than around 
the end-products, the typical resource element can l>e defined with a 
considerably narrower range of capabilities, and the estimation of process 
level input« can be more independent of the exact size, seriality, precision 
or complexity distributions characterizing a given product assortment, in 
other words, the TNC material contains resource-element definitions that 
make the accuracy of the description of technology highly dependent on 
the use of approximately the same product assortment« for which these 
definitions were originally fieri ved.  In revising the method for applica 
tion to developing countries, it is therefore convenient to standardize a 
larger number of resource element« that have been more narrowly defined 
primarily by KìZC class than the VSV study and to make capacity and 
flow input corrections. 

Secondary corrections 

From the point of view of cost, efficiency and programming studies, 
the principal drawback of the unmodified lTXC approach is the fact that 
once an end-product is associated with an input originating in one of the 
pre-elassified variants (a resource clement) of a fabricating process, the 
numerical magnitude of the procesa level whenever expressed in tonnage 
terms is pro|K>rtionally connected to the gross weight of the fabricated 
parts. Thus, once the castings of an end-product (as in the case of the 
illustrative turret lathe above) arc associated with Foundry Resource 
Klement No. 5, nil capital and How inputs from that point in the casting 
process are proportional to the tonnage of eastings produced, regardless 
of the number, complexity, tolerances and size distribution of the east 
parts in that particular end product. Moreover, given the seriality class 
of the resource element that determines its exact machine park arid flow 
inputs, variations in the seriality class are likewise suppressed. 
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The exact fraction of output capacity that is used and the exact How 
inputs can become independent of the ties of rigid proportionality to 
tonna«« output by introducing simple correction factors. The basic 
assumption is that inputs aro first pre-classified in a seriality class for 
which the corresponding resource element has a given fixed machine 
park adjusted to the rango of serialises occurring in the given class. 
< orrections do not affect the assumed machine park but only the capacity 
iv.|iiiivmeiit per ton of output. From the point of view of developing 
.•oiintrirs and their limited markets, the key correction is in seriality. In 
.-• viveri seriality class, the capacity of each resource element must be 
>t.iidardized   by  reference to  production at a stated  known  "base" 
-f'l'i:ilit\ . 

The simplest way to obtain the necessary data for this correction is 
to calculate the total available yearly 'effective hours" of each resource 
. icme.it in a way similar to that of the UNO study for the case of 
machining resource elements.70 The yearly effective hours that are 
summed for different machines are in part determined technologically for 
they cannot exceed the maximum defined by continuous operation while 
allowing for reasonable downtime for maintenance and inspection 
purposes. Limits are clearly introduced by institutional conditions, such 
as the number of shifts and holidays, and the work-relief time of the 
workers. After the technologically feasible maximum effective hours are 

mu, adjustments can be readily made to take into account the 
intry to-country variations in institutional conditions. Inherently more 
¡cult is the estimation of a third, intermediate category of deductions 

Irom the yearly effective hours, owing to various delays that are more or 
less closely tied to the structure of production. They include worker- 
tat ¡guc allowance, tool breakage, shortages of materials, time lost because 
"1 hroken or defective parts, waiting time for cranes, absence of tools, 
unplanned repairs, labour absenteeism and failure to observe proper 
pro« (dures.71 A final category of deductions is planned underloading which 
is the incomplete use of productive facilities that is foreseen as a result 
of indivisibilities in the productive process. The category must be 
divided into two main parts. 

One part is an allowance for the inherent lack of perfeot balance 
between the capacities of the various machines of a productive facility 
in producing all parts of the product assortment, and the consequent 
impossibility of always operating all machines, apart from the factors 

kin 

• •oí 

di 

'° Ibid., p. II —9, pp. 147 -150; reference [13], pp. 338—344. 

" Percentage of time losses are typically of the order of 0.5—2 por cent for 
"li category and add up to 12 per cent in the illustration cited. This exclude« 

Pi««mwl underloading which waa almost 20 per cent in the same case. For worker 
'»tiliuo refer to reference [13], p. 34. 
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mentioned earlier. The second part is that planned underloading arises 
from indivisibility in a productive facility (resource clement) as a whole 
(it has a minimum economic scale measurable in terms of total output). 
Unless this minimum economic scale is small in relation to total demand 
for the capacity of a resource clement, the unevenncss oi investment will 
reflect itself in a fluctuating, but at times marked, incomplete use of the 
capacity that can be clearly foreseen in the process of planning. In allow- 
ing for a deduction from the yearly time fund it is essential to exclude 
the latter kind of planned underloading and make a deduction only for 
the former one, since otherwise a key step in the programming process, 
namely, the appraisal of t>v used capacity, becomes a part of the 
definition of resource-element capacity rather than being handled 
explicitly. 

The exact number of effective hours of used capacity per ton of 
resource-element output must now be related to the exact seriality (lot 
size). The relationship can be kept quite simple. It may take the form of 
an approximate fixed set-up time (in effective hours), regardless of seriality, 
plus a variable handling-plus-processing time proportional to seriality; 
or the sum of these two effective-hour requirements then character- 
izes a whole series of a single output. The relationship can be referred 
back to a per-ton basis by dividing by the total tonnage of the 
series. 

The most precise way to use this method would involve estimating 
a separate set-up time (including tear-down time) and marginal (per unit) 
handling-and-processing time for each individual product. The estimates 
would, however, impose an excessive initial burden on the research 
procedure; therefore they are not recommended. Rather, the assumption 
of approximately valid uniform set-up and marginal effective-hour 
requirements is suggested as the basis for deriving secondary correc- 
tions. The latter can always be adjusted upward or downward in- 
formally on the basis of judgement, when additional qualitative 
information is available in regard to a particular series. For example, 
information that a given product requires an unusually high or low 
set-up or marginal time, or that two or more products produced one 
after the other have similar physical set-ups, result in a significant 
shortening of the complete set-up time when changing from one product 
to the other. 

In order to translate the principle of this approach into a correction 
factcr, the seriality of a given resource element must be standardized at 
a fixed numerical level. If the standard seriality is 50 units, the (uniform) 
set-up time plus 50 times the (uniform) marginal time give the total 
effective hours for the standard series. Division by tonnage yields per-ton 
effective-hour requirements for the standard series. The correction factor 
is the ratio of per-ton effective-hour requirements for a non-standard 
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serie« divided by the same ratio for the standard series.'2 The correction 
factors can be tabulated or graphed for easy reference. 

The correction is based on fixed and marginal requirements that arc 
assumed to be independent of other production requirements and uniform 
between different outputs. The first assumption is weakened by the known 
variation of set-up und tear-down times according to whether the set-ups 
in a sequence are physically similar; the second is an approximation that 
suppresses the known variations between products. The serialitv correc- 
tion tacitly assumes that capacity and input requirements per ton arc 
independent of the weight of the part produced. Since this is patently not 
correct, the accuracy of the scriality correction suffers unless a weight 
(size) correction of a similar nature is simultaneously applied. 

Corrections for weight (size) can be exactly analogous to the serialitv 
correction. Capacity requirements are standardized for a part of given 
weight (size), and the correction factor is calculated as the ratio between 
effective hours per ton of actual workpiece and effective hours per ton 
of standardized workpiece. The numerical estimate of the correction 
actor must be based on an empirical correlation between the size of 

the pune and the total effective hours. Corrections for the complexity of 
the part produced, for tolerance (or closeness to the final dimension) and 
for hardness (workability) of metal can be handled in an analogous manner. 

A c.rreetion for product assortment cannot be made as exactly (or 
m as simple a manner) as the previous corrections. Assume that the 
machine park of a resource element is approximately balanced for a 
given product assortment, the production of pieces that have machine- 
input  requirement,   widely  divergent   from   that  characterizing  the 
average assortment can destroy the balance of different over-all input 
needs and increase  the  unavoidable incomplete use of capacity.  As 

" Total an.! average effective hour* are calculated for a series as follows- 
TT^a ¡-hS, 
AT~(a + bS)/tS, 

» here o     ¡H the set-up 1 ¡me in effective hours, 
!>     the marginal time  (handling-and-production timo in effective hoars), 
•>     the length of series (lot size), ' 
t      the weight of a unit of end-product in tons, 

l!òm""tnber 0f effeCtÌVe hmiT* IM'r Vl>ur '"'»'»We from the given resource 

TT the total time for series in effective hours, and 
AT the average time for series in effective hourH per ton 

Denoting concepts referring to the standard series l.y barred symbols, 
AT .--=(« f bS)/t,S . 

Correspondingly, capacity uses are 

C = AT/Y;V---ÄT/Y. 
From the last two equations, C    C A T/A T, 

pUTotfcE/8 ,fT rCqrUird COrT',io" fa(*u>r ">'»<* » applied to the used capacity l»< r ton characteristic of the standard series. 

6« 
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mentioned earlier, corrections for this factor have been suggested in the 
I'NC study for machining resource elements with the strongest corrections 
(greatest unbalance and therefore greatest increase in claim on nominal 
capacity) occurring in resource elements designed for high seriality.73 

Empirical testing of the methodology 

The methodology for fully quantified programming data are now 
tested on a pilot basis by the problem of technical-economic description 
for transformers. All data are from United States sources. 

:' The characteristic input requirements, the machine park and the 
labour and material flows needed for production are determined. The 
methodology requires the definition of a table of capital and flow-input 
coefficients based on the use of resource elements. It has not yet been 
possible to produce the desired table, since a well-defined, pre-existing 
set of resource elements must be available before coefficients of this type 
can be estimated. It is still a problem to define resource elements, and 
particularly those characteristic of branches not included in the 
UNC study. 

Given a set of resource elements, what determines which typical 
end products shall be decomposed into resource-element inputs ? Specific 
indiv idual products must be chosen as typical of class of products in the 
branch; they will be representative of a very broad i-ange of the different 
products in the branch. A product list is constructed for this 
purpose. 

The product list is meant to represent the entire range of products 
in a particular sub-branch. The closest approximation is the listing 
provided by the 1963 Census of Manufacturers of the United States 
Department of Commerce (USDC). The Statistical Department of the 
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (XK.MA), which is the 
industry trade association in the United States, also provided some data. 
The USDC data are better because they provide more coverage and greater 
refinement, since more manufacturers report to the census than belong 
to the Association, and also because the census receives more detailcddata. 

The product list for transformers given in table 4 group« about 200 
products according to the USDC classification categories. They comprise 
at least HO to 90 per cent of the volume of the United States transformer 
market. Identification of significant individual items was accomplished 
by reference to the product catalogues of several United States electrical 

'» Référence [9], p. II -98. 
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TABLE 4. TRANSFORMER PRODUCT LIST* 

Voltage 
(il A) Primary Necoidtiry 

A. Control, 

(».25 
».50 
0.75 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
3.00 
0.50 
0.75 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
0.50 
(».075 
0.100 
0.150 

0.025 
0.050 
0.075 
0.100 
0.150 
0.200 

H. (¡tuerai- 

:».o 
6.0 
7.5 

10.0 
15.0 
25.0 
S7.fi 
50.0 
75.0 

100.0 
1«7.0 

3 
rt 
tt 

15 
30 
45 
75 

112.5 
150 

mgnailing, doorbell and toy traxttformfr*, control tran »former* 

Single-phase unclosed 
120/240 12, 32, 120 
120/240 32 
120/240 32 
240/480 120/240 

600 120/240 

240 120 automobile transformer* 
240 120 automobile transformera 
240 120 automobile transformers 
240 120 automobile transformers 
240 120 automobile transformers 
800 120/240 no taps 
600 120/240 no taps 
600 120/240 no taps 
600 120/240 no taps 

Single-phase, non-enclosed 
115 24 
230 115 
460 115/230 
460 115/230 
460 115/200 
460 115/230 

tran «formers, dry type 
Single •phase 

240/480 120/240 
240/480 120/240 
240/480 120/240 
240/480 120/240 
240/480 120/240 
240/480 120/240 
240/480 120/240 
240/480 120/240 
240/480 120/240 
240/480 120/240 

Throe- phase 
480 Y 208 Y/120 
480 V 208 Y/120 
480 Y 208 Y/120 
480 Y 208 Y/120 
480 Y 208 Y/120 
480 Y 208 Y/120 
480 Y 208 Y/120 
480 Y 208 Y/120 
480 Y 208 Y/120 
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I  Mll.K \   (fiitiliniK 'I i 

r iilt,r 

ikV \) f'tinnru •Secondary 

22". IH<I V 20S Y,120 
300 JM. Y 2ns Y 120 
501» í^> Y 20S Y'120 

<'.  I.'rjhthi: / trmtgftirtni rx 

ikW) StriKit distribution 
10 2.4(i(i 2,160 6.0 A 
15 2.4(10 2,160 20 A 
20 7.200 6.480 6.6 A 
25 7.200 6.480 0.6 A 
»0 7.200 6,480 0.6 A 

(W) Mercury-va »onr ballasts 
400 Single-lamp High reactance and regulated output 
250 Singlo-lamp High reactance 
175 Singlo-lamp High reactance 
425 Single-lamp Reactor type 
700 {Single-lamp Reactor type 
700 Singlo-lamp High reactance 

1,000 Singlo-lamp Reactor type 
1,000 Single-lnmp High reactance 
1,000 Singlo-lamp Regulated output 

400 Two-lamp 
425 Two-lamp 

1). Power and distribution tra naformerà 

3 2,400/4,100 120/240 Single-phase, dry type 
5 2,400/4,100 120/240 Single-phase, dry type 

10 2,400/4,160 120/240 Single-phase, dry type 
15 2,400/4,160 120/240 Single-phase, dry type 
9 2,400/4,160 120/240 Three-phase, dry type 

15 2,400/4,160 120/240 Three-phase, dry type 
25 2,400/4,160 120/240 Single-phase, dry type 
37.5 2,400/4,160 120/240 Single-phase, dry type 
50 2,400/4,160 120/240 Single-phase, dry type 
30 2,400/4,160 120/240 Three-phase, dry type 
45 2,400/4,160 120/240 Three-phase, dry type 
75 2,400/4,160 120/240 Single-phase, dry type 

100 2,400/4,160 120/240 Single-phase, dry type 
167 2,400/4,160 120/240 Single-phase, dry type 

75 2,400/4,160 120/240 Three-phase, dry type 
112.5 2,400/4,160 120/240 Throe-phase, dry type 
150 2,400/4,160 120/240 Throe-phase, dry type 

Single-phase, dry type 

250 2,400/4,160   Y 120/240 
250 2,400/4.160   Y 240/480 
250 7,200/12,470 Y 120/240 
250 7,200/12,470 Y 240/480 
250 7,200/12,470 Y 2,400/4,800 
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T\HI.K 4 (continued) 

Voltage 
>k I'll Primary Secondary 

333 4.800/8,320   Y 120/240 
xx\ 4.HOO/8.320   Y 240 480 
333 7,200/13.200 Y 120 240 
333 7,200/13,200 Y 240/480 
333 7,200/12,470 Y 2,400/4,800 
333 7,200/12,470 Y 2,520/5,040 
333 13.2(H) 120/240 
xx.\ 13.200 240/480 
xx\ 13,200 2,400/4,800 
XXI 13,200 2,520/5,240 
xx.i 22,900 240/480 
333 22,900 2,400/4,800 
333 22,900 6,900/7,200 
333 34,400 240/480 
333 34,400 2,400/4,800 
333 34,400 6,900/7,200 
333 43,800 2,400/4,800 
333 43,800 6,900/7,200 

Single-phanp . dry type 
333 67.000 2,400, 4,800, 2,520, 5,040 
333 6V.0OO 240/480 
333 «7,000 6,900/7,200 
500 2,400/4,800 120/240 
5<H> 2,400/4,800 240/480 
500 7,260/13,200 Y 120/240 
:»(H) 7,260/13,200 Y 240/480 
5(MI 7.200/12,470 Y 2,400/4,800 
500 7,200/12,470 Y 2,520/5,040 
500 13,200 120/240 
500 13,200 240/480 
5(H) 13,200 2,400/4,800 
500 13,200 2,520/5,240 
500 22,900 240/480 
500 22,900 2,400/4,800 
5<H> 22,900 6,900/7,200 
500 34,400 240/480 
5(H) 34,400 2.400/4,800 
500 34,400 6,900/7,200 
500 43,800 240/480 
500 43,800 2,400/4,800 
500 43,800 7,200 
500 67,000 240/480 

Single-pi lase 
500 67,000 2,400, 4,800 
500 «7,000 6,900, 7,200 

Three-ph 1*180 

22Ô 2,400 A 240/480 A 
225 4,160 Y/2,400 208 Y/120 A 
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TABUS 4 (continued) 

Yoltagt 

(kVA) Primara 

4,100 Y 

Srrnnilary 

225 240 480 

225 4.100 A 20H Y 1,120 

22ft 7,2*Hl A 240'4M0 A 

225 12,000 A 240 4H0 A 

225 12,740 Y 7,200 
13,200 Y/7,020 

208 Y/120 

225 12,470 Y or 13,200 Y 240 480 A 

22ft 13,200, 13,800 24<»/480 

MO 2,400 A 240/480 A 

soo 4,100 Y/2.400 20HY/120 A 

SOO 4,100 Y 240 480 

MO 4.1«Ml A 20* Y/1 120 

aoo 4,800 A 240/480 A 

soo 8,320 Y/4,800 208 Y/120 

SOU 8,820 Y SéO/480 A 

soo 7.200 x 240 480 A 

seo 12,«H»0 A 240/480 A 

soo 12.000 A 2,400/4,800 A 

300 12,74« Y/7200 | 
13.200 Y/7020 1 

208 Y/HO 

soo 13,200 | 
13.WMI  Í 

2,4m» A/4,800 A 

800 13,K«NI or »m Y 120 or 240/480 

900 21»« Y ato 2,400 A 

500 20« Y 120 A 4,100 Y/2.400 

500 240/4HO 4,100 Y 

400 20X Y,120 4,100 Y 

ÄO0 240/480 A 4,8(8» A 

500 20« Y/120 8,320 Y/4,800 

500 240/480 A 8,320 A 

500 240 480 A 7,200 A 
500 2,404» A, 4,800 A 12.000 A 
500 208 Y 120 12,000 A 
500 240 4HO A 18,200 Y/7,610 
500 2,4<x> A. 4,800 A 1S,200 A 
800 240 480 13,200 

'Kty to «ym£eb- A — «ropero, V — voit, kVA — kilovoll unpere, Y — «t» connwrio«., 
Ä — d<*H» conn**«ion, / — •Hmurtiv» voltage. 

manufacturera. Each transformer is distinguished by a kilovolt-ainpere 
designation, which m a widely used reference unit in the industry,74 and 
also by the primary and secondary voltages. 

T* The kilovolt-ampere (kVA) is H measure of the power output of a trans- 
former. Lighting transformer« aw also ruteni by kilowatt* (kW). A kilovolt-ampere 
is exactly equal lo a kilowatt if the phase angle Iwtween the current and the 
potent iai equal« zero. Motors HIHI transformers change- the phase angle of a current ; 
lighting fixtures rio not. 
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From the mechanical point of view, a transformer is a relatively 
imple device, consisting basically of a laminated magnetic core and a 

current-carrying coil. While the coil usually surrounds the core (core 
(\|M), the core may surround the coil (shell type). The basic core-and-coil 
.issemhly ¡H usually mounted on a supporting form and enclosed by a 
In »using or container. For higher-jiower rated units, the container will be 
iillid with oil to facilitate the insulation and cooling of the transformer 
parts Oil insulation ìM advantageous for use in high power units for 
two reasons: oil circulates in convection currents and facilitates heat 
transfer from the coils : its insulating effect is self-healing -ifter breakdown 
.) the coil insulation. 

Onlv a few basic processes are used to produce transformers. These 
fii-oeeNscH are basicnlh the same in most of the branch. The sequence of 
tlii> processes is as follows: 

Transformer coils are wound by a winding machine. Fractional 
kilovolt-amperc-rated transformer coils can be wound several at 
a time on multiple winding machines with capacities as high as a 
d< »sten e< »ils that are attended by a single operator in 15 to 30 minutes. 
< 'oils for transformers rated larger t han 2 kVA must be wound 
singly. The winding process which can be used is determined by 
the transformer rating as follows:75 less than 0.3kVA, multiple 
winding machine: 0.1 to 2 kVA. either a single or a multiple 
winding machine: greater than 2kVA, a single winding machine 
only. 

As the coil is wound, insulation is inserted between successive layers 
of wire. A common type of insulation used for this purpose is a 
glass-composition sheet w ith an asbestos base. Asbestos or fibre- 
glass spacers are also inserted between layers at intervals to 
dissipate heat. 

After winding, the coil is dried in an electric oven to ensure that no 
moisture will be trapped in the coil by the next process (dipping). 

The coil is then immersed in a vat of varnish until it has been 
thoroughly impregnated with it. The varnish eoating has special 
heat-resistant and electrical characteristics. 

The varnish is allowed to drip dry, and the coil is then re-baked 
until the varnish is cured. 

The coil is given a preliminary (turns-ratio) test. This is necessary 
because the voltage transformation depends on the ratio of the 
number of turns oí secondary to primary windings. 

The core is formed by stacking silicon-steel laminations that have 
been stamped out by a press. 

*• Thc«Ko data were originally reported in kilowatts. 
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The components are assembled and fininhed. 

Final electrical tests are given before storage or shipping. 

Hata  on  the  weights  and   material  composition  of transformer 

component parts were obtained from manufacturers and consultants. 

The weights of copper (windings) and steel (core) for a sample of 
various transformer sizes are given in table 5. These figures confirm the 

TABLE 5. WEIGHTS OF TRANSFORMED COMPONENTS 

(in pounds) 

kVA rating 

Component 0.002     (MH Ô7Ï        Ö.5        1.0        1.2 41       60 

Copper wire  0.049   0.14     1.0      1.9      2.5 3.0     226    1080 
I ore lamina» ions     0.146   0.7       3.2      3.5     12.0 14.0     679    2173 
Housing  1.0 0.5 
Insulation    0.5 0.5 

SOCBCB : Ajax Transformer Co., Bronx, New York and consultant«. 

10,000 

ine 

I  <fcVM-a» « 

Figure 1. Weights of transformer parts as a function of kVA for low-power, low- 
voltage, single-phase, dry-type transformers 
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rule of thumb given by a transformer-design consultant; namely, that 
weights ratios between the copper and steel used in a transformer are 
approximately) 4:1 for kVA ratings less than 3 kVA, 3: 1 for kVA ratings 

between 3 and 00 kVA and 2:1 for kVA ratings larger than 60 kVA. 

The decomposition data of table 5 plotted in figure 1 tend to confirm 
I lie rule of thumb given above. It will be necessary to collect data on 
transformer sizes larger than 00 kVA to test the rule that a 2:1 steel- 
iupper ratio continues to hold true in the higher ranges. 

As noted earlier, there has been a marked trend in transformer 
design and manufacture towards substitution of materials and reduction 
in unit weight. Moreover, this trend is continuing, so that decomposition 
data will have to be revised every few years. Decisive improvements have 

•isen from the use of better insulating materials that have been devel- 
ad through the commercial research activities of the large chemical 
in panics and as by-products of military and space research. Materials, 

li as paper and bakélite, that have been used for coii separation, have 
been displaced by composite materials si.ch as fibre glass and asbestos; 
t lie latter may be displaced in turn by newer chemical composites. Turn- 
to t urn insulation that was traditionally of enamel or varnish is gradually 
being replaced by "solidable polyurethanes", which are plastic compounds 
saturated with solid particles that improve heat conduction and reduce 
temperature expansion coefficients. Some large sized transformers, which 
were traditionally oil insi lated, are now being redesigned with dry insula- 
tion by epoxy or polyurethane plastics. From the point of view of costing, 
flu- significant aspeot of such developments is that improvements in 
insulation allow large reductions in the weights of other materials. 
I nsulation itself comprises only a small portion of unit weight (less than 
lo |>er cent), but an improvement in insulation can lead to significant 
réductions in the weight of copper used. 

In transformer design, there has been some substitution of aluminium 
for copper, mostly in the range of heavy power transformers. The use of 
'uminium conductors allows a considerable cost saving for equivalent 

trical performance. This substitution, however, requires a complete 
•sign of the unit, and the design change will not usually be profitable 

r a firm that produces in small series. Other material substitutions have 
been made in lamination manufacture, such as the use of nickel or of 
alloys with high nickel content, but the high cost of such materials has 
thus far restricted them to military applications. 

The question arises whether a separate "transformer resource 
••»•ment" should be defined.7« The distinctive process in transformer 
manufacture is coil-winding. This process is peculiar to transformers in 
that it is not used to produce components for any other product. Con- 
>«-'|uc-ntly, the machine used to wind coils for electric motors cannot be 

'* No "transformer resource clement" is listed in any of tho UNO studies. 

a 

C|C( 
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TABLK 6. LABOrR REQt'IREMENTS FOR TKANSFORMKR MANUFACTIRE 

Direct labour 

A p proximate labour hour* for a 
daily production of 

IM transformers,     25 transformer*, 
fractional kVA 1 to ¡OkVA 

Superintendent  8 
Winders  8 
Assemblent  24 
Painter      g 
Oven o|x>riit<>r .     8 
Vat o|jorntor  H 
Tenters  16 
Inspectors    16 
Mnteiinl handler  g 

Indirect labour 

Shipping und receiving clerk    8 
Pfit'king clerk«  18 
Truck-driver  i 
Janitor  g 
Plant engineer  g 
Design engineer      g 

Office personnel 
Book-keeper       g 
Secretary  g 
Typist.'.  g 
File clerk  g 
Office IK>V    g 

SOüBCE: Reference [M], pp. 41—42. 

8 
40 

24 
8 
g 

§ 
g 

g 
8 
8 
8 
g 
8 

g 
8 
8 
8 
8 

used to wind transformer coils. Nevertheless, it may be desirable to 
construct a general coil-winding resource element, since all ©oils undergo 
the «ame subsidiary treatment after winding, namely, dipping (or insulat 
ing) and baking; moreover, a common set of parameters (weight and 
number of coils) characterises all coil-winding operations. 

In order to define a coil-winding resource element, it is necessary to 
have labour requirements per unit output (kVA), a list of the tools and 
machines needed to produce the products and a measure of machine 
capacity (hours/kVA). Available data cover only the first two of these 
The published [60] labour and equipment requirements for a small trans- 
former plant are reproduced in tables 6 and 7. 

The labour requirements are given according to skill categories, 
including those needed to produce only windings. A winding resource 
element would require winders, an oven operator, a vat operator and an 
inspector. The labour-hours for these skills, shown under "direct labour" 
in table 6 can be adopted as labour requirements for a coil-winding 
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ri source element which produces coils for smaller sized transformers 
nul motors. 

The machine requirements in table 7 are illustrated by a transformer 
shop layout (figure 2) which is quite similar to the shop layout (figure 3) 
..fa small local manufacturer of control and general-purpose transformers 
thai was visited. The only significant difference is that the ICA plant 
• ¡i-.Mire 2) does not have a stamping facility to produce laminations and 
th<'More purchases them. The local manufacturer produces transformers 
r.iied at I kVA or higher (figure 3). He purchased laminations for trans- 
tonuers rated less than 10 kVA but produced his own for larger sizes. 
This practice is consistent with the ICA set-up. For purposes of resource- 
rlrrnent definition, however, it is not possible to include the stampign 
proifs« in a coil winding resource element. 

Sonic estimates of design cost have been obtained. Costs of design 
and quality control usually constitute about 5 per cent of the cost of a 
mas* produced transformer. It is feasible to carry out the redesign of 
an item if the estimated design cost is no more than 10 per cent of the 
climated production cost of the item. This figure was given by a con- 
sultant : it agrees with that of a small manufacturer who estimated the 

TABLE 7. TOOL AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 

FOR TRANSFORMER MANUFACTURE 

//,, 
Number required 

V iltipli'-wimlhig machine 
I<>    12 w¡riding»; fractional      I 

Win. lint: «mohines (for i- -10 kVA) [  5 
Miik.- .»voris     
V .'inisli viits     
' )\« tlit>nd conveyance system    I 
' '.nvi>\or section    

2* 

m 

i.iv booth 
^! '•'> trim     

Kin i tools  

Kl.rtrie arc-welding machine 
\ -i- uuni pump     
H    «I »rucks     

an required 

iimp  . . 
Mullir truck 
s .IMS 

I. '"K equipment 
I ' * i - * t -— iMlio tent equipment 
Hit'h potential teat equipment . 
Miirh-frequency test equipment 
I'olanty test equipment     

(300-500 ft)« 

K-K'IIOR: Reforano« [WJ, pp. 14—48. 
" ( tiMtora ruad«. 
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PAINT 
SHOP 

REST-ROOM 
ANO WASHING 

AREA 

VARNBH VATS DRYING  AREA 

PLANNING 
ANO 

DES'ON 
AREA 

WINDING 
MACHINE AREA 

OFFICE AREA STOCK-ROOM AREA 

PINAL ASSEMBLY 

• D 
RECEIVING 

ANO 
SHIPPING AREA 

Figure 2. Shop layout for transformer manufacture with an area of 10 000 ft* 
from reference [60], p. 52 

design of a custom transformer to be 8 to 10 per cent of it« total cost 
Generally, design and quality-control costs of custom-made items of 
senahty.less than 50 units can become as high as 15 per cent of total cost, 

Data for the transformer branch were gathered from manufacturers 
a consultant and a plant visit. About a dozen manufacturers within a 
radius of 150 miles of New York City were canvassed, primarily by tele- 
phone. Only a small proportion of the telephone inquiries were in any 
way fruitful. Resources of the New York Public Library, the Engineering 
Societies Library and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Library 
were used in a search for published data. In most cases, however the 
results were sales promotional material (brochures and catalogues) or 
highly technical engineering design information. 

The results of the data-collection methods are encouraging but not 
satisfactory because there are large gaps and open questions in the 
preliminary long list in the appendix. The large diversity of products in 
the branch prevents an adequate description of the branch by the present 
approach. Additional interviews would undoubtedly improve the results. 

The efficacy of this research procedure, which depends on interviews 
by economic researchers, is seriously open to question. The material is 
presented primarily to indicate the need for reliance on technically 
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«,.•" »hcd consultante Another nubility is that a large corporation 
imalit pnmibly formulate a provisional product Jmt rnore rapidïv and 
w.lh greater accuracy than a researcher who is «Hon to thTwbW? 
any product could be rapidly decomposed if denired. A third ti*v 
approach through trade associations might abo 1. considered. All K 

^^^TS^^C 
degree f Vf,ntarV —ration that is se dorn present   Therefore the research should be carried out bv 

quahnemduetnal consultante, who mutt IK- sufficiently Hexible to work 

2" COn0eptUaI frameWOrk im^d hy ** -toral  p£2Î 

6. SKMIQUANTITATIVI PROGRAMMINO DATA 

The semiquantitative level of teclmical-eeonomic ascription providea 
general orientation. Concepts and claasifioationa for ¿TÏÏS^IÏÏ 
are initially formed on thi. level «itNequent work 

figure 3. Second shop iayoutfor transformer manufacture 
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Initiation of programming analysis 

Theoretical textbooks in mathematical programming and resource 
allocation describe the manipulations required to reach anoptimum alloca 
tion of limited resources by adjusting the mix of activities or alternate 
uses of the resources, so that a specitied formula (the objective function) 
is made as large (or small) as possible. A given but limited set of facts (the 
resources, activities and the objective function) is assumed initially; 
however, the basis for their selection is unknown. The fundamental diffi- 
culty in programming is not the solution of pro-set problems but the 
formulation and definition of the problems to be solved. 

Tin basic classification and combinatorial problems 

The following three sets of symbols or fundamental classification 
groups are defined by the programming procedure: a set of possible 
resources, which may not now be available, but which represent poten- 
tially useful tools, materials and skills; a similar set of possible activities, 
which in reality represent technologically useful clusters of resource 
application (in specific ratios) that are most frequently described by an 
end-product or intermediate-product name; and a list of possible formulae 
to evaluate the results. 

All three lists must be available to provide the starting point for the 
programming. If one is missing or incomplete, the problem is undefined 
or incompletely defined. In general, a change or reorganization of one 
list will alter the programming results. The details of classification and 
combination in the lists can be very complex. Indeed, the initial range 
of the available! possibilities for classification and simplification is 
infinitely greater than the variety of computation required in the pro- 
cedural phase of analysis for even the most extensive programming 
programme. 

As an illustration of the potential variety of combinations consider 
an electric sign composed of 400 light bulbs arranged in a 20 x 20 grid. 
Each bulb is controlled hy an individual electric switch, so that any bulb 
or group of bulbs may be switched on or off. The number of different 
patterns that may be displayed from the 400 bulbs is 2100 or approx- 
imately IO120. No draughtsman could ever plot all of the possibilities. 
Even the fastest computer could never complete the combinatorial 
possibilities since 107« is a good estimate of the total number of atoms in 
the known universe; 10»2» combinations or patterns is an astronomically 
large number. 

The electric sign is a simple affair when compared to the patterns or 
combinations of 1,000 resource elements which might be considered in 
combinations as shops, productive units or work centres, for activities 
or productive levels for given end- and by-products. The potential for 
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grouping componente subassemblies and even final products represents 
a similar combinatorial impasse. F««"««* 

Drastic measures are necessary to simplify the programming problem 
within the range of human and computer capabilities The simplification 
process includes elimination, grouping, threshold discrimination and 
par itionmg; ,t is used in the actual programming computation after the 
problem has been defined and in the initial phases of problem formulation 
I he largest simplification is required during the initial phases 

The most obvious form of simplification is to restrict the liste for 
resource elements, activities and possible objectives to a subclass The 
range of the resource-element list for an entire economy can be simplified 
hy considering one industry at a time. A similar constraint on the 
a.t.vities list and possibly on the list of objectives is implicit. This is the 
first simplification procedure used in the present study. « 

A more difficult decision arises when the detail of the metalworking 
..source (and activity) list must be specified. From the myriad combina 

¡3S re re80UrCe eIements mu8t sati8fy th* six following require- 

The list should include all metalworking resources presently or 
potentially employed in the production. 

The elements of the list should overlap as little as possible, so that 
modest adjustments in resource-element capacity can be evalu- 
ated m the computational phase of analysis. 

The list must be readily understood by those who supply data and 
by others who interpret the results of the analysis. Detailed studv 
of catalogues, dossiers or footnotes should not be necessary to 
interpret resource-element designations. Furthermore, the names 
chosen for the resource elements should be sufficiently general to 
be internationally understood. 

The detailed resource categories should be amenable to later group- 
ings, or divisions as the need arises. The final needs cannot be known 

«cations       P ' mU8t be SOme flexibility for later modi- 

The detailed resource-element categories should also agree with 
available statistics, economic classifications and trade data to 
provide realism and practicality to the final result 

Pias, k sat Z TJ H h? 8toP ar<* °Vident- With «"bstitution of material, 
to t , nii-Z: In 7lh

(
e I0»8'/11'"1 t0 a,|-metal ^"Products may givo a dis- 

H a, c„n ¿ o T h eU<,U8e8 ^ *" °ntÍr° •^ °f mf>tftl components. 
-I   àìlUproduots" y Carrymg ft m,8t>P,,ft,»>OI,s •'W of "other resource," 
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To provide a meaningful and generally useful result, the categories 
in the detailed list must be sufficiently standardized in description 
and content that the results may be transferred from the time and 
place of the analysis to applications elsewhere. 

The above specifications for a resource-element list suggest that 
reliance on specific machine names or shop configurations in one country 
or at one time may not be transferable, cleaily understood or valid as 
technology and practice change. Shops, moreover, vary from place to 
place and would be unknown to an information source without an 
extensive cross referencing system. Although the discussion could be 
continued, little more argument is needed to suggest a hierarchy of 
resource-element descriptions that has the required characteristics.79 

Description of the sector by semiquantitative programming data 

A hierarchy of resource-element descriptions 

The most unchanging and general classifications for a list of produc- 
tive facilities will be found in the functions performed by given tools, pro- 
cesses and methods — for example, metal-removal versus metal-forming. 
Consider "metalworking processes" as the genus. Metal-removal, metal- 
forming, metal-fastening and the like become species or subclassificatione 
which can be exhaustive and reasonably exclusive. Moreover, such 
categories are highly standardized ; they are internationally understood ; 
and they are incorporated in most production tests. [62] 

Specific metal-removal processes become species of the class "metal- 
removal" with turning, drilling, boring, reaming, broaching, and grinding 
as further subclassifications. The detail under "turning" may include 
hand lathes, semi-automatic lathes and fully automatic lathes. Specific 
equipment model numbers could be given in a further subclassification. 
The hierarchy of classification would appear as follows : 

I. metalworking processes 
A. metal-removal 

(1) turning 
(a) hand lathes 

(i) Warney and Swasey Model XXXX 

Any level of generality desired can be obtained with this arrange- 
ment; therefore the list of productive facilities may be constricted or 
expanded as desired. Moreover, data organized on this basis can be coded 
for later extraction, combination, sorting and programming by hand or 
by computer. An additional advantage is that data collected from 
informants whose knowledge varies can be organized consistently. 

'• For an expansion of this form of reasoning, see reference [61J. 
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In table «. a two- evel hierarchy of productive facilities is represented 
by the rows on the left. The classification is closely related to the concents 
of standard task and resource element that were developed in chanter 4 
hut .t docs not coincide with either of them. The lower level com-sponds 
most closely to standard tasks; at this stage of data organization the 
function (process) s,,ecified in the lower level does not depend on the 
specific machine-park that defines a resource element, There are two 
main differences between standard tasks and the rows of table 8. 

TAHLE 8 (A). RESOURCES KBQUIKKO FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF SOME 
TYPICAL METAL PRODUCTS 

RfMmree 
Commodity* 

Small 
motor 

(internal 
combus- 

ti**): JAp. Outbonrà /#..» <*»» 
lonf run   motor. 3 hp 

Portnid, 
Mwtny 

I'itton 

romprttior; 
i cylinder*, 
190 »fin*, 

and 
•Sort run« 

M etaJ forming 
Kortfe, die  
Casting, iron gand  
Casting, non-ferrous die . , 
Casting, precision  
I'"«'MS, draw (tubs)  
Press, bend (brakes)  
Metal removal 
'l'uni (lathe)   
Bore (drill)    ' 
He.mi  
(¡rind  
Mill  
Shape (plane)  
lap (inside thread by die) 
U> tul-cutting 

Pi-ess, shear  
Press, puneli  

Huit treatment operation* 
Fuman«  
<,'¡leiie||     

i'<i*t<-nìntj operations 
*'IîH bolts  
1 '"'"/ling operations 
Dip (to clean, prime)  
s!'oi.v. paint (short run) . . . 
sl'!-'.\. paint (autodine) . . . 
•'"'"•' Dopiate  

'     í/ assembly and packing 
•^•u.ual     

'"Klurd performance teat         1 
'"••-"utomatic packing  

1 

s* 

i 
i 

i 
s 
i 
i 
i' 
i 
i 

i 
i 

i 
i 

i 

î 
i 
i 

i 
i 

2 
2 

I»» 

1 

1 
1 
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TABLE 8 (A) (cmtinwd) 

Commodity* 

Httourre l't»ton 
Small eomprêêtor 

(internal ¡m Hkfin*, 
<*****• Portable      mtdium 

tion):3hp, Outboard  ISin rhain    mtwing and 
Umg run   motor: 3 hp      mm machine short run» 

Materiati katHUitty 
Cotiveyom (Mitoin»tii ) 1 | { i j 
TmiwfpT machine          f f | 

PurchutH item* 
Kl«ctrk% motor«     I | 
tëleetrk'ftl nuppü.*         | | } j |« 

Htrvift /tfwrfi'fiH« 
8ub<tMM*!iihl,v ro-orrliiuit ioti criticai 1 | } 
Tool atiil <li« iM.ikiii^ .         | l | 

» In the commodity columns. I reprint* • meé ramme má t repfrcmta • mtmA proco»* 
* Copper aluminium alloy. 
c lit«-<•*»» •luminium tot«) unit. 
* *Uifn<<*ium frame 
* Vm 3-hp HM HK.Ior t»r 2 hp ekvtrie motor, no tank MMtably. 
f Hul> gwN for tnttwintwiinn. 
• Chromo plwtt< piatoti. 
• FuirhaiK- pl«*tir part». 

TABLK § {ti), ñmuwmmn mwmmn nm mu JIAMTAíTIKS or SOME TVPICAI. 

M CT AL WWOIÎCT8 

Htstturrr 

f orgp, «Aie»  
Cantitm, troti 

mottkl    
t'iMiiitijì. noiiiprroua 

«NMMI  
«li«   

Prwwi, <irmw (tub«)  
fwa», IIPIMI (bruk«»n)  

M fini rrtn«»**/ 

Tura (luth«')   
Tup (iiHÌdi» dirotti! by »li«») . . . , 
ThnMWI (oiitaiffo thread |>y «li«) 

itf* 

Eketrit       Kkctrir 

ér^er tmaétr 

Jet 
wntrr pump Sirk* »me 

M-in $0*     (rentri-      he» /or 
«Mkinf       fugai)       muàmg 

«tot«       »Hort run    mmehinr/i 
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I'AHI.K 8 (B) fcontinued) 

iti*, >urce 

Electric 
clothss 

.Ifrtfrt/ cutting 
I'IVNM, shear         I 
Press, punch         i 

Hoif-treatment operations 
Kurnace  

Fastening operations 
Self-tapping screws         | 
Nuts/bolts  
Willi, »pot (long-run)         1 
I fc-signed (catch, interlock, plug)   .        | 
Finishing operations 
IMp (to clean, prime)         | 
.Spray, paint (short-run)         | 
Spray, paint (auto-line)          % 
Spray, vitreous enamel (short-run)        f 
Spray, vitreoua euaniel (auto-line) 

Final assembli/ and packing 
Hand (short-run, no pace, light) .. 
Hand (long-run, paced)            § 
Standard performance teat        1 
Hand  pack  (short-run,  no  pa«©. 

light)  • 
N< mi-automatic packing         | 

Materials handling      
< '«Htveyon (manual)    
< »mveyor* (automatic) ]        | 
I'lirchased item* 

KlectrieaJ motor«        |t 
Kleetrioal control« («imple)  ......       | 
Kleetrical controU (complex)  
KleetricaJ supplies (other)     
Stmrt functions 

Niih-aawmUy co-ordination (oriti- 
<»l)        I 

Tool and die making        § 

• In the oommodity «wimans, 1 rnnrss»ill« 
b Tr«n«mi»ion part«; purchase twits. 
c Very desp draw. 
d Anneal (iMually in ««apa). 
e PuroiuM» faa-bladt». 
f I'utvha*. olwk. 
Jj Sequeiioo timer «ini ebctrtciil vaivi«. 
h Light plug. 

1 

Commodity*1 

Jet 
water pump Sirice and 

Electric      30 in gnu     (centri-       tub« for 
clothes        cooking       fugai)       washing 

washer Hove        short-run    machine* 

I ! 

1 1 
1 

1 1 
1 
t 
t g 

1 

I' 

and t 
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TAHLEH(C).   KKSUIHCKS KF.oriKKI)  Fi»K THF  MAM'FAOTl'KE OK SOMR TYPICAÍ. 
MKTAL IMioUl'CTS 

( 'ommodity* 
Httourr,- Kef rig- 

trator Metal waU De luxe 
freezer        lie/rig-      cabinets     30 drawer J1,000 Btu 
12 ft*,         erator,     (excluding  steel fUing    air eon- 

long-run        2 ft*          rink)         cabintt       ditioner 

Mttalformimj ~~ 
Roll (tulie, shape«)     « 
Pit's«, draw (tub«, etc. >         2 
I'ivas, bend (brakes)         | | | | . 
Metal remoiHÜ 
M «tal cutting 
Presa, shear         I | j . . 
Press, punch         j I j . . 
Heat'treatment operations 
Fattening opération« 
Self-tapping screws        | ¡ | 
Weld, spot (long-run)         J l g j 
liras» (silver solder)           ¡ 
Designed (catch, interlock, plug)   .1 ¡ | 
Ulne  I « 
F ini »hing Operations 
Dip (to clean, prime)         | | % . 
Spray, paint (auto-line)          f | g g 
Spray, vitreous enamel (auto-line)        1 . 
F¡<<nl assembly and packing 
Hand (long-run, paced)           | | | . 
Standard performance test         1 | 
Critical adjustment need»*!          gfc g» ^ 
Critical asemhly equipment 

needed         14 ,4 
S«mi-automatic packifig  • . 
Material« handling 
Conveyors (automatic) ,.        | | j . 
Purchased items 
Klectrical motor» ,        |# ( 

Klectrical controls (Himple)           1 : 
Klectrical supplie« (other)           | |g Î 
tkrmee functions 
Production sequence (critical) ....       \ 
Hub-assembly coordination (crtti- 
„ cal>         1 . 
Tool and die making         | . * 
Jig« and fixtures  L 

» In ttw commodity --' it  | riiiisiiiiiU • mini r—„um.  •-- •        '• •   - 

« Critiwil Hue Msembly, hot and cold ooib •ubaSMmbly 
• Vieuum pump. 
• Motor comprmMor. 
• PureliMa motor cnmprtMiaor unit. 
• Motor comp«*», <*h« .mall unit m«y be mad, intwtaily). 
• Ajaurebly jig«, * 
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TABLE 8 (D). RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR THE MANUFACTURE 

METAL PRODUCTS 
OF SOME TYPICAL 

l.'t source 

Muniforming 

Casting, non-ferrous die  
Ui.ll (tube, shape«)            i 
Prims, draw (tuba, etc.)         ¡ 
Pros», bend (Drake«)          1 

ì I rial removal 

M rial rutting 
Pres«, »hear  . 
Press, punch         * 

Hmt treatment opération* 

Fattening operation* 
Self-tapping screws   
Weld, spot (long-run)  \\ 
Weld, continuous         I 
Designed (catch, interlock, plug)  . 

F in taking openUione    
Hip (to clean, prime)         I 
sf»r«y, paint (short-run)         i 
S|.»ray, paint (auto-Hne)    

Final oêêtmfdy and packing 

Hand (short-run, no pace, light) .. 
Hand (long-run, paced)    
Standard performance test  
Critical test needed , *        |» 
Semi -automatic packing  

Materiali kandling  

< 'ottveyors (automatic)   
Trucks (lift, pallata, bins, etc.) !..        | 

1'vrehtmd item* 
Electrical motors  
Kleetrieal controla (simple) ...... 
KloctriesJ suppliea (other)    

Xtmcê functions 

Commodity* 
lOinX 

Prttêurt       ¡0 in 
to«« for        light 

air, wattr     fixture 

20-in 
portable 

fan 

1 
1 

I 

1 

1 
1* 
I 

1.650 W Oomph* 
portabh warm-air 
thetrie       htatmg 
ktater        »ytttm 

1 
I« 

1 
2 

1 
1 

1 TherniMUt. 
rt rhermwtst and »witeh. 
f Ump *ook«t «Ad iclu«. 
' HnMiiig e|eni«nt. 
« Usa v^vm and «»«rob «probab*. fmtohmm ef »t«y ft« „»^ 

rwprwimf a wHtoal 

. 
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TABLE 8 (E). RESOURCE* REQUIRED FOR THE MANUFACTURE or SOME TYPICAL 

METAL PRODUCTS 

Rttourtt Alu Alu- 
minium minium 

boat, trutk 
IS.S ft camper 

( 'ommodittfO 

Aiu 
minium 
Dittiti 

Alu 
minium      Dt fuet 

er,        ironing 
it ft fcttftf 

Mi tal forming 
Extrusion (tube«, shape»)  
Roll (tube, shape«)           % 
Draw (tube, wire)   
Pre*», draw (tub«, etc.)  
ft»», bend (brakes)   
M «Hü removal 

Metal cutting 
Press, «hear        | 
Press, punch        i 
Saw   

Heat-treatment operation» 

Fattening operation» 
Rivet«        § 
Designed (catch, interlock, plug)  . 

Finishing operation» 
Brush and polish  
Spray, paint (auto-line)    
Spray, other finishes than above.. 

Final a—emUy and packing  
Hand (short-run, no pace, light) ..       I* 
Hand (long-run, paced)    
Critical test needed        |f 
Hand-pack  (short-run,   no pace, 

light)   
Semi-automatic packing  

Manual (simple wheels and skids) . 
Conveyors (manual)          | 
Trueka (lift, pallet, bina, ©t«.) ... 

ÊHmkiwd Hem* 

Servir* function» 
Jigs and fixtures         | 

3 
I 

I I 

• I', the commodity column«, 1 represante s «wed reaouroa sad I 
» Uausily piirohsaiHi. 
c Puroh«*. «otrudMJ ahspra and «sat oonmr». 
d Toflon. 
* PufehsM foam flosta, wooden traimom 
f Por l<«ka#f. 

f 

1 

• aUBWEksaaaasJ 
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TU,U: 8 <F)- RKW»^« RISQÜIRED FOR THE MAMlirACTUM », NOM* T VMCAI 
METAL PRODI rCTM 

l,i murr " 

„   .              fon- CatlMfcr 
»/r«» Ir*«*«»-, f'omport     ¿VfeiWe       ««CUM«, 

•fa*« «W- ««I,         cemen4        ^„^ 
„     ., -_    '^ Wro«' 3*P mi**r tkp 
M tint forming -.-"_. 
harm; die (2)  I 

< (tKiirifi, non-ferrous (3) mould ...       1 
Hull (tube, shape«)     
PrvHU. draw (tub«)  g 
I'tiMs, liend (brake«)   I , ^ 
Wind (motors, transformera)        |c 
l/fW removal 

Turn (lathe)           I 
Thread (outdid<> thread by die) ...       J 
Metal cutting 
1'rcrt.H, «hear         I . . 
Prew, punch         I . j 
He<U treatment operation* 
Furnace  - 
Fastening opération* 
Sett tapping screws  
XutH/bolt*         | * ' 
Weld, continuous  ' 
Designed (eaten, interlock, plug) 1 
Finishing operatimi* 
Brush acid po ish        i 
Dip (to clean, prime)  i 
Dip (to H11 iah)  ! 
Spray, paint (short run)  . 
Spray, paint (auto-line;  
Ft noi a**tmMy and packing 
Hand (•hortrun. no paw, light) .. js ,, |f 

Hand (long-run, paced)         t ' 
H »nd-pack (unit and «hortrun, no ' 

I wee, heavy)  . 
Nemi automatic packing ....       | 
MattriéU handling * 
Manual (simple wheel« and akkfa). ¡ 
«ottvoyo« (manual)         I 
t onvnyom (automatic)  ' 
Truck* (lift, pallet*, bin«) ." " 
I'urchaaed U*m* * 
KliK-trical motor«  
Klivtrical supplies (other)  .......        | f 
s<rr„-e Junction* » 
%'* arid fixtures   

1 Integral motor. -»-I«». 
^ I *»r MMembly; IM«« pureh^ed who»!, 

1'iiralMw 3-hp pui motor and wh-eta. 
• »wruMo wtiewb and bwM-irm«. 
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TABLK 8 ((Ï).  RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF SOMR TYPK'U, 

METAL PRODUCTS 

Hexaurce 

Commodity* 

5in bench      Hand     lS-in rotary Commercial Open -end 
vice shovel     lauwmouer  hand truck wrench -set 

l/("tal forming 

K<»r|I«.\ «li« (2)         2 
Roll (tube, shapes)     
Pres«, bend (brakes)    
Metal removed 
Turn (lathe)         I 
»ore (dri)l)          1 
tîrind  
Mill         1 
Broach   
Metal cutting 
Vntm, shear  
Press, punch  
Hea4-treatment operation* 
Furnace        1 
Quench           1 
Fattening operation« 
Nuts/bolt»  
Rivets     
Weld, continuous  
Finishing operation* 
Dip (to clean, prime) 
Dip (to finish)  
Spray, paint (short-run)        I 
Spray, paint (auto-line)     
Final assembly and packing 
Hand (short run, no pace, light) ..       1 
Hand (long-run, paced)    
Standard performance taat  
Hand pack (unit and abort -run, no 

pace, heavy)         \ 
8<'mi-automatic packing  
Material* handling 
Manual («imple wheel« and aktdea).        1 
Conveyor« (automatic)  
Truck« (lili, pallet«, bin«, etc.)  . . . 
t'urehnsed itemi* 
Servie* function* 
.lige and fixture«   

•>b 

a 
i 

» In (ho commodity column«, I repreaaaU * med mourn« and I 
«* MagniHÚum frame. 
c ftreaeh h*xagou ho« to nut «it«». 
4 Purchase 3hp aaaotMM motor. 
*• Purchase handle. 

ripfmwU a ««Meati ptoea* 
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The weight eia.» „f th.- output is not specified but is implicit. .Since 
I«- net we.ghts o   the individual product, has been collected, it „houM 

I- m d,ly pawl*, at „   „„.,. .„,,„,„ „, divi(J(. ,.a(th •       »°«M 
»,„ht ..lusses „„.responding to approximat „„(„„,„nt wei hte   "£ 
,,,-„t un.iHerent.ated f.,• i» „.„ventent, since it leave» open the j»8ue 

•I standard-ask (la«,i .i cat ion b.v weight „„til considerable ZI 
,. typical product* are collected i„ many brttnches of the ¿ctor ,' •» 

he semiouantitative data organization facilitates the definition , f 
•lard-task calorie, for subaeuuent fully quantified empirieal work 

The «rolity cla» of output from a process is not „pearled but is 
» .mpl,e,t by reference to the seri.lity charactering a riven product 

... ..n activity column. The remark» in the preceding par.g?»ph ap^Ty to 
ili.» case in an analogous manner. vvy 

In order to avoid confusion with standard tasks and resource elc- 
iit». the row, „f table H will be referred to „implv a. "rwourcj   H I 

in analy«, modeliMdescnbingreMurce input«for.pechWtivitie. The 
source, «„«ponding to the column» of ïhe table are the»Z£¿Z 

her h.gh level of generally in the hierarchical claasifìcation. 

The hierarchical approach to the organisation of productive facilities 
...t new; claaufication and structure are common to .«ton» S as 

<• l*wey Decimal System used in librarie, and -UndardTndü.«" 

i ""uSonTf"'' r *OWrnment «•**»• The specific extensioTt.nhé 
iL..n,iation of preliminary programming data ha. not been exploited 

I» I.V. The advantage, of the approach are not onlv «.«. gen11„v 3 

«search „exibihty and data collection  from diver* profesión* 

MICH 

a <•< 

vitv 

ft 

(or- 
rat 

is i 

in 

M» 11 roe« 

*h 

M 

1 he hierarchical approach exhibit« here a* elsewhere well-recoiriiiaed 
ort coming.. Foremost among them is the ambiguity ofclSto 

whe, there are several claaaificatory criteria that Le rise tZt^Z 

. et ¡tí?    i u ' 0f Tmrmy reP^n^ hy table 8. At a more 
aled level, however, a different kind of problem arise, because 5£ 

Î,    .    «»-*°-one correspondence between processing functions 

uVntl        grn T^1 TV *» required fur th* Performance of a 
-     n turning operation. It, on the other hand, the workpieec is heavy, 

I        W.U also be a requirement for hoists or other lifting equipment 

,      ^     ^ °°^Pt " tt" ftttemPt *° <,UantifV "U<* Ä 
• r   xaJST" d,tJ°n' hOWeVer' '* ftl8ü Create» * higher-level aggrega* 

•'   Ä' H """?. mftny kÌnd8 °f met»lre••l proceZ (turn- filing, planing, milling and the like) are found in a single «hop 
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that defines the resource element. The higher-level aggregati1, however, 
does not coincide with a higher level in the above hierarchical classification. 

Special problema in activity classification 

Activity lists present social problems because designers of products 
have exploited the principle of combinatorial variety by using many 
combinations of production processes and parts to produce a cornucopia 
of end-products from a small list of resources. Each could be considered 
as an activity. The two major problems are the possible definition of 
product groups to reduce the number of activities and consideration of 
the combinations of components, resources, and the seriality of the prod- 
uction (changes in tooling and design that follow the specification of 
longer or shorter production runs).80 

One approach to these problems uses actual manufacturing practice, 
namely, the decomposition of assemblies into their components, sub- 
assemblies, material requirements and machine-labour requirements. The 
so-called parts-explosion or resource-explosion problem is a standard 
data-processing task in industrial factory planning but, because of the 
detail involved, only sophisticated firms, such as the automotive industry 
in the United States, have mastered it. Most firms pay for lack of such 
detailed organization by increases of in-process inventories, work halts 
and similar disturbances ; indeed, the cost of such detailed planning is 
often justified only by extremely high seriality in a competitive economy. 

The resources required for a detailed decomposition study of even a 
short list of typical products are extensive. The combinatorial dilemma 
appears again. Even with unlimited financial resources, the time factor 
would remain, and technology would change before a truly exhaustive 
decomposition study could be completed. Thus the unyielding basic 
theorem of planning and control is that, if the inputs and corrections of a 
process are not at least as rapid as the variations and changes to be con- 
trolled, it is doomed to failure. 

There are, however, levels of control that can be exploited. Just as 
a hierarchy of resource classification permits flexibility (as well as the 
other advantages), a hierarchy of product types or activities also permit« 
a multi stage or sequential approach to programming. Using a combina- 
tion of analytical approaches, it is possible to have general and com 
prehensive planning at one level and simultaneously to have detailed and 
specific planning at selected lower levels on a consistent baus. 

•• From ilio activity »tandpoint, an end-product made by two different mod.« 
tieeainie of acriality, design, mibatttution of material«« or euMtoin muât 1-e deaeri bed 
UH a dintim tly different pair of activity spécification««; tin« will greatly > xpand th< 
lint than contrai t it. 
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n> semiquantitative re source ¡activity matrix and its virtues 

Many of the problems of resource lists are overcome by the hierarchy 
..I description. Since the list at the higher levels of the hierarchy requires 
I.•«categories and its details can always be consistently expanded by 
.•..Ming further lower levels, the initial work to construct a crude table of 
n sources versus activities is not wasted but is a guide to further investiga- 
um However, because there are many common components of finished 
producta it » difficult to isolate categories of products that produce 
>harply defined resources and activities. A partial separation of classes 
would be useful for the classification scheme. 

The matrix of table 8 suggests a mechanical aid for the desired 
, nsH.hcation and partition of activities. If a large sample of products that 
shows the detailed check-list of resources needed to produce them can be 
...tamed quickly and inexpensively, and if the sample is representative 
..I the metalworking sector and its branches, then various mechanical 
«.rtiiHi and grouping procedures can be used to construct product groups 
or prototypes that will be useful for planning. An extensive sample could 
IM- s.anned for products of interest. End-products and components shown 
MS columns m table S are considered as activities. 

By restricting the variety of data collected about a given product 
and itH resource elements to a check-list (indicated in table 8 by a "1" 
to. a needed resource and a blank space for an unused resource), the 
pnss.ble products can be scanned. The collection of data is inexpensive 
MM- resulting table has immediate quantitative possibilities and the poten- 
i ial lor later refinement of selected resource activity blocks. 

hi table 8 the checklist aspect of display provides two semi- 
quantitative guides to activity importance as well as a check of need V 
number "2 indicates processes which are considered in some sense critical 
to the production of a given product. In this notation, the definition of 

-•ritirai may be related to one or more of the following criteria- mass 
«•nality, current technology, complexity of producta or difficulty of 
;.^;inbly and test operation.. Further pertinent information is indicated 
m footnotes to the resource activity. 

It is of interest to describe parenthetically how such a table can be 
us,d to provide a mtehanical self-grouping of products by their similarity 
««.fh respect to resource« required in their manufacture). For this pur- 
poso, oorouder the much-simplified resource/activity matrix, often called 

•«" nuidenee matrix or binary matrix shown as figure 4. (For simplicity, 
'tHjntical.ty designation  and  technical  notes shown  in table 8 «re 

¡sing .such an initial source document, it is now possible, by very 
-••"I*' '»cans, toperform a n u m ber of quantitative manipulations which. 
•"•»«uiKh as yet highly unit-lined, provide ranks of product and resource 
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Activities 

A    B    C    0    E 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 

1 

Resources     2 

3 

Figure 4. A resource ¡activity incidence matrix showing a list of resources u« rows 
(J, 2. 3) and a list of products or activities a* columns (A, B, C, D, E^. This 

basic form is followed in subsequent examples 

similarity. For example, to compute an activity/activity or product 
product similarity table, take each column of figure 4 and find the number 
of "matches" between its elements and those of the other columns of the 
figure where a match is defined as an equal cell incidence of ones. (Mathe 
matically, this corresponds to matrix multiplication of ligure 5 by its 
"transpose", that is, an equivalent table with rows and columns inter- 
changed.) The result shown in figure 5 demonstrates how one product or 
activity is related to another by the number of common resources employed 
in production. 

A B c 0 E 

A 2 1 1 2 2 

B 1 2 0 1 2 

C 1 0 1 1 1 

0 2 1 1 2 2 

E 2 2 1 2 3 

8    6    4    8   ti    Column 

Figure 5. An activity ¡activity similarity matrix 

Figure 5 is read by first nothing the numbers on the diagonal, which 
give the number of self-matches, or the number of "ones" in a given 
product column. Reading to the right in any given row there is the 
number of resources required for that given product's production that 
are also common to other products; for example, product A required two 
resources, which are also required by products 1) aid K. < )nly one common 
resource (not necessarily the same) appears for products B and ('. Thus, 
by a simple count of common resources, products D and E are more 
similar to product A than are products B and (\ This measurement is 
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one of many that could be used. It has at least one defect, namely, that 
it does not indicate which products could be made i fot hers also could 
I.e. lor example, consider the difference between products li and C, given 
resources J and 2. However, this deficiency can be overcome by other 
Miopie manipulations, and the product/product matrix does provide one 
uay to group products by commonality of resources required. 

Continuing by analogy, a resource/resource table may be produced, 
¡is shown for the example of figure 4 in rigore t; «-here the matches bet wecii 
une row and all other rows of figure 4 have been counted. (Mathematically, 
this corresponds to the multiplication of figure 4 by its transpose.) Again! 
the interpretation is the same. Process 2 is more similar to process I than 
te process A, in the sense that more products in the list required the 
common resources I and 2 than 1 and 3 or 2 and 3. Thus, using the 
concept of similarity matrices or tables, in the initial listing mutually 
rum mon resources and activities may be mechanically grouped by re- 
nt rangement of the rows and columns of table 8 to produce blocks 
of "I" entries. 

1     2    3 

4 3 2 

3 3 1 

2 1 2 

8 

7 RowtotoU 

S 

Figure 6. A resource /resource similarity matrix 

One method of creating such blocks mechanically is to produce a 
table, such as figure 7, which reorders the rows and columns of figure 4 
h,v the similarity sums of figures 6 and 7. Thus, if the numbers computed 
l'i the resource/resource matrix of figure 5 are added, striking a column 
t"tal for each column, and if the row entries of figure 6 are added across 
!"•• • aeh row, striking a row total for each row, and if, in addition, a new 
M Wo m constructed with rows and columns rearranged in order of their 
"•-«•s in this computation (with the highest-scored columns to the left, 
ti»« highest-scored rows above), a new table will result in which resources 
;'"d activities of highest commonality, as previously defined, will api>ear 
'»' il'«" upiier left corner. The result shown in figure 7 is a grouping of 
" v,„m-8 and activities as suggested. In sueh a table, the products having 
'•••• -natest mini her of resouree requirements will probably, though not 
' ••« vsarily, appear to the left : resources entering the greatest number of 
I"'"duetH will usually, though not necessarily, appear at the top. Although 
-•>•>< h a mechanical mai.ipulation of the dat* does not guarantee a clean 
f  "itioning of the data into separated blocks (which may be considered 
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indejMMident for later analysis) it does point generally to the products 
that require the greatest number of resources (to the left) and the 
resources of the greatest common use (to the top). Such a display not 
only has immediate use in suggesting resources of great generality but 
also in suggesting "easy" versus "difficult" products. For a given row, 
indicating generality of resource-need by its rank, the easier products 
will usually appear to the right, the more difficult ones to the left. Other 
manipulations of this sort may be advanced, given the semiquantitative 
data of table H or figure 4. 

f  A  o   n  c 
A   B    C     D   E 

Ntw«tfcr 
Old ord*r 

1 1 1 1 

\ 1 1 1 

1 1 

Figure 7. The recorded incidence matrix of resources and activities. The rows and 
columns are ordered by the total-similarity scores shown in figures 5 and 6 

Feasibility check 

The semiquantitative resource/activity matrix may be used for 
feasibility checks and to compute a comparative count of needed but 
unavailable resources. Although the index thus produced is simple, it is 
informative and permits quick comparison of needed versus available 
resources. 

For example, using the simplified resource/activity matrix of 
figure 4, compute the column total for each column. This will be a simple 
count of all the resources required to make a given product. Then, make 
a list of the resources available presently, for illustration, say resources 1 
and 2. Extract these rows from the full resource/activity matrix to produce 
a constrained matrix, and again total the column. The result of applying 
these steps to figure 4 is shown in figure 8. 

A • c 0 E 

1 1 1 2 1 

2 1 1 2 2 

M ffwMR 

WtduBid motril 

Figure 8. A comparison of resource counts for the complete resource activity matrix 
by activity versus the same count for a constrained resource list. An equal count 
indicates feasibility; the difference in the count gives the number of lacking resource 
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If the full matrix and constrained matrix column totals are equal for 
.. «riven product, then all the resources required for that product are 
available, and a scan of the product list will produce all of the feasible 
products with respect to the resource classification. Such a check is of 
«ourse, a preliminary feasibility check as an assurance that the right kind 
of resources are available but not the specific capacities. The crude 
approach does indicate, however, where potential capability may lie and 
is necessary for further refinement and quantification. 

In the same way, a comparison of the scores computed for the full 
and constrained matrix columns gives an indication of the number of 
missing resources for products that are not at first feasible. The lesser 
count for these products specifically shows the number of resource 
categories lacking and not the specific category. Again, however, such a 
quick comparison, with its large possible scan indicates generally which 
products are likely candidates for addition to the list of feasible products. 
In other words, a product that requires only one resource that is not 
presently available is a more likely candidate than one for which none 
ot the required resources are available; one possible ordering is according 
lo the deficiency. Further possible applications that are not considered 
here include the introduction of criticality, weighting and normalization 
of scores. 

Immediate practical uses 

After feasibility checks, attention is directed to a smaller number of 
lK>ssibilities for detailed investigation. The critical processes and other 
pertinent information in the footnotes to table 8 could indicate areas of 
special interest. Thus, the presentation in table 8 is a useful diagnostic tool. 

As larger lists of activities are added to table 8, the problem of com- 
mon components and subassemblies appears. In the subassembly problem, 
two forms of "treeing" processes (the decision tree and the "requirements- 
explosion" tree) are of interest. 

The decision tree shown in figure 9 illustrates the hierarchv of choices 
m a selection process which leads eventually <x) a specific design or 
instance ofthat class of objects which would satisfy the general objective 
at the apex of the tree. Thus, if the general objective were to provide 
flexible ground transport under the constraints of certain terrain and 

« "ivironment, certain functions must be filled. For example, a prime 
in.;ver is needed; there must be a method to control direction, speed and 
the like; there must be physical provisions for passengers. There is 
essentially no choice at this first step. Next, however, each function may 
liave many modes of implementation, so alternative choice is possible. 
•• "r example, the alternatives for a given function may be different 
^'»assemblies. When the subassemblies that perform each function are 
«•«»nibined, they produce a product that meets the general stated require- 
ments. 
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GENERAL METHOO 
OR 

OBJECTIVE 

FUNCTION 
1 

Mtthod Mtthod 
1 2 

FUNCTION 
2 

Mtthod 
3 

Mtthod 
4 

FUNCTION 
3 

FUNCTION 
i 

[Mtthod!   |Mtthod|   [Mtthod]   [Mtthod! 

L_LJ LJJ LU LU 
Figure 9. A decision or option tree 

> Matrix |A] 

Matrix |B| 
0     0 

Figure 10. A deterministic design tree 

The more detailed design or "explosion" tree of figure 10 is usually 
without a choice because it is the result of a sequence of decisions as in 
figure 0 ; it describes a specific group of products in the same way as they 
have been specified for production. The purpose of the tree is to evaluate 
in detail the volume of lower-level resources needed for product mix. 
Figure 11 shows the matrix equivalents of the explosion tree. When 
matrix [B] is multiplied by matrix [A] (in that order), the result is 
matrix [C], which is the parts list for the two end-products. The extension 
of this computation is shown in figure 12 in which the product mix for 
the final products, 500 and 200 respectively, is converted into a parts 
requirement by a further matrix multiplication. This type of computation 
is often a routine production-planning task for inventory control, machine 
loading and the like. 

A •  c 

1 4 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 0 

D 2 5 

*   * 
ñ h 

t ' 
1 ' 

1 1 

o 1 

1 H 

t 1 

11 17 

Figure 11. A matrix display of figure 10 

In terms of table 8, the resource-activity matrix is mora analogous 
to figure 10 than to figure 9, since it is assumed at the level of generality 
illustrated that design specifications have been fixed by the world market. 
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P.     ?2 

13 9 

U a 

<. 3 

n n 

Total n«t(M 
nttd«d 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6300 

600 «eoo 

200 2600 

MM 

Finur, 19  Computation of "exploded" revirements by matrix multiplication 

Jn addition, no exact count has been made of the level of component or 
subassembly use in the list of finished products; components sub- 
assemblies and finished products are listed in table 8 as activities without 
distinction. 

Planning proceeds in two not necessarily independent stages as 
illustrated by the trees of figures 9 and 10. However, at the detailed 
planning level, the tendency is more toward evaluation of chosen plans 
than towards the comparison of alternatives : therefore the deterministic 
ehoieeless tree becomes relatively more important. 

The treeing processes are useful when the initial purpose is to detect 
the incidence of common resources and activities; the subassembly 
problem is treated as either a series of tables, in which components are 
considered as resource inputs in subassemblies and subassemblies as 
resource inputs in finished products or as a table of direct and indirect 
inputs that shows resource elements of a given column. In the latter case 
all columns m the basic table would show an incidence entry (in both 
direct and indirect cases) for every pertinent resource.81 

••lin 
The «»milanty of this data organization to input-output tables of the 

v,„t,onn kind should be obvious. Although it is not developed in detail in the 
•r.-se,,t Htu.lv, the key for the systematic handling of subassemblies is to treat 
Inducts, whether end-products, subassemblies or components, both as ¡„put 
..snurees ,„d as production activities. Thus a resource activity table will have the 
following two major groups: Final and intermediate products including end-prod- 
'.«•iH. subassemblies and components, each of which can be produced endogenously 
'•> a.t.v.ties occurring in the table; and primary resources (standard tasks) that do 

« occur as output from any activity of the table. When handled in this fashion, 
»Ut« lllUSt   l»e (llBtim/llinhAil  frnin nnlnnlo  I,.,  ..1 i •     _• . ,,   . .       ' 

T, ...» . i    T~;  •• -v »-'*».y »« me mine, wnen Handled in this fashion, 
-I uls must 1* dist.ngu.shed from outputs by algebraic sign. All input« are taken 

««>  - direct inputs only. The table will have an "interindustry" part corresponding 
the first   ma i or umiin uK.->.-o a..A  „  «-..„i u.jn . ..    ' . ° t,,i>«_* 7 -„...„„vomi   mwji-muusrry   part corresponding 

'•' the first major group above and a "value-added" part corresponding to the 
-..iid group. In a purely hierarchical decomposition, such as that of figure 10 

•I- interindustry part can be rearranged in triangular form. In order to get direct 
'", "fr'í •fwtty-kvd reumrements corresponding to any pattern of demand. 
.'inu.rindu.try part, of the matrix must be invested endogenously; direct and 

m-.  rZ    ^e<1,,,remcn,8 for P"m«ry resources (processes) follow from the above 

When «Jtmiate ways of performing a function exist (as in a design tree), the 
'mat.  must  change  from  input-output to linear programming.  In all  of the 

»•« .iinitatiom,  however, the 0-1 incidence indication is to be preserved, without 
•"'lier quantification. 
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The rational«-of listing together subassemblies, finished products and 
even components in table S should now he apparent. The incidence check 
that is necessary for such a «ironping has been complete. Although the 
contribution of subassemblies is lost for a given item (a shortening which 
can be remedie«! by construction of higher-level tables) th<> check is 
(•«Hnplete and gives a comprehensive scan in a single tabic. Thus, even 
though finished products and subassemblies are shown together, product 
families and inherent similarities of resource elements will not be lost. 

After selection of general product families (and therefore resource 
elements), the multilevel analysis will be required to assess the break 
down in manufacturing stages, to avoid duplication in any decomposition 
studies and to servo as a design guide to alternative decisions of the typo 
illustrated in figure !>. A rough illustration of the higher-stage incidence 
table is shown in table !>. 

TABLK 9. COMPONENTS OF SELECTED FINAL PRODUCTS 

Component» 

I 

Final produit» 

,1 4 S 

Small stampings    
Metal cabinet H    * 
Electric motors    
Compressors  
Deep-draw items  
Electrical controls  
Electrical parts  
Die castings  

/ Kitchen cabinets 
.' Electrk- fans 

•I Electric heaters 
V Household electric mixers 

*        • 

í — Refrigerators 
(Ì — Air conditioners 
7 — Kitchen sinks 
H — Washing nunhines 

Combining fully quantified and semiquantitative data by levels 

The incidence matrix (table 8) is useful in producing a wide scan, so 
that products or activities may be clustered according to their common 
resource requirements. The procedure will produce approximate product 
families. It can be readily determined that certain products differ from 
each other by small degrees that can often be accounted for by a variation 
in purchased parts, trim and so on. For example, a basic metal-product 
cluster may be centred around the metal-cabinet business. The addition 
of purchased electrical parts produces small home appliances, and the 
further addition of a deep-drawing process (to produce sinks and tubs) 
leads to the production of washing machines, driers, kitchen sinks. 
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Similarly,  product  clusters will  be centred around   piston   pumps 
ompressors, small internal combustion engines, refrigeration equipment 

.nid hydraulic items; essentially the same processes arc used in their con 
»miction. Small rotating machines, such as jet   water-pumps,  motors 
generators   and   alternators,   require   the   same   initial   processes   with 
dilterentiation in the (inai stages of manufacture -    for example, inserting 
laminations and windings in a motor or generator. When production 
groupings have been defined with much of the variation being taken up 
,.y purchased items,  it is possible to consider serialitv of the product 
i:.(»up and devote attention to the specific tooling required for various 
production levels of the group. 

Further refinement stresses the characteristics that are shared versus 
those that distinguish the isolated product groups. Inspection of the 
r« arranged incidence matrices usually indicates that one or more resources 
is a •liaison" resource between product clusters; growth from the produc- 
tion of one duster to another is usually through these common links. At 
Ihe higher levels, inspection of subassembly tables will often reveal that 
certain subassemblies constitute liaison resources and are perhaps easier 
to detect. 

The refinement now follows a divided approach : first, the develop- 
ment of more quantified programming data for a prototype of each 
product cluster, and second, the quantification of programming data for 
the liaison products or product clusters. Initially/this refinement must 
be restricted to fairly high-level groupings or to products in each group 
that may be considered typical, for example, to crude coefficients between 
the basic metal operations (forming, removal, fastening and so on) versus 
product families on a per-ton or a per-unit basis. A 10 x 10 or a 20 x 20 
matrix is a reasonable start in this direction. 

In other words, based on the manipulations, ranking, grouping and 
other semiquantitative investigations now under way, it is reasonable to 
expect that crude (one or two significant figures at most or perhaps order 
oí magnitude only) coefficients could be estimated for a relativelv small 
table. The programming analysis could proceed in stages to greater 
refinement from this basis. 

Procedures for developing semiquantitative data 

The data for table 9 were collected by consultation with experts; 
by studying catalogues and documents; and by inspection of end- 
products and factory visits. Although the factory visit is the quickest 
source of detailed information about a given product and is recommended 
for data collection after product groups have been defined, it is also 
expensive and requires travel. Some difficulty in making visiting arrange- 
ments can also be expected. The alternative use here was visits to distrib- 
utors or jobbers who stocked the end-produets. The distributors are not 
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usually familiar with component detail, hut they do have catalogues and 
part lists and can answer a wide ratine of semitechnical questions on 
machine operation. 

The catalogues and parts list usually show total product weight and 
price wilh a listing of parts. I »art weights are usually not shown, and 
photographs of parts are not given. Customarily, one or more photo- 
graphs of a product and its accessories are provided, although there are 
some catalogues of components that are illustrated. 

The avaiiabiiity  of photographs or assembly  drawings for end- 
products and subassemblies should he stressed because a careful study of 
them furnishes valuable data as a basis for interviewing the experts. 
Total weight and price figures, in addition to photographs and a brief 
description of social features, also establishes the range of possible 
production processes that could have been employed in the manufacture 
of a given product, and thus are a check on the statements of the experts. 

Tooling and prodtiet ion engineers find it difficult to generalize. It was 
therefore impossible to give an expert lists of resource elements and 
products and ask him to check the incidences. The expert usually thinks 
in terms of a narrow range of product types and a short list of machine« 
with which he is very familiar. The expert can provide complete manu- 
facturing details for a few products or processes or broad generalizations 
("stampings arc replacing forgings in this type of product"). Tlius, to 
collect detailed information, the number of experts required approaches 
the number of activities considered. At the other extreme, the process 
and trend information obtained is not even semiquantitative, although 
it is both important and interesting. 

Unfortunately, there is a vast difference in the time and cost required 
to collect semiquantitative data (which may range from $6—$10 per 
activity in volume) and the time and cost required to collect standard 
hours and material standards per unit for a given product-run size, and 
thereafter to investigate the tooling and other changes required for varia- 
tions in run size or seriality. Because the latter data require consultation 
with a far greater number of experts, the cost of analysis for a thorough 
job can increase a hundredfold to the $500—81,000 range per product or 
activity. (These are the consulting rates in the New York City area; it 
may therefore be worth while to seek sources for a volume of detailed 
product investigation beyond the semiquantitative data collection else- 
where than in the united States.) The cost is another argument for 
selecting carefully the prototype products or product clusters to be detailed 
semiquantitatively. 

Empirical data 

There was limited testing of the concepts and procedures developed 
in the present study. Pilot data were collected for a limited range of 
products to construct the incidence matrix shown in table 8 and to 
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.1. termino the amount of time and effort needed for a coverage of given 
industrial branches. 

The chief results of the empirical work are given in table 8. Table 10 
ints the products according to the left-to-right column entry in table 8 
Wrights range from O.r» lb to 0181b. Ketail priées are included for the 
selected products and a short description to indicate some tooling and 
material detail. 

TABLE 10. ADDITIONAL DATA FOR THB SKLEOTED PRODUCTS IN TAILS § 

l>'*<"r*i°n Skipping 

(») 

12.» ft» refrigcrator-freezor; froatleM, standard trim, sealed 
compressor  ««a 

Hfi in wall cabinet; white sheet metal, for above sink        94 
M-in .< 22-in dual-bowl white stamped kitchen sink with 
Inueets and flttings        QQ 

.let water pump; centrifugai, for SO to 30 lb/in»; uses 1-hp 
electric motor (included)        g¿ 

Siigli internal-combustion engine (Briggs A Strafcton); 
:<hp, heavy duty, 3,600 rev/min, copper-aluminium die- 
ciist plated piston, 1 cylinder, 4-cycles       35 
Contractor's piston air compressor; 100 lb/in*. 2 cylinder, 
m« Indes pressure tank, controls, 3-hp gasoline motor on 
u,,,'"ls      166 
l'fessure tank for water; 82 gallons, uninsulated, glass-lined, 
t ¡ipped inlot/outlet      |2Q 

Completo forced warm-air heating system (75,000 Btu) for 
small home; includes furnace, ducts, returns, controls, 
n\L'¡Kters, etc  Ale 

Clectrie elothos-drier; automatic, with timer and controls, 
motor blower  iai 

I licet rie clothes-washer; automatic, sequence timer, .hive 
motor, heavy vitreous-ooatod deep-drawn wash-tub, scaled 
tnmsmiasion. electric water valves        247 
:«>-m  m* cooking stove; oven thermostat,  clock, light 

• -1'•• -iric outlet, die-cast burners, cast-iron supports      164 
M i»  portable  fan;   l/i8»p  motor,   thermostat,   3-speed 
switch  „„        37 
l«'»"»u\V Portable electric heater; fan, thermostat, safety 
«il'h       " -- 

"'•in x 10-in Hecossod lighting fixture for ceiling; in termi- 
"'1 l»i>x, with glass  IQ 

- H1 Refrigerator for office or ice cubes; no deep drawers, 
ll!;w*ic interior, compressor type (imported from Japan)  .'.      §5 
I" in Aluminium skillet with Teflon coating         I.2fi 

(I) 

199.96 
45.9« 

42.96 

106.00 

63.00 

224.85 

50.00 

LOO 

134.95 

169.50 

149.95 

37.95 

16.95 

7.96 

07.95 
1.76 
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TARLK lo (contiHueil) 

*>'/II i>i>in<j wtiijkt 

Hb) 
]ltin il ftr 

(S) 

ft, 
20 22.»5 

Description 

(i-fï Aluminium ladder; medium loads, (i rivets each i ut 
xtni(i(><l î-heam rails timi rungs, rope und pulley    

li.O.VUinugc aliimiiiiuni hont; 13 ft     7 in, takes to 15-hp 
out hoard motor    150 210.0O 

.   13') nilual 
3.5-hp Out hoard motor; die-cast aluminium HUM.mil start, 
1 cylinder mamieto speed control to 7 m.p.h., remote tunk .       39 107.00 

Aluminium truck camper, converts pickup truck to small 
house; safety-glass windows, <i0 in wide      185 290.00 

Commercial-grade 1lt in electric drill; lull hall and needle 
hearings, geared chuck, reduction gears, aluminium-alloy 
housing, 3/, hp at 300 -500 rev/min  5.8 44.44 

Hench vice; 5-in jaw, forged from stock, Acme screw, plated 
handle, screw, nut          42 18.20 

Round-bla<led hand-shovel; forged and tempered blade 
9 X ll'/g in, wooden handle 47 in (U.S. Government Specifica- 
tion C,(i(i-S-0032<5C)         5 4.77 

Contractor's wheel-barrow; 5 ft3, 500-lb capacity, ball-l>ear- 
ing wheel, one-piece seamless drawn tray, 1/,-in steel legs .       04 28.22 

18-in   Kotary  lawnmower;  cast-magnesium  frame,   3-hp 
gasolene motor          49 03.50 

16-in Direct-drive gasolene chain-saw; roller tip bar, die- 
east magnesium frame, «Whp SAE-rated motor   27 149.95 

.  24 actual 
3-hp Compost mill; uses standard gasolene engine, direct 
drive to rotating versus fixed blades, on wheels       87 97.50 

Portable cement mixer; can be towed, 24-in steel drum, 
2 blades,  2 paddles,  2l¡3 ft* mix in  ($0 sec., uses  '/„-hp 
electric motor (included), roller-bearing wheel         190 119.95 
De luxe ironing board;  hexagonal tube legs, perforateti 
steel table, wheels, foot adjustment          16 12.9V 

Commercial -grade hand truck; voided steel tube and strip, 
ballbearing wheels, puncture-proof tires, to 600 lb       39 19.44 

Portable sewing-machine, with zig-zag feature; in plastic 
case, electric motor with accessories (die-cast parts) (Im- 
ported from Japan)        54 139.95 

Catmint er vacuum cleaner;  1-hp, fibre glass body, vinyl 
trim, tubing and plastic attachments        19 38.88 

De luxe 11,000-Btn air conditioner; thermostat, humidistat, 
y.ine-dippod parts, plastic trim      193 244.95 

30-Drawer steel cabinet, foi files        85 39.95 

«Piece open-end wrench set ; drop-forged, then broached, 
nickel-chrome-plated alloy-steel  2.2 5.13 

SOURCE: 8.'IM* Roebuck, Philadelphia, Mail-Order Catalogno) Edition ÍS2P. 
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The selected products are representative of a widt> range of nmnu- 
iaHunng processes in the metalworking industries. Uleetrical, plastic 
and similar component parts are assumed to have been purchased or 
made in a subs.diary facility, as are the necessarv fasteners, springs drive 
l»-lls and similar stock components. In many manufacturing processes 
iiuolved in the products described, a much wider range of parts and 
materials, such as extruded aluminium shapes, will also be purchased bv 
nmy manufacturers; depending upon the available toolin" manv 
...mponent parts will be subcontracted. Large integrated manufacturers 
«ill produce all of the necessary component parts, including fasteners 
i Mil such a firm would be a giant in its industry. 

The data-collection effort at the semiquantitative level readilv yields 
assorted additional technical-economic information as a by-product that 
.-un often be obtained at negligible marginal cost. Such information may 
i»< luce crude quantitative data on gross product weights and weight 
«iislnbu «on between components and subassemblies, special processing 
and tooling information, and design and marketing considerations. 

6. GUIDILINES FOR COUNTRY STUDIES 

Country studies based on the approach presented here will include 
a preliminary ttage of semiquantitative orientation and a quantification 
sta^e. The aim of each stage is to give a self-contained overall view of 
the sector as a whole, but an effort is made to add detail and to increase 
precision from one stage to the other. 

The purpose of the orientation stage is to establish lists of products 
sulmssemb íes and components, and to revise and expand the list of 
resources.« On the basis of an input analysis by orders of magnitude and 
a sumlar analysis of the principal destinations of product and semi- 
..»anufacture outputs it is then possible to cross-tabulate products and 
input«.« The cross-tabulation is intended to have sufficient accuracy to 
distinguish between the following three kinds of flows: those that are 
«agible, those that are significant and those that are regarded as 
munant (coded as 0-1-2). The rudimentary analysis of the sector 

«inady has a range of practical applications; the availability of actual 

IK 

n, , f»|r(!;?,°;i!y aVfti,abl? U8t80f Preci80,y defi,l0d reso»'w «>«'n«-..t8 «re in refer-  I"! H,ul the resource/activity rows of table 8 above. 

Pio1|l
Iin..taQ

ble 8'.informatio" «mcorniiig product« i* organized into corresponding 
„   LltlV,tr:

t
r08Ol,rCP8 (and f,088i,,,>- H"»*««nbl,VH and components, ¿Ì 

' «       a list oi «. ,v„ie. to doHcnbe « branch of the «ector and the long list defined 
ter 4,   IH legitimate to extend the concept of the long list and of listed 

l""<lm-ts to data gathered at the semiquantitative level 
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and potential resources can be considered with the requirements uf 
expanded production. There in thus a preliminary selection of interest inj 
potential lines of development for the sector. 

In each branch of production it is desired to distinguish some l'on 
"listed products" that (io not represent statistically aggregated classes 
but unique individual designs.  The listed products should jointly cover 
some so to <»0 jH>r cent «if the total volume of demand in the branch. The 
"product" concept is intend«»«! to cover end pnxiucts in th<* usual sense 
(such as refrigerators), subassemblies (such as motor compressor units or 
condensers) and components (such as nuts and bolts). In each brand) 
only those produits should IM* liste«! that characterize the branch as a 
whole. Thus, while nuts and bolts are components of refrigerators, they 
shotdd not  be included among the listed products of this industrial 
branch. In some eases it may IK* questionable wheth«*r a given sub 
assembly or component properly belongs to a  jiven branch. Thus, in 
some factories, a wide range of components may be manufactured prior 
to assembly, while in others the same components might be purchased 
from a plant whose main activities are in another branch. In the case of 
nuts and bolts, there is little question that these would not be classed in 
the refrigeration branch, even if a factory did manufacture its own nuts 
and bolts; the opposite would be true with respect to compressors or 
condensers. In borderline instances it will be necessary to make reasonable 
ad hoc decisions. Such decisions will, of course, often result in multiple 
classifications of the same product which must later be reconciled to be 
mutually consistent. 

The meaning of a "single" product can also be questioned. For 
example, is an electric motor of 5-hp and 110-V the same product as a 
motor of 5-hp and 125-V or 220-V ? Or are two 5-hp, 110-V motors the 
same product if they differ somewhat in design specifications in response 
to export requirements of particular markets ? Although it is preferable 
to work exclusively with individual, unaggregated products rather than 
with product classes, reasonably small variations of a design in the 
continuity of the production process need not be individually distin- 
guished, since this would lead to an intolerable proliferation of distinct 
product types. In the case of small design variations, a single design can 
be taken as typical of all variants provided that the design is acceptable 
in all uses; of course this is a matter of standardization. If different vari- 
ants are actually required because of prescribed performance character- 
istics or institutional constraints, it is still questionable if the variants are 
sufficiently close to each other that they can be produced essentially as a 
single series. Thus, for example, if a product is produced in a seriality of 
10,000 items (5,000 of variant A and 5,000 of variant B), and if the 
production process is automatic and requires no more than a five-minute 
readjustment of a machine between the two half-series, each of which 
runs for many hours or days, then it would certainly be justifiable to treat 
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»lu   two variants as members of a single series. A preliminary rule of 
thumb suggests that valiants form a single series if intermediate readjust 
mrnts df) not raise the costs of the series bv more than 5 to 10 per eent 
I vu t entena can he furnished only after the analysis has been completed 
...,d the sensitivity of the results to the readjustment costs is known. 

In preparing product lists for a particular country it is essential that 
»I,.- lists should include not only domestic production but also imports 
;>u.re the items on the latter list are required for the study of i m port- 
M.hstitution labilities) and potential exports. The best way of checking 
u («I her a potential-ex port list is reasonably complete is to use the 
.-. .»responding production and import lists of large industrialized countries 
-.«•h as the Inited States, as a source of reference. Additional reference' 
MM.r-es are the many published norms of centrally planned economies. 
' nlleetions of industrial standards are also useful reference sources. 

Product decomposition into subassemblies and components precedes 
the decomposition into resource-element input levels and should not be 
confused with it. The subassemblies and components that are character- 
istic of a branch are included in the listing of products of that branch 
At this stage the decomposition is concentrated on the establishment of 
an input list and need not be carried beyond the order-of-magnitude level 
(a »-1-2 flagging of items as negligible, significant and dominant) 
In« .dental quantitative information can also be recorded. 

Product decomposition into subproducts can, of course, lead to 
several hierarchical levels. There are two main input classes that are 
distinguished in the course of decompositions. The classes are sub- 
assemblies and components produced in the metalworking sector and 
other items purchased from other sectors. The domestic or imported 
origin of purchased items can easily be determined by a questionnaire. 

Using the broad definition of "products" that covers subassemblies 
and components, the purpose of product-destination analysis is to list 
other the major products into which the product in question is an input 
or the final destinations (exports or sales to final demand). Domestic 
sales to other sectors occupy an intermediate position between infra- 
ntomi and sales to final demand. They do not necessarily require the 
same product-by-product distinction of destinations as 'intrasectoral 
sales, even though it is convenient to have a narrowly defined destination 
i t ,.e information is available. Generally, however, it is sufficient to specify 
the intersectoral destination by statistical class. 

The product-destination analysis yields no new information about 
h« • captive production of inputs for assembly, but it does add significantly 

t<> t Im available data in regard to subcontracting and commercial transfers 
j" products in the sector. Product-destination analysis complements and 
"irmshes a cross-check on product decomposition into subproducts. This 
•s particularly important because both the product input and product- 
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destination lists an' openended : the categories of 1 he analysis art- esta'. 
lishcd as informât ion is gathered rather tliaii placing the data into un 
conceived dassifieat ions. 

Products must next lie décompose«! into required input levels n\ 
production processes. At the level of generality represented hy tahlc s 
these are referred to as resources. The preliminary list of resources given 
in the rows oí laide S is a suitable stai tinti point, but this list should he 
regarded as flexible in that additional resources may be li.sted as inputs. 
or the existing elassiüeation may be relaxed to improve the description 
of input categories. The decomposition is again to be of the order of 
magnitude, (flagging inputs by a U — I 1 coding system) with provisions 
for recording more accurate quantitative information if       ailahlc. 

Decomposition into primary resource inputs raises the problem of 
when should a subassembly or a component he listed as an individual 
product, and when should it be treated as an implicit part of a whole 
product that is directly decomposed into resource inputs I A general 
criterion for separat'1 listing is the sharing of a subassembly among 
several end-products to increase the seriality of the shared item. Minor 
mass-produced eonijKnients, such as nuts and holts, however, are not 
listed individually but are treated as outputs from a special class of 
resources (upsetting») 

Hesouree-destination   analysis   is   similar   to   product-destination 
analysis. Its purpose is. first, to list the major products to which tin 
output of the resource clement is transferred as a required input and. 
second, the jmssible final destinations of the same output. The list of 
destinations is again open ended to permit organization of the informa 
tion into classes that arc significant from the point of view of the produe 
tion activities themselves rather than forcing the data into preconceived 
classifications. Matching input lists («»source input« into given individual 
products)  against   output lists derived  from the present  destination 
analysis (individual products that we destinations for the outputs of 
given resources) leads to the final cross-tabulation that is the objective 
of the present stage of the work. 

Reconciliation of input and output listings must be undertaken both 
in regard to resources and in regard to products that are inputs to other 
products. The present task, however, differs in two regards from conven- 
tional input-output analysis. First, the classification is open-ended; thus 
the output categories may not match the product classes by which inputs 
are organized, and the input categories may not match the resource 
element and product classes by which the destinations are organized. If 
the two kinds of information (the input information that is conven 
tionally organized into columns and the output information that is con 
vcntionallv organized into rows) are condensed into a single table, 
inconsistencies  and  overlapping«  will frequently occur  that must I*' 
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i. ...Ivcil by reclassifying both rows mid columns into classes that cover 
.,i| activities and res» urces without overlap. Secondly, at this stage the 
i formation is largely of an <• I -2 order of-magnitude character that 
i >M ful in arriving at a classification, but it forms only the initial stage 
. i   |ii¡Hititalive programming. 

Although the cross tabulation of inputs and outputs by order of 
magnitude is a quite primitive tool, it nevertheless opens the possibility 
t,.i practical applications. The limits of error are large and only pre- 
Imiiuary guide line« of the main directions of potential progress for the 
H i toi' us a whole should be exacted. 

A further warning is in order. Future |K)tentialities can never be 
I i < dieted solely on the basis of current status or even of historical trends, 
becaiiHt» the essence of the growth process is structural change. This 
principle applies with particular foroe in the metalworking sector, where 
predictions must necessarily rely on a careful study of combinations of 
alternatives, many of which have not been practised in the past, or of 
current practices in the sector. Thus, no cross-tabulation derived from a 
ci.untry study is sufficient in itself for predictions; it can, however, be 
complemented by data organized in a similar fashion that are taken 
tinnì up-to-date engineering practice or the experience of more developed 
countries. The expanded tabulation can then be used as a planning tool. 
It> use for the pre -select.¡on of attractive lines of development requires 
tin following tasks : expansion of the data base, compilation of a resource- 
dement inventory and matching the expansion of production against 
II »< airee element additions. 

Kxpansion of the data base cannot be based on the historical data 
• •t the country in which the study is to be undertaken. Nevertheless, to 

i limited extent, outside data can and should be collected in the country. 
I n every enterprise there is some knowledge of the technology of potential 
activities that are under consideration for future expansion. Moreover, 
tc-hiuVal socialists, who work either in domestic production activities 
"i- who are available for limited |)eriods as visiting experts, have a fund of 
additional knowledge that can be fruitfully applied to the planning task 
tl • »nly such knowledge is systematically recorded. Methods by which a 
country study can overcome the limitations of local historical data must 
always be kept in mind while the questionnaire survey is being organized. 

In order to be meaningful for inventory purposes, resources must be 
-:bi lassitied by main seriality classes (unit and small-scale, medium-scale, 
'••»•'jcwale, mass production) and by ranges of work piece weights; that 
-   the inventory  must be conducted in  terms of standard tasks. The 

• "»(ruction of an approximate resource inventory from a list of standard 
' '-ks requires a complex, detailed census of productive facilities. The 

'   ' ntorv should have the following key features: 

It should establish qualitatively whether or not a given resource is 
present in the country. 
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It should establish semiquantitativelv whether a given resource is 
represented by one or a few instances or whether it is available m 
larger numbers. This is erueial to decide whether the combined 
capacity of the «.riven resource can be expanded only in large 
discontinuous steps or whether the capacity can be regarded as a 
continuous variable, within tolerable limits of error. 

It should establish in a 0— 1 — 2order-of-magnitude fashion the extent 
of available capacity reserves for each resource, both on a con 
ventional shift-load basis and on the basis of continuous year- 
round ¡.'4-hour operation. 

In compiling the inventory, both captive facilities and facilities 
producing for delivery outside the plant should be taken into account, 
The purpose of the resource inventory is to provide an overview of the 
available productive facilities in the country. There will be many ambi 
guities of detail, since existing production departments or shops will 
never coincide perfectly with the process definitions, seriality ranges and 
weight ranges adopted for typical, but necessarily hypothetical, stand 
ard tasks. 

Thus, in spite of the fact the* there is large flexibility in the con- 
ceptual transition from the standard task to the standard shop,84 allowing 
for different degrees of mechanization and other variations in standard 
tasks at specific production facilities, there will be difficulties in assigning 
production facilities even to standard-task categories. If, for example, the 
range of weights handled in a standard forge is between 100 and 1,000 kg, 
and a given existing forge has a range of 20 to 400 kg, how should it be 
classified ? If it were necessary to take an exact census, problems such as 
this would be almost insoluble, but for the purposes of an approximate 
inventory, large simplifications are entirely acceptable. The forge cited 
as an example may, accordingly, be classed in the 100 to 1,000 kg 
resource-element class and, in addition, also in the next-lower weight 
class. Qualitative annotations may accompany the numerical data to 
call attention to similar adjustments; the adjustments can later be taken 
into account in the practical application of the information. 

Among the various resources the organizational resources (design, 
research and development, marketing, production scheduling and 
administration)85 require particular attention. Data concerning them must 
be sought in the questionnaire survey. The resources play an important 
role, even at the semiquantitative orientation stage of planning, since it 
appears that much of the information that pertains to them cannot be 
further quantified adequately. Therefore, much of their influence on 

84 "Standard shop" is used here as an exact synonym of "resource element ". 
" "Organizational standard tasks" have been defined in chapter 4. Organiza- 

tional resources ore taken here to correspond to these in the same way as standard 
tasks m general correspond to the resources defined in chapter 5. 
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pluming decisions will be exercised at the (semiquantitative) orientation 
>!,..'<•. Should this inlluenee be inadequately exerted at this stage, the 
dai her quantification of the input« of other reaouree elements that 
<ic M ribo physical processes eannot decisively improve the over-all 
.|u;ilitv of the resulting planning decisions. 

Matching the expansion of production against resource additions 
i institutes the key practical application of the information compiled 
during the orientation stage. The expansion of existing production by 
adding new products or product lines generally requires new kinds of 
resources. This qualitative expansion of the resource-element inventory 
-an be readily predicted on the basis of the available information at the 
orientation stage. A convenient way of organizing the search for attractive 
product additions is to match the column of resource-element inputs for 
a given product against the existing resource-element inventory that has 
been condensed into a single column. A row-by-row comparison of the 
two columns will immediately call attention to needed process inputs 
that are not available in the inventory. It is thus possible to determine 
the addition of new products by integrated groups in such a manner that 
each group should require one or a few new resource elements of the same 
kind. The approach will automatically increase the use of new capacity, 
since it brings together lines of production that draw upon the new 
capacity jointly. The lines of production must, of course, be assured of 
domestic or export markets; otherwise the entire exercise would be futile. 

Expanded production not only requires qualitatively new resources 
but also increases the load upon the existing capacity. The problems 
created by this can be handled in a semiquantitative fashion by forming 
a column of 0—1—2 indicators of the reserve resource capacities on the 
basis of the inventory data. When matching the columns of resource 
inputs into the products whose outputs are to be expanded against the 
reserve capacity column,  a row-by-row comparison will indicate the 
reserve capacities (ample, some or none) that are available for additional 
resource inputs. Since the inventory of reserve capacities is to be com- 
piled for both conventional  and round-the-clock shifts, the implied 
expansion requirements can be semiquantitative!}' appraised for both 
conditions. 

The attraction of this approach is that it indicates the availability 
of capacity reserves in the sector that may exist outside the plant of an 
<nt( rprise that contemplates expansion. Possible subcontracting arrange- 
ments offer the double advantage of raising capacity use (which improves 
the capital/output ratio of the sector) and expanding domestic production 
without new investment. If resource bottlenecks remain after considera- 
tion of subcontracting possibilities, the needed additions can be appraised 
>n relation to all products that might be able to draw on the expanded 

;ii,;,i'ity. Attention thus need not be restricted to the products that are 
t'cing considered for addition in the same enterprise. 
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The semiquantitative appraisal of expansion requirements also calls 
attention to the continuous or discontinuons nature of the resulting cost 
increases from the point of view of the sector as a whole. If expansion 
requirements occur in regard to resources that are already present in 
significant numbers of units, the addition can well he regarded as con- 
tinuous in nature, and the costs of capacity expansion can be charged 
against the capacity-using products on tL basis of a simple accountm« 
of average costs. If. on the other hand, the expansion requirements 
occur in regard to a resource (»lenient that is either new or present in only 
one or a very few units, the investment represents a discontinuous jump 
in costs. In the latter case it is essential to group the eapacity-usin« 
product lines so that there will be an approximate match between the 
new capacity and the total demand for it. Tn estimating the match, it 
must be taken into account that demand typically shows a steady annual 
increase, whereas production facilities can be expanded only in jumps; 
thus such production facilities must be planned explicitly for a number 
of years. The planning will typically involve gradually shifting propor 
tions between domestic and export markets. The disadvantages must 
counterbalance the alternative serious problems of under-use of the 
capacity in the years immediately following the large discontinuous 
expansion. At the orientation stage a semiquantitative evaluation of 
these aspects of a sectoral expansion plan is entirely adequate ; even an 
awareness of the approximate problem areas from the data obtained during 
the orientation stage can be very beneficial for planning the main direc- 
tions of future expansion in the sector. 

The technical-economic description of the sector is improved in the 
quantification stage from an order-of-magnitude characterization to a 
numerical estimate of the principal input requirements and other pro- 
gramming data. However, the margin of error is likely to be wide. It is 
hoped that individual errors can be held to about 20 per cent, but this is 
by no means assured given the serious data problems, the problems 
introduced by the modular nature of resource elements and other prob- 
lems in the metalworking sector. Therefore, the objective of the 
quantification stage is a first-approximation, numerical characterization 
of the sector. 

Quantification presents the following three tasks : determination of 
the standard input structure, consideration of local adaptation and the 
development of trial programmes. While the rigorous application of 
programming techniques forms a part of a subsequent third main stage 
that is not discussed in the present study, the technical-economic descrip 
tion at the quantification stage can again be used for a second panoramic 
look at the sector as a whole. 

"Standard input structure" refers to a specification of resource 
(metalworking process) inputs without the identification of seriality or 
exact weight of workpiece in the definition of resource classes. 
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I he main tasks ,n the determination of standard input structure 
are the followmg: choice of typical products in each branch, decomposi- 
tion of typical producta into intermediate products and resource inputs 
preparation of long lists and parametric transfer of inputs of typical 
products to listed products. The main aspects of local adaptation are 
^termination of yearly demand for each listed product, adoption of suh- 
. lass.hcatmns for resources by seriality and weight class, specification of 
resource elements by labour intensity, scale and other locally adapted 
I.-..tures, and revision of standard input structure for listed producta on 
th.- basis of smahty and weight corrections. Local adaptation has been 
discussed in chapter 4. 

The construction of trial programmes begins with preliminary pro- 
duction, miport and export estimates. The main tasks in the construction 
oí trial programmes are the estimation of appropriate social accounting 
pr.«•" for stock (machinery, buildings) and How (intermediate products 
raw materials, primary factors) requirements and for products; thè 
-s mg-out of selected listed products and the comparison of production 
msts with export and import prices. In addition, the estimation of the 
anticipated imports and exports of the selected products plays a key 
«»le m constructing trial programmes, since it determines serialises and 
thus the levels of several crucial inputs. 

Techniques for country studies 

Prior to the collection of any information from primary sources it is 
convenient to survey the metalworking sector as a whole by compiling 
and reconciling the secondary statistical information available from 
governmental and private sources. Foremost among these data is a 
«•cent industrial census, sample surveys of domestic production, and 
import and export data. 

s»n<* th<> classification system used for domestic industries is likely 
o be different from the one used in international trade statistics, the first 

task » to reconcile these two classification systems and to obtain con- 
sistent production, import and export data. Thh, is a considerable task 
unless a similar pre-existing effort can be used in the country study For 

References [toSl~[651 are the standard references on the theory and estima- 
'  >n of soca ««count,,« pnces. Reference [63] define* a Social marinai produce- 
">    (.-oniM.pt, illustrates its use in programming and gm* a history of the «lévelo». 
•'¡•.it of « he concept. The fallaey of using simpler criteria, such „s eapital/lnho ÚZ 

-„/output rat,«   j. shown in reference [641; The use of long-run equilibrium 
I   «•.» »or labour and foreign exchange was suggested in reference |6S . A Zd 
> m.nary ot  the case for using  "accounting prices"  is given  in  reference^] 

• -*   -». The rationale of using social accounting prices iu planning with an 
;   ;    nnvl approxnnat.on me,hod is given in reference [281. The same concepts have 

-,K!::IS ;:;'i^lri;«; tran   i,lto 8imp,°torms for pr,u,Hoal i•«-* 
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the futuro planning of the sector it is a urea* convenience to develop, al 
the outset if possible, an information system for handling statistical data 
that is capable of furnishing not only standard statistical output but 
also the reconciled production-import-export series, l'sing elementan 
computerized data processing techniques, such a task is easy to aeeom 
plish at near-zero marginal cost for the reconciled data. 

The reconciliation of data is, however, only a starting point for the 
breakdown of statistical categories into finer detail as required for 
programming purposes. The programming task is undertaken through 
listed products which ideally represent individual engineering designs 
free of statistical aggregation. (In practice, several product variants mav 
be treated as a single series under certain conditions.) Statistical catego 
ries very seldom coincide with individual listed products: compiling the 
list of the most important products is itself a considerable task. Once 
lists are available, statistical totals characterizing a branch must be 
allocated between the items on the list and a residual. 

The following sources are available for the compilation of the product 
list«: domestic and foreign engineering and manufacturing standards, 
product lists from other countries and information obtained in a question 
naire survey. Thus, the statistical groundwork overlaps subsequent tasks. 
The stages of the work are, of course, not as sharply separated in practice 
as they are in the discussion. 

The allocation of statistical totals between list items must be under 
taken separately for domestic production, imports and exports. For 
domestic production the best sources are marketing organizations, large 
manufacturers who provide sizable fractions of the total supply and large 
buyers. For imports, not only importers but also large domestic users 
and, possibly, exporters in the main supplying countries, are potential 
sources of information. For exports, domestic manufacturers, export 
firms and, possibly, large importers in the foreign markets, may provide 
useful data. All sources should be complemented by the store of informa- 
tion that accumulates in various government organisations that are 
concerned with the regulation or supervision of these industries or that 
have commercial relations with them. 

It should be noted that the kind of data sought here is not primary 
statistical information, although many data are collected from sources 
that are usually relied upon for primary data. A good estimate or even 
guess is needed about the quantitative distribution of a given market 
between individual listed products. Any businessman will usually have 
an excellent approximate idea of the market in which he participates. 
His estimate to this effect, then, is a secondary statistical source whose 
use is proper if the wide margin of error is recognised. It has a completely 
different status from statistical data collected directly from all sellers 
and from which market percentages can be established. In preparing a 
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|..v|,miiiarv statist ¡ral groundwork for the questionnaire surveys and the 
tli.r sul>st-f|iici>t tasks of the country studies, flu- objective" is „„rely 

i....Main good "r<ler-ol-magnit..de estimates of the pheiiomemUhat are 
<••• I... stud.e«! „, «letail at a late, «ta««.. Therefore, reliance can be placed 

..|...,i mtervicwH with select«,! soumis of inlorination that would «am 
little weight in a more rigorous statistical inquiry. 

(,'m .sthin/id in,s 

alii 
One key objective of the statistical groundwork is to help the «TOSH 

.«datum of information for the semiquantitative orientation of the 
mmtry  studies.   It  ¡8 generally  recognized that the   more sperili,, a 

Miiestionnuire is. and the more closely it conforma to categories to which 
the informants are accustomed in their dailv work, the greater are its 
«•hances of success. Thus the statistical groundwork should culminate in 
the thorough revision of the preliminary questionnaires outlined he«.. 

It is desirable to perforin a pilot survey for a few «elected branches 
..I the sector before a comprehensive effort is initiated. Technical experts 
m given branche« or in given production processes could IK» helpful Thev 
should be included in the later phases of the statistical groundwork anil 
should be consulted intensively in regard to the survey of technical stand- 
ards the preparation of lists, the evaluation of potential source« of ¡„for 
mation for market breakdown, and the final revision of the „uestio,, 
naires.  Ihe assistance of the experts can also be of great h. ¡,, in the 
practical execution of the pilot surveys. 

The follow ing five main types of questionnaires are suggested for the 
...llection of primary information for programming purposes: qu< stion- 
na.re No. 1  (production inputs) addressed primarily to technical per 
sotmel by branch of production,  questionnaire No. 2  (destination of 
products) addressed to business or sales managers by branch of produc- 
imi!, questionnaire No. 3 (production resources) addressed to engineers 
a-.d   managers   by  type  of  production   process,   questionnaire   No. 4 
(nuports) addressed to importers and major consumers and questionnaire 
•N». » (exports) addressed to exporters and major suppliers. It has been 
loiindI convenient to organize questionnaires by function, since the same 
«stab ishment or enterprise may unite several functions, and it would 
'im* be difficult to evolve standard questionnaires by type of establish- 
"»•nt or enterprise. In administering the questionnaires, lists of establish- 
ments must be matched against the five functions to decide which 
')»< Mtionnaire or questionnaires should be sent to each establishment In 
the cover letter for the questionnaire, it must be pointed out that dunli- 
« «te questions need be answered but once: alternatively, the repetitive 
!> »rts may be united. Questions of style and presentation may best be 
"»t to local decision. In addition, provision must be made for ofTering 
tensive help to the enterprises in answering the questionnaires through 
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personal   visits   by   tmined   assistants,   since   completely   satisfactory 
responses to a mail survey cannot be expected. 

Question no irr X<>. I (production input*). The following key question.», 
should be included in the questionnaire: 

(a) List the products, subassemblies and components manufactured 
and the yearly production of each. Treat subassemblies and 
components separately in all cases where there is either a net 
surplus of a subassembly or component (outside sales) or a net 
deficit (wholly or partly purchased item). In the absence of such 
an imbalance, define a reasonable hierarchy of subassemblies 
and components for individual listings in keeping with industry 
practice. 

(b) For each product, subassembly or component listed, give the 
following input structure: 

(i) Amounts or n—1—i» orders of magnitude of lower-order 
»ubasse /lies or components required as inputs. Specify if 
the input is a product of the metalworking sector. Also 
speeify if the input is of imported, domestic or mixed origin. 
In the latter case, give {wreentage of imports. 

iii) Amounts or H-1 - 2 orders of magnitude of inputs of major 
resources. As a guide, the questionnaire should not only 
furnish a reference list of resources but also permit showing 
other resources as inputs (the process-input structure should 
be open-ended). 

(iii) Where the resource inputs do not imply them directly, give 
also the inputs of metals, if possible, both on a gross and a 
net basis, ((iross input is the amount of metal needed to 
begin the manufacturing process: net input is the amount 
actually incorporated in the product after losses.) 

(iv) List additional products, subassemblies and components that 
could be manufactured either with the existing production 
facilities or with sj>ecihed additions to them. 

(v) For each item of the list under (iv), give input structure on 
the same basis as under (ii), to the extent that information 
is available. 

Questionnaire  No. 2 ((Urination of products). The following key 
questions are designed to gather data relating to markets: 

(a) Same as for questionnaire No. 1. 

(6) For each product, subassembly or component give the following 
market information : 

(i) Principal destinations of the output by other products into 
which it is a required input or by final destination. For each 
market, give percentage share or 0— ] -2 order-of-magnitude 
indication. 
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(Ü)  Specify if euch market is a domestic, export or mixed market 
in the latter case,  give percentages or 0—1- •> or(jPr ,,,• 
magnitude. 

(iii) Characterize for  each   market   the degree  of stability   or 
variability. 

(iv) Indicate for each market the basis for estimating future short 
«ml long range growth. 

(c) J.ist potential domestic and export markets. 

id) Indicate the extent of potential markets in absolute terms if 
possible or otherwise «n.0-1     2 order-of-mngnitude basi« 
An open ended referen«» list of markets by branch would be 
exceedingly helpful in answering the questionnaire 

Qmstionnmn An. :¡ (production prac.«*«,. The following kev oues- 

«.th the operation of production processes (productive resources) 

iff) U«ing a reference list of resources" as a guide smcify which 
resources are present in the establishment. Indicate whether the 
given resource classification is a convenient way of »presentimi 
the actual productive structure of the establishment. If neec-urv 
dehne resources in a different way from that given in the reference 
üst and answer subsequent questions in terms of the latter 
definitions. 

(6) For each resource included in the inventory give the follow urn 
input information (at capacity and/or at other specified levels of 
operation) that refers to the concrete embodiment of the pro- 
ductive process in an actual resource element : 
(i)   machine-park and building floor-space; 
(ii) metal inputs; 

(iii) labour inputs classified by skill levels and auxiliary material 
now inputs. 

(c) For each resource element give the following capacity informa- 

ti)   Total capacity on conventional shift basis. Specify number 
ot shifts and total yearly working hours, 

(ii) Average and peak-capacity use; capacitv reserve either 
quantitatively or on an 0-1-2 basis both for the con- 
ventional number of shifts and for round-the-clock operation, 

(in) Capacity variation with average seriality of outputs and 
variation of capacity as deviations from this average aerialitv 
occur. What physical input changes determine the latter 
variations of capacity ? 

I,.- wliJvT/ '"y^yP^P0*•. resources must be m, J »clarified bv seriality an.l hv 
>'« weight of the workpiece handled. * ' • 
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(iv) Capacity variations in response to other typical production 
conditions such as average weight or average complexity o! 
part produced. 

(v) Capacity variations in response to deviation from typical 
output. Specify characteristics of current output and effects 
of deviations on physical inputs that determine capacity 
What arc the bottleneck capacities at present ( How would 
this change if production assortment were changed ? 

(vi) What other potential output could be produced with currently 
available capacity ? 

(A) For each resource element give the following market information : 

(i) Principal destinations of the output (products into which it 
is an input or by final destinations). For each destination, 
specify percentage share or 0— 1 — 2 order of magnitude. 

(ii) Specify for each destination if it is domestic, export or mixed. 
In the latter case give percentage shares or 0— 1 — 2 orders of 
magnitude. 

(iii) List potential future markets for the output of the resource 
element. 

(e) Specify variation of input structure if the given resource element 
is smaller or larger than it actually is. The purpose of this query 
is to probe for economies of scale in response to the variation of 
the yearly capacity of resource elements. 

(/) Discuss qualitatively the relationship of existing operations to 
current international practice. Discuss in relation to degree of 
automation, obsolescence of machine-park and other relevant 
factors. 

(g) Discuss potential expansions or additions for each resource ele 
ment. What is the role of current bottleneck capacity in defining 
the cost of such additions ? How would over-all capacity respond '. 
It would be very beneficial to have the assistance of technical 
experts in the final revision of the questionnaires and particularly 
in their adaptation to specific production processes. 

Questionnaire No. 4 (imports). It is addressed to importers and large 
consumers and should contain the following key questions: 

(a) List imported products, subassemblies, components and the 
quantities of each. 

(b) List the principal destination of each import, (by product into 
which it is an input or by final destination). 

(e) Indicate the basis for estimating both the short- and long-term 
growth of each import. 

(d) Indicate the potential future imports and estimated quantities 
or 0— 1—2 orders of magnitude of each. 
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Questionnaire No. 5 (exports). It is addressed to exporters and large 
suppliers and should contain the following key questions: 

(a) List exported products, subassemblies and components and the 
quantities of each. 

(6) List the principal markets for each export by percentage or 
0—1 — 2 order of magnitude. 

(c) Indicate the basis for estimating the short- and long-term growth 
of each export. 

(rf) Indicate potential future exports and estimated quantities or 
0—1—2 orders of magnitude of each. 

There is a considerable uncertainty about how effective the proposed 
questionnaires will be in gathering information needed for plannm« 
decisions in the sector. In order to ensure the attainment of minimum 
objectives, the aim of the questionnaires is to obtain semiquantitative 
mformation whenever fully quantified data might not be obtained The 
questions should, however, be directed at the collection of all quantitative 
information that might be forthcoming. 

Mail surveys, as indicated above, are essentially valueless. Useful 
poults cannot be expected from them without the investment of consider- 
able effort in the testing of pilot questionnaires and the training of 
technical-information gatherers whose task it would be to assist the inform- 
ante in answering the questionnaires in a meaningful and reasonably 
uniform way. J 

f H   «!r max.imum effectiveness the questionnaire survey should be care- 
tuHy fitted with the technical work in connexion with the country studies 
«socially the decomposition of typical products. Most of the information 
tor these decompositions wiU have to be derived from specific technical 
Htudies by associated engineers or experts. 
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The provisional classification provides a technicaleconomic description 
of the sector as discussed in chapter 4. On this basis, typical product* and 
listed products arc identified. It isa framework tor the technical economi, 
description at a semiquantitative level deseriI»ed in chapter .">. 

The classification has been prepared by the Kxjiort Industrie- 
Section of I'XIIH). The purpose of adding another scheme to the several 
major and innumerable minor classifications already in existence ìM to 
facilitate a reasonably uniform coverage by means of typical and listed 
products of the activities of the sector that are of major interest to 
developing countries. Existing classifications are patterned either on the 
classifications of industrial statistics in the industrialized countries [imi 
or on trade statistics. [67] 

The provisional classification c-insists of 13 major groups and 
93 branches. The sources used were the two major I'nited Nations 
classifications [M], |«7]. national stntistieal classi «eat ions and classifica 
tions used for planning the sect >r by means of material balancea in 
centrally planned economies. For illustrative purposes, a limited number 
of products are given as examples of products manufactured in eaeh of 
the 93 branches. A noteworthy feature of the classification is the provision 
of major groups for farm machinery, construction and mining machinery 
chemical processing machinery and equipment, food processing machinery 
and equipment, textile and shoe machinery, and household ami service 
machines: each group represents a logical focus of attention from the 
point of view of developing countries. The provision classification will be 
revised and typical products as well as listed products identified as the 
technical-economic description of the sector progresses. 

Provisional classification of the activités of the metalworking sector into 
13 major group», comprising 93 branche* 

M a jour Group 1: Manufacture of metal products (16 branches) 

A. Tin can and other tinware manufacture 
1. Metal cans 
2. Milk-shipping containers 
3. Other tinware 

B. Hand-tool manufacture 

1. Wrenches 
2. Hammers 
3. Screwdrivers 
4. Pliers 
5. Shovels 
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<     Edged tools manufacture 
1. Scythes 
2. Adze« 
3. Paper-cutting dien 
4. Planes 
."». Can o|K>ncrH 

I». Handsaw and saw-blade manufacture 
I   Heavy hand-saws 
2. Hacksaws 
3. Carpenters' cross-cut saws 
4. Woodworking power-saw blades 
*». Metaiworking power-saw blades 

K. Cutlery manufacture 
1. Knives 
2. Knife blades 
3. Razors and razor blade« 
4. Scissors and soissor blades 

F. Furniture and builders' hardware manufacture 
i. Furniture hardware 
2. Door locks 
3. Radiators 
4. Stoves 
*>. Window hardware 

ii. Transportation equipment hardware manufacture 
1. Marine hardware 
2. Aircraft hardware 
3. Motor-vehicle lock units 
4. Railway coach 

H. Structural and sheet-metal work 
1. Metal doors and frames 
2. Stairs and staircase« 
3. Store fronts 
4. Cornices 
5. Ventilators 

i.  Boiler-shop manufacture 
1. Boilers 
2. Tanks 

(a) Light tank« 
(6) Heavy tanks 

3. (Jas cylinders 

•I. Metal-stamping manufacture 
1. Spoons 
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2. Stamped and spun hospital utensils 
3. Aviation equipment stampings 
4. Agricultural equipment stampings 
5. Radio and television stampings 

K. Metal fastener manufacture 
1. Bolts 
2. Nuts 
3. Rivets 
4. Screws 

L. Lighting fixture manufacture 
1. Incandescent lighting fixtures 
2. Incandescent portable lamps 
3. Motor-vehicle headlights 
4. Flashlights 
5. Airway lighting fixtures 
6. Kerosene and gasolene lamps 

M. Steel, nail and spike manufacture 
1. Steel wire nails 
2. Steel wire spikes 
3. Steel cut nails 
4. Steel cut spikes 

N. Wire manufacture 
1. Non-insulated wire cables 
2. Upholstery wire springs 
3. Precision mechanical springs 
4. Composite cables 

O. Steel spring manufacture 
1. Helical automobile springs 
2. Helical locomotive and railway-car springs 
3. Leaf automotive springs 
4. Leaf tractor springs 
ö. Leaf locomotive and railway-oar springs 

P. Safe and vault manufacture 
1. Fire-resistant safes 
2. Burglary-resistant safes 
3. Safe-deposit boxes 
4. Bank security vaults 

Major Group II: Machine tool industry (12 branches) 

A. Boring and drilling machine industry 
1. Horizontal boring machines 
2. Vertical boring machines 
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3. Precision boring machines 
4. Vertical drilling machines 
5. Radial drilling machines 
6. Multiple-spindle drilling machines 

B. Gear-cutting and -finishing machine industry 
1. Gear-hobbing machines 
2. Gear-cutters 
3. Gear-lapping machines 
4. Gear-tooth grinding machines 
5. Gear-boring machines 

( '. Grinding and polishing machine industry 
1. External cylindrical grinding machines 
2. Internal cylindrical grinding machines 
3. Surface grinding machines 
4. Boring machines 
5. Lapping machines 

D. Lathe industry (except woodworking lathes) 
1. Bench lathes 
2. Engine lathes (swing dimensions) 
3. Automatic between centre lathes 
4. Automatic screw machines 
5. Turret lathes 

K. Special machine-tool industry 
1. Bench and hand-milling machines 
2. Bed-type milling machines 
3. Centering machines 
4. Sharpers 
5. Sawing machines 

P. Metalworking press and forging press industry 
1 Mechanical inclinable presses 
2. Mechanical end-wheel presses 
3. Mechanical vertical arch-frame presses 

(a) 500 tons and under 
(6) 501 tons and over 

4. High-speed automatic presses 
5. Hydraulic and pneumatic presses 

(a) 500 tons and under 
(fe) 501 tons and over 

6. Manual presses 

(J. Forging machine industry 
1. Steam and air hammers 
2. Mechanical hammers 
3. Headers and upset t era 
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4. Swaging machines 
5. Bulldozers 

H. Shearing, bending and forming machine industry 
1. Manually driven shearing machine» 
2. Power-driven shearing machines 
.'{. Manually driven bending and forming machines 
4. Power-driven shearing and forming machines 
5. Welding and cutting acetylene apparatus 

I.   Power-driven hand-tool industry 
1. Electric (hills 
2. Electric hammers 
3. Electric saws 
4. Pneumatic drills 
5. Pneumatic hammers 
0. Pneumatic saws 

J. Cutting tool, die and jig industry 
1. Broaches 
2. Drills 
3. Reamers 
4. Gear-cutters 
5. Special dies and jigs 

K. Precision measuring tool industry 
1. Micrometers 
2. Gauges 
3. Calipers 
4. Dial indicators 
5. Comparators 

L. Woodworking machinery industry 
1. Sawmill equipment 
2. Lathes 
3. Planing machines 
4. Surfacing machines 
5. Sawing machines 

Major   Group III.  Pou*r  tngine   and  gemmi   induétrial   machinery 
(>5 branches) 

A. Steam-engine and turbine industry 
1. Steam engines 
2. Steam turbines 
3. Hydraulic turbines 
4. Steam-turbine generator sets 
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B. Internal-combustion engine industry 
1. Gasolene engines 
2. Diesel engines 
3. Liquified petroleum (LP) gas engines 

C  Nuclear reactor industry 
1. Power reactor« 

(a) Thermal reactors 
(6) Intermediate reactors 
(c) Fast reactors 

2. Research reactors 
3. Cooling systems 
4. Control systems 

I). Pump and compressor industry 
1. Pumps 
2. Air compressors 
3. lìm compressors 
4. Blowers and fans 

K. Bearing industry 
1. Ball bearings 
2. Roller bearings 
3. Mounted bearings 

(a) Ball 
(6) Roller 

Mo ¡or Group IV: Transportation equipment industry (JO branches) 

A. Passenger automobile industry 
1. Passenger automobiles 
2. Engines 
3. Carburettors 
4. Pistons 

B. Truck, lorries and bus industry 
1. Lorries 
2. Truck trailers 
3. Automobile trailers 
4. Buses 

C. Aircraft industry 
1. Aircraft 

(a) Commercial type 
(6) Sport type 
(c) Military type 

2. Aircraft engines 
3. Aircraft propellers 
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I). Shipbuilding and ship repairing 
1. Building non profiled Hhips 
-V Building self propelled .ships 

{<() Other than military 
(b) Military 

3. Ship repair 

K. Boat building and repair 
1. Boat building 

(a) Non-military 
{()) Military 

2. Boat repair 
{a) Non-military 
(6) Military 

F. Locomotive industry 
1. Steam locomotive« 
2. Diesel-electric locomotives 
3. Industrial locomotives 

(«) Diesel-electric type 
(6) Electric type 

4. Mining locomotives 
Ä. Locomotive tenders 

0. Railway-equipment industry 

1. Passenger ears 
(a) Coach 
(6) Sleeping 
(e) Dining 

Ì. Freight cars 
(a) Box 
(6) Flat 
(e) Tank 
(d) Refrigerator 

H. (My transport industry 

1. Street-railway cars 
2. Trolleybuses 
3. Subway ears 

1. Motorcycle and bicycle industry 

1. Motorcycles 
2. Motor scooters 
3. Motorbikes 
4. Bicycles 

J. lift and conveyor industry 

1. Lifts 
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2. Escalators 
3. Conveyors 

M'ijor (¡roup Y: Farm tuarhinoy ujuiptHint industry (3 branche« ) 

A. Tractors 
1. Whirled tractors 
2. Carden tractors 
3. Track-laying tractors 

B. Soil-preparing and cultivating farm machinery 
1. Ploughs 
2. Barrows 
3. Rollers 
4. I torn planters 
li. Broadcast seeders 
6. ¡Sprayers and dusters 

( '. Harvesting and dairy machinery 
1. Combines 

(a) Pull type 
(6) Self-propelled 

2. Maise harvesters 
3. Dairy machines 

(a) Cream separators 
(6) Other dairy machines 

Major Group VI: Heavy machine building industry (4 brancAts) 

A. Metallurgical machinery 
1. Converters 
2. Ladles 
3. Ingot moulds 
4. Casting machine* 

B. Foundry machinery 
1. Core-making machine« 
2. Moulding machines 
3. Blast-cleaning machines 
4. Foundry machines 

C. Industrial furnace and oven industry 
1. Electric industrial furnaces 

(a) Metal melting 
(6) Metal processing 

2. Fuel-fired industrial furnaces 
(a) Metal melting 
(6) Metal processing 
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3. Industrial oven> 
(n) Klectrie 
(b) luti H red 

I). Rolling null machinery 

1. Rolling mill« 
2. Rolling-mill equipment 

Major (¿roup Vil: Count ruction and mining machinery (4 brunches) 

A. Const nut ion machinery industry 
1. Contwetors' wheeled tractors 
2. Cranes 
3. Scrapers 
4. (»raders 
5. Road-rollers 

B. Mineral-crushing and -sorting machinery industry 

1. Crushers 
2. (¿rinding machines 
3. Mixers 
4. Dimension stone-cutting machines 

C. Mining machinery industry 

1. Coal-cutting machines 
2. Continuous mining machines 
3. Creeper underground loaders 

I). Oil-field machinery industry 

1. Surface drilling machines 
2. Subsurface drilling equipment 

Majftr   Group VIH:   EUclricnl   machinery   and   equipment   industry 
(12 branches) 

A. Motor and generator industry 

1. Fractional -horsepower motors 
(«) Under o.or> hp 
(6) 0.05- 1 hp 

2. Integral horsejxnver motors and generators 
(a) Single-phase 
(h) Polyphase induction 

1 -50 hp 
50-500 hp 

(r) Synchronous 
1 —fio hp 
50- 500 lip 
over 5(H) hp 
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3. Gasolene-engine-driven generator sets 
4. Diesel-engine-driven generator seta 
5. Wind driven generator sets 

B. Transformer industry 

1. Power and distribution transformers 
2. Speciality transformers (under 600 V) 
3. Power regulators 
4. Boosters 
5. Reactors 

C. Electrical distribution and control apparatus industry 
1. Distribution switchboards 
2. Switches 
3. Circuit-breakers 
4. Power switchboards 
•">. Relays 
6. Fuses and fuse equipment 

D. Welding machinery industry 
1. Arc-welding machines 
2. Arc-welding electrodes 
3. Metal resistance welders 
4. Special welding apparatus 

E. Electrical measuring instrument industry 
1. Integrating instruments 

(a) Watt-hour meters 
(6) Demand meters 

2. Test equipment 
(a) Oscilloscopes 
(/>) Voltmeters, ohmmeters and miUiameters 
(c) Microwave test equipment 
(d) Radio-frequency measuring equipment 

F. Electrical appliance industry 
1. Fans 
2. Water heaters 
3. Cooling appliances 
4. Heating appliances 
5. Electric irons 
H. Household ranges 

Engine electrical equipment industry 
1. Jgnition-harness sets 
2. Battery-churging generators for internal-combustion engines 
3. Cranking motors for internal-combustion engines 

(a) Passenger cars and light trucks 
(6) Heavy trucks and tractors 

G 
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(e) Aircraft engines 
4. Condensers 

H. Electric lamp industry 
1. Large incandescent lamps 
2. Miniature incandescent lamps 
3. Electrical discharge lamps 

I.   Radio and television equipment industry 
1. Home radio receivers 
2. Portable radio receivers 
3. Photographs 
4. Television receivers 
5. Radio and television transmitters 

J. Electronic tube and transistor industry 
1. Cathode-ray tubes, television picture tubes 
2. Transistors 
3. Diodes 
4. Other electronic elements 

K. Telephone and telegraph equipment industry 
1. Telephone sets 
2. Telephone switchboards 
3. Telegraph apparatus and equipment 
4. Radar equipment 

L. X-ray and therapeutic apparatus industry 
1. Medical X-ray units 
2. Dental X-ray units 
3. Industrial X-ray units 
4. Ultra-violet health-lamp fixtures 
5. Cardiographs 

Major Group IX: Chemical processing machinery and equipment industry 
(10 branches) 

A. Petroleum refinery machinery and equipment industry 
1. Petroleum pumps 
2. Petroleum-refining apparatus 
3. Benzene-producing apparatus 
4. Benzol-producing apparatus 
5. Gas-producing apparatus 

B. Pulp- and paper-mill machinery industry 
1. Pulp-mill digesters 
2. Pulp-mill grinders 
3. Pulp-mill deckers 
4. Paper-mill machinery 
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( '. Paper-mach i ne industry 
1. Fourdriniers 
2. Cylinders 
3. Calenders 
4. Bag-making machines 
5. Box-making machines 

L>. Printing trade machinery industry 
1. Letterpress machinery 
2. Offset lithographic machinery 
3. Typesetting machines 
4. Eleetrotyping machines 
5. Bookbinding machines 

K. Plastic-working machinery industry 
1. Compression moulding machines 
2. Extrusion-moulding machines 
3. Injection-moulding machines 

F. Rubber-working machinery industry 
1. Mill-mixing machines 
2. Calendering machines 
3. Extruding machines 
4. Vulcanizing presses 
5. Tire-building machines 

V,. Cement-making machinery industry 
1. Natural cement machines 
2. Hydraulic cement machines 
3. High-temperature cement machines 
4. Fibro-cement machines 

H. Glass-making machinery industry 
1. Bottle machines 
2. Laboratory glassware machines 
3. Window-glass machines 
4. Industrial glass machines 
5. Electric bulb machines 

Chemical-processing machinery industry 
1. Distillery apparatus 
2. Purifiers 
3. Condensers 
4. Centrifuges 

J. Clay-working machinery industry 
1  Clay-tempering furnaces 
2. Clay-briok machines 
3. Clay-tile machines 

I 

hi- 
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4. Clay-pipe machines 
5. Stove-lining machines 

Major   Group X:  Footi-product   machinery   and   equipment   industri/ 
(4 branches) 

A. Dairy and milk-produet plant machinery industry 
1. Bottling machinery 
2. Pasteurizers 
3. Cheese making machines 
4. Cheese presses 
5. Cream separators 

B. Bakery machinery industry 
1. Flour-mill machinery 
2. Grain-mill machinery 
3. Dough mixers 
4. Bake ovens 

C. Food-processing machinery industry 
1. Sugar-plant machinery 
2. Fruit and vegetable canning machine« 
3. Bottling machinery 

{a) Filling-capping machines 
(b) Bottle washers 

D. Cigarette and cigar machinery industry 
1. Cigarette-making machines 
2. Cigar-making machines 

Major Group XI: fertile and shoe-making machinery industry (3 branch*) 

A. Textile fibre-to fabric machinery industry 
1. Garnetting machines 
2. Picker machine s 
3. Carding machine« 
4. Combing machines 
5. Spinning and twisting machine« 
6. Winding machines 

B. Textile-fabric machinery industry 
1. Power looms 
2. Knitting machines 
3. Weaving machines 
4. Braiding machines 

C. Nhoemnking and repairing machinery industry 
1. Hide-, skin- and leather preparing machines 
2. Khoetnaking machines 
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3. Shoe repairing machines 

Major Group XII; Of fire and start machine industry (4 brandes) 

A. Computing machine industry 
1. Adding machines 

(a) Electric 
(ft) Manual 

2. Calculating machines 
3. Punch card system machines 
4. Cash registers 

B. Typewriter industry 
1. Electric typewriters 
2. Manual typewriters 
3. Special and automatic typewriters 

C. Electronic data-processing machine and computer industry 
1. Analogue computers 
2. Analogue computers with added memory 
3. Digital computers 
4. Electronic data-processers 

D. Scale and balance industry 

1. Railroad-truck and motor-truck scales 
2. Retail and commercial scales 
3. Household scales 
4. Personal weighing scales 
5. Laboratory precision scales 

Major Group XIII: Household and service machine industry (6 branches) 

A. Household washing-machine industry 
1. Fully automatic washing machines 
2. Semi-automatic washing machines 
3. Non-automatic washing machines 
4. Driers 
5. 1 roners 

B. Laundry and dry-cleaning machine industry 
1. Washers 
2. Extractors 
3. Drying tumblers 
4. Laundry presses 
5. Dry-cleaning presses 

C. Sewing-machine industry 
1. Household sewing machines 
2. Industrial sewing machines 
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D. Vacuum cleaners and other household equipment industry 
1. Household vacuum cleaners 
2. Industrial vacuum cleaners 
3. Other household cleaning equipment 

E. Refrigeration machinery industry 
1. Household refrigerators 

(a) Gas 
(b) Electric 

2. Home and farm freezers 
3. Industrial and commercial refrigeratore and freezers 

F. Cloek and watch industry 
1. Electric clocks 
2. Spring-wound clocks 
3. Men's wrist watches 
4. Women's wrist watches 
5. Pocket watches 



Part II 

PROGRAMMINO OF PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS 
FOB METAL WORKING: MODELS AND PROCEDURES 

by Thomas Vietorisz 

INTRODUCTION 

Some of the key characteristics of the suggested method of approach 
are presented in three simple models. They are formulated in linear pro- 
gramming format, which has excellent synoptic qualities. 

One of the key problems is non-convexity, which originates from 
economies of scale and indivisibilities. In the format of linear program- 
ming the non-convexities are treated by specifying certain cost elements 
as fixed; that is, the variables that characterize the corresponding 
expenditures can only have values of 0 and 1, or in the case of multiple 
facilities values of 0, 1, 2, ... etc. They are integer variables. Although 
integer programming is a much more difficult mathematical task than 
linear programming, it does not create additional complexity for the 
models, since problem formulation in the format to be used is not affected 
by integer variables. After a problem has been properly formulated, there 
are many mathematical methods to find a suitable solution of the problem. 
Although the models presented here do not resolve all the difficulties, they 
constitute a basis for many generalizations and modifications as soon as 
t hey are thoroughly developed. 

Chapters 1 through 6 present the models for the metalworking sector 
in isolation; the connexions to the national economy as a whole are 
implicit. Exports are treated as exogenously given. This simplification 
is relaxed in chapters 7 and 8 in which the connexions of the sector to the 
national economy are explored in detail with particular attention to 
economies of scale and indivisibilities. Furthermore, there is explicit 
consideration of variable exports which change the seriality of individual 
production processes and the loading of productive capacities. 

1. THE COMBINATORIAL PROBLEM 

The data of a given problem can be presented in a simple table by 
i slight modification of Tucker's combinatorial format. [68] In such a 
table each row can be conceived of as a resource and each column as an 

137 
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activity. [<»!>] For example, in model 1 the first »even rows correspond I > 
"IíHíCMI products" ;88 each row is a hulattee of one specific listed product 
Other rows may represent "resources" in a more generalised Henne; Hin 
limit, restriction or constraint placed on the data create« an economi, 
scarcity of one kind or another that will have a scarcity value, a« with 
ordinary resources, such as products or services, examples of such 
activities are production, imports and exports. 

The data (parameters and technical coefficients) that appear in the 
models are placed inside the solid frame of each table. All data an 
constants ; they represent either availabilities or requirement«, according 
to whether they are positive or negative. Examples of availabilities 
(positive sign) arc outputs and supplies; examples of requirements 
(negative sign) are inputs and demands. Both availabilities and require 
menta are standardized to a unit level of the activity in the column in 
which they appear. Thus, the constant — wi„ which appears at the inter 
section of row 9 and column 15 in model 1 represents a requirement of 
m, units of foreign exchange (the balance for this resource appears in 
row 9) for importing a unit amount of the first listed product (the 
activity of column 15). The number mt is measured in physical units of 
resource per physical unit of activity level, for example, in foreign (not 
domestic) currency units per ton of imported product, where the units 
of foreign currency play the role of physical units (not expressed in the 
domestic monetary units). 

Table 11 shows schematically a linear economic system in the 
modified Tucker format used for models 1 to 3. The data (parameters 
and technical coefficients) occurring in these models are given the generic 
name a,,, where the index i refers to the serial number of the row (shown 
at the left margin of models 1 to 3), and j refers to the serial numbers 
of the column (shown at the top margin of models 1 to 3). If a parameter 
%ii is multiplied by the scale of the activity in the column it appears, 
the total availability or requirement of the given resource connected 
with the activity in question is obtained. The scales of the activities are 
shown as x variables at the bottom of the column (activity). Thus the 
total availabilities or requirements of any resource i in connexion with 
activity j can be obtained by forming the product (aty) (Xj). If such pro 
ducts are formed for all the a0 parameters in table 11, then a row balance 
can be obtained for each row by algebraically adding the products in a 
given row. The algebraic sum represents the net availability, surplus (if 
positive), net requirement or deficit (if negative) of a resource in connex 
ion with all activities. Since all x¡ are treated as variables, the sum 
denoted by ,v, is a variable. The .?, variables are shown in the left margin 
of table 11 ; the equality sign following th^m refers to their definition as 

*H Detailed explanations ol  the notations for the models are given in the 
appendix to this study. 
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.w balances. The symbol * above the x¡ variables denotes the multiplica 
on operation undertaken when forming row balances. The s, and x, 
triable* are not shown in models 1 to 3, but these variables are implicitly 
resent and row balances are formed exactly as indicated in table 11. 

TABLK 11. A LINEAR ECONOMIC SYSTEM IN MODIFIED TINKER FORMAT 

-f|—'•    "f. •••-In 

»m 

»H *1» »li 

•il *»i "«» 

.  « in 

>n 

•si «H *si • • • *m 

»mi »mi ••»» 
wym 

xt    xt    *t • • • ** 

Notation: 
•>,     Scale of activity vector corresponding to column j, where j = 1, i, S. .., ». 
„,      Slack («urpln«) of resource corresponding to row i, where ii^l, I, 3. ... m. 
•lì     Shadow price of resource corresponding to row t, where il, 2, S, . ..,m. 
I,       I-otts (at .shadow prices) of activity corresponding to column j, where j 

1, 2,3 n. 
Note that    -// ig a profit for the same activity. 
See definition under parameters in the appendix. 
Denotes multiplication, is explained in the text. 
See the appendix for a formal definition of the symbols. 

* 

Í n addition to row balances, it is possible to form column balances 
If a parameter atf is multiplied by yu which is the price of the resource 
in the row it appears (table 11), the resulting economic value of the 
availability or requirement of the resource is standardised to a unit 
level of the activity j. The value represents a revenue (if positive) or a 
<;ost (if negative) at the unit activity level. If the products (y,-) (%M) are 
lormed for all parameters ottf in table 11, then it is possible to obtain 
column balances by adding all products in a given column algebraically. 
The sums represent net revenues or profits (if positive) and net costs or 
losses (if negative). Since all y, are treated as variables, the above sums 
<re variables ; they are denoted by the symbols -1¡ at the top of table 11. 
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The equality sign       apain refers to the definition <»f these variahles by 

means of column balances.*9 

The above form of a linear system is called •hom,.geneouS\ In this 
form all activity -scales and resource prices are variable The present task 
is to find value; of these variables (a 'programme ) which will m som,, 

sense be optimal. 
Optimally can be defined in two complementary way« as follows: 

Selecting à resource m whose surplus *m will he maximized by• varying 
the activity scales r, subject to the conditions that deficit« (nega 
tivc *,) are avoided for all other resources and that no activity 

scale will be negative. 
Selecting an activity n from which the profit -/. will be imiümijed 

bv varying the resource prices Vi subject to the conditions that 
profits (negative /„) are avoided for all other activities and that 
no resource price »/, will be negative. 

Note that the conditions imposed in both can be summarized by the 
rule that no variable may be negative. This is merely common sense m 
reaard to activity scales, since activities generally cannot be run in 
reverse ;•• one cannot make pigs from sausages. Negative prices are mean 
ingless. The avoidance of deficits on any resource is again economic 
common sense, since this study is directed towards feasible and practical 
resource allocation. Although the avoidance of profits at first seem« 
paradoxical, it eorres^nds to the maxim of neoclassical economics that, 
under  perfect competition,  profits  are  eliminated (with   well know.» 
favourable implications for the efficiency of resource allocation). 

The maximization of a resource surplus may mean either the 
maximisation of net output or the m ini miction of net input. 1 he rewum- 
in question can be a composite resource if desired for it may consist of a 
weighted average of several mourn». In addition, it is necessary to 
introduce scarcity for the maximization to become meaningful As long 
a* all activities 'are treated as variable and thus can be indefinitoy 
expanded, there is generally no limits on the expansion of the quantity 
to be maximized;» some part of the system, however, must be fixed 

*• It niav I* auctioned »hy the symbols cliawn to represent column IMU.II«" 

are negativ, rather than native as in the case of ro* Nuance«.    Ih* » Jo«' 
conventionally to obtain the rimi*« „-heme «>< algebra,,- mampulatjo«, for »I 
linear system. Km-li Ij represent« a Ins* on an activity; if      /;><», the «tiut> 

profitable. 
•• In Home ease* aneli condition* m«i> ««• relaxai. Kor example, export« n»> 

IK> treated „x negative import* provide«! that the export ami ii»l»ort prie** ol a 
'ommoclhv a,,- .«,u„l within a /olerable margin of errar. Then the -tatemen! al 

upt¡mali! v ivquirean »light reviMioii. 
•• At times it i» imponible to find any programme »ith all «, ami *, variable 

iion-ii.-galiv.-. In this situation the «pulitimi of optimi/ali«., «loes not ame. 
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A;» activity is therefore selected whose Kcalc is set to unity. It is con 
\<-nient in sectoral planning problems to treat the exogcnously given 

M|>])lie8 and demands of the economic resources as fixed-scale activities. 
The activity thus fixed becomes the activity whose profit is minimized 
under the definition of optimality. This offers a clue to the interpretation 
ut profit minimization ; prices should be chosen that will reduce the value 
<>i exogenous supplies and increase the value of exogenous demands (they 
reduce the scarcity of limited supplies and enhance the benefit of pre 
M ri bed demands). 

The following features of linear programming models are particularly 
\ tillable: 

Linear programming models permit the representation of alternative 
activities. For example, the output of a given product may be 
obtained by domestic production or by imports, or there may be 
more or less labour-intensive production. Any alternative may 
appear with a zero scale in the optimal programme. The inclusion 
of inefficient alternatives in the model, therefore, is not harmful. 

The models that permit the representation of joint products for a given 
activity may have more than one output (positive entries). This 
overcome« a limitation of Leontieff, input-output formulations. 

Multiple restrictions may operate on the same activity or group of 
activities. In particular, the restrictions may be inequalities, such 
as an upper limit to the scale of an activity. If such a limit is 
written in the form x/áL, it can be converted into an exact 
equality by adding the surplus variable «, to its left side ; 

Si + Xj^L , 

from which 

*.=(-*/) + £, 
places the restriction into the conventional format applied to all 
resource balances with L being an element of the exogenous 
vector. Any restriction may appear with a non-zero surplus in the 
optimal programme; such a restriction is ineffective and may thus 
be included in the formulation. 

The models presented in this format, unless otherwise noted, are 
H m pie linear programming models which can be readily sol veti by a 
number of well-known methods.  [4ft] When some variables (always 
activity scales) are required to assume only integer values, the presenta- 
tion of the model remains identical, but the mathematical and computa 
t M »nal procedures for obtaining an optimal solution are considerably more 
complex. In some cases, especially for small models, exact optimal solu- 
tions can be derived; in other cases, the result« are only reasonable 
ipproximations." 

•* 8e»> reference 149], chapter 26. 
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i*. THE SIMPLEST I'ROURAMMIM; MODKL 

Both models 1 ami 2 refer to a single branch tinti are two variatimi, 
of the simplest programming model for the metalworking sector. The • 
H, y and — / variables are not indicated in the margins as in table 11 
but in the rows and columns; they are numbered sequentially and haw 
symbolic designations that are derived from the nature of the resource ..r 
activity represented. While not explicitly shown, the former variable* 
play exactly the same role as in table II, particularly in the formation 
of row and column balances. 

The products represented in models 1 and 2 are listed products [«!)] 
numbered 1 through 7. The technical coefficients of a listed product arc 
based on the technical coefficients of one or more typical products. The 
inputs per ton of product may be transferred without change from the 
typical product to the listed product. This is the simplest procedure and 
has been adopted here for illustrative purposes. Alternately, the coeï 
fieient* may be modified to some extent on the basis of simple parametri« 
correlations of size, capacity and so on. With each listed product there is 
an associated activity ( 1 LIS 1 . . . ILIS7) that represents the domestic 
production of the product in question and a row (1LIS1 ... 1LIS7) that 
represents the commodity balance. In the first seven rows and column«, 
of model* 1 and 2, there is a diagonal of +1 (unity) elements with a </ 
element in every cell. The 4-1 elements represent stated amounts of 
intermediate input of other listed products ured in the production of ' In- 
given listed product — for example, the requirements for an electric motor 
in the production of a pump. Generally, most of the a entries will lie zero 

The formulation of such an input-ouput submatrix for listed prod 
ucts permits various stages of production to be taken into account. End 
products, subassemblies and components can be designated as separate 
lilted products, and the input requirements of each product can be given 
(including the requirement« for lower-order intermediate commodities) 
Alternative methods of manufacturing a listed product could be included. 
although they are not shown in the models. Model« 1 and 2 refer to a 
single branch of the sector; however, in more comprehensive models (as 
in model 3), input-output relationships connecting several branches of the 
sector will occur without [KMing any difficulty of formulation. 

The superscripts are identical for the first four columns and for the 
next two columns. The sujMîrscripts refer to the serial number of Un- 
typical product from which the technical coefficients of the listed product 
have been derived. In the present illustrative case, it has been assumed 
that four list«! products are derived from the first typical product, two 
from the second and one from the third. The listed products derived from 
the same typical product differ formally amone, themselves only in regar«! 
to their serialitv 
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Typical  products  do not  occur  in  the   models as such;  they arc 
i    piired only to derive the technical information for the listed products. 

> \ pical products, however, may and generally will appear as tnemhers of 
IM   product list in a branch: thus they will enter the model as listed prod 

is without further (list incti'ni. 
In model I   all other inputs . f the  production activities lor listed 

¡ii.»ducts are condensed into a production cost ligure — k\ which has the 
.me superscript  as  the corresponding a  eoeflicients;  in   model  1 the 
»induction costs consist of the cost of using the resource (dement cupac- 

:   - and that of direct material inputs. The only other eoeflicients of the 
¡.induction activities for listed products are the      I / coefficients of the 

sed-cost constraints, that is, rows ILKXI . . . ILKX7. 
The fixedcost constraints connect the first group of seven activities 

>,ith the next «»roup of seven activities in hot h models. Activities H 
t hi.tuuh 14 in both models are designated as I LFXI ... I LFX7 and refer 
*n the activity of incurring fixeil costs connected with setting up a 
¡.induction senes. This postulates that the costs of the required tooling, 
11 u* and fixtures must \w met before beginning the manufacture of a 
i induct. In addition, it is necessary to set up the machinery before each 
individual production run. The amount of fixed costs is given as a single 
dollar figure, k in model I, but is divided into a lump sum capital 
te.purement and fixed capacity requirements of two different resource 
--lenient s in model 1. The fix ed-cost activities are connected with the 
oinduction activities in such a way that the entire fixed cost is incurred 
whenever a production activity is used. This procedure converts the 
".»Idem into an integer programming problemas« shown in detail below. 

Km m an empirical point of view the properties of models I and 2 
ike allowance for economies of scale arising out of the length of a 

production run in ti;«- manufacture of individual products without allow- 
i:i'_' for economies of scale in regard to the size of productive facilities. All 
productive rest)urces are still assumed to be infinitely subdivisible; the 
"tdy consideration in their employment is the resource or money eost 
• i--ociated with their use. 

The third block of seven activities in models I and 2 relates to 
'ports. Kach activity has an entry of 4 1, corresponding to the prtnluet 
"Inch it makes available, and an entry of —m¡, corresponding to the 

• v pendit ure of foreign exchange per unit (ton) of product i, that is, to 
H- world market price, (¡enerally, it is assumed that imports are irrevers- 
ible It might be convenient to permit iinjKirts to l>ehave as free variables, 
' l it is, variables that may take on negative values and indicate ex|x>rts. 

I lis procedure introduces only a minor modification in the mathematical 
* -iterneut of the problem •' 

'" Whenever a \.u i if >li .) j if« t«i he treated ai- a t rei'vana hie. ih«- I«»*» vnhnhlc /> 
In' lop ill I.idle I I mutt he /.rr<>; ll I- not permute«! li» IH- positivi Not < »lily i* 
usuili no | HI »lit iniiihl mu \nlnt tar thi* \ an..Lie hut alno a im lotut «itinht ion ; 

• »«•tivity IM retjinriMl to laeitk even exactly. 
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The next block of live activities refers lo tin- extrapolated prodii»•»-, 
|ti!»|ofthe brandi under study. In effect, products not listed individual^ 
in a branch arc handled I »y a single cost function which attribuì», 
increasing domestic production costs to output as the output approach» - 
the total demand for the branch. The device of extrapolation is meant t>» 
be used only for a minor part of the total den, and in any branch: bocau r 
of an inherent asymmetry in the distribution of demand for individual 
products, it is assumed that the major portion (pei haps H¿> to ito per cent i 
of total demand in the branch can bo handled by the individual descrip 
tion of about 20<> listed products, 'l'ho cost trend of the listed products i» 
to be extrapolated for the remaining products, which can be several 
thousand in number. The rationale of this extrapolation is developed 
below; for the moment it ¡suffices to indicate that in model 1 the increase 
in production costs is handled by a step function such as shown in 
figure 13: it can be seen that the total output of the extrapolated product 
is presented as the sum of the four step variables .r22 r26 (they corro 
x|K)iid to the columns with the same serial numbers in models 1 and 2). 
Each step han a given constant cost y associated with it and is limitai 
to a maximum length /,.... lt. In an optimizing model the lower-cost 
steps will always be used to the limit before changing to a higher-cost 
step: thus the steps will be used in the correct sequence as specified by the 
shape of the step function even without explicit sequencing instructions. 
The output of the extrapolated product may be measured either in tons 
or in foreign-exchange units corresponding to the world market priée as 
discussed below. Activity 26 in models 1 and 2 is an import activity for 
the extrapolated product. Model 2 does not contain a detailed resource 
listing for the extrapolated product. 

MB 

*» 

i 
• 
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i 

» 
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-r «»   I 

•*»  (| -n 
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Figure 13. Step function for extrapolated product* 

In model 1 there is only one further column, namely, the column 
(no. 27) of exogenous supplies and demands. It includes the demand for 
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Ü,, listed products, (lie demand for the extrapolated products, the 
, vuciM MIS supply (allocation) of foreign exchange and the limits associated 
with the step function of the extrapolated products. The exogenous 
,   iiiinn (no. -Ml) ill model _' has the same structure. 

Two additional activities included in model '1 correspond to the input 
ii, us associated with maintaining given capacities of the two resource 
, !, incuts that appear in the model. It is assumed, that indirect material 
inputs, capital input and two kinds of labour input are accounted for 
-(•p,irately. The amount of detail can he increased without altering the 
-tincture of the model. The output of each activity is a I entry associ 
¡it (I with a unit of available capacity 

The objective function in model I consists of row in and involves 
ili.' minimization of total money cost."4 As a result of it and the usual 
tendit ions of non negative variables the cost of meeting all .sectoral 
!.'diami« is to be minimized, while the supply of foreign exchange is not 

t., l»c exceeded; all constraints pertaining to the step function and the 
li\cd costs are to be observed. In model 2 the objective function is defined 
a.- a weighted average of rows 12 to 17, where exogenously given prices 
.it the resource« in question (not shown in the model) are to be lined as 
weights. By definition, the price of money is set at unity. The conditions 
i ¡I this optimization are the same as those in model I, except that two addi- 
tional row-constraints (10 and 11) must be satisfied and that the resource 
element capacity requirements must be fully met. 

Fixed costs are introduced into the models in the form of independent 
activities (such as 1LFX1 . . . 1LFX7) which are connected with the 
mi-responding production activities for listed products (1L1H1 . . . ILÏS7 
to Ite referred to as variable-cost activities) in such a way that the entire 
'ixed cost is incurred whenever the variable cost activity in question is 
u>ed. The principles presented here are applicable to the connexion 
l»etween any fixed cost and variable-cost activity. Later fixed costs will 
l( introduced in connexion with the size of productive facilities and 
\uth the technical specialists who must be hired to ensure production. 

The scale of a fixed-cost activity is a mathematical variable that 
an IH> interpreted as the number of times fixed cost is incurred: the 

lived cost itself is given either in monetary terms (in model 1, the (•• 
.efficients) or in terms of more detailed individual fixed resource inputs 

i model 2, the c¡' and y' coefficients). For example, the meaning of the 
i> lation j-g    0.2 (where Jtn is the scale of activity M in model I) is that the 
l¡ let ion 0.2 (20 pr cent) of total fixed costs associated with the produc- 
tion of listed product 1 is being incurred 

41   Formally, Hie surplus of the row *,„ is lx>¡n)í nummi»«!. 
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However, it is ¡in unicasonable economic representation to indicate 
that a fixed cost is JO per cent, sime it is indivisible by its very nature; 
one cannot build half of a factory or carry out only one tilth of a produe 
tion programme. The seal«' of a lixed cost activity should be represented 
bv an integer variable which can only assume tin* values 0. 1, 2 . 
\Vher«' the lixed costs are incurred more than orne, values larger than I 
have thi' économie meaning of multiple production facilities, production 
runs an«! so on. 

The «levi«'«- to compel li\e«l-t'«»st iiicunvnce in the models (referred 
to   as   tlu-   tie in   between   the   lixed cost   an«!   variable-cost   activities) 
consists of con-ii liiiintf the scale of the iixed-eost activity to be equal 
to or lamer than sonn« constant proportion of ih«' seal«' of the variable 
cost  activity. (The tie in is provided, for example, for listed product I 
by r«>w l."> in model 1 or row 22 in model 2.) As long as the variable-cost 
activity is not used, for example, the production scaler, of listed product 1 
is 0. the seal«' of th • fixedcost activity r„ can also remain o. In this ease 
no fixed cost need be incurred.  However, as soon as the scale of the 
variable-cost activity .r, rises above o (no matter how small the increment 
is) the tie in with the Iixed-eost activity .r8 forces the scale of the latter 
to rise by at least, a small amount above o. Up to this point there has 
been nothing to prevent the scale of the fixed-cost activity  r8 from 
assuming a fractional value: in fact, if there were no further restrictions, 
the  optimal  solution  would  contain fractional  values.   However,  the 
integrality requirement  for the fixed-cost-activity scale r8 forces this 
scale to move upward to the nearest integer in the direction in which th«' 
tie-in constraints permit   an  inequality.'5 Thus the full lix«'<l cost is 
incurred at least once when the scale of the fixed-cost activity x9 (deter 
mined as a constant pr«>portion of the variable-scale activity .r,) is between 
(» and 1 prior to the application of the integrality requirement. If c, is 
lamer than 1, the fixed cost will be incurred more than once. 

The connexion between the production and fixed-cost activities is 
shown in figure 14, which illustrates the tie in between column 1 and 
column H in model 1. The scale of the production activity (column 1 in 
model 1) is .r, and that of the fixed-cost activity (column 8) is xn. The 
variable xê measures the number of times the fixed cost is incurred. The 
lixed cost -•-£' is measured along the vertical axis denoting cost; the 
minus sign is omitted since all costs an- inherently negative. The h«»ri 
zonta! axis measures r,, which is the scale of the production activity 

*"' Inequalities are com ert«>d into equalities for repre««»ntrttion in th«' models 
by ndiliiij.' (i positive surplus s to the smaller side. The greater Ihe diffetvuee between 
the two si<les of t lie ii it-« p m I il \ , the larger the surplus x. Thus, as th«> fixed rest 
act i\ it y scale .»•„ moves «<» the next integer value, the «'orrespoiidiny surplus («,5 m 
model   I   >r *ti in ntoilel 2) increases. 
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••PRODUCTION 

Maximum 
production 
attainab'» 
Witti a singt» 
fixed cut 

Figure 14. Fixed conts 

The variable cost — Jt1 is the slope of the total-cost line AB. To interpret 
the nature of the fixed-cost tie-in parameter l//ni\ it is assumed that a 
maximum production scale /n is associated with the expenditure of a 
single fixed cost. If there is an upper limit on yearly production, it can be 
identified*8 with fu. In other instances, when the variable costs are tied 
to investment in a fixed productive facility, the capacity of the facility 
can be identified with the corresponding tie-in parameter as shown below 
in model 3. The row balance in row 15 of model 1 can be written in full 
as follows : 

*i. = (-l//n)(*i) + (l)(*i). 

When this row balance holds without surplus, «u = 0, and 

0 = (-*i//u)+*8; 

thus 

* = *i//n. 

In figure 14, rt is about three-quarters of the way toward the 
•» 

maximum ; therefore, a*t//n —   . . Accordingly, the scale of the fixed-cost 

activity will be (at least) equal to it, that is. ; the amount of fixed cost 

incurred will be '4 of kl or point C, which is about '   of the elevation of 
11 \ The latter is equal to the full fixed eost k\ The fixed-cost constraint 

** If there is mi economically meaningful upper limit of this kin«),/,, iw «imply 
-i  to an upper bound on the practically occurring values of the variât »le-cost- 

wis wale to cumin« that lived eost will he incurred no more than one«». 
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thus prescribes that tin fraction of fixed costs incurred must bo at least 
equal to the fraction of the actual maximum production. At this point 
the integrality requirement for .r8 ensures that as soon as this fraction 
exceeds o, it will increase to unity, and the fixed cost incurred will rise 
to OA. 

In figure 14. a value of .r, was chosen that is smaller than /,, ; accord 
ingly Jrg was less than unity prior to the application of the integrality 
requirement. In ligure 15, x¡ is assumed to be l."»/n, that is, larger than 
the largest possible single production run. Figure 14 shows the relation 
ship of fixed and variable costs on the assumption that multiple produc- 
tion runs are possible. In each of these runs fixed costs are incurred once; 
thereafter variable costs are constant (a constant slope) until the maximal 
production series. Incurring fixed costs twice will thus secure a maximal 
total output of 2fu. The tie-in parameter / or g generally denotes the 
upper limit on the scale of the variable-cost activity that corresponds to 
a single fixed cost. If the scale of the variable-cost activity exceeds this 
parameter, the number of fixed-cost incurrences will be equal to the next 
larger integer. 

Figure 15. Multiple fixed costs 

3. A MPLTIBRAXCH MODEL 

Model 3 is a generalization of the simplest model. It avoids the 
unrealistic assumption that the sector can be programmed branch by 
branch and explicitly introduces the sharing of productive facilities 
(resource elements) between branches. In order to restrict the model to a 
manageable size, distinctions between listed products by typical-product 
origin are omitted, and only two listed products are shown for a pair 
of branches. 
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Model 3 is organized by branches; therefore all production fixed- 
cost, import and extrapolated-product activities of a branch are grouped 
together. Beginning with the listed-product balances in the first four rows 
intermediate-input requirements can be shown as interconnecting the 
branches (rows 1 and 2 intersecting columns 12 and 13 and rows 3 and 4 
intersecting columns 1 and 2). All other features of the entries in all rows 
of the first 22 columns and of the exogenous column remain essentially 
unchanged between mutivi 2 and model 3 except for a slight generalization 
of the notation to allow the labelling of parameters by branch and for 
intermediate-input coefficients (-a) by branch both of origin and of 
destination. Apart from thus simultaneously showing more than one 
branch, the novelty of model 3 is concentrated in columns 23 to 26. They 
are resource-element capacity-maintenance activities labelled RESI and 
IJKS2 that correspond to the identically labelled columns in model 2, 
except that they are now connected to the respective fixed-cost activities 
liFXl and RFX2. The fixed costs must be incurred whenever the 
capacity of a resource element is to be maintained at a level exceeding 
zero. The mathematical tie-in between the fixed-cost activity RESI 
and the variable-cost activity RFXl that characterizes the first resource 
element is precisely the same as the previously discussed tie-in between 
a production activity such as 1LIS1 and a fixed-cost activity such as 
ILFX1. The tie-in is provided by the constraint of rows 28 and 29. 

The fixed and variable costs associated with maintaining given 
resource-element capacities are intended as an approximation to the 
economies of scale that are known to occur when the total yearly capacity 
of a given resource element increases. With a given fixed cost and constant 
variable costs, a larger capacity will imply lower resource inputs per unit 
(apacity. The variable costs consist of specific resource inputs exactly 
as those in model 2, while the fixed costs are given as labour, material 
and capital requirements in lump sums. There is an upper limit on capacity 
that corresponds to the empirical observation  that  large processing 
facilities are not constructed indefinitely; if the size exceeds a certain 
limit, a duplication of facilities occurs. This  limiting factor can  be 
represented mathematically by setting the fixed-cost tie-in parameter 
equal to the reciprocal of the capacity limit. In accordance with the 
earlier discussion on fixed-cost constraints, this will increase the seal« of 
fixed-coat incurrence (for example, the variable xtt, which corresponds to 
activity RFXl in model 3) to at least xuig%, which is the ratio of the scale 
of the variable-cost activity RESI to the upper limit imposed on the 
«apacity of resource-element 1. If this ratio is M ween «» and I, the inte 
grality requirement imposed on the fixed-cost  activity wale xti will 
push x2i to unity ; if the ratio is greater than I, the integrality requirement 
»ill push x.ih to the next larger integer. In this way the requirement for 
multiple facilities and the multiple incurrences of fixed costs are pro|*rlv 
represented. 
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200 units of capital and 200 units of foreign exchange ¡s inserted on B' 
to get B" (I)'). Note that this averaging point docs not coincide with the 
averaging point li" (A'). At D' no further fixed costs need to he added 
since I)' already allows for the lixed costs of hoth production activities. 
The correct averaging line thus runs from B"(l)') to I)'. 

Figure 27 indicates that some points of line B" (lì') to D' are 
inefficient. Thus point B" (I)') itself and the points near it are inefficient 
because they use more capital and foreign exchange than B' alone. They 
can therefore he superseded by li' combined with a disposal activity for 
capital It is more efficient to use B' and to leave some capital unused 
than to use li ' \ I)'), no matter what the direction of optimization happens 
to be. Figure 2s gives the final correct isoquant obtained a^ter the elimina- 
tion of inefficient points. The area between the correct isoquant and the 
continuous isoquant is shaded in the figure.118 

«•OUTPUT 

TAL m 

Fìfurt m. The sectoral imqrnnt derive from the comet amraging Um. Intfjicùnt 
points eliminated 

"• TI»« complex (." ha« ÌMum ignorml iti deriving the corrwot knqtuuit. In 
gwt»«rHl. an ineftifwiit point of ih« ao-tixtHl-eo^t problem will remain inefficient 
when «hecorrect ¡««pinnt ol the diHerct« problem tadoñned. It ta thfreforcmoemmry 
to include mich points in the. «orreH averaging procedure until it c»n be ithown 
that their ronwt averaging lino« are «vnrywhoro inefHoitmt. 
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,.ven process." Th.s avoids the problem of representing endogenous^ 
he alternate degree« of complexity in the provision of tooling ^c   S 

l.x ures. Ihe problem is illustrated in figure 1«, i„ which *, (as in nïïel Í 
a Hi 2) represents the scale of the variable-cost activity in the proXction 
of the hrst hsted product. There are now four alternative degree^ too 
mg, represented by four separate fixed investments ,, ^"nd Í 
On model 2 there ,s only a   single 9 parameter .JcJt^^elh 
productive process). Annual fixed costs are obtained by applying appro 
pnate capital charges i to these fixed investments. As the degree of tX 
jnereases, the variable costs * will decrease correspondingly ^show^bv 
he slope of the cost lines.- Over varying ranges of Xl different oWees of 

ine ÄmD rh
8t

h
eftìdent <*""? «*>• This is reflected by theToL„ 

«Itf'       Ch I!eI,resent8 the Production-cost frontier attainable 
I 1H

C
1   

,qUeS J°:nt,y  With re8peCt t0 this Production-cost frontier 
le models g,ve only a single fixed-cost-to-variable-cost combination 

alternatives into the models; m practice, however, it will generally be 
preferable to determine the optimal degree of tooling for a given "^ by 
a ,de calculation With exogenously given total deLndB.T^ 
prmte *, for the calculation is the total yearly demand.» 

COST 

PRODUCTION 

Figure 16. The investment cost for todina, jigs and fixtures, versus variable costs 
of production 

»' This <loo8 not exclude the p. nihility of two alternative techniques for oro 

: ':::« r c:: d^*?h a—¡-—— ^ - •**¡zz ^ 
•"• m!v^^'^Ä!0^ aT gÍVen, ÍM tPrmS °f «•• •P»*- These can inn,.V  vT   to,fl »valent lvalues by appiymg appropriate prices to each resource 

*.'o??lTt '        T, TV P,OClW8 that are mCÌPnt <*•* «"*> «vor   I 
N ,ch i'nl   |,OSS1  M <W a Pr<>HS t0 ,M" infe,'ior t0 SO,w «t• P•*"• Ht any » i- >>ucn a process would inner be selected. 

•• unZmlTlT ,l0inTl8 T? h° inore"«db.v Ihe «mount of intennodiate-input 11 'iiuiements to arrive at total demands. ' 
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Fixed costs associated with set-up operations are now considered. 
If the fixed capacity re<|iiirements needed for setting up an individual 
run of a given listed product can be derived empirically, then the remain 
mg information needed for specifying yearly .setup costs is the number 
of production runs per year. 

A simple engineering formula for calculating the optimal number of 
production runs per year minimizes total set-up and inventory-carrying 
costs. Variable production costs and fixed investment costs for tooìing 
jigs and fixtures are excluded from the optimization formula because 
they are not affected by the length of the individual production run 

where r is the number of production runs per vear at optimum   d the 
demand m physical units per year, k the variable production cost in 
dollars per physical unit, k the set-up cost per run in dollars, i the inven 
tory carrying  charge   including interest,   obsolescence,  deterioration 
handling, taxes, storage, insurance and pilferage, p the production rate 
m physical units per day and d' the demand in physical units per day. 

The above expression gives the optimal number of runs per year.""' 
The term dkjk is the ratio of yearly variable costs to the set up charge 
of a single run, and the term (p-d')lp is the ratio of product accumula 
tion to production. Total yearly set-up eharges expressed as rk thus 

100 Total cost per year ean be expressed as follow«: 

TC    FC + dk + k<llr0 i x0ki(p-~d'ì/ìp, 

whore ¡n addition to the previous noi at ¡on, TC is total cost (dollars/year), FC ¡H 

and rCiftí        ^ra;        "? ""^ hy th° ivn«h °f the Production Series,; and .r0 is the length of a production run. To optimize TC as ¡r0iB varying, 

O =dTC/dxo=0 + 0+ (-4*/ar0*)4 ki (p~d')/2p , 

t hcrefore Xo nm p 
p—d' 

1;A ?      m the teXt ,,0,l0Wfl immedi«^'.v. In the expresión for total 
costs TC the four terms correspond to fixed costs, such a« yearly charges on invest • 
meut in tooling, jigs and fixtures; variable production cost«; set-up eharges and 

!s'Z h«ïfC«ÏTg T8; T?e ,HÍ!°' art> 0,J,aÍmHl fmm ,lVl,rH«e 8tock carrie<Twhich 
nro ,KÍ   f H     I"-?" rk, Ht th" °nd °f U P"•1»«*• •"! * ¡- calculated as the 
pro« „et of the daily accumulation p -,/' and the length of a run x0/p days. Average 

TtZZ     l    d by VfablV,rÜ,,UCtÍOn «»• to convert it into^lue'terms, and 
an imentorv-earrying charge (per cent per year) is applied to the latter. 

optimum >SSi°" f0r *° CUn h° m,mingwl aft0r 8(»"»H»8 to y*" the equality at the 

'ikjx0^x0ki(p     d')/2p ; 

thus yearly get.,,,, charges aro equal to yearly inventory-carrying costs at the 
optimum. * or the derivation of the optimal length of series, see reference [7u|. 
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 7,„t„,v.„u,vinK ^^•¿^i^^ •«-* •*«•**. 
>. '->-n lu^C^trS^T "-" •—• - «»•,.. 

•"•»-••r» «haiw» would l„.„ ri,j. ,,:i1rL"=VtJ"'",".i"'1 ,S,not r-'Hl..ood, no 
yearly sot-up ,(,.„•,,.» „,,„,, „,.  ;   V  ,h''r;; '" P•'"«*"», the „„¡re 

 ;p'==:SSr7- 
»»«líate inputs, are assumed tobe exaJnZI ?   thoso of lnter- 
tn each listed product is gen";a^Z^,y,gr,UïC(îhoi°ein W"1 

tin« product is not proda ed'   all Z7 W° ^"»«¿ves; either 
.-ib,e scale correspond^^1^r¡v ÄÄ ^J^- 
"«unber of production runs per vear O^IA ?emand,Thus the optimal 
ti»n based on total demand t hi« -li ì determ»ned by a side calcula- 

nts. If doubled, th7 Zt^fbth0"/111 yÌe,ld thp -Vearl>' "*-P 
« harges on a fixed, yearly ballZ ,   "P a"d ,nventoiy-canyiM 
<o«strai„ts (for exlmZ IinAT1 Pr°duction> *» ^ed-Lf 

""notion connecting yelrh It fm?h , ^ We" " ,he "l"»»' root 
taken ¡„to account eSlÄ ,^ ^ ¿T* dcma"d •* "» 
"•ate anticipation of the Lit 7nd

(
sl»'P''fi««¡• i. the approxi- 

'he yearly number „f prodÏÏonZlV"*"" f°F ,the **-•in*ta of 
'"«pondi,« formula ¿f ZltZ T >

J" 8'de calc"W<>"- As the cor- 

'•'tween fhe -^CT^ST^?" "ï * ' feedback •8ta 

1-m.luction rate, andthe oD«„X.    r,   '^ ,(Which d<"<•¡»eS the 

"•<ognizedi„theUru„ture„f^0S ÎV- *'"',!, ^ MU°k is »»' 
camming to make some a^„eC ft the LdT 11"'^ """'^ "'^ 
"visions. Finally the form<Z(Z ,i J«"»«* by means of iterative 

• » - ^^^¿^^„r^"-?'  __ «*j   Willis,   m a programming 
101 An alternative procedure próvido*  t»n r     i 

-vestment* and „„other' for set-tm^.ts  The tl ^  "^^ ''•"• "»" f»r 

'••' «•» to any vaine Inrgor than the veil H !" P?•mptf,r fo>' ">" fornir ean 

• - «attor i. the K^h «f t¿ o^^X^ 7 ïl" ,ÍP-Ín ^"^ f°' 1 ''o set-up costs will then be ineuZ  fnnf ?"1Ved ''V " sido '»''"Jation. 
'•' .vf«rly demand to the lell0 o th •' ont^X """i?0" ''"'"""'i*'* °" '•«" •'° 
'"¡•»« ampler and more ««ft, ^" ,Jn ^^ '"* P•<<- i" the t,x« L, 
'""^r, while the incurrenee of yearl fixed T^ u• P"'' yvnr U"0,i "(,t ''«' »" ,u     I ) variable. V *  -V ftxed ^'"P cha^s is inherently ,„, i„t(.ger 
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model, however, many prices arc themselves variables that can noi 
he used tor side calculations prior to solution of the problem as a whole 
.Moreover, in an integer programmili},!; problem, the rol»1 of prices becomes 
subject to further qualifications. Despite these observations, the side 
calculation is performed with assumed prices. Iterative revisions niav be 
employed. The pricing problem is not peculiar to the representation o| 
seriality in the models: it is present in many other as|»eet.s of the opera 
t'¡«»if of the models. 

Tin .lihijihst r<prem ntation of n,saura ih »tint« 

Resource elements have been defined and discussed in detail in Part I 
of this publication. In models 1 to 3, résonne elements an* included 
in the simplest possible manner with completely specified fixed and vari 
able resource requirements. The procedure avoids the connexions with 
semiquantitative programming data und the local adaptation of resource 
elements (the selection of an optimal machine park, the adoption of a 
proper degree of mechanization and automation in response to varying 
capital/labour prices and the adaptation of the technology of production 
to a specific product assortment). The form cf models I to 3 provides an 
orderly sequence of presentation, as there are so many complexities 
operating simultaneously that cannot be crammed into a single model that 
would still preserve some degree of overview of the problem. 

In model 1, resource elements remain implicit : the cost of production 
for each product is presented in fixed and variable parts. All costs that 
can be referred to resource elements are already included in the variable 
,/arte of the dollar totals, thereby abstracting from all indivisibilities in 
resource-element  investments.  In  model 2,  the  costs  associated with 
maintaining capacities of specific resource elements are divided into 
physical input flows for labour and materials and into total capital 
requirements. Application of specific flow prices to the former and a 
capital charge to the latter converts them into yearly money costs. All 
of the costs are expressed on the basis of a unit of resource-element 
capacity which is being maintained and are assumed to be fully pro 
portional to the total resource-element capacity; the postulate of com 
plete divisibility (no lumpiness and no economies of scale) is still main- 
tained for all resource elements. In addition, the machine park of a 
resource element (machine tools, hoists, furnaces and the like) and the 
required buildings are not itemized in the models. All individual capital 
goods and other capital assets are expressed in monetary values only. A 
generalization at a later stage will be required to take into account that 
eapital goods required for future production lead to an earlier demand 
for metalworking products. (A lathe is an output of the machine-tools 
branch of the metalworking industry.) Implicit in the pricing process is 
the assumption of exogenously given prices for evaluating the invest 
ment requirements prior to the solution of the model, yet some of the 
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Kil 

;i'
,','ir*t' '"•'"'" m ",";U"M ¡" <>>" »..KW talï a„,l emerge ,,„|v ,,,,.,. 

I IM- programming problem j» solved. Thim the solid inn ,„„„, ' • 
»...«* Wh«,. «on,„„uti„K „,, „„„,,,. 'n,i:\:;;:;;,'; :;;,:;;;:;::';;;• 
i» ;•..* problem d.scusscd „bove „,,d can be „„,„„,,, ,„,:,,' 
.•>.,,natos oi the anticipated price» in f„n„„l„ti„K ,h<. ,„.,     ",'     "' ' 
n use,  ... an .„-native fashion „(„,. tlu, so|uli,m £        ¿" "'»   « 
•lesircd to make the pricing process end,,,•,,,.,, „Il ,,,„ „  ',',.' 

' 'H'""   •»'"<   >'»«'  to   be itemised indlvH«.llv' Iml'taL'^ -poetically in „ muitiperiod model, «alaiuetl 

In model S the assumption of perfect divisibility of resource-element 
-l.ae.ty ,s superseded by the more realistic assumption th te«m mi"! 
"I seale exist ,„ regard to sueh capacity. The economies of calethe 
"»Hin« of a stat.c model of a single period do not refer to tne ac v 
"I •.struot,„g or expanding resource elements but only ,0 ,h     , a, 

in. nt capacities. Therefore total investments in the process fuciliti,.« 
..I the me alworking industries (and thus the yearly oaZl e<*ITZ 
•dated to the ,„e of these facilities (the total capacity of? lét , iï Ó 
¡•y nieatis of a reLtionship of constant, less-tL-unitary Stlclty of 

„.„«.„. *'./*'.=(-s,;s,)<, oSfSi, 

A", and tf.are the total investments in proceas facilities (peaouree- 
element capacity) at two different si«es (capacities) 

'SX«eItVtnZrPOnding —"»•*—' -I-Í*. »"<* ' 'he 
The relationship is shown in figure 17 in natural and in logarithmic- 

'vM^^ïlÎ^^t?!"- m-r3"' ",] There h 1«»»*tive menee ota genera trend toward lower unit cost* in larger metalworkin„ 

^^2*7* T •* ra [l5] «"a «*Ä torm given for a single kind of metalworking facility (ict entrine 

-I« cified, the programming prob|em ¡, fe mc| d ^ «Y 

approxTmaA ¿ÎA3S ta mln
C08t tí"* 8ingle '"""' 

nóshA A\ if* *?6 " an ,nteger Variable In both «** it is further 
» s ulated that the relationship represent^ economies of «cale Z   ot 

« I.d at some praet.cal maximal «iZe (capacity). If the total came tv 

;SreTnht8 eXCMd thi\limit'there mU8t be a auplictlan^o prZ ^ 
he „"Itr   7 ,8 handled by 8etting the ^P^meter (f¿ exam   e 

the mteneotion of row 28 and column 23 in model 3) at the maximal 
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capacity of a sinjle facility. If approximation by three linear segment, 
is desired, the variable xtn that represents the resource-element capacity 
requirement must be divided into three new variables, for example .iv,\ 
a-„y- and J-ï3

:î
: each variable represents a marginal amount of capachv 

with corresponding marginal investment requirements of x,1, x,2 and *'< 
which decrease in this order. Total investment equals «,' JC^A K{

1
 xth- ' 

x3, .r25
3. The capacity limit 7, must be divided into three eorrespondiii._< 

parts */,», i7,i and f/,:t (see tigure IS); two integer variables xu
l and r,," 

are needed. The following relationships must hold in order to ensure that 
the marginal amounts of investment are incurred in the proper sequent 

9xx 
• X., 

r„ 
¿5 

in3 >X U 

Thus four separate inequalities involving two integer variables are required 
to represent this approximation: after complementation by a surplus 
variable, each inequality enters the model and the four inequalities jointly 
replace the single tie-in constraint  between xta and xB4 in model» 
(rowjáS). 

(a) Copttannvwtomn» 
m mourat «tofwil 

Kww lUimnt 

tog S 

Figure 17. Anmmed capacity.investment relationship for resource elements 
(a) natural and (b) logarithmic scale units 

IB 
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la)     Cap« tnvwtmtm 
I in rtsourct tltrrwnl 

capacity rrdotaiowi 

<M    Capital kwtatmnt 
1 jnivMwttitemmt 

H_ „-- 

^iSf 

¡wnssr 

A^u^freSTattt r?70Ìng 00MtraÌntS " '^forward.' 

MUSI operate at a capacity between OC and OD ísee ñanr» is\   T- 1Î 
absence of sequencing constraint«  -,  3 / TVu       .    g^  8)l la the 

«•oat « 3) wolllJ np    f ^nstra nts, a:,,» (wbjch has the lowest marginal 

(w  h ño fixeS^rjofeat T% "ST* ***** * thÍ8 m-^aC 
«•n* Th«? y klnd); the Proced«re is contrary to common s< 
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The first segment is incurred twice, the second segment in the required 
amount between one and two times and the third segment once in accorri 
ance with natural sequencing. 

5. THE CHOKE BETWEEN DOMESTIC PROIHCTIOX AND 

IMPORTS WITH FIXED COSTS 

In the simplest case presented by model 1, the initial foreign-exehan.r,. 
constraint of row 9 is relaxed and replaced bv the inclusion of the foreign 
exchange cost in the objective function at an exogenouslv given foreign 
exchange rate. Thus the objective becomes the minimization of total 
money cost including the cost explicitly represented in row lo and the 
domestic-currency equivalent of foreign-exchange inputs»« appearing 
m row 9. *r        ^ 

Given these assumptions, the alternatives of domestic production 
and imports can be individually considered for each product ,n the 
branch represented by model 1. In particular, the full production cost 
including fixed cost and the variable cost at the level of total demand 
must be compared with the import price m for each individual product 

Figure 19 shows that the choice between domestic production and 
imports is dependent on the level of total demand if domestic production 
costs and import prices are taken as given. If total demand is at the 
level OA, imports will be preferred; if it is at (*\ domestic production 
will be preferred. At OB the two alternatives are equivalent. If the list«! 
product is marketed only to exogenous demand (it w not used as an input 
m any other production in the model), and if it has no input* of other 
hsted products, the conclusion for this product in isolation is immediate 
Often however, the above restrictions are not valid, especially if several 
branches are considered simultaneously, and they thereby increase the 
importance of intermediate transactions in the model. In such caaes tt 
is still possible to arrive at certain conclusions before referring back t.. 
íormal integer programming solutions. 

Figure 20 represents the choice between domestic production and 
importe for the entire branch when the simplifying restrictions are valid 
The listed products of the branch are given in the order of their domasti« 
production costs per unit import value; production cost is shown at the 
scale of exogenously given demand for each product. The costs art- 
average costs at the latter scale. The hyperbolically falling trend of 
average costs (see figure 19) for each product is not shown in figure Sti- 
lt is replaced by a straight line drawn at the level of average costs at the 
stated scale.  The horizontal  axis measures  the  cumulative foreign 

it » reo^eî'anXt0genOUB f°reignf,xchHn^ 8"PPly * *"> not affect the solution, «in,, 
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fimm Í9. Dom*** production co* and import co* of listed product* 

lau pro*** 
EXCHANGE 
VftlUE «sa •»*> 

Figure 20. Profile of domestic production cost, per unü import value for a given 
branch, including extrapolated products 
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••xchaiiKo value of exogenous demand. 'IV I«-nKth of each step iti the urani 
represents the foreign-exchange value of exogen,,,,, demand fo, the liste,' 
product   Thus th» distali«. (»A  represent, the total  foreign-excham,'. 
value of demands Éur all listed products in the hraneh measured at imma 
pnces,  wide   the   distanee  AH   represents  the  total   fore*,, exchan-c 
value oí demands tor extrapolated products (the remaining products in 
he branch) measured at import priées. The distanee Oli would be the 

total foreign-oxchange expenditure if the demand in the branch wer, 
supplied entirely from imports with no domestic production at all  Note 
th:.t the extrapolated products generally represent the most specialized 
and bwest-senaIity products in each branch, which in the developing 
count«» are likely to be almost entirely imported. Moreover, in statistical 
sources, sueh products will almost never appear as individual items but 
rather as a residual (for example, "other machine tools"). Thus the total 
toreign-exehange value at import prices (total import value) is a con- 
venient representation of these products in the aggregate. 

In figure 20 average costs are measured in national currency thev 
are standardized by reduction to a unit of import value. For example if 
an elect• motor eosts 2(H) peso« to manufacture domestically,»» weighs 
2, kg: and can be imported for £ KM), then the domestic manufacturing 

¿ ?f"lÄ T Va,Ue- When the foreign-^hange rate is 
at the level OG, he production-cost profile of the branch immediately 
indicates the products which are cheaper to produce domestically and 
hose which are cheaper to import. If the foreign-exchange rate changes 

a h.gher leve more products become attractive for domestic produc 
tion In fact, all listed products and about one-half of the extrapolated 
products (measured at import value) should now be produced domestically 

nrlCrT   qUeStUm °f L
hOW t0 derÌVe the Part of th* Production-cost 

profile that represents the extrapolated products without the (almost 
nipossible)   techmeme of listing  and   analysing them   individuali^ I 

discussed m chapter 0. 

Figure 20 illustrates a related but somewhat more difficult problem 
Assume that the foreign-exchange rate is not given but is an endogenous 
variable of the system and that instead the branch is provided with a 
ore.gn-exchange allocation: how is the choice between domestic produc 

m°rln     T•tH TV *.° hV ,mdprt«k•? It can be assumed that the 

sunilai to the well-known mathematical 'knapsack" problem'"* and can 

^Z^:^m,il,,N a "!,,io,m ' ",,m,n,-v m* *nti ^ — » <* •« «»«• »««•• •» 
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^^^^rtiT^^ti tra •—-• - 
.¡on CB coincide» with a step • W in the' JÍ,fi|ÍTf "X<:hSnge a"°1"1 

•osta, and thus the solution is exact T¿    P "f domesfac production 
rate can be anywhere„the S. nfe

ir
re8p°nd"lg f°"%n «change 

I—, no suoj coi^«^ Ä r^ÄIT' ? 
« »tep over lte boriata, 8tretch> th„ d ^olctíon J theI 
»ponding product must be at a scale that is less thlTZ°f » "*"*" 
demand, and the level of average costa wí rit? " ""S8"0"8 

*ERA0EC05T 

VALUE OF DEMANO 

Ik) ?mmt Cmf 

nDÄEWN DÍCHANOE 
VALUE OF OEMANO 
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error which might ht' committed. Figure 21 is a numerical illustration of 
the kind of error that can occur. With a foreign-exchange allocation (I! 
of six units, the approximate solution is to produce products (."») and (4) 
at full scale and product (3) at a reduced scale of two units. If the average 
coát of product (!{) did not increase, the total production cost for the 
three products (the area, under the average-cost protile) v ould be nine 
units; with the indicated rise J)EF(i in figure 21, the total cost is twelve 
units. Thus, in this case, nine units give a lower bound on the current 
optimal solution and the twelve units an upper one. The selection of 
products (5), (4) and (2) for domestic production at full scale shows that 
the latter solution is not optimal because these products jointly provide 
just enough domestic production to meet the foreign-exchange limit, and 
their total production cost is only eleven units, which is the optimal 
solution. In figure 21 the shaded area DKF(i represents the cost increase 
over the lower bound caused by the rise of average costs at a reduced 
production scale of product (3). This cost increase of three units is a 
bound on the possible error. The area HJKL represents the cost increase 
over the lower bound that occurs when the production of product (2) 
at full scale is substituted for the production of product (3) at it¿ original 
average cost, which defines the lower bound. A comparison of HJKL 
with DKFCÍ shows that the former is only two units; thus the corre 
sponding solution is better than the solution obtained by the approximat 
ing procedure. 

Figure 21 shows that the role of the foreign-exchange rate as a guide 
to resource allocation is compromised in both solutions. If the approxinia 
tion is used, the exchange rate rises to 4.5 units; at this level it directs 
the inclusion of product (2) in domestic production. If the latter is included. 
the foreign-exchange rate drops to four units, and the production of 
product (3) is discontinued. However, at this exchange rate, the produe 
tion of product (3) at its full scale (average cost- 3) appears attractive. 
In a decentralized, decision-making situation, the production will be 
continued even though this leaves a large foreign-exchange slack and 
raises total production costs to eighteen units. Specific quantitative con 
trois must be introduced in both solutions. In the approximate solution, 
it is necessary to restrict the production scale of product (3) to two units; 
there is no production of product (4). In the optimal solution, product (3) 
should not be produced at all. None the less, the exchange rate still offers 
a valid guide for products (1), (2) and (»). If the problem was enlarged 
by extending the cost profile upward and downward by a number of 
additional steps, the exchange rate could reliably control the majority 
of decisions with the exception of products (3) or (4), which would sti!1 

require quantitative controls. 

To determine the effect of intermediate inputs of listed products 
into each other requires knowledge of the choice between domestic 
production and imports at a given foreign-exchange rate. The problems 
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arc how to pnce mtermediate inputs a..d how to determine the market 
.•xp«n»,„n lor »s„e„ product due to intermediate »ales. Inplof o he 
Med products into a given listed produet ean be accounted fa .kl 
pnces. Ihe procedure, places an upper limit on production eosts s n•^ 
.he programmin« models no product will be produced domcst'icX a 
,»t levels that exceed import prices. The cost compare, can be nad, 
a    he level of exogenous demand, which cannot be lowTthJ the "eve 
ol tota  (including mtermediate) demand. Under these condoms anv 

ïïZSSSïZSZî•**
for *—• — -äS 

«A* aSr: 5? ffl^ fate ^„ï 
extrapolated products. The maximum production scale.fordomestic 
produco« activity is assumed to be lower than 100; thus /7is ITO fa 
all products. In the approximation computations, howev„r, t I always 

dema.rf  TZ T ^"^.^J -•** «P-«. the known or è2 
demand. Thus average cost is yd, where d is initially the exogenous 
demand Jhe values of all intermediate inputs are given at import S 
Under these conditions, only production activity (2) atta• aTomS 
production-cost estimate that is below import eost; namely   4 0^ 
compared w.th a. Thus produet (2) will be domestically produced 

Products that fail to meet the above test can still meet the import- 
.«* Ime ,f either their average variable costs are sufficiently reducTov 
a conn ,„g for mtermediate inputs at lower domestic p^Juctíon^x>I 
ather• than at import costs, or if their seriality is sufficiently increÏÏed 

by sellmg to other production lines. The adjustments can b* pTrfor3ta 
;ombmatlon , 8tep8 unti, no further f r~l 

i   erld   ,n"'Ue \" taWe " there "" tW° «fl»*»«* -ei". In tanT^S mtermediate mputs are repriced to allow for a decrease of the cost of 

Ä     t«T \Vf T* WhÍCh reduCe8 the P"*"^ -  ° 
namely 3^47 as compared with 3.50. The production cost of product (4 

» xt'ste^Ä "2"fCÍently to meet the ""P°rt-P»» " »h 
M ÍAÍV d,ate JnpUt "«J»i»»«<» of both products (1) and 

,r Z¿d      to."*«*•• demands, and intermediate inputs are valued 
»LoïcHor!"fP""» •»* The result is that the estimates of 
rote  meT?h        P^"018..'3! "« W deoroase, but since neither 

product meets the •mport-cost line, the adjustment process ends. 

oro^r^'T' thi" iS n0t nccessarily »he final solution, for several 
rodueto m combmatmn may provide an advantage for domestic produc- 

en. This occurs when the intermediate markets permit the expansion 
••I production sufficiently to reduce the costs of the intermediate inputs 

, Z. S\"nP<     P7CC8 and' at th" Same time' owin« to the cost saving» 
hie* ed by using lower-cost intermediate input«, to reduce the prices 

"I the rcsultmg products below the import prices (a condition for the 
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creation of the postulated intermediate markets), lTnless the interrelations 
between products are sparse, the number of possible combinations will 
be too large for consideration without formal integer programming 
techniques. The programming problem can be greatly furthered through 
a preliminary selection of obvious domestic production possibilities. The 
corresponding import activities can then be eliminated and the fixed costs 
of domestic production made exogenous in the tie-in constraints to 
reduce the number of integer variables. In the problem presented in 
table 12, after the decision that products (1) and (2) will be domestically 
produced, th • only remaining combination is the simultaneous production 
of produits li) and (4). since the third step of calculations excludes both 
of these from being added singly. Table 121) shows the results of a 
HimultiineoiiK solution for the domestic production of all four listed 
product«. The resulting domestic production cost for each product is 
now below the import price.106 

One feature of the computations calls attention to the nature of 
pricing in the presence of tixed costs. The obvious procedure of adding 
average fixed costs to variable production costs for each production 
activity has been followed. However, it is not necessarily in formal 
accord with the specification of the model in linear programming format. 
Jn the latter format (see model I ) the fraction 1 //w of fixed costs is added 
to the variable costs;,0fl this equals the average fixed cost only if the 
solution value of the scale x of the corresponding variable-cost activity 
coincides with the pre set value of the parameter/v. Such a coincidence 
can IK- achi ved by hindsight if the /w parameters (all of which are 100 
in table 12) are re set to 20. 21, 14 and 40, respectively, which are the 
production scales in the simultaneous solution. If this is not done and the 
model is solved by integer programming with the original fkj parameters, 
the production scales will be the same and all fixed costs will be incurred 
as required, but the quite different price solution will not have the simple 
resource-allocating functions ascribed to prices in linear (and generally, 
in convex) models.107 

»•» A similar numerical model of fixed-cost interaction in the iron and steel 
industry baaed on Latin-American data ha« been discussed in reference [73]. 

1M If a product is actually produced, the priée-variable calculated for the 
fixed-cost tie-in row will e«|»al »he fixed cost itself; this price will then enter the 
value balance ol the» variable-cost activity. 

'•» With the/fc, parameter« tv set by hindsight, the linear programming model 
will achieve an optimal solution it. «huh all fixed-cost incurrence activities appear 
with integer (unit) scales without any special mathematical devices to exclude 
fractional values. Otherwise fractional soluti«,-. ..„„t („. progressively eliminated 
by introducing new constraints (sec-,vieren«,. |4I»|, chapter 2H). Kach new constraint 
introduces a new price variable into th,. solution ; these variables are ambiguous 
Iron i ih«- point ol view of resource allocation. |74| 

( 
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Hie fol owing question now arise,: I« it possible or „«.ful to recur 
<> the simple analysis of the production-cost for a branch (a   shown 

hgure 20) ,„ the presence of intermediate inputs í The pm   LT an w 
depends on the degree of interconnexion between the  ,rod    ts Tn ti é 
metalworkmg sector, the interconnexions are known to be v" fow TÍ 

majority of metalworking products are not required in the proh.et on 
of most other metalworking products, with a few H,^?C oT^rtÍT 
Nem^abr.cates thus form a chain in which the linkage is highlv 1S 

may be used m more than one machine, but it will not be „«I „ "fi tne 
other thousands of metalworking products. Some produis are much 
more widely used, such as nuts, bolts, bearings and eC motors Zt 
wide distnbution is advantageous; their requirements canCtTated to 
aggregate levels of branches in the sector rather than i^tk'g them 
individually to specific products. Thus the input requirement "f many 
me alworking products can be costed out on the Lis o reaLnaWe 
preliminary guesses about the choice between production andTZrt 
which can be confirmed or corrected in a second step of calculltioir 

in thLheamhiïï llTl trUCtingi V•*»«•-•* Profile for each branch 
s thus a highly useful pragmatic approximation that can relieve the 

fZÎ w^famtng m0de,S {t0m a Iarge P*rt °f ** ^etaild ^utio" There will be only comparatively few cases in which large interactions 
between specific products will be sufficiently evident to suggèstlhe „m 
or a simultaneous solution; these parts of the total problem can^e 

«mport^roduction choice has been effected by the latter means, the 
production-cost profile of each branch can still be traced for pTp^es of 
foreign-exchange allocation (if required) or for a braÄ^nch 
consideration of extrapolated products. J 

0. SPECIFICATION OF PBOORAMMINO MODKLS 

Extrapolated product* 

The extrapolated products of a branch are shown in figure 20   \n 

SSnST    yK   g   foreTexcha»«e rate (or low foreign-exchange alloca- 
ne H nlrf ,mf:b8tÍtUtÍOn iu the bra»ch ***** the individually 
«tedproduct* and will cut into the extrapolated range AB. ff (and thil 

m Ì1     7    Ç°mÌ       trend 0f d0me8tÍC Produ^<>» «"ta ,>er unit of 

lH)ss,ble to identify the desirable extent of import substitution  Ali 
moreover, ,f there is a foreign-exchange allocation (rather than « fixed 
•ate) the now variable foreign-exchange rate can be determined. 

inclusion of the continuous cost trend represented b\ the curve .1FK 
m  the  models   would   transform  them  into  non linear  programming 
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models. There an- several convenient method« for their solution (provided 
they are still eoi. vex as in the present ease). For purposes of presentation 
(and often tor computational purposes as well) it is just as satisfactory 
to approximate the curve .IKK  by a step function (not shown)   The 
closeness of the tit can  he adjusted to the requirements of precision 
imposed on the model. In model I, the approximation involve« just four 
steps. Formally, the cost protile for the branch is then transformed into 
a step function along its entire length ; the steps, however, have a different 
meaning m the Hated-product range than in the extrapolated range  Jn 
the latter they play the role of "virtual" products whose number, cost 
level and step length ('demand') can be adjusted to the requirements 
of an acceptable fit: in the former, they are specific individual products 
with given levels of demand. 

How may the extrapolated part of the cost profile JFK be derived » 
It will be possible to list individually those products in a branch that 
are predominant in production or imports. A sharp asymmetry is assumed 
m the frequency distribution of the individual products: if a branch 
contains f,,000 products, the first 100 ^r 2 per cent) of the products 
might represent HO to 70 per cent of the total demand. The total demand 
« expressed at import values in the form of total foreign-exchange 
requirements ,„ figure 20. If the first 200 individual product* are listi 
they might cover some 8T, to 00 per cent of the demand in the branch.»« 

The cost trend of the listed products is assumed to be rising for two 

5Î37 Tí FÍr8í' aS addÌtÌOnttl "P~Wi«d products are con- 
sidered for production their seriality will be correspondingly lower 
thereby raising their d- ...„tic production costs per unit of physical 
output (per to«) Nevertheless, this by itself would not be suffi eie« to 
give a rising cost trend (as plotted) per unit of import value if import 

frPZ^nt:La,8° r°T «Î^P^NIy. It «.. hoover, a reason^ 
supposition that import prices will not rise to the same extent, for in 
most developing count•* the domestic demand for each product w 
be considerably less than the output of typical units that produce fo 
the world market. Thus, while there is a «erialitv decrease bSh uTthe 
domestic market and in the world market, the decrease * Ikely tot 

tTeltÌT" milT' °n,y the ***** -^rialized coUrie! 
«ill. f T ¿* Kenera,IMt>°n- Second, as a product becomes more 
ESTi"? "'I 8°Ph,8t,Cated' * ««»>"«« » larger proportion of highen 
g *de technical production skills. They are assumed lo bVproportionatelv 
higher pneed m a developing country than in the indus rial areas thai 
serve the world market. For both of these reasons domestic pro ,0 ion 
costs ean be expected to rise more sharply than import price H^ 
the cost profile of a branch plotted on the basis of unit import value wul 

»" A pilot study m has confirmed this demand for the electric-mo,,,,, branch. 
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££X%."this riso can be --"d * «**« .««i«*. i« 

individually and ordeJi r„rd¡•t? V!""e "r,"'"0t" »re list-' 
unit of import value ¡he,-¿„ T       ,nciCM,nK Production co„ts ,„ 
producta which ar m, ttel rti'o,r8,'n ? ""''T' thHt ,he r•«¡4 
approximate!,, the ton!^"/j * T ft"?"" "m' wi" ""«"^ 
proHle. (ïhi8 can, of course beTuhr.?^ "f ,'°l"t J "" *** «»* 
of individual caj- UU mo• dfÄ' "T•8' tati"« "> • »«-»I« 
trend at other poil in   hfeTtra•l». T* "'" chttnKß of *" 
turn upward» sharply ä8 MU icTtim, T"¿ }" "K"r" * ,h" tr•' 
The tendency is baaed on   h " '"" subrt|t"ti"n is approached 

rr^Stìyt ar if ^5 
l.e possible to arrive at a rea^ahl. t . V, T" 'nStanc<'¡t """»'Id 
oí production co,^„7*3"*^*'^ °í the "^ of "'"-"""«<» 
•ange by relying ^^S^^T^ T^ 
enterprise manage« and other p-JSS^^STT^. ' mm' 
and in close contact with current nZllr T e local «'•°m.v 
Ubile this admittedly £^XW^^!^^ «T 
"f judgement and intuition (from which formal^» 1     . n>al"' 

•he break WJ^Í „?" *"d '•*!»*»• '» -n.v even, 

range is entered; in 'ZtlZZiì•. tht ï££ "»"*!« 
can be made to exnanH ••„    •    i w"    ,/      18 not the ease an effort 

- «Ke .-sxar of ä? 
ii8toi "-• 

••«ur», this doe, not St ,r,     .       ,    ?V 'ÌXedco8t activi,V. Of 
-«to; on the »ntrarv   hi H    ^«Hated products have no Hxed 
urn, often doZu•,^ 'h,,h fi, r     1° !""drtÌOn C08t8 fOT "«i^Wu»! 
i^ntia, X^Ä-Äinr/ ,h: 
val- « «tdl^nt^^ w^

UCti?n'T •" Unit ""* «lotormiiipH »»• • • i J    m, «,n«»nt with unit hxed costs at the level 

Z^Z^U^r*   Vïe item- Th* *-**» « whether, 
'. «t 1 ä*;t;;; ; ; t

available domand ,ir »* *« i*-*«» triti, tk        H"•. '" tne »"J »hort step assocated with each item i,„,t 
»"». the approx.mating step function), ^-than-fulltlie ^Xta 

»• » nLVw';,^,it,z'"l,rui",me''t"in •brsn'"' " »° « 
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(as in the range OA) need not be considered. Thus fixed costs are merged 
with variable costs over the entire stretch JFK: when this stretch is 
approximated by a rough step function, the approximating steps no 
longer require n'xed-eost tie-ins. 

In model 3 the balancing of limited resource-element capacities 
makes it necessary to estimate resource-element use by the extrapolated 
products. The same problem occurs in model 2, but there it can be 
treated by assigning a direct money cost to resource-element capacity 
use, since by assumption such capacity can be provided in the model in 
any fractional amount. This is not the case in model 3, where the demand 
for certain capacities generated in the extrapolated range of a number of 
branches, if ignored, might seriously affect the resource-element capacity 
balances. All of the problems that have been mentioned in connexion 
with the extrapolation of money costs will be present to an even greater 
extent when requirements for individual resource-element capacities and 
direct material inputs are extrapolated. It is probably best to omit this 
problem in deriving a tentative solution, which will then call attention to 
the resource-element capacities for which an accurate estimate is essential. 
In a second step, maximum effort can be concentrated on improving the 
accuracy of the corresponding estimates, and a new solution will accord- 
ingly incorporate an allowance for the capacities used by extrapolated 
products. 

Organizational resource elements 

A very important oversimplification in all three models is the omis- 
sion of organizational resource elements. They include engineers, techni- 
cians, administrators and market specialists that perform the engineering, 
design, marketing, research and development, planning and administrative 
functions in individual enterprises and branches of the sector, or in the 
sector as a whole. The exact location of some of the functions is somewhat 
ambiguous. In every country, even in those with the strongest commit- 
ment to a market economy, there are important research functions that 
are supported by resources in the public domain that benefit many 
industrial enterprises. For example, in the United States, the Bureau of 
Mines of the Department of the Interior is engaged in industrial research 
and development work. Many kinds of public support are channelled to 
the universities, which are prime sources of fundamental technological 
advances. Many of the above functions, on the other hand, are located 
in individual enterprises. 

A group of skilled technicians must form a "critical mass" of a certain 
size and diversity before the functions can be properly discharged. For 
example, the production of agricultural machinery demands technical 
competence in the operation of a variety of productive processes, adequate 
research and design skills and contact with markets and sales channels. 
There is some flexibility in the requirements; for example, design skills 
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can be replaced by reliance on the licensed production of forchm ,in 
and the group of „kill* a« a whole can be BCX       !        ^    •  T*' 
toward meeting world market standard! .* AT ip!"" 
subs ,tut,o„ goals. The size of the group, however, is mor     r  e ." 
pendent of output up to a fairly large total volume and (, nnôt bi s       , 

The simplest way of including these functions in the model is to treat 
them analogously to resource elements that serve spec 2d *r< , f 
production actives. Thus a unique organizational res ourcedent' •v 

be assocated with each branch so that every activity of the^*"£ 
on the capacity of the resource element. The critical-mass as^ct can L 
readily represented by providing for large *M*-ie^Z^Zt£ 
to the capacity-maintenance activities for the resource elemente  Tht 

äs:«^:c2r,mum capacíty in the—^ - 
Rows8 and 9 of model 3 can be re-interpreted as organisational 

resource elements associated with the two branches. If roT• te 

the organizational resource element associated with the first brachen 
the entries ,n row 8 between columns 12 and 22 a« dropped wto¿X 

co,«!« r r„d trd witdh *zr? branch' ^ * ¿¡Sä 
Levant  !nd .H "Î     ^   DireCt  material inPute •* b««e 
ZZÏ? * f>u 8 m r0W I0 are likewi8e dipped, dt i« now 
rPadlthian i^ir r rf

phy8ic8i-prow8in« •«»*¿z 
elemeñ s would K^T^' °f TT*' the «^»¡^¡onal resource elements would be added to the model rather than replacing existing 
phy^cal-processing resource elements.) Columns 25 and «S^tì! 
fixed resource mpute. Among them, capital will now play7Zre 8ub 
ordinate role (associated with such items as typewrit! or coTp^tl) 
and t^e principal entries will be new coefficiente in more detailed kbour 

aZc tint ÏI Xed 11bOUr,re80Ulee8 "P"«1* the critical-mass aspect. In an extreme example, where a technical group of a given size 
with no expansion at all can service any volume of production fa Z 

Äa^ES* "uf* a" •>»•^••<* coefficients! 
TOZ£ £^ V VambleC08t activities for opacity maintenance) 
»t mav L       in ^T""? roW8 " to 15- In a ,e88 extr•e i»»«tration 
Lunyw^hTm ,that ^ Wi" be 80me eXPftn8ion of the ***nical group with the volume of production in the branch; thus the same 
coefficients are somewhat larger than zero. In both case« 9i represents 
the capacity hmitof the technical group serving branch /: beyond this 
eTJl\A 

te
A
chn,fJ «rouP mu«t be duplicated rather than being further 

expanded All of these aspects are simple extensions of the behaviour of 
ordinary physical-processing resource elements. 
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It is not ne« «essa ry to tie technical gr«>upa to individual branch«'». 
Some may IH- tit»«l to groupings ìVHS comprehensive than a branch; other« 
may connect .several branches The principiti« involved are not affecte«! 
by these pragmatic variations 

Discontinuity >ind fmUmck in thr modttê 

A crucial programming (trincipic concern» economie« of »cale and 
indivisibilities, it is the principle of minimum unavoidable discon- 
tinuity:110 namely, that no variable in a model or in a programming 
procedure should l>e treated as a discontinuous (indivisible, integer) 
variable unies* the estimated error in treating it as a rounded continuous 
variable exceeds the permissible error limit. 

This principle is justified on three grounds. The moat obvious, but not 
necessarily the moat imjtortant one, is the computing aspect. Integer 
variables impone disproportionate burdens on computing facilities. It is 
not difficult to tind relatively «mall problems (with about 50 integer 
variables) that will run for hundreds of hours *m the largest available 
computers without arriving at a precise optimal solution. Since most of 
the data included in programming models as parameters are subject to 
considerable errors of their own, it is senseless to expect solutions in 
integers when solution« that are no worse in terms of over all reliability 
can be arrived at with greatly reduced effort. 

The second and more fundamental reason is connected to price 
mechanism and decentralization. Forced integer solutions (in which 
certain variables are forced by special mathematical devices to assume 
integer values) generally ruin the simple resource-allocating functions of 
a price system. Even after such solutions ire obtained, it is not possible 
to define prices that will effectively decentralize all detailed decisions 
without relying on specific quantitative controls that will limit the options 
open to the decision units. The more variables can be treated as con- 
tinuous, the fewer will be the instances in which quantitative controls 
must play a key role. 

The final reason is related to the specification of programming models 
and follows from the discussion «if the role of prices in the models. It 
has become clear while discussing the detailed operation of the models 
that many aspects of reality can best be approximated by trial and-error 
solutions. There are many feedbacks bt*tw«>en the variables and the 
parameters of the models that could be made endogenous (modelled 
explicitly) only at the cost of introducing intolerable complications into 
the models that would make them almost impossible to compute and 

110 Such a principle is implicit in reference [521, 
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very difficult to understand. Many practical planner, prefer to use models 
that <-an he understood fron, a common senne basis. The trial -and error 
approaches depend on preliminary guesses concerni,!, the solutions of 
»he model*. I he .„esses which are built ¡„to the specifications of the 
models prior to the solution almost always involve prices It is „f the 
neatest importance to safeguard (in so far as possible) the role „f prices 
• n the model, «.ven when there is added error, rather than to disorganize 
the Himplo resource-allocating functions of a price system hv insistine on 
precise combinatorial solutions. * ' * 

The principle fo translated into practice by treating as many as 
possible fixed cost incurrence scales as continuous variables. In regard 
to the production of listed products, the effect of the procedure is to 
reduce average costs to level steps, such as those shown in the cost profile 
of figure 20,  which  distribute fixed costs over the largest estimated 
production  scales.   The  procedure  permits the  required  capacity  of 
.-esouree dement« to be provided as well as skilled technical groups that 
can be treated as ' organizational" resource elements. Thus, early in the 
practical definition of the models, trial solutions should approximately 
segregate the fixed costs that will be treated as continuously divisible 
variables from those for which this would result in excessive error   4s 
error estimates are possible only for the model as a whole, this must be 
done largely on a common-sense, pragmatic basis bv comparing solutions 
that are optimized in the presence of insufficient restrictions,»' (and thus 
contain fractional values for inherently integer variables) with other 
solutions that observe all constraints including those of integrality but 
that are not necessarily fully optimal."» The difference between  the 
bounds is an estimate of the overall error. No recognized method exists 
for estimating errors due to individual variables that are treated as 
continuous even though they are inherently of the integer kind; thus the 
reduction of the over-all error to tolerable limits bv a skilful selection of 
those variables that are actually treated as integer variables involves a 
considerable exercise of judgement and skill.  The derivation of the 
multiplicity of trial solutions involved in such a procedure is greatlv 
aided by a high-speed computer. 

Technically, such solutions arc termed m "dual-feasible". Linear program- 
uiing militions to integer programming models arc always of this kind, as are 
solutions obtained by certain integer programming algorithms (the Oomory cutting, 
plane or nll-mteger methods) [75] when these algorithms are interrupted before 
they reach the optimal solution. Since the latter converge rapidly near the optimal 
solution and slow down more mid more the closer they get to it, they are particularly 
well suited to refining the bound on the possible error. 

m Rounded fractional solutions are always of this kind. Them aro also other 
algorithms for identifying near-optimal solutions, for example, steepest -ascent 
methods modelled on convex programming, "branch-and-bound" methods banod 
on a clever narrowing of potential combinations and others f7fl]. 

i î 
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Tfu n sauro -<l< UH ut d> finition und tin tu nii<¡nantit«tire sttujc 

Thus far, tin- machine park and other characteristics of each resource 
element have been assumed to he exogenously given. However, the 
selection of the proper resource elements according to the development 
of n given country is a key aspect of the planning of the rnetalworking 
sector and should therefore he an integral part of the programming 
process. 

The detailed specification of resource elements connects the pro- 
gramming models to the earlier semiquantitative stage that served as 
preliminary orientation with regard to advantageous new lines of produc- 
tion and new productive facilities in the sector. [6J>] The task of specifying 
resource elements requires precise representations of the more general and 
comprehensive categories of processing facilities (resources) with which 
the semiquantitative stage is concerned. In particular, it is necessary to 
specify the weight and seriality ranges of workpieces that a resource 
element can handle, the typical assortments of output that it can produce 
and the features of local adaptation, such as the degree of mechanization, 
which depend on the comparative prices of labour and capital. Moreover, 
the machine park and the material, labour and other flow input require- 
ments of each resource element must be specified. 

At the semiquantitative stage, programming data are developed 
which associate individual listed products with inputs of intermediate 
commodities (subassemblies and components) and with the requirements 
of processing facilities stated in terms of the resources mentioned above. 
The available reserve capacities of the latter resources are then surveyed 
for a country, and clusters 0f promising new lines of production are 
selected by matching the reserve capacities of resources against the 
processing requirements of various products. If the capacities of proposed 
new facilities are added to the existing reserve capacities, then the result- 
ing clusters of products, whose production becomes advantageous with 
the investment in new facilities, can be used to judge the kind of capacity 
expansion that is likely to be of the greatest over-all benefit from the 
point of view of the sector of the economy. As some of the most immedi- 
ately useful empirical information concerning the rnetalworking sector 
is now available at the semiquantitative level, it is essential to connect 
the model-building stage to the preceding semiquantitative stage. 

Each resource (casting, forging, heat treatment and the like) of the 
semiquantitative stage will generally give rise to several resource elements 
in the model-building stage. Each corresponding resource element will 
be adjusted to some range of each key processing parameter (usually the 
weight of the workpiece and seriality). Civen these ranges, it is still 
necessary to specify the degree of mechanization and the typical output 
assortment of a resource element before it is possible to proceed with its 
engineering design and w ith the specification of its machine park. Since 
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many partially overlapping; ranges of the key parameters are possible 
with many degrees of mechanization and many kinds of prod, et a", 
menta, it is clear that there eould be dozens, hundreds o   pernam   v   , 
thousands of meamngful variants of resouree elements associa   X t 
given semiquantitative resouree. If it is desired to keep the nam 
esouree Hements within reason, say to a total of perhaps loo   Ò   , 

then only a few major categories of resource elements can be associated 
with each resource, and the other variants must be supposed. The «„.'", 
« how to perform this selection most eliectiveh  without prejudging 
entire development of the sector. t J uugmg tn< 

fhaf £° i,,UStrate \h? Problems involved, consider a cluster of products 
lat rf?rgCd '""i the-min—titative stage as promising c up- 

dates for further consideration. Assume that the addition of medium- 
heavy f„rg;ng cap   H,. for handUng low t() mvdiam o* 
to he exiting light forging capacity would permit the domestic manu- 
facture of products in this cluster. At the semiquantitative stage W 
ever, these pre immary indications have not been translated into quanti- 
tative cost estimates, and the precise interrelations between vari s 
products and capacities have not yet been explored. 

One of the first tasks in model building is the specification of the 
kinds of resource element« that will appear in the model. Thus the 
immediate quest.on is how to proceed from the resources of the semi- 
quantitative stage to the required resource elements, since the choice of 
resource elements may prejudge issues related to the degree of capital/ 
abour intensity, local adaptation and the possibilities of being abreast of 

techno ogical change. Even if the kind of resource can be approximately 
characterized by weight class, seriality and product assortment, the 
precise machine park included in its design will still depend on the most 
frequently encountered product weights, the most characteristic length« 
of production runs and the nature of the particular products on which 
pnce pressure is strongest and for which top efficiency in production is 
most essential. * 

• nT,hoe P;?bIem8
j
0f resource-element specification are illustrated in 

table 13. Ihe candidate products suggested by the semiquantitative 
stage are represented here by just four items (A, 75 kg; B, 120 kg 
C, 200 kg; and D 350 kg). Although this is an exceedingly small number 
as compared with the dozens or even hundreds that might be contained 
in typical clusters, it will suffice to demonstrate several points. Among 
the various criteria of resource-element s^cification, the weight range 
of products handled by the "medium-heavy forge" has been singled out 
tor attention. It is assumed that, when this is the sole criterion there is 
a choice of three variant resource-element designs. Each has a specified 
machine park and flow-input pattern labelled RKS1 ... KFX't The 
corresponding assumed weight ranges of output are f,0 to 250 kg, 75 to 
3o0kg and 100 to 500 kg. The illustrative example contains all three 

13« 
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variants in a simplified model patterned mi model 3. It postulates that 
the alternative variants of reso nice elements are ¡neluded side by aide in 
a model of the usual kind. It is emphasized at the outset that this is not 
intended as tin« suggested operational approach to the problem; if it 
were, the models would »row in practice to a size that would deprive 
them of all usefulness. The purpose of the example is precisely to point 
out some available short-cuts. 

The model in table 13 A has been greatly simplified by including only 
variatile capacity inputs for listed products; moreover, variable costs for 
the resource element variants are set to zero and thus the latter are 
characterized by a single fixed cost that yields a specified capacity (in 
this case 6<>,ono effective machine hours i>er year for each of the three 
variant-resource elements). As usual these appear in the denominator of 
a fraction in the tie-in constraints (rows !» to 11) connecting the fixed-cost 
and variable-cost activities for each variant-resource element. Fixed costs 
are given in millions of dollars. Since the cluster of products contains 
candidates for domestic production, imports are omitted. The model is 
written with two alternative exogenous demands in columns 17A and 
17 B. Only one of these demands may be used in deriving a particular 
programme; the scale of the other must be set to zero. 

The scales of activities RFXl ... RFX3 (columns 14 to 16) are 
integer variables. The objective is the minimization of total dollar costs, 
which in this case consists entirely of fixed costs (row 5). 

In table 13B, the numerical example is dominated by the very large 
demand for product B in both exogenous demand structures.113 Working 
with the exogenous demand structure A, the 20,000 units of demand for 
product B can be translated into individual variant resource-element 
requirements which are calculated as 400,000, 300,000 and 60,000 hours 
respectively or (in fractions of total capacity) as 6.667, 5.000 and 1.000. 
Thus it would take 6.667 variant 1 resource elements to produce product B, 
5 variant 2 resource elements or just one variant 3 resource element. 
Comparing fixed costs, ihe total for resource-element variant 1 would be 
(6.667) (1.0) if fractional facilities could be built; in reality, however, the 
next larger integer number would have to be installed, that is, 7. Owing 
to the simplicity of interrelations in the model, similar calculations can 
be performed for each product resource-element variant combination 
independently of all the others. These are jummarized both for the 
fractional solutions that assume the resource-element variant scales to 
be continuously variable and for the rounded solutions in table 13 C. 

us Tho demand for product B eau be said to be large because the input 
requirements of product B are of tho same order as those of the other products; 
thus tho large numhor describing tho extent of demand is not counteracted by an 
unusually small product size (or value). 
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IX.-I 

bor exorno,,» demand „trueture A, the continuo,,,, »olution (wlrnh i, 
»nn.lv an u„dere»t,mateì ¡„ r,-.5, while the rounded „olut  ¿w 
Loan overeábate) „ „. Thu» the maxim,,,,, posible e,,,,r „tÍ2 

• a «>H per eent of  he U.WT, bound. For exogenous dc,„,,d »tr„,„u    B 
"L001? """ ""»«"m ¡M.ä) and the rounded solution (M, , ,     „„ 
off   a far more favourable error bound „f I,,", „nit, „r „bout I .„i  • 
of the continuous cost estimato. ' 

The optimal solution for exogenous demand A can be derived simplv 
•v  enumerating  all  plant  combinations  starting   with  single  «Ä 
esource-eement variant capacities of unity take» individually) up to 

hree p an s   where the sums of resource-element vanant capaciZ« 
e«,ual t » A). I here are three single plants, six double combinations and 
en triple combinations. (In table I3fi the optimal blutions are    dicati 

by a check mark.) Each of these can be rapidly checked to"r fy    tÏ 

demands of all four products. In this way the combination (I  2 3) 
emerges as the best one with a total fixed cost of «.5 unit, "* which is 

^2      y the °mi °f !) e8tÌmated by ^^ off tL ***** 
m•*De^MfÌng °n the 8VUCtUre and 8iEe °f dera*nd'the examPle ¿eraon- H rat* s that one particular resource-element variant among a number of 
<• osely related variant« can dominate to such an extent that it praetically 
.l.m.nates the other variants from further consideration. The seale of the 
resource-element variant can be treated as a continuous variable, for any 
error introduced by so doing will evidently be small. Resource-element 
variante 1 or 2 can be retained for producing product A, but if these are 
< nutted and product A is eliminated from further consideration, this is 
probably just as favourable a practical alternative. A final verdict depends 
on import prices, but at this stage of model specification it «pilars justified 
to conenetrate on the investigation of the opportunities offered by resource- 
element variant 3. 

The situation is more difficult with exogenous demand structure A. 
Kesource-element variant 3 predominates here because, if it were omitted 
the production of product H alone would require a minimum (fractional) 
nxed cost of 6.667. There are, however, muoh more advantageous 
alternatives than sole reliance on this resource-element variant, since the 
latter would still fail to provide for the production of A and is a high-cost 

Any combination that does not contain resource-element 3 can |K. miniedi- 
•'!H\ excluded, since the other two resource elements require verv large capacities 
"" l»'<>ductng product H. This eliminates It of the 13 combinat ions preceding 
|""> »malioii d, 2, 3) where these combinations are ordered in terms of ascending 

• •ved costs. The remaining four nre eliminateci on almost as simple criteria. Since 
1 • -- •») with a cost of ti.fi proves feasible, subséquent combinat ions with higher 
"»xl« need no» be tested at all. 
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alternative. A combination oí lì ariti 2 appears favourable. It is low in cost 
(6.6 units) and eliminates the production of A and 1), both of whieh are 
low in demand; this may be acceptable in practice.115 

After consideration of the Hemi(|uantitative programming results, it 
is not necessary to use this kind of model in decision-making processes 
for resource-element specifications. Models similar to model 3, with full 
allowance for fixed coats for listed products and variable costs in represent- 
ing the economies of s^ale of resource-element capacity-maintenance 
activities and all the other complications discussed earlier, would 
generally become unworkable if exhaustive variations of all resource 
elements were included in them: they would become entirely too large; 
and they would impose an impossible burden of data collection by requir- 
ing scores or hundreds of variant resource element designs with com- 
pletely specified machine parks and flow inputs. The method clearly 
leads to a dead end. 

The model of table 13 indicates, however, that an approximate 
approach can be defined to attain reasonably specified resource elements. 
Borne of the features introduced in table 13 for numerical simplification 
can now be postulated for purposes of approximation. Resource-element 
variants can thus be characterised approximately by their estimated 
annual fixed cost« and capacities without an exact description of their 
economies of scale and detailed design and specification of machine parks, 
input flows and so on. On this basis, individual products can be tested 
singly to estimate the resource-element variant which would allow their 
production at the lowest annual charge attributable to processing-capacity 
maintenance. In this estimate, fixed and variable capacity requirements 
of products (the coefficients c and c in model 3) may be r.erged into 
appropriate total capacity requirements at the given level of demand. 
Direct material inputs and inputs of intermediate commodities can be 
ignored as these typically have little influence on the choice of a resource- 
element variant. The variable inputs of resource-element capacity-mainte- 
nance activities (type KEN I) can likewise be ignored, sine» they reflect 
not a trade-off" of fixed against variable costs in production but of eco- 
nomies of scale ir. regard to the resource elements.118 Thus the choice 
depends on the annual costs of maintaining the fraction of the fixed 
capacity of the resource element that a product actually requires. This 
fixed annual cost includes capital charges, labour and indirect material 
costs attributable to operating the resource element at its full capacity 
for an entire year. 

ni 
The ennibiitHtion (3, 2) is, of cour«., not n solution to DIP problem tis Htated 

m tnc model. 

"• If the dati) permit, the latter economic of mmU> can, however, IKî taken 
into necount. 
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Figure 22. Resource element with zero variable costs ft or capacity maintenance 

Figure 22 illustrates zero variable costs in resource-elementcnaeitv 

s^ Ld . Trœ?IeTnt CapftCity k •a""Md to •» ^finite at the 
^l! 7e - UP to the ^^ limit' at which Point it becomes 
*ero (the supply Ime rises vertically). The facility can beduplicatedTu^ 
this implies double fixed costs and double capacity limit. The varkbíeon 
the homontal axis is designated a« *n by reference to theïuA 

"* lUsnthT;' 3;r^ the 8Cale 0f fixed-t incuoce 
wlHtìnn • f     f •      !     1 reqUired t0 a88Ume inte«er va,ues in anv feasible it^z^Tres &imring in a socaiied continu°- w solution always imply an underestimate of costs. 

irivcn1 in taW**^ l^' T^"8 t0 the nuniericaI «^ration 
mdîvid 11        A \ the 8tated "MumI*i•-  Thus the testing of 
Imwî   •PP£UCÏ   T,Mt  eaCh  Sei)arate   ««element   variant 
r ¡s ir  IT- 

fvT\the propertics °f the ¡ih,8trati- «H^I- A« 
cZini o ls !!, '!• 

8UffiC,eíí demand for ,m,It¡Ple fistic», the rounded 
«mtinuoug solutions are likely to be good approximations to the optimal 

Srnnf;í10n8' and ind7id«al te*i°« i- - reliable approximation K 
trns is not the caso individual testing can lead to a larger error. Even in 
difñcult cases  individual testing can be used to detect and remove the 

r1 « n r,ftnta' Then an imPrOVed estimate «n be obtained troni a small preliminary integer programming model, such as shown in 
table U, or a very limited number of the most strategic resource-element 
\ ariani» can be included as explicit alternatives in the specification of a 
major programming model similar to model 3. 

If there is a critical shortage of cost data for resource-element 
vanante, the entire procedure described above can be further shortened 
by matching product demands against ranges of resource-element 
characteristics. Each resource element can then be defined to centre on 
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the most frequently occurring weight, or seriality; the resource elements 
must jointly cover the entire range of variation under consideration even 
if some of these resource elements are eliminated as candidates for invest- 
ment in the co'irse of programming. This short-cut will not help to decide 
optimal degrees of mechanization in response to capital/lahour price 
variations and other issues of local adaptation: they are studied as part 
of the more elaborati1 preliminary estimates that have been discussed 
above. If the short-cut is used, they must be decided either on an intuitive 
basis or by special studies. 

The formulation of programming models, such as models 1 to 3, 
assumes that the resource elements are specified in advance. Their speci- 
fication connects the programming models with the earlier semiquantita- 
tive stage. Resource elements must be defined by detailed weight and 
seriality ranges, product assortments and other features of local adapta- 
tion, such as the degree of mechanization. Specific machine parks and 
flow inputs further define each resource element. It is necessary to use 
approximation procedures that either result in the direct specification of 
the resource elements or at least drastically reduce the number of alter- 
natives. Two simple procedures have been suggested to bridge the gap 
between the semiquantitative and model-building stages of programming. 

7. GLOBAL-SECTORAL DECOMPOSITION MODELS 

The relationship between sectoral and global programming can be 
studied analytically through input/output tables, linear programming 
models and computer simulation. A linear programming framework has 
been chosen for the present discussion because it is particularly well 
adapted to an intuitively clear presentation. Dantzig-Wolfe [12] decom- 
position models indicate the key features of the sectoral-global relationship. 

Table 14 presents the parameters and summarizes the key features 
of a global model with two sectors. Its organization follows the principles 
of table 11. The distinguishing feature of the model is that the parameters 
of the two sectors follow a block-diagonal format (rows 3 to H) except for 
the presence of two rows (rows 1 and 2) in which both sectors have 
entries. The connecting rows represent requirements of the primary 
factors, namely, labour and capital; the remaining rows represent 
balances of goods that are specific to one of the sectors. The activities of 
the model are production activities except for the last one which is the 
exogenous activity. 

The model does not represent a generalization; in practice there is 
not the clear-cut separation of sectoral coefficient into groups as in 
table 14. The usual structure of input-output models would give an 
approximately triangular structure rather than the diagonal structure 
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TABLE 14. A TWO-SKTTOR DAMTEIO-WOLFK-TYPK DKCOMPOHITIOX MODEL 

(LIVEAK PROGRAMMI NG) 

Sector 1 

Product A Product B 

Parameters 
Sector 2 

Product C Product D  Exogenous 

-1.1 
12.5 

-1.25 
-7.5 

1 1 
-0.25 

Complex       Sector 

A 
B 
C 
D 

E 
F 
»jr 

H 

2 
2 
2 
2 

0.3 
-6.0 

0.5 
1 

2.5       1.0     2.5  —0.6 
7.0     15.0     5.0 —4.0 

3.0   350 Capital requirement H 
-1.0 2,000 Labour requirements 

0.2 
1 

1 1 
-0.2 —0.5 

-0.8 
1 

3 6 

50  Product A balance 
—50 Product B balance 

—25 Product C balance 
1     —25  Product D balance 

8 9 

Feasible basic solutions for each sector 
... Labour 

 ¿d»«ii«* and »cales                        requirement 

1.3 
2,3 
1,4 
2,4 

75.0 
85.7 
60.0 
Ü3.2 

50.0 
71.4 
50.0 
65.8 

5,7 
5,8 
6,8 
6,7 

53.6 
25.0 
25.0 
75.0 

35.7 
30.0 
37.5 
62.6 

—1,238 
—1,071 
—1,100 
— 934 

— 946 
— 705 
— 788 
— 625 

Capital 
requirement 

- 98 
—129 
—191 
—243 

— 89 
115 

—138 
—225 

of the model   Nonetheless, its simple properties serve as a suitable 
beginning for later modifications. 

Table 14 lists eight different complexes which can be derived from 
the production activities of the model. The complexes represent different 
ways of satisfying the final demands of each sector by using the least 
number of different production activities. The final demands are repre- 
sented by negative entries in the exogenous column. For example   in 
sector 1 the final demands for goods A and B are SO units each. Goods A 
can be produced by activity 1 or 2 and goods B by activity 3 or 4 Thus 
there must be at least two activities to satisfy the final demands for the 
two goods. The choices are 1 and 3 (complex A), 1 and 4 (complex B) 
2 and 3 (complex C) and 2 and 4 (complex J)). A similar choice can be 
made in sector 2.  Note that while sectoral final demands cannot  be 
satisfied by a single activity, if desired, three or even all four activities of 
a sector could be used. However, the restriction of each complex to two 
iictivitie» results in the simplest productive structure. Technically  the 
«•omplexes are referred to as feasible basic solutions to the sectoral'sub- 
problems. 
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Figure 23. Interrelation of sectoral isoquant* of an Edgeivorth-Bouiey 
décomposition model 

Figur»' 23 has been drawn to scale from the data of table 14. Each 
complex is drawn as a point representing capital and labour input require- 
ments, but the requirements are measured from the opposite earners of 
a box. Thus the capital and labour needs of sector 1 are measured for the 
lower left corner ami the corresponding requirements of sector 2 from tho 
upper right corner, ibis is an Kdgeworth-Bowley box diagram in which 
the dimensions oí the box represent the combined availabilities of the 
two factors in the economy as a whol«'. it is particularly well suited for 
studying the allocation of the two factors in the very simple two-sector 
economy considered here. Clearly, joint allocations of either factor to the 
two sectors should remain in the limits of total availability. 

Th»* complex»1« are used to detine the sectoral is»)qtiants shown in the 
diagram. These lines connect points repr»stilting "efficient complexes". 
The notion of "efficiency" is liest interpret»^ in terms of its converse. 
Complexes I) and ti are inefficient be»•ause they ese more capital (without 
saving labour) and/or more labour (without saving capital) than some 
efficknt complex. Thus complex Duscsnidiv labour and capital than com- 
plex li, and similarly complex <¡ in relation to F. Th»' economic meaning 
of the »'oniK'cting line for a given sector is a production stricture »>btained 
by a mixture of two complexes with varying weights. Thus the midjioint 
between Ji and C is a 50~-fio average of complex Ji and C, while the 
point three-quarters of the distance from F to H is an average consisting 
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3 1 
of  4 H and 4 F. The average pertains not only to factor inputs l.ut also 
to all other characteristics of the complexes. Beyond the complexes, the 
isoquants are extended horizontally and vertically, e.g. to the right of A. 
These extensions can be interpreted as signifying factor disposal activities '; 
thus the extension to the right of A represents the use of complex A, with 
varying amounts of freely available labour. 

The sectoral isoquant is a generalization of the conventional produc- 
tion function to the operations of an entire sector. All points on the iso- 
quant are in a sense equivalent, since they represent the job performance 
of the sector. In the present case this means meeting sectoral demands 
as specified by the exogenous activity. In other cases it might mean 
remaining within specific sectoral supply or capacity limitations (which 
can also be specified in the exogenous activity). Thus the isoquant is a 
device for suppressing information with regard to sectoral detail such as 
precise activity levels while conveying information on two items vital 
for analysing the global interrelations between sectors, namely, the quan- 
titative requirements (or supplies) of the basic resources connecting the 
sectors (labour and capital in the present case) and the implied informa- 
tion that all underlying sectoral demand, supply or other specific balances 
anil limitations are met. 

Points that are not on the isoquant itself differ sharply in inter- 
pretation according to the side of the isoquant on which they appear. 
Points on the hollow side (above the isoquant of sector 1 and below 
that of sector 2) are feasible from the technical /economic point of view 
but are not efficient, since there is always some point on the isoquant 
that uses less labour and capital. Conversely, the points on the other 
side of the isoquant are not attainable, since they signify a smaller use of 
labour and capital than some point on the isoquant that represents the 
best possible combination. 

Global resource allocation can be represented in the diagram by 
choosing one allocation point for each sector and by checking whether 
the resulting allocation is both attainable and efficient. For example, if 
point B is chosen for sector 1 and point F for sector 2, the resulting alloca- 
tion is efficient at the level of each sector and is globally attainable, 
since it uses less than the available amount of labour or capital. In order 
to specify the criterion of global efficiency, an objective function must be 
selected. In tabte 14, for example, the top row (capital) of the model 
can be selected as the objective-function row; the objective then is to 
maximise the surplus (minimize the use) of capital. In figure 23 this 
objective can be served by maximizing the vertical separation between 
sectoral allocation points. Points B and F are clearly not the most 
efficient combination for this purpose; upon inspection, the combination 
AF is found to be more efficient. Note, however, that both the combina 
tions BF and AF leave some unused labour. Intuitively it is attractive 
to attempt full use of labour for greatest efficiency in capital use. For this 
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objective, two precisely vertical points are selected, since the sum of 
labour allocations will then exhaust the available global supply. When a 
ruler is passed across the diagram while being held in a vertical position, 
the largest vertical separation is attained when the line passes through A 
and cuts the E F segment of sector _. If minimizing the use of capital is 
the criterion, the optimal solution is the use of complex A for sector 1 
and a weighted average of E and F in sector 2. A similar optimum is 
found for a different objective function, namely, the minimization of 
labour; in the latter case the horizontal separation between allocation 
points is maximized. 

The geometric representation given above is intuitively transparent 
and focuses attention on some of the key conceptual problems that arise 
in embedding sectoral programming decisions in the context of resource 
allocation for the economy as a whole. Nevertheless, it drastically limits 
the number of sectors and the number of connecting resources are 
restricted to two. Practical programming must rely on a purely algebraic 
formulation of the model that generalizes to any number of sectors and 
connecting resources. The Dantzig-Wolfe algorism is such a general, 
efficient computing device for obtaining rapid, exact solutions. The need 
for some such computing device is essential as it is generally impossible 
to proceed by the enumeration of sectoral complexes whose number rises 
combinatorially with the number of distinct activities in the sectoral 
subproblems. Thus, the general computational method uses a drastic 
short-cut and enumerates a few very highly selected sectoral complexes 
instead of defining sectoral isoquants and relating them to each other. 

Sectoral subprogrammes that are used to locate previously unknown 
sectoral isoquants form the basis for the short-cut. From a beginning 
with a few complexes (for example, one per sector — there are methods to 
locate even these starting complexes if they are not initially known), 
additional complexes accumulate in the course of the calculation. The 
sectoral isoquants can always be approximated by connecting the 
already known complexes. Even a single complex will give an approxima- 
tion of a sectoral isoquant; for example, when only complex B of sector I 
is known, the estimate of the sectoral isoquant is an L-shape with the 
angle of the L located at B. It is clear that approximations of the isoquant 
based on omitting some of the complexes will always be entirely on the 
attainable (technically feasible) side of the correct isoquant; they will 
thus be composed of feasible but generally inefficient points. The approxi- 
mation improves as more complexes are identified; eventually, the 
method locates all complexes needed for defining the correct isoquants 
in the neighbourhood of the optimum. The short-cut consists in not 
identifying the overwhelming majority of the complexes in those regions 
of the correct isoquant that are not required for defining the optimum. 

The sectoral subproblems used for locating new complexes consist 
of the intersection of the columns of the sector with the rows of the sector 
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and the interconnecting rows. Thu« the subproblem for sector 2 consists 

„ l
t^1

,"teÎTCtî0n °f co,umn" 5 to 8 with ~wa 1 and 2 and 5 and « 
(table 14). The intersection with rows 6 and (5 indicates the constraints 
specific to the sector, while the intersection with rows 1 and 2 is used to 
define a sectoral objective function which consists of a weighted sum of 
the rows. Since the coefficients in the connecting rows represent primary 
factor requirements (labour and capital), the weights can be interpreted 
as prices and the weighted sum be regarded as the total factor cost for the 
sector f hus the objective of the sectoral subprogrammes is the minimiza - 
tion of factor costs in each sector at given factor prices.»7 

The factor prices and the new complexes that are found in the course 
ol sectoral suboptimization form the connecting links of the entire 
computational procedure. At each step a provisional optimum in the 
fcdgeworth-Bowley box diagram is determined on the basis of the 
estimated inquanto that connect the complexes already identified in 
each sector. The provisional optimum identifies a corresponding set of 
factor prices which are then used as weights for the objective functions 
of sectoral suboptimization problems. The latter identify new complexe* 
which allow for a closer estimate of the sectoral isoquants, and the entire 

tel <») 

NPUT 

INPUT 

OUTPUt 

OUTPUT 

(cl M> 

OUTPUT 

INPUT 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

Figure 24. Sketch diagrams oftwo-sector decomposition models with two interam- 
iJÄTT**' n e•ì •f ' **? mrPlus °f ^ vertical dimension of the box is 
assumed tobe maximized The origin for Sector 1 is always the lower left corner, 
for bettor 2 the upper right corner. The connecting lines are in each erne labelled 

with the number of the sedor 

117 In the two-dimensional diagram (figure 23) the labour/capital factor ,,riee 
ratio m interpreted an the slope of a budget line connecting point« of equal factor .•• wt. 
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procedure is repeated. As long as the estimates of the isoquants improve, 
the provisional optimum also improves. The procedure ends when no 
further improvement is possible. 

Tn the present ease both of the connecting resources represent 
primary inputs. This need not always be the ease. Figure 24 indicates 
the schematic structure of input-input, output-output and input-output 
combinations, where the segmented connecting lines are replaced by 
smooth curves. Figure 24 a corresponds to figure 23. In this case the 
sectoral connecting lines correspond to the isoquants of neoclassical 
production functions. If both connecting resources are outputs, the 
sectoral connecting lines have the shape of neoclassical production 
possibility curves; in the case of one output and one input, the lines 
correspond to neoclassical factor input-product output diagrams that are 
best known from applications to linear homogeneous production functions. 

8. MODEL FOR THE MET AL WORKING SECTOR IN AN 

INTERSECT/ORAL DECOMPOSITION SYSTEM 

Table 15 presents the parameters and other pertinent information 
for a decomposition model specifically aimed at the requirement« of the 
raetalworking sector. The small size of the model will permit the gradual 
introduction of additional complexities. 

TABLE 15. A SMALL MODEL FOR THE METALWORKIXU SECTOR IN AN 
IXTERSECTORAL DECOMPOSITION SYSTEM* 

3 
4 

5 
6 

Product! Product 2 

Production   Importé      Production    Import»     Exogenous 

1 

-20 

1 

15 
10 

1 

1 3 

Compirne    Import»   Exporté   FBfl) 

-20 

1 

4 

FE(2) 

» S» text for explanation of symbol«. 

—80 
—30 

20 
6 

5 

SEE 

Product 1 balance 
Product 2 balance 

Capital requirement 
Foreign exchange balance 

Export limit, product 1 
Export limit, product 2 

K(l) (K2) LK 

A 1.2 _. -800 —600 —1,400 
B 1 2 —800 + 120 —680 
C 2 1 + 200 600 —400 — 
D 1,2 i 200 + 120 + 320 — 

0 0 o 
0 —540 —540 

2,000 0 —2,000 
2,000 —540 —2,540 
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The model shows only two products (goods 1 and 2) for tho sector 
tiach product may be imported or produced domestically. The required 
inputs are capital for domestic production and foreign exchange for 
imports. The import activity is reversible; at the prevailing world 
market price, it is assumed that it is not only possible to import a com- 
modity but also to engage in negative imports (to export it). This export 
opportunity, however, depends on the special quantitative limitation 
for each good given in rows 5 and 6. The logic of the model permits the 
ready addition of further export activities at lower export prices. The 
procedure represents export demand in the form of a step function with 
prices falling by steps as exports increase. 

The complexes characterizing the model are given in table 15. 
There are only two significant alternatives for each product; it should 
either be imported entirely or produced domestically and exported. The 
alternative of domestic production without any exports or imports is 
subsumed in the former alternatives. Thus there are four complexes that 
must be considered individually. The capital (K) and foreign-exchange 
(FE) requirements of each complex are given for each product. The total 
requirements for capital and for foreign exchange are, respectively, 
2*K and EFE, 

Capital and foreign exchange are regarded as the connecting resources 
for the purposes of intersectoral analysis. Accordingly, the complexes 
must be represented in an Edgeworth-Bowley diagram with capital on 
the vertical axis and foreign exchange on the horizontal one. The usual 
diagram, however, must be slightly modified since both net surpluses 
(exports) and net deficits (imports) of foreign exchange in each sector 
mus£ be given consideration. 

Ft OUTPUT 
(«xport») 

VXD ff INPUT 
(imports) 

Figure 25. A amali model for the metalworking sector 

14 
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Figure 25 presents the corresponding diagram. Complexes A, B and I) 
are found to be efficient. Note that the right side of the diagram corre- 
sponds to the isoquant configuration shown in figure 23 or figure 24(a), 
while the left side of the diagram corresponds to the input-output con- 
figurations given in figures 24(e) and (d). The vertical line supplied as an 
extension from point J) upward corresponds as usual to disposal or non- 
use of a factor (capital in this ease). Note that resource requirements are 
denoted by negative numbers; figures 23 and 25 carry such negative 
numbers on the customary horizontal and vertical axes. In figure 25, the 
opposite direction of the horizontal axis becomes meaningful and carries 
positive numbers to denote net foreign-exchange (FE) outputs. 

FE INPUT 
SECTOR 2 

FE OUTPUT 

SECTOR 2 

if INPUT 

NE7~S 
FOREIGN 
INVESTMENT 

• K INPUT 

FE OUTPUT 
(txporH) 

SECTOR 1 
FE INPUT 
(import«) 

Figure 26. Two-sector decomposition model in which each sector may run either 
a net export or a net import surplus. Sector 1 corresponds to the numerical model 

diagrammed in figure 25 

Figure 26 illustrates the interaction between the metalworking 
sector (sector 1) and the rest of the economy. It is assumed that the rest 
of the economy is capable of operating either on a net import or on a net 
export basis; thus the course of the sectoral connecting line for sector 2 
is similar to that for sector 1. It is further assumed that a net positive 
balance of foreign-exchange (FE) representing a net inflow of foreign 
investment is available to the economy. This is the extent to which 
imports as a whole (foreign-exchange requirements; are permitted to 
exceed exports as a whole (endogenous foreign-exchange supplies). This 
net foreign investment defines the horizontal dimension of the Edge- 
worth-Bowley box; however, in the present case, the box is extended 
beyond the usual corner at v.nich tlfe net resource input of a sector 
becomes zero. The vertical dimension of the box is normal and represents 
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the availability of capital (K). Jn order to achieve the greatest possible 
capital economy, sector 1 must operate on a net export basis (¡see the 
position of the vertical arrow between the two sectoral linen), while 
sector 2 operates on a net import basis. If net foreign investment becomes 
zero, the horizontal dimension 01 the l'Mgeworth-Bowley box collapses 
to a point, but the extensions to the net-export regions stili operak». I u the 
latter case it can thus be decided which sector will be a net exporter: the 
other sector must then have an equal net import. Finally, the diagram 
can accommodate net foreign investment (capital outflow). In this case 
the origin for sector 2 (the upper right corner of the box) moves to the 
left until it passes beyond the origin for sector 1 (the lower left corner). 
The box thus has a negative horizontal dimension. This may appear 
unusual but the interpretation is very simple ; either both sectors must 
have net export surpluses, or the net export surplus of one of the sectors 
must be sufficiently large to offset the net import surplus of the other and 
still leave sufficient foreign exchange to comply with the exogenous for 
eign-exchange requirement. In each case the diagrammatic representation 
of a single sector follows the principles illustrated by the small numerical 
model, and the determination of the optimal position invariably rests 
on the identification of the vertical cut that gives the largest separation 
between the sectoral connecting lines. 

Fixed coite 

The factors of indivisibilities and economies of scale can now be 
introduced in the model. They are indispensable for a realistic model, 
since they play a key role in planning decisions affecting the sector. Some 
of their effects at the intrasectoral level have been discussed. However, 
it is essential to place them in a context that explicitly takes into account 
intersectoral relationships. 

The simplest way to introduce indivisibilities and economies of .scale 
is by adding fixed costs. The formulation of the model in linear program- 
ming notation is essentially unchanged, except that some variable* an» 
restricted to integer values. The following parameters are added to the 
small model for the metalworking sector : 

Capital 
Fixed cost for production of product ]       2<M» 
Fixed cost for production of product 2       f>00 

The model with these additions is shown in table Iti. The definitions 
of fixed-cost activities and tie-in constraints follow exactly the principles 
stated previously. The scales of activities 2 and f> are integer variables. 

The effect of the fixed costs is an increase of the sector's capital and 
foreign-exchange requirements in a way that dejH'nds on the productive 
structure. The list of complexes in table la indicates that complex A 

Foreign 
ixrlmngt 

Citfmrity 
limit 

21 Kl 1H0 
0 HO 

14* 
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1 
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« 

7 
I 

160 
1 

1 
20 

li 

i 
§0 

Produci  I huliiiHc 
Product 2 »mimico 

Cupitnl leijuireniont 
For-i^n exchange balance 

Kxport limit, product 1 
Export limit, product 2 

Fixed-cost tic in. product 1 

Fixed-cost tic-in, product 2 

consists entirely of import tietivities with no production in the sector; 
this complex will not \w affect«! by the introduction of fixed costs in 
production. Complex B, however, contains a productive activity for 
product 2 and accordingly must incur the fixed cost for this activity 
(600 units of capital). Thus the capital requirement of complex B rises 
from 540 to 1 .«»40 units, while the foreign-exchange requirement remains 
the same. 

In figure ¿7 the new complexe*, including the specified fixed costs, »re 
designated by A'. B' and I)'. (Ignore for the moment the A", B" and D" 
that occur in this figure.) It can bo seen that A coincides with A', while B' 
(designated by an arrow) is obtained from A by a vertical movement of 
500 units corresponding to the fixed capital requirement. From table 15, 
complex D has both productive activities and is therefore assigned both 
fixed costs. These fixed costs total 700 units of capital and 200 units of 
foreign-exchange (FEh In figure 27, to obtain D' from D, move vertically 
700 unit** (capital) [and to the right 200 units (foreign-exchange). 

It may be thought that the new complexes A', B' and D' could be 
connected to yield a new isoquant. This is not the case, however, since 
to do to would imply averaging the fixed costs. For example, the midpoint 
between A A' and B* would imply incurring half the total resource 
requirements of B\ which is quito correct as far as the variable costs are 
concerned, but the fixed costs must be incurred only once a« soon as there 
is any production of product 2. However, the averaging procedure falsely 
•asume* that the fixed costs to the same extent as the variable costs can 
be cut in half in the latter case; the averaging treats fixed costs not as 
integer but as continuous (divisible) variables and will therefore be 
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CAPITAL (*) 

1.C00 A «A' flF JNPUÎ 

A^Jll7 Tte^roduetion affixed costs. The complete* A, B. D are carried by 
the ßmd eott*Mjto points A', 6 , D'. These poiniTcannot be direciíyaremji. 

Ihe correct averaging points are shown as A", B", D" 

referred to M continuous averaging. The resulting continuous isoquant is 
denoted m figure 27 by the dotted line connecting complexes A', B' end 1>'. 

For correct averaging the respective fixed costs of any production 
activity miwt be included as soon as any production is be¿un Thus in 
averaging complexes A' and B', the fixed costs of production of product 2 
(500 units of capital and no foreign exchange) mu*t be added for ai! 
averaged ¡wints with the exception of point A itself, where the production 
of product 2 actually equals zero. The procedure is indicated in figure 27 
by inserting a fixed-cost arrow on A'. The end-point of this arrow is A" 
(B ), which will be referred to as the correct averaging point A" for B'. 
In figure 27 the correct averaging line ia seen to connect A" (B) with B' 
itaelf, since there are no fixed costs at A', and therefore the correct aver- 
aging point B" (A') coincides with B'. Starting with A' (which coincides 
with A, where no fixed coats are incurred), the correct averaging line first 
rúes to A" (B') (which corresponds to the smallest non-zero production 
level of product 2) and then proceeds to B'. 

At B' the fixed costs for producing product 1 have to be added 
before the averaging with D' can begin ; accordingly an arrow representing 
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4. FIXED AND VARIABLE RESOIRCE REQUIREMENTS 

Economies of .scale 

The economies of seule due to the sedulity of production is represented 
in models I und 2 by fixed costs (or fixed resource inputs) tied to the scales 
of the respective production Activities that embody variable costs. The 
two kinds of fixed costs are those associated with investment in tooling, 
jigs and fixtures and those associated with set-up operations for each 
production run. 

The first kind of fixed costs creates no particular problems at the 
present stage of analysis. Later, it will be necessary to recognize these 
costs as leading to output requirements in the metalworkhif.: sector proper 
and thus to a feedback between the required production scales of metal- 
working activities at a future date and the corresponding output of tools, 
jigs and fixtures intended for investment purposes during an earlier time 
period t. Fixed costs connected with a production activity include set-up 
charges which are incurred for each separate production run. Thus the 
total set-up charges depend on the connexion between the yearly demand 
and the length of an individual production run. 

In model 1 all fixed costs, including set-up charges, are expressed in 
monetary terms. In models 2 and 3, investments in tooling, jigs and 
fixtures are given as capital requirements in lump sums, while set-up 
charges are approximated by giving the capacity requirements of 
resource elements corresponding to the actual yearly set-up time. Thus, 
if a given resource element with a machine part of 50 units has a total of 
300,000 effective yearly machine hours, set-up charges can be expressed 
as the number of machine hours required per run multiplied by the 
number of runs per year. The product is subtracted from the total 
number of effective machine hours available for production. Since models 2 
and 3 distribute a variety of yearly charges of resource elements (labour, 
investment and indirect material inputs) over the total effective machine 
hours, this way to handle set-up charges is equivalent to the assumption 
that not only investment costs but also labour and indirect material costs 
per hour are the same for set-up operations and production. This is prob- 
ably a tolerable simplifying approximation. The mail reason for separat- 
ing direct from indirect material inputs is to avoid the more gross error 
of assuming that the metal requirements were also proportional to the 
total used resource-element capacity without discrimination between the 
fixed and variable parts of the latter. 

An important simplification introduced into the models is the fact 
that only one fixed investment in tooling, jigs and fixtures is provided 
for each productive process; there is only one variable-cost activity and 
one fixed-cost activity for the manufacture of each listed product by a 
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The correct isoquant quantifies capital and foreignexchange require- 
ments of the sector. TI«, precise meaning of the quantification musí he 
Htated with some care, however, because of the jagged outline of the 
isoquant once fixed costs arc introduced. Thus the correct isoquant is 
defined in either of two equivalent ways; as the geometrical locus « f least 
capital requirements corresponding to given foreign-exchange require- 
ments or outputs, or as the geometrical locus of least foreign-exchange 
requirements (where they are algebraically extended to include negative 
requirements, that is, net outputs of foreign exchange) corresponding to 
given eapital requirements. The correct isoquant provides the implied 
information that all specific sectoral balances and constraints are correctly 
observed, including the fixed-cost tie-in constraints and the specifications 
that restrict certain variables to integer values. Evidently, the continuous 
isoquant violates the latter condition since it treats integer variables as 
continuously divisible. 

(¡iven the correct isoquant for the metalworking sector, an inter- 
sectoral model can be defined on the same principles as the purely linear 
ease. With reí-renée to figure 2t>, the general structure of the problem 
remains the same as before with the simple modification that the isoquant 
of the metalworking sector (and possibly of the other sector as well) will 
now exhibit the kind of jagged indentations that occur in figure 28. The 
optimum is still found geometrically by identifying the largest vertical 
separation between the two isoquants (for an objective function of 
capital-requirements minimization). The oi.ly essential difference is the 
result of the possibility for several local minima owing to the indentations 
of the isoquant. Once this occurs, purely local optimally criteria are no 
longer adequate for the identification of the optimal solution: methods of 
finding such a solution are based on gradual improvements and conse- 
quently will not be valid. Note that the geometrical method of identifying 
the optimum by the criterion of the largest vertical separation ttetwecn 
the isoquants relies on a complete scan of all possibilities summarized by 
the two isoquants. 

This key fact determines the different order of difficulties encoun- 
tered in the linear and the discrete eases. In the purely linear case there 
are short cut methods which avoid scanning all the combinatorial 
ftossibilitics and find the optimum directly. In the discrete case the simple 
short-cut methods cannot be used; a number of mathematical procedure« 
show considerable improvements over the exhaustive enumeration of 
combinatorial possibilities, but they involve much greater difficulties 
than the ones associated with the purely linear case. The simple relation- 
ships l>etween resource allocation and pricing in the purely linear ease 
(and also in non-linear but convex models which do not involve indivisibil 
ities and economies of scale) do not hold for the discrete problem. 

Fortunately, in  practical planning tasks exact solutions are not 
required. The parameters of the problem are themselves subject to con- 
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siderable margins oí error, and in any even! a great ninny uncertainties 
about the future intrude upon exact formal solution« to programming 
models. The pi actual plumier is quite Milling to aeeept approximations 
if he is provided with an adequate measure of control of the margin» of 
error involved in such approximations. 

Primal approximations always remain on the attainable (technically 
feasible) side of the correct isoquant. for example, on the upper side in 
figure 28. Thus they observe all constraint»* of the problem, but they may 
be inefficient. The search for the optimal solution ImtM'd on such approxi- 
mations will fall short of the true optimum: thus, in the case of the 
minimization of capital requirements, the solution will be one that uses 
more capital than the attainable minimum. Many approximate solution 
methods to integer programming problem« aive such feasible but typically 
suboptimal solutions. Figure 21* shows u solution meth<Kl which found 
points A and I) but missed point B; a correct averaging procedure might 
be used between the latter two points. The corresponding line would run 
higher than the correct isoquant. since it would connect J)' with point Z 
and add the height of the step above B' to the step above A'. Taking thm 
line as an approximation to the correct isoquant will neeeasarily result in 
suboptimal solutions (see line D'ZA' in figure 21*). Another primal 
approximation might omit averaging altogether and simply piece 
together solutions from unavenged complexes. An isoquant iMii-reapond 
ing to this strategy would connect A', B' and TV by large horizontal 
vertical steps («ee line J)'X,!i'X»A' in figure 20). If in addition some 
complexe« remained unidentified, the step** would run at an even higher 
level (for example, line D'Y A' in figuri* 21*). To keep the error* in 
bound*, it is clearly desirable to perform a correct averaging o\* ration 
on complt xe* M Inch have already been identified and to avoid mining com 
plexesthat would permit significant improvement»* of the approximation. 

Ihc essence of the dual approximations is that they approach the 
correct isoquant lu m the unfeasible (technically unattainable) *id*> The 
simplest appi-i xinmtion of this kind ignores fixed costs altogether and 
operates with the original isoquant ABI) in figure 2*. (see also figure 3*») 
A closer dual approximation takes fixed cost« into account but distributes 
them evenly over all units of available production capacity. A third and 
even clon i approximation treats the fixed COMH of the complexes as fully 
divisible for av« raging purposes and leads to the continuous Moquant. 

It is important to clarify the distinction between the second and the 
third approximations. rlo this end, the following average fixed coat* per 
unit of production capacity were calculated: product 1. 1.2f» units of 
capital and l.2f> units of foreign exchange; product 2, «.25 units of 
capital and no foreign exchange."'' The average fixed cost* can be added 

"• Tin' i .ili IIIHIíII.N \wn> mud, |(> dividili!», thr lìxiil mm« (200, 20U) hv tin- 
stated cflpm-ity of l*.<i tor tin- product 1 mid lilcewine dividing (MM), U) \,\ KU i..r 
produit 2. 
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to waMe costs for each production process, and the resulting purely 
»near model can then be solved in the convention*! way. Note, however 
that thM approximation generally understates the fixed costi associated 
not only with the averaged complexes but also with each complex in 
«ibtion. For example, complex B (see table IS) involves the production 
of M unite of product 2 (30 for domestic demand, « for export); thus a 
fixed coat of (3«) x (6.25).216 unit« of capital is calculated matead of 
iL? ^ Unit*   Uk*wim> for complex D the calculation yields 

(I00)x(l 25)4 (3«)x(H.25) = 36ü unit« of capital and (100) x(L25) + 
+ (W) x (0) - 125 unit* of foreign exchange hatead of the correct figures 

of 700 »nd 2tK» retpeetively. The underestimated resource requirement* 
for each -»mplex wUI be denoted by the symbols B* and D*. Note that 
M A involve« no fixed corta, A«A' = A*. Thus the isoquant estimated 
by the second dual approximation runs through A*, B*, D«\ while the 
aoquant estimateti by the third dual approximation is the continuous 
isoquant A'B'D'. It can be seen in figure 30 that the third approximation 
is closer than the second, because it is exact (has no error) at the point« 
representing individual complexes and is in error only over the averaging 
stretches connecting the complexes. The second approximation in in emir 
except at complexes such as A that have no fixed costs at all, while the 
error is larger than the one characterizing the third approximation over 
the averaging stretches. 
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Figure 30. Dual approximation* to ikê correct sectoral imqwtnt 

In the general case the three dual approximations can be derived by 
mathematical programming technique«. The first is obtained when the 
sectoral subproblera is optimised while fixed-cost activities are omitted, 
the second when fixed-cost activities are retained together with their 
respective tie-in constraints but the integrality conditions on the fixed- 
cost incurrence variables are suspended, and the third by integer pro- 
gramming and strict observance of the above-mentioned integrality 
conditions.1*0 

The difference between the second and third dual approximations 
can be summarised as follows, although both use average rather than 
marginal costs because they take into account fixed cost« which are 
ignored in the derivation of marginal costs. Hie average coats are obtained 
by distributing fixed costs over the units of available capacity in the 
second  approximation  and by distributing the fixed cost« over the 

"• In all throe vamm, the entire course of th« approximating isoqunnt can be 
obtain«! only when the optimization is carried out repeatedly with gradually 
changing capital/foreign-exchange price ratio« inserted in the «ertomi objective 
function«, since each mich optimization will lead to only one extreme point (com- 
plex) along the ¡«oquant. Thi» repetitive procedure can 1» formalized and shortened 
in the caw of linear programming ami in technically referred to M parametric 
programming. 
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actual units of production characterising each complex in  the  third 
approximation. 

The primal and dual approximations jointly permit a satisfactory 
pragmatic approach to the programming of individual sectors in an 
overall mtersectoral model. The primal approximations will yield 
feasible solutions that are generally not optimal but close to the optimum 
the dual approximations will j>ermit placing an upper bound on the error 
and the approximate pricing of the connecting resources. 

A more comprehensive model 

The  model  representing the  metal working sector in the global 
sectoral decomposition system is now enlarged to bring it closer to the 
three models already discussed. In particular, some of the key features 
of model 3 that arise from the independent presence of economies of 
scale art« represented; at the level of the individual product (eeonomies 
of long senes) and at the level of resource elements (economies of large 
scale). The interaction of these two indivisibilities in the derivation of the 
sectoral isoquant must be studied. In addition, variable exports that have 
been omitted m model 3 are included. In models 1 to 3, exports have been 
treated as exogenously determined, whereas in the small model export« 
were already endogenous, because the scale of the import activity was 
treated as a free variable. Negative values were assigned to the variable 
exports, and a specific limit was imposed on their extent. In the more 
comprehensive model, exports will be treated as a falling step function 
of ex|jort price with separate limits on the extent of exports at each of 
two price levels. 

The model is specified in table 17 in purely linear form without 
fixed costs. Separate production activities are given for each product 
using one of two resource elements. There are two activities representing 
the maintenance of resource-ele ment capacity (columns» and 10)   For 
each product there are the following significant production and trade 
choices; imports, production by activity 1 and export to a limit of the 
first step (row 7), production by activity 1 and export to a limit of the 
second step (row 8), production by activity 2 and export to a limit of the 
first step and production by activity 2 and export to the limit of the 
second step. The number of joint combinations for the two products is 
(5) < (5) .25; there are thus 25 complexes with the main characteristics 
wted in table 18. The capital /foreign exchange (FK) isoquants implied 

by the 25 complexes are plotted in figure 31, which can be regarded as a 
generalized version of figure 25. As the diagram indicates, then- arc only 
five efficient points with the given choice of parameters which determine 
the isoquant for the sector. Apart from pure imports for both goods 
(complex 1), the efficient choices always involve production by means 
of resource element 2 and comprise the following: imports of product 1 
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with production of product 2 to either the first or the second export step 
(complexes 4 and 5) ; and production oí product 2 up to the second export 
step with production of product i either to the first or the second export 
step (complexes 20 and 2f>). All other complexes are inefficient. The 
isoquant h * three sloping linear segments in the net import region and 
two in the net export region. 

CAPITAL I*) 

• 1,000 
rw ouwr 
(««portal 

Figure 31. Diagrammatic repremntaiion of a more comprehensive model for the 
meUthwrking sector. The numbers refer to individwU compirà« 

The model is extended by the introduction of fixed costs in table 10. 
Fixed costs of 100 and 200 unit«, respectively, are associated with the 
production activities for product 1, with a corresponding bound of 
160 units of production for each activity. The bound is not exceeded by 
any of the complexes. The corresponding parameters for product 2 are 
50 and KM) units of fixed cost with a production bound of HO units. For 
the sake of simplicity, all fixed costs are given in terms of capital alone, 
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even though it would ho economically meaningful to define some fixed 
costs in terina of foreign exchange (necessarily imported components of 
productive capacity) or in terms of resource-element capacities. Similarly, 
fixed costs are also associated with resource elements; again thev are 
given in ternis of capital alone. The respective fixed costs arc 2.Ï0 and UM», 
units with corresponding capacity limits of 2,000 and "»(Ml units. The limits 
arc; not bounds; for many complexes it becomes necessary to duplicate 
resource elements, since total required capacity exceeds the limit associ- 
ated with a single fixed cost incurrence. Thus the integer variables for 
activities 14 and 16 will at times assume values of 2, 3, 4 and so on. 

Table 20 lists the fixed eo^s of the complexes needed for drawing the 
sectoral isoquai.t diagrammed in figure 32. It will be noted that this 
figure is a more elaborately detailed variation of figure 2K. 

The derivation of figure 32 is laborious but straightforward. There 
are only two new features that emerge when it is compared with figure 2K. 
First, it is no longer true that the continuous isotjuant will necessarily 

TABLE 20. FIXED COSTS FOR COMPLEXES OF A MORE COMPREHENSIVE MODEL 
FOR THE METALWORKIXU SECTOR 

¡teso» ree element 

Activity I Activity 2 Activity i Activity 2 1 2 
Compier m 209 59 199 290/290 1001590 Total 

r 
2' 50 250 300 
3' 50 250 300 
4 100 100 200 
5' 100 200 .:oo 
ft' 100 250 350 
7' 100 50 500 050 
8' 100 50 500 «50 
r 100 100 250 KHI 550 

10' 100 100 250 200 «50 
ir 100 500 «00 
12' 100 50 500 »50 
13 100 50 500 050 
14' 100 100 500 100 HOO 
15' 100 100 500 200 »00 
16' 200 300 500 
17' 200 50 250 300 K0O 
18' 200 50 250 300 800 
ir 200 100 400 700 
20' 200 !00 500 son 
21' 200 500 700 
22' 200 50 250 500 1,000 
23' 200 50 250 500 1,000 
24' 200 UHI «too 000 
25' 200 10(1 000 000 

13 
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Figure 32. Sectoral isoquants derived from the model presented in table 19 showing 
effects affixed costs 

remain on the infcasible side of the correct isoquant. The former connect« 
r, 4', ñ', 9' and 25', and as is readily seen it runs between 4' and fi', 
and again between 0' and 25', above the correct isoquant over a short 
distance. In the case of 4' and 5'. the complexes have identical fixed 
costs, except for resource element 2, which must be duplicated in com- 
plex o', while it appears only once in complex 4'. If it were not for this 
duplication in 5', the complexes 4' and fi' could be averaged correctly 
by a simple linear connexion. The linear connexion would run to a point 
100 units below point 5' (if 5' had only 1 unit of resource element 2). As 
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it is, the same line will be correct Tor 70 per cent of the distance from 4' 
to f>' because over this stretch the total required capacity of resource 
element 2 remains Mow 500 i nits, which is the limiting capacity for a 
single fixed cost. It is only at this point that an additional I OH units of 
iixed cost must be incurred to permit the continuation of the correct 
averaging process. Thus there is a sudden jump of loo units 7n per cent 
of the way from 4' to 5', after which the correct isoquant maintains the 
same slope as before the jump and runs into .V. The dirwt route from !' 
to ó', un the other hand, starts by anticipating the final effect of this 
jump and thus runs above the correct isoquant until the jump actually 
occurs. Such a situation can arise only when the fixed costs of a complex 
can be incurred stepwise. 

As a result, the definition of the continuous isoquant must be 
tightened for this ease. As can IK» seen in figure 32, the addition of new 
subeomplexes at X' and \" allows a redefinition of the continuous 
isoquant. The redefinition satisfies tin* condition of having the continuous 
isoquant remain entirely on the infeasible side of the correct isoquant: 
the continuous, isoquant will now conned the |K>ints I'4'V'.Vi»'X'-'">'. 
Such subcomplexes occur at integer multiples of th«> capacity limit 
associated with a single incurrence of a s|>eeifie fixed cost of a given 
complex up to the number of actual incurrences minus one. When points 
along the continuous isoquant are identified by integer programming in 
the sectoral subproblems. the process will correctly identify subeomplexes 
such as X' and Y' that occur along the continuous isoquant. 

The complexes that define the continuous isoquant may not suffi««»' 
to define the correct isoquant. ft is between il' ami 2<>' and is not obtained 
by correctly averaging »' and 25' but by using 20' instead of !»' in t he correct 
averaging process, because the latter averaging line runs at a lower level 
than the former. When using «' there is an immediate jump of 2<)0 unit«, 
whereas when using 20' there is no such jump, as 20' and 2.V have an 
almost identical fixed-cost structure (see table 20). Inasmuch as 20' is 
only 250 units higher than 0', the latter is efficient when used alone but 
becomes inefficient rs soon as averaging with 2.V is undertaken. 

Allocations and pricing in the presence of fixed coäs 

The precise definition of sectoral isoquant* in the intersectoral model 
with two sectors and two resources (shown for the continuous case in 
figure 26) permits the identification of the optimal solution by scanning 
the diagram for the largest separation between the isoquants. If the least 
use of capital is the objective, the largest separation is required in the 
vertical direction. No matter how jagged the correct isoquant of each 
sector becomes as a result of correct averaging between complexes that 
have fixed costs, the search for the largest vertical separation is still a 
simple and quick operation (see figure 33). Typically there will be multiple 

is« 
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local optima (in figure 33 six of them arc identified by check marks) 
which must he compared to find the over all optimum, which is identified 
hv a double check m.irk. 

FE INPUT (imports) •*-  •• FE OUTPUT («ports) 

• NET 
FOREIGN 
INVESTMENT 

©SECTOR 

> J 
1   "^k. 

K INPUT 

Yy4 
i   i 
1   ' 

* 
1   ¡ 

^^, 
% ////Ti 

WÁ 

B' 
v 

K m •UT 
**^<&5 

Î kofl\   i 

SECTOR <D Ä 

FE OUTPUT 
(•«port») 

FF INPUT 
(hnpor*) 

Figure 33. Di'igmm of two-wtor decomposition model with fixed cost* 

The separation between the correct isoquant and the continuous 
isoquant is indicated as usual by shading. Figure 33 shows the large 
indivisibilities in sector 1 and the much smaller ones in sector 2. If the 
continuous isoquant is used as a programming approximation to represent 
the correct isoquants of the sector?, the error committed in sector 2 will 
be considerably smaller on the average than the error in sector 1. At the 
same time, since correct local maxima tend to occur at complexes in one 
of the sectors (because at these points there is no averaging and many 
fixed costs are saved) the approximation to the optimal solution based 
on the continuous isoquants will be burdened with less error originating 
in the sector with the larger indivisibilities than the average error in the 
sector. In figure 33, for example, the maximum separation between the 
continuous isoquants occurs at B' which is also the {K)int at which the 
correct over-all optimum is found. The difference between the value of 
the correct optimum and the approximation based on the continuous 
isoquant is determined only by the small error in sector 2, and there is, 
in fact, no error in sector 1, even though the latter sector has a much 
larger average error over the course of the isoquant as a whole. 

If there are more than two sectors and several of these have large 
indivisibilities that give rise to deeply indented isoquants, there is no 
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longer any guarantee that the continuous isoquaiits of the sectors will 
give a fair approximation to the optimum. It is essential, therefore, to 
complement this approximation by estimates of the optimum based on 
primal approximations, which will tend to underestimate rather than 
overestimate the optimum. The difference between the optimum derived 
from the primal approximation and that derived from the dual one yields 
an upper bound on the possible error. The relationship between primal 
and dual approximation« to the sectoral isoquants is of fundamental 
importance both to the construction of programming models and to 
practical planning decisions in the sector and in the intcrscctoral system. 

Consider now the problem of small indivisibilities. To the extent that 
the difference between the correct isoquant ami the dual approximation 
is within permissible limits of error, the correct ¡sonant can be replaced 
by the dual approximation. In practice this means that minute indivisibil- 
ities need not be included in the sectoral model. A model that treats the 
major indivisibilities in a discrete fashion while it uses dual-typo approxi- 
mation for the minor ones is acceptable. Of the three dual approximations. 
the first ignoresHxed costs altogether, while the second and third distribute 
fixed costs either over full capacity or over actual production quantities 
in the complexes. The last two approximations are variants of an average- 
cost type of approach, and are suitable as guides for the suppression of 
small indivisibilities. Both of the approximations are strictly of the dual 
type (they remain at all times on the infeasible side of the correct isoquant ). 
When using them to eliminate small indivisibilities from further considera 
tion in the model, it is best to modify them slightly and to distribute fixed 
costs over a production rate based on estimated capacity utilisation. 
which will generally be less than 100 per cent. Even at points represented 
by individual complexes, the capacities associated with fixed costs an» 
typically less than fully used. With reference to table 18, for example, 
complex 5 uses 560 units of capacity of resource element 2, and the fixed 
cost associated with this resource element in the model of table I!» is 
100 units with a capacity limit of 500 units. Thus, to satisfy the capacity 
requirement of 560 units, fixed cost must be incurred twice; this leavt* 
440 units of unused capacity. When separate complexes are averaged, 
capacity utilization drops below 100 per cent, even when the isolât«! 
complexes use the capacity fully   While it is not possible to predict 
accurately the capacity utilization of a particular resource element (as 
the estimate is required prior to the form ulation of the model ), the approx 
i mate relationship of total demand for capacity to the capacity for a single 
fixed cost does give an idea of capacity utilization. The larger the number 
of units required, the higher the probable capacity utilization can be set. 
For n identical units, capacity utilization (assuming equal loading of all 
facilities) will be at least i — (1/«). 

(iiven the estimated capacity utilization, fixed costs can be distrili 
uted over the corresponding units of production and added to variable 
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costs. If the estimâtes are approximately correct, au isoquant runs on 
the average above the third dual approximation but below the correct 
isoquant. This approximation is neither a pure dual nor a pure primal 
approximation but it is within the error limits ot both. It has the merit 
of eorrcspoi ding closely to the ordinary managerial practice of distribut- 
ing lixed costs for accounting purposes over the anticipated production 
rate. If all lixed costs can be treated in this manner within prescribed 
limits of error, the resulting model will be purely linear. In the solution 
oí such a linear mod--! -dl activities actually used will break even: thus 
the price solution of .-udì a model will reflect complete rather than 
marginal costs. Brcak-evii at (X <nih estimated capacity utilization 
levels is of course not the same as break-even at <x p>4 realized levels. 
As the model is formulated exclusively in terms of the former, there is 
no feedback in the model between the ex ¡tost realized and the t'X anh 
postulated capacity utilization. In an actual decentralization mechanism 
based on average-cost pricing, the experience in regard to the use of 
capacity during a given period will modify the anticipated capacity utili- 
zation levels for the following period, and thus it becomes possible to 
deline the behavioural prerequisites at the level of the managerial deci- 
sion of the timi for an adaptive elimination of all <x post profits and losses. 

The elimination of small indivisibilities from the model by means 
of an average-cost type approximation is referred to as the bridging of 
small indivisibilities. Thus, in formulating a model for the metalworking 
sector, production processes and resource elements are classified into 
two groups; i.e. continuous (within error limits) and discrete. In the case 
of continuous production processes and/or resource elements, indivisibil- 
ities must be bridged by an average-cost type approximation. 

Indivisibilities that are too large to be bridged when formulating the 
model will enter it in a discrete way with their fixed costs specifically 
and separately accounted for in the manner indicated in the models 
discussed (see, for example, table 1!)). The resulting model containing 
continuous and discrete activities may well be much too large to be solved 
directly by integer programming. In this case, the primal and dual 
approximations to the sectoral isoquants help to deline approximate 
optimizing procedures that will yield feasible but suboptimal solutions 
as well as upjter bounds on the possible optimum. For example, the use 
of the third approximation for the sectoral isoquants involves the solution 
of integer programming models in the sectors that are much smaller than 
the intersect* >ral model as a whole. Each solution contributes a point 
along the continuous isoquant. (The second approximation is even 
simpler; it involves only the solution of linear programming models, but 
it is less close.) These points can then be interrelated by a purely linear 
programming technique which is the exact counterpart of the Dantzig- 
Wolfe procedure (in which no fixed costs occur). The reason for this,is 
that use of the continuous isoquant effectively linearizes the intersectorftl 
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problem by bridging all indivisibilities, no matter how large they may be. 
The solution to this linearized intersectoral problem yields a set of price i 
for the connecting resources. The new set of prices is then used to define 
new objective functions for the sectoral subproblems. An integer pro- 
gramming solution for the latter will identify new complexes along the 
interconnecting isoquant. 

Simultaneously, primal approximations for the sectoral isoquants 
can be used to obtain a feasible suboptimal solution to the intersectoral 
problem, in this task the difficulty is partly that of finding a sufficient 
number of sectoral complexes from which to construct approximate 
intersectoral programmes, in the simplest of these primal approximations 
such complexes are used singly for each sector without an attempt at 
averaging; in more sophisticated versions, explicit account can be taken 
of the fixed costs occurring in the individual complexes and correct 
averaging can be applied. In any event, candidate complexes for these 
tasks can be supplied from the dual approximation and the large indivisi- 
bilities when they are contained in a sector. The relevant complexes 
constructed from the latter will be relatively few in number, and a partial 
enumeration strategy based on the knowledge of the structure of the 
sector can be expected to yield a good selection of candidate complexes. 
A comparison of solutions obtained by the primal and dual approxima- 
tions will define a bound on the possible error. The approximations may 
have to be improved progressively until the optimal solution is obtained 
within an acceptable margin of error. 

The problems of central allocations and decentralization by a price 
mechanism are now considered. The optimal solution to the intersectoral 
programming model identifies those discrete activities that must be 
undertaken and separates them from those that will not be used. The 
solution to this model is the basis for central-planning decisions with 
regard to fixed investments that are too large to be bridged by an average- 
cost type decentralizing mechanism. The prices that can be associated 
with either the dual or the primal integer-programming approximations 
are generally not suitable as guides to decentralized resource allocation 
decisions which will jointly arrive at th« approximate optimum that has 
been identified either because the prices bridge excessively large indivi- 
sibilities or because (in the case of the prices occurring in integer pro- 
gramming models) they cannot be uniquely associated with the resources 
whose decentralized allocation is desired. It is thus inevitable that the 
planning decisions pertaining to discrete activities have to be undertaken 
centrally. Once it is decided on the basis of the approximate optimal 
solution to the programming model, which fixed costs will be incurred, 
the remainder of the problem becomes fully linear and can be decen- 
tralized by a price mechanism. To do this, reformulate that part of the 
model which remains after the central planning decision has been taken 
with regard to the discrete activities. Discrete activities whose fixed costs 
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will not bo incurred can be omitted, while those whose fixed costs will be 
incurred can be represented by their variable parts alone. The resource 
components of those fixed costs that will be incurred can then be sub- 
tracted from the respective exogenous resource availabilities (the sides 
of the Edgeworth-Howley box). The model is now purely linear and can 
be solved I standard techniques. The price solution will y I--Id correct 
decentralizing prices. The prices will prevail only on the assumption that 
the discrete part of the resource allocation problem has already been 
decided in one particular chosen manner. 

The following planning strategy emerges from the discussion: 

(1) Decide ex ante which indivisibilities can be bridged within the 
limits of error by an average-cost-type decentralizing mechanism. 
Estimate anticipated capacity use levels and distribute fixed 
costs over the corresponding number of units of the variable-cost 
activities. Thus the components of fixed cost are in effect added 
to the components of variable cost, and the resulting activities 
can be treated as continuously divisible. 

(2) Build a model for each sector from the continuously divisible and 
the discrete activities. Relate these models to each other by 
means of connecting (intersectoral) resources (for example, foreign 
exchange and capital). 

(3) Obtain an approximate optimal solution to the intersectoral 
model using primal and dual approximation? Estimate the 
margin of error by the difference between the primal and the 
dual approximations. Refine these approximations until an opti- 
mal solution is obtained within an acceptable margin of error. 

(4) Use this solution as a basis for planning decisions with regard to 
the discrete activities. Decide which fixed costs will be incurred. 
The decision must be put into effect by means of central resource 
allocations. 

(5) If desirable, the rest of the resource-allocation problem can be 
decentralized by means of an average-cost pricing approach that 
distributes fixed costs on the basis of estimated levels of capacity 
use. Profits or losses due to a divergence between anticipated and 
realized capacity use must be progressively eliminated by man- 
agerial decisions that adjust the estimates for a given period on 
the basis of the experience of past periods. 

Capacity allocation ami pricing o»er a period of time 

The policy conclusions have a corollary with regard to resource 
pricing. Since those fixed costs about which central decisions have to be 
taken do not enter the decentralizing price mechanism, they have no 
influence on the pricing of resources in the model; they are treated in 
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effect as Hunk costs for pricing purposes, while variable costs (including 
distrihuiecl costs in the ease of small indivisibilities) alone determine the 
price structure. This does not mean that fixed casts have no effect on 
resource allocation. On the contrary, they have a cruci.il influence, hut 
this influence cannot be exerted through the price mechanism (except 
for minor, bridged indivisibilities) and must be permitted to assert itself 
by means of a non -price type, essentially combinatorial, centrally eon 
trolled resource-allocation mechanism. This mechanism not only com 
plcmenU but underlies the decentralized pricing mechanism, since differ- 
ing central allocations will give rise to different specific price structures. 

This analysis permits a simple resolution of the theoretical conflict 
Itetween the relative merits of average-cost versus marginal-cost pricing. 
As far as small indivisibilities are concerned, average-cost pricing is 
found to be an attractive decentralizing device within the limits of error: 
the underlying rationale here is that the enormous savings of information 
handling, which accrue to decentralization, favour working with approxi- 
mately optimal rather than exactly optimal outcomes. Larger indivi- 
sibilities must be handled by central decision-making based on models 
that summarize the main combinatorial alternatives open to the system 
as a whole. After the key decisions about the major fixed costs, further 
detail can be left to decentralized decision-making based on a price 
system that is built on pure marginal costs as far as the major fixed costs 
are concerned. However, these marginal costs already incorporate average 
fixed costs derived from the smaller indivisibilities. The distinction 
between small and large indivisibilities depends entirely on the acceptable 
limit of error with regard to the definition of the optimum. 

All of the above conclusions are derived from static models. Dynamic 
features can be brought into the analysis by extending the models to 
cover several time periods. Model 4 has been constructed to illustrate 
some of these novel features while reducing the interrelations to the bare 
essentials. The notation of model 4 follows the notation for models 1 to .1 
given in the appendix to this study except for the omission of most of the 
subscripts and superscripts of the parameters. There are two production 
activities in each time period (columns 1 and 2, H and 10, and 17 and IH): 
their fixed costs have been suppressed, to concentrate on resource ele 
ment capacities. Intermediate commodity inputs have also been sup- 
pressed. Resource-element capacity requirements per unit of production r 
are shown in rows 5 and 6, In and 16, and 2f» and 2«. The next two 
activities in each time period represent the incurrence of fixed costs 
associated with the building of new resource-element capacities: the 
following two activities represent the corresponding variable building 
costs. Thus, before new capacity can be added, a fixed building cost must 
be incurred, and thereafter a variable building cost must be met for 
each unit of capacity built. The representation of economies of scale in 
regard to resource-element capacities has been discussed earlier. The 
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fixed and variable lmihlinii; costs ¡ire represented by the /. md / parameters 
respectively, which refer to inputs of primary factors. It is assumed that 
the second resource element is continuous: it has no fixed huildir.ii costs. 
For comparison, nevertheless the fixed inputs have been denoted bv 
parameter that are assumed to take on zero values. These parameters 
have heen    neireled 

Finally, model 4 includes a new kind of activity (columns 7 and s, 
I."» atid Hi. and 23 and J '). representing the hold-over of existing capacitv 
from period to period Such activities are represented by a hypothetical 
purchase of capacity in period /: its rental in period f-j-'l and its sale in 
the latter period. There is such a hold-over activity for each resource 
clement capacity. Column 25 is the exogenous column as usual. 

Among the rows of model 4, the first two in each time period are 
product balances with final demand in the exogenous column: the next 
two rows are primary-fact or balances. Rows f> and 6, l.l and 10, and 23 
and 20 are capacity stock balances. They account for existing stocks 
inherited from the previous time period, which are available for use in 
current production. The exogenous H° entries in rows ò and 0 represent 
stock inherited from the zero time period, while the stock availabilities 
of periods 2 and 3 depend on the scale of the hold-over activities in 
}>eriods I  and  2.  The price variables associated with these rows are 
capacity rentals. Rows !l and 10, 19 and 20, and 20 and 30 arc capacity 
How balances : they account for the difference between inherited capacities 
and capacities passed to the next time period. Since depreciation is sup- 
pressed, the above difference is the amount of capacity added during the 
|K>riod. The price variables associated with these balances are capacity 
How prices, that is, the buying and selling prices of a unit of capacity. 
Row 31 is the objective function and represents terminal (fourth-period) 
evaluation of resource element capacities using the relative prices kt 

and kt. This choice for the objective function is in accord with the usual 
formulation of multiperiod stock (capacity) accumulation models. The 
/., and kt coefficients replace the capacity stock and flow balance entries 
which occur in each capacity hold-over activity in previous time periods. 

Rows 7 and H, 17 and 18, and 27 and 28 require special interpretation. 
Model 4 is taken to represent only the decentralized part of resource 
allocation after the central decisions with regard to major fixed costs. 
These rows are designated as tie-in rows after the usual tie-in constraints 
which they replace and set the scales of the fixed-cost activities to the 
predetermined integer values represented bv X* parameters in the 
exogenous column.'» Where a fixed-cost activity is set to zero, the corre 

• In onici- to fon-e .XH.t r.jtmlity between tin A* parameter timi the cone- 
s|Hiiitlnmtixei|.«.OMi .HtiMtys«,,!.', no nonzero .slacks are allow eri in those rows This 
•an in- han.llcl  by mi clcnicnhu\   extension of Hie linear piiw.uuiiiing t'ormai 
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«pondin« v.riable-eost activity is interpreted likewise as restricted to the 
zero scale. l   "" 

Demand is represented by the exogenous entries in the product 
balance rows and ,„ assumed to increase from period to period   Inst, d 
«f providing the extra capacity required for the additional demand   f 

ITt^r ' .'* " mml{y ii(ha,,t^o«s to build ahead of demand, tha 
«, to add a larger amount of capacity during a given period than that 
required for satisfymg the demand increase of that period. This occurs i 
capacity building whenever there are economies of scale which reduce'the 
average cost of new ca,,acity «„ the scale of the addition increases Off- 
setting th.s advantage is the fact that expenses must be incurred at an 
ear her time period than if some part of the additional eapacitv wore 
built «ater   that ,s   if ...pita! ¡. tied up in idle, currently unnecessary 
capacity. íor highly simplified cases it is possible to derive analytical' 
Holutions for the problem of optimal capacity addition: f77] for more 
complex cases, such as the present one, integer programming must be used 
lhe optimal solutum to an integer programming formulation specifies 
the amount and kind of new capacity to be added in each period. 

(men these results, it is interesting to analyse the corresponding 
price implicati»•, «qiedally with regard to the rental price of capacity* 
Whenever there is unused capacity, the associated rental price will he 
zero. However, owing to the steady exogenous increase of demand no 
unused capacity will persist indefinitely. Eventually the capacity limit 
will become binding, and the rental price will rise above zero "in the 
intervening period«, however, the flow price of inherited and passed-on 
capacities of this particular kind will have remained constant, since in 
each two consecutive periods the stock (rental) price of capacity sets the 
difference between the corresjMmding flow prices. Thus, if the capacity 
of resource element 1 has been redundant for n periods beginning with 
period t, the stock rental price for these periods will be 0, and the flow 
price of caiwcity in period t + n will be the same as in period / - I. 
J n period / + »-«-1, when capacity becomes binding, the stock rental 
price (see model 4) equals 

y.(* + w-f l)=yf(í + n)-y/(í+» + l)=y/(r- \)-ìff(t + n M), 

wherey, and prefer to capacity stock (rental) and flow prices, rcs(>eotively 
and the parentheses contain the index of the time period. Since the price 
solution of a multiperiod programming model can be interpreted as 
representing discounted prices, in current values the flow price of unused 
capacity increases at a compound-interest rate. If the flow price of the 
capacity of the second resource-element (which is continuous) is treated 
ns the numeraire in each time period for defining current prices, the rate 
of interest in the model will coincide with the rental of this continuous 
capacity. 
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Il the technology of model 4 is stable from period to period, the 
input requirements for producing additional capacity of resource-element 1 
will l»c the suine in a later |M>riod as in an earlier one; thus the current 
How prie«- oi the « apacity of this resource element will drop to its initial 
value as M. in as there are additions. As a result, the drop in flow price 
must he compensated by a high rental to give a rate of return on the 
holding of this capacity equal to the rate of return on the other capacity. 
The rental price obtained during the period (or periods) when the capacity 
is binding compénsate-« fur unused periods when rentals are zero. The result 
is a fluctuating price pattern for the capacity of resource-element 1. 

The rl(»w price of the capacity of resource-element 1 allows only for 
the variable part of building cost. As in a static model, fixed building costs 
are treated as sunk and do not enter the decentralized price formation 
mechanism. The decisions ]iertaining to fixed costs of resource-allocation 
must be centralized. In more comprehensive models with a larger number 
of resource elements, there will probably be some resource elements whose 
fixed building e«)sts are sufficiently minor to be bridged by an average- 
cost approach, m discussed in connexion with the static models 1, 2 and 3. 

'The amplitude of the price fluctuations on discontinuous resource- 
element capacities may be considerably reduced by secondary demands 
for these capacities. For instance, a large press may be indispensable fi-r 
turning out refrigerator doors: the same press may, however, also be 
used for producing multiple units of smaller objects at a single stroke. 
If installed to make possible the domestic production of high-grade 
refrigerators, this press may well have unused capacity for several years; 
this capacity could be used to manufacture smaller objects which con- 
stitute the secondary demand for the capacity of the large press. The 
secondary demand can be reduced as the primary demand increases, 
since the small objects can be turned out on smaller presses. During a 
prolonged unused period the .stock (rental) price of the capacity of the 
large press may well be zero. This condition encourages any production 
activity that can generate economic value from the unused resource. As 
all primary ; nd secondary demands increase over time, the unused [»eriod 
will eventually end when the full range of production activities makes 
use of the press. When demand increases, however, it will he necessary to 
eliminate the lowest-grade uses and to reserve the existing capacity for 
the most economic activities. This is achieved by allowing the stock 
(rental) price of capacity to rise to the point at which the lowest-grade 
uses are eliminated by their inability to meet the rental price. Further 
increases in demand will successively eliminate higher grade secondary 
demands until, finally, the scarcity of capacity will constrain even the 
primary demand that cannot be shifted to other capacities. At this point, 
if primary demand is inelastic, additional capacity must be provided. 

The hierarchy of primary and secondary demands defines a composite 
derived-demand function that has a considerable price elasticity, even 
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when the individual demand functions are totally inelastic  However if 
these demands have some elasticity of their own, the elasticity of com- 
posite demand for the capacity will further increase. Moreover   if some 
of the demand for a product that requires a heavv use „f capacit'v «an he 
covered from imports during periods of greatest capacitv shortage and 
conversely, if the same product can be exported during periods of »nor«'. 
ample capacity availability, a third influence is constituted that tends to 
make the composite demand for the discontinuous capacitv more elastic 
I he greater the elasticity of this demand, the smaller will 'he the fluctua- 
tion of capacity rental prices for a fixed time-table of capacity additions 
Inis analysis also suggests that the optimal size of capacity addition will 
increase with the improvement of capacity use. 

The concept of interruptihle secondary "demand and of iH-ak and 
off-peak load pricing is thoroughly familiar from studies on  electric 
utilities, where the cycle is a daily one. In the present case the cycle 
exhibits a periodicity of several years between capacitv additions  and 
this periodicity arises not from demand but from capacity fluctuations 
None the less, the common element is the periodically fluctuating ratio 
of capacity to demand, and thus many of the familiar insights of the elec- 
tric power-load cycle can be applied to the long-range planning of discrete 
industrial capacity utilization and pricing. In particular, moderate long- 
term fluctuations in capacity and product prices and structural fluctua- 
tions in the utilization of existing capacities and their complementation 
by exports and imports should he a normal part of long-range economic 
planning. The benefits that can he derived from such price and structural 
fluctuations must be balanced against the disruptions caused  by the 
continuous readjustments in production. These need not, however,'have 
exclusively adverse effeets. Cyclical readjustments facilitate the braking 
of rigidities and vested inefficiencies with which a stable production 
process often tends to be saddled. Such readjustments may be very 
helpful in the progressive introduction of technological innovations on 
which much of the genuine development of an economy so decisively rests. 

One question that must be left in a rather unsatisfactory state per- 
tain" to a practical price system. While it is suggested here that small 
indivisibilities are bridged, major fixed costs are still outside the price 
structure. For administrative and incentive reasons, however, it may he 
indispensable to distribute many of the major fixed costs that occur in 
the metalworking sector, even if they are subject to central decisions. It 
has been found inadvisable to provide enterprises with free resources. 
How then is the process of decentralization affected if major fixed costs 
are distributed over the units of capacity or of output after centralized 
decision -making ? Since fixed cost incurrence is centrally decided, it will 
be unaffected by the change; hov ever, the burdening of low-grade 
secondary activities with average fixed costs will discourage enterprises 
from using slack capacities and will thus not be economical. To what extent 
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is the acceptance of such adverse effects* j unti tied for he sake of avoiding 
a wasteful capacity use that will gradually harden into a vested ineffi- 
ciency ? The answer to these questions leads well beyond the usual 
technology-centred formulation of the problem. 

There are. of course, many othe- questions that remain in an equally 
unsatisfactory state. Problems of technici 1 innovation, labour training, 
production scheduling, productivity and  many others have not even 
been touched upon in this study. The centre of attention was occupied 
by the problem of technical-economic description of meaningful produc- 
tion alternatives for the   sector under a  given technology in a pre- 
dominantly static framework and with no institutional constraints from 
the side of labour skills and the like. The framework of linear and integer 
programming was used to organize the available alternatives in one 
particularly Himple and obvious fashion without an implied commitment 
to this framework as necessarily the last word in the organization of this 
kind of information. Despite a constant effort, to simplify the problems, 
the very nature of the sector is such that it piles complication on complica- 
tion in a seemingly endless way. Quite possibly it will be necessary to 
complement   the essentially  synoptic  approach  taken  here with  an 
adaptive-control type of approach having a totally different orientation, 
in that it would treat major parts of the system as "black boxes", whose 
internal  workings are fundamentally inaccessible to description and 
analysis. 
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NOTATION FOR THE MODELS 

1LIS1...1LIS7, 
2LIS1, 2LIS2 

1EXT, 2EXT 

FE 

RESI, RES2 

DMAT 

LABI, LAB2 

IMAT 

CAP 

1STP1. .. ISTP4, 

2STP1, 2STP4 

Rows 

Listed-product balances. The first numeral is the 
serial number of the branch of the sector, the 
last is the serial number of the product in the 
branch. 

Extrapolated product« treated as a single item 
for each branch. The first numeral is the serial 
number of the branch. These rows refer to supply- 
demand balances of the extrapolated products. 

Foreign-exchange balance. 

Resource-element capacity balances. The nu- 
meral is the serial number of the resource 
element. 

Direct material input. Refers to material input 
into production that is accounted for directly in 
connexion with a product, rather than indirectly 
through the material input requirements of 
resource elements. 

Labour input into resource elements. The nu- 
meral is the serial number of the class of labour. 

Indirect material input through resource ele- 
ments. Include« tools, lubricants, form, sand etc. 
Here only one item is carried in physical units, 
but several items may be added, or total cost 
may be carried as a single money sum. 

Capital requirement. This is the total capital 
stock measured in money terms. The price 
applicable to this resource is the capital-carrying 
charge consisting of the rate of interest plus any 
other charges. 

Annual money cost, accounted directly (a flow). 

Step function limits for extrapolated products. 

The first numeral refers to branch, the last to 
the serial number of the step. 

16 227 
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1LFX1...1LFX7. 
2LFX1, 2LFX2 

RFX1, RFX2 

Rows 

Fixed-cost constraints for set up charges in 
production of listed products. The first numeral 
refers to the branch, the last to serial number 
of product. 

Fixed-cost constraints for resource element 
capacities. The last numeral is the serial number 
of the resource element. 

1LIS1... 1LI87 
2L1S1, 2LIS2 

1LFX1...1LFX7 
2LFX1, 2LFX2 

1LM1...1LM7 
2LM1, 2LM2 

18TP1 ...1STP4 
2STP1...2STP4 

EXTÄ* (models 1 and 2) 

1EXTM, 2EXTM 
(model 3) 

RESI, RES2 

RFX1, RFX2 

EXOG 

Column« 

Production of listed products. The first numeral 
refers to branch, the last to serial number of 
product. 

Fixed-cost incurrence activity for production of 
listed products. Represents the incurren«» of 
set-up charges for a given production series. The 
first numeral refers to branch, the last to serial 
number of product. 

Import activities for listed products. The first 
numeral refers to branch, the last to serial 
number of product. 

Production <tep in producing extrapolated prod 
ucts of a branch. Total production scale is sum 
of the successive steps. The first numeral refers 
to branch, the last to serial number of step. 

Import of extrapolated products. 

Import of extrapolated products. The numeral 
refers to the serial number of the branch within 
the sector. 

Resource-element capacity maintenance. These 
activities indicate the inputs needed for main- 
taining (not building) given resource-element 
capacities. In static one-period models, no 
building activities occur. The numeral is the 
serial number of the resource element. 

Fixed-cost incurrence for resource-element ca- 
pacities. The scales of these activities measure 
the fraction of fixed cost actually incurred. The 
numeral is the serial number of the resource 
element. 

Exogenous activity specifying fixed supplies 
and demands of different resources. 
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Indie es 

i, h le, I These indices are dummy variables win »s*« raime 
of meaning is restricted to the delinition in 
which they occur. The .same index symbol, for 
example i. may be priven different meaning m 
different définitions, Therefore the meaning of 
every index occurring in a particular delinition 
is stated as a part ofthat delinition. 

Para mekrs 

«<, (models 1, 2, and 3)   (¡eneric designations for all technical coefficient* 
in the models. Subscript I refers to the resource 
row, following the st quential nuin<>eriiig of all 
rows shown at the left margin of each model. 
Subscript / refers to the activity column, follow- 
ing the sequential numbering of all activities 
shown at the top margin of each model. 

a/ (model« 1 and 2) Input of listed product / into another listed 
product (serial number not specified). The 
superscript i refers to the typical product from 
which the coefficients of the given listed product 
have been derived. As an input, this coefficient 
is provided with a negative sign. For example, 
in model 2, the coefficients in row 2 correspond- 
ing to columns 1 through 7 are, in order: 

"a ' — ii, 

The positive unit term in the second coefficient, 
0 —«g1), indicates one unit of gros» output of 
listed product IL182 by activity column IUS2, 
in order te arrive at net output, the intermediate 
input a2' (of listini produet ILLS-» into activity 
1LI82) is deducted from the CHIC unit of gross 
output. This intermediate input is identical for 
columns 1 through 4, except that only column 2 
(activity 1LÎS2) produces any output (positive 
entry) in row 2 (listed product ILIN2). The four 
coefficients are identical because they are all 
derived from typical product I. 

In other wools, the suju'rseript < does not refer 
to the serial number <>f the activity column, 
e.g. 1  through 4, but to an entirely different 

!«• 
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l'ara mete i,s 

rt„>w (model 3) 

A 

I 

r/ (model 2) 

ciik (model 3) 

series of typical products from which input 
information is transferred to listed products. It 
is assumed that columns 1 through 4 (the produc- 
tion activities 1LIS1 —1LIS4) receive their 
numerical information from typical product 1, 
columns 5 and 6 from typical product 2 and 
column 7 from typical product 3. Conceivably, 
H «ituation might occur where two or more listed 
products are produced by the same process: in 
this ease by-products would be designated by 
jwsitive n coefficients. 

Input of listed product number ; of branch i 
into »p her listed product number k of branch I. 
Typical product« from which the given listed 
product is derived are not distinguished in this 
notation. Other comments given above for o/ 
abo apply here. 

Matrix of «/ coefficients of order 7x7. 

Identity matrix of same order (7 x 7) as A. The 
identity matrix has ( +1 ) entries along the main 
(top left-lower right) diagonal. 

Portion of variable production cost of a listed 
product expressed in money terms per unit of 
output. Superscript, see «/'". 

Yearly fixed cost associated with production of 
given listed product. Consists of yearly capital 
charges of tooling, jigs and fixtures, and time 
(capacity) cost of setting up the required 
number of yearly production runs. Su|K*rseript, 
8©C fi * . 

Variable capacity requirement of ;*-th resource 
element in the production of a given listed 
product. "Variable" means that portion of total 
capacity requirement that varies directly with 
scale of production as distinguished from fixed 
requirement. Superscript, see a/. 

Analogous to parameter r/. Subscripts: i the 
serial number of the resource element, ;' the 
branch of the listed product and k the serial 
number of the listed product. 
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e,' (model 2) 

c¡jk (model 3) 

ft' (models 1 and 2) 

ftp, (model 3) 

çp' (model 2) 

fp (model 3) 

mj (models 1 and 2) 

mjk (model 3) 

Para tut hr« 

Fixed   capacity   requirement   of > id   rcsoun« 
element  in  the   production  of H given   lis|(>d 
product. Consists of «hare of time fund of ¿>¡\<n 
resource  element   devoted   to  Nettimi   tip  the 
required   number  of yearly   production   run.* 
Superscript, see a/. 

Analogous to former parameter. KiitMcript. we 

Resource element input coefficient into produc- 
tion step of extrapolated product. Subscript«; 
/ the branch, i the serial number of the resource 
elements and I the step numl>er. 

Direct material input into production of given 
listed product. That portion of all material inputs 
that is accounted for «epurately for each listed 
product as distinguished from indirect material 
inputs accounted for by resource-element cajmc- 
ity use. Superscript, see «/'. 

Analogous to parameter/*'. Subscripts: ;', branch 
of listed product; k; serial number of listed 
product. 

Material input coefficient into production step of 
extrapolated product. Subscripts: ; the branch 
and I the step number. 

Capital investment in tooling, jigs and fixtures 
required for production of a given listed product. 
Superscript, see «/. 

Analogous to parameter y'. Subscripts, see /âjk. 

Foreign-exchange requirement in importing a 
given listed product per unit; that is, the for- 
eign-exchange import price. The subscript refers 
to the serial number of the listed product. As ,ui 
input, this coefficient is provided with a negative 
sign. At times, the corresponding activity might 
be permitted to run in reverse signifying an 
export; in this situation m¡ becomes the export, 
price. 

Analogous to parameter my. SubscriptH, sec fijk. 
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n (models 1 and -') 

n¡ {model 3) 

a 

dj (models 1 and 2) 

dp (model 3) 

f (models 1 and 2) 

e J (model 3) 

I, (models 1 and 2) 

I a (model 3) 

hi 

Pa m out i••/•.. 

Foreign-exchange requirement for importing a 
unit of the extrapolated products of the branch: 
that is, the import price of the extrapolated 
products treated as a single aggregate com- 
modity. As an input, this coefficient is provided 
with a negative sign. At times, the corre- 
sponding activity might be permitted to run in 
r<n erse, signifying an export, in which case n 
becomes the exftort price. 

Ani'logous to parameter «. Subscript, /, branch 
of extrapolated produc'. 

Production cost per unit of extrapolated pro 
duct« treated in aggregate terms. The subscript ; 
refers to the serial number of the step in the 
step-function used to represent the rising trend 
of these money costs. 

Yearly demand for the ;-th listed product. 

Analogous  to   former   parameter.   Subscripts: 
se© ftji,. 

Yearly demand for extrapolated products. 

Yearly demand for extrapolated products of 
branch /. 

Exogenous foreign-exchange allocation to or 
availability for the model. If negative, it 
signifies a net requirement: in the latter ease 
imports have to be treated as free variables that 
may have negative values in order to allow 
foreign-exchange generation by export. 

Limit for individual step j in step function for 
extrapolated products. See y¡. 

Analogous to parameter //. Subscripts: i, branch 
of extrapolated product; ;, serial number of 
individual step-in-step function. 

Variable part of labour of classification i used 
per year in maintaining a unit capacity of 
resource element ;'. 

Fixed part of labour of classification t used per 
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«f 

*/ 

iti 

/* 

ft 

* 

k 

Parameter* 

year in maintaining any capacity of resource 
element ; in excess of zen». 

Variable part of indirect material input used per 
yoar in maintaining a unit capacity of resource 
element ;'. 

Fixed part of indirect material input used per 
year in maintaining any capacity of resource 
element / in excess of zero. 

Variable part of capital stock tied up in main- 
taining a unit capacity of retouroe element ;*. 

Fixed part of capital stock tied up in maintaining 
any capacity of resource element ; in excess of 
zero. 

Upper bound on production scale of listed 
product ; in branch k. 

Limit on capacity of a single resource element ;. 

Additional notation for model 4 

Preset integer-valued scale of fixed-cost activity 
for building capacity ; (subscript omitted). 

Generalised reference to index of time period, 
*«0, ... 4. 

Amount of capacity ; inherited from time period 
f «O (subscript omitted). 

Terminal (time period 1^4) valuation of 
capacity;;;'-*!, 2. 
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